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INTRODUCTION

The text that you are about tcrteach from Is the resqlt

, of collaboration between experienced hl-gh school teachers and-

-university mathematicians. This'commentary is designed' to-

help you in several ways:

1. To help you in lesson planning,

2. To explain why we believe: At_is worthwhile to make

certain changes from the traditional treatment.

To save you, work by giving to problems

in the problem sets as well as a suggested method

of solution to all but the simplest problems,

4. To provide additional background inforMation.

You can see from this list that our object in writing this

commentary to help you to present our treatment of geometry

as effectively as possible.

At this point you may ask "If the text is so different

and/or difficult that it needs an elaborate comMentary,'what

is going to be the students' reaction to the text?" Our

answer is as follows: Any formal treatment of geometry

would be new to the student and remarks An the text

commenting on why we didn't treat this or that matter in the

traditional way would be meaningless to him. After all, he

does not know what the traditional treatment is. Also, it

is natural for us,to equate being different with being

difficult. It may well be that it is difficult for us

because it seems so different. However, we feel certain

that once you become accustomed to our terminology and

treatment, you will find your geometric insight sharpened

and the increased clarity obtained well worth the break

from the traditional treatment. We also feel certain that

clearly expressed thought in precise language cannot help

but evoke real intellectual enjoyment on the student's part

as well as making the subject easier for him to grasp.



The commentary is- organi=zed into four parts. The first
part, in a.cillition-Ito tt'le introducion yoll are n4,4 reading,

contains A short 4ection on estimates of class time needed
io cover each chapter. At they beginning, of', the printdd

solutpnsjor some of the problem sets,.comments regarding
problems in the-sets are made.

The second or main part consists of a chapter by chapchapter
commentary on the text organized as follows:

1. Remarks that apply generally to the chapter.
)_ 2. Paragraph by pYragraph comments as appropqate.
3 Suggested ,supplementary problems that could be used.

either for additional assignments or possibly as

test auestions: -These are called illustrative'

Test Items.

The third part ,entitled "Talks to Teachers.

s -a'- collection of essays on topics that cannot conveniently

be dealt with in the main part of the commentaryinrconnection
with' a7particular passage. The essays inclvde some of the
most important t of the commentary. They b

referred to hereafte' in this manual simply as Talks.
IThe fourth par contains, first, the answers to the

Illustrative Test Ito and, second, the solutions to the
problems..

One of our goals is the development of analytic geometry
land-inhand with synthetic geometry, to emphasize that both

are deductive systems and that it is useful to have more than
one mode of attack in solving prablms. We begin our

development synthetically, but we are naturally led to a

consideration of coordinate systeMs through our heavy reliance
on the real number system (just as In the earlier SMSG
Geometry). However,'we do not make full dse of coordinate
systems until the student has a good command of the method
of synthetic proof, acquired through considerable practice.



Obviously, we wanted to choose a cleVel thent that was

best froM the pedagogic point of view as well as sound

mathematically. Equally obvjous was the fact that there

was no handy formula fo guide us in making such a choice.

The followidg are some of the factors that we considered in

coming to our decision.

Foremost from the mathematical point of view was the

desire to choose as p6stulates a small number of independent

statements strategically placed" 1: the body of-geometry
,

so that every area of interest couldbe reached by a short

deductive chain. At the same time, we wanted to have the

postulates "intuitively reasonable". Sometimes, unfortunately,

thesetum-desi-Des seemed -to-be-tn-conflitt- ,

In addition there was the choice of technical language.
o

On the one hand it s desirable to use as technical words

--those that have strong connectiOn_with_colloquial usage and

our intuitive geometric ideas. On the other hand we d_ not

want to have our mathematical language so clone to colloquial

usage that:there' was danger that the wrong one of several

possible meanings might be taken. In the interest of good

teaching of mathematics we can hardly overemphasize the

pedagogical importance of reinforcing for your students the

strict meaning of ter as given in the text by consistently

using them only in th ir technical sense.

In connection with the aim to provide additional back=

groUnd i formation there are several things to be said. Firs

it is o ous that, in a textbook at this level, many

disc ons have to be logically incomplete. We have cut

some corners, expecting the students' intuition to take over,

and we believe this is as it should be. Often, in fact,

it would take considerable argument with most studentsto

convince them that they had indeed depended on their intuition.

On the other hand, some students may see this dependence and

ask how the argument-may be revised to avoid such a question.

The running commentary is designed to help you when this -

happens. As a further aid you should have available a copy



of "Studies in Mathematics," Volume 1,1,, Euclidean Geometry

Based on Ruler and Protractor Axioms, by C. W. Curtis,
P. H. Bails, and R. Walker. It contains, expecially in the
-first chapters, much material that could-have been put _in the
Talks. It, also contains detailed proofs of bb.sic theorems
that are not mentioned in the text. The properties stated
in these theorems are intilitively obvious andare
generally accepted by students without comment. A completely
logical developetent of geometry must, nevertheless, contain
proofs of these theorems, and so they are includeaere for
whatever use you wish to, make of them. When we refer to the
reference volume,. we will speak,of it as "Studies II."
Inasmuch as "Studies I1" 'was_speoifiLalj ritten_for
previous SMSG Geometry text, they G edition, as opposed fo
this which is the GW edition, there is a short essay in
the Talks establishing the necessary connection between the

-terminology-usedintUdIeS'1I-,11 and ours.

Some teachers may enjoy referring to a lighter
presentation of some geometric idea. To them we suggest

V, Concepts of Informal

Information about the books can be obtained from

"Studies in Mathematics," Volume

Geometry.

School Mathematics Study-q- up, Cedar Hall, Stanford University,
Stanford, California.

i

Although we felt it unwise tmake our text logic2lly
complete in its theorems and , we did attempt to give a
completo faun ion of postulates and definitions. On such
a foundation a student can build as elaborate and complete
a structure as his capabilities permit, with the help of his
teacher and of supplementary reading.

Obviously you will like some features of this text better
than others. In any case, we hopethat you, will teach it
following the presntation of the text and taking into
conSideration priorities and emphases suggested in this
Commentary. Suggestions for improving the text are invited;
send them to School Mathematics Stpdy Grou_--Cedar Hall,
Stanford University, Stanford, California.



A WORD ABOUT PROBLEM SETS

The fundamental purposes of the problem sets

t 1.

are:

To reinforce the students' comprehension and

appreciation of the ideas and techniques being

developed;

2. To develop the Students' ability to recall

accurately and wally concepts once understoo

To ektance the students' `power to apply

combination& of concepts and techniques effectively

to the solution of problems;

A:

To _enge the students to analyze problems and

probe for solutions, not- readTlyapparent.; a-

Occasionally, to orient the students' thinking

toward a concept not yet introduced but to be

aeveloped in the succeedin ext material.

general rule,-each problem set will commence with

a number of simple exercises designed to "drill home" the

basic concepts. After these, the difficulty' of the problems

will increase, roughly with their order of appearance, the-

last one

Nproblems.

two, as a general rule, being challenge-type

It is hardly pra-

probleM set to be, or

icable, however desirable, for every

o contain identifiably, a "proper"

homework assignment for a given student. We have attempted

to provide "good" problems, and enough of the to allow the

teacher somefreefom of choice. Teachers are urged torfread

the problems of each set, and possibly their solUtions, with

a view to tailoring homework assignments to fit situations:.

There may be certain problems in a set, perhaps explora-

tory in nature and leading into succeeding sections, which

the authors strongly recommend assigning to every student.

Such probleMs are "starred," the asterisk meaning

"Do not omit."



With regard to Nheorems" in the problem se _, there will4-N
.probably arise some Questions about their atus. Students,, #

may want to cite the solution of one proo roblem as a.
basis for.a. deduction in solving another problem, or indeed
in proving a sulpequent theorem n t in a problem set. The

In
teacher may wish to prescribe gro rules for this,' and we
uld suggest that a "safe" rule would be not to allow it atall. However,there may be occasions for relaxing such a rule.

One final remark about p fs: The partial "proofs"
which appear as Completion-type problems in the problem-setsshould not.be considered as models of "correct" proofs In a
restrictive way. We intend them to illustrate acceptableproofs, but not to be thb only acceptable ones. Good,

original-reasoning-can-be preb-ented-tn many forma,all
orderly and convincing, direring primarily in their
resRectivd appeals to personal taste.

Folfowing_the-general commentary sectiOn-fOr-eadh
chapter (except Chapter 1) problems suitable fo'r use ina chapter-test have been listed: It should be clearly
recognized that the list iS'often too long and may containtoo many similar items to constitutoa single chapter test,but fr"sas dedigned to provide samples of probleniswhich
a teacher might use in assembl such a test. A complete
chapter test might be constructed by selecting a repusenta'tive
combination of these test itdris. In most cases enough
problems testing the same points have been included so thata teacher with,severaf

class sections could make different'but similar tests.



USING THZ TIME AVAILABLE

Ti tis tact was written so that very good classes will

have ample material to challenge them for ,a year. It folloW's

thent that most

material. You prefer not to rush through important

topics ,just Eo cover pages, so this note -will suggest some

of the pOssible choices that you can make. For example

the time schedule below-'buggests two approaches, one for

the average class and one including vectors, for the

classes will. not be able to cover the entire

advanced class.

A Pull course gives adequate coverage of all the

exposition and a substantial number"of problems from each

set. ,There is an abundande Of 0,oblems-because this -was

fit to be necessary to meet the needs of all the students.

Certainly there are more herO than any student could be

-expectcd--to_work..._ Also there are some problems that only

-a Pe- a- le students are expected to solve.

'die time schedule given below is the result of the-

opir ions of the secondary teachers who participated in

this, writing project and of the experience of teachers

who used the preliminary edition. The time allotment serves

to indicate the relative amounts of time for the various

chapters: Whether your class be average, aboVe average,

ox-definitelyisuperior.the relative amounts of time devoted

to each chapter as indicated in the_ichart should give a

well-balaned course. If you find that these. relative

tifnes are not working out in you'', classes, we suggest that

you consider-carefully the depth to which you are teachir)1-

the various chapters. The remarks in this comtentary

r were designed to be as helpful as po5sible on this question

of depth,



Chap

Part No. of 'Cum.
Days Tot..

1, .Introduction

2.
Sets,-Point,,,,, ;Lines, and Planes

Measurement of Distance and
Coordinates on a Line. . . 1a-

Angles-
13,

O. Congruence,

Part II

6, .Parallelism.

7. Similarity.

Part III
ii

.21

13
rid of First Semestor------4-

Coordinaiis in a Plane
30

Perpendicularity, Paralleli#n, and
Coordinates in Space.

10. Vect0

11. Polygons

. . .
. . .

lyhedrons

0

1d

26

60

't6

b2
12. Circles and Beres .

. .2

Total for year 173

*In classes of superior students where it is.desirable
to study vectors we anticipate that the time regUired isabout ten days. With such students it may be possible toshorten - slightly some of the times listed above,particularlythe chapters on coordinate geometry and congruence. Thereare some theorems in Chapter B. that are treated in thechapter on vectors. These may be omitted from the class
presentation of Chapter 8 if vectors are presented.
Details appear in the CarE2nIam, on Chapter S.



Let us stress again that we do not feel we can set

a rigid time schedule. Yet WO feel reasonably secure in
-n-

saying that you should not sped more than thirteen wees
ror''

on Part I. You will pot accomplish this; even with 4n

advanced clasS, if youltinger too long on Chapters 3

and 4'. With an average class you will want to 4pproach

many,of the proofs from an intuitive basis or by giving

I illustrations using spefcific sitifa-tions.-JIn some cases r'

you ma 4 wish to skip the proof entirely after discussing

what the theorem says. All this is treated more fully

In Chapter 3 and 4 of the Commentary.

Neither will you be able to meet yoOr schedule if you

start yotr stude -s doing proofs too early. Several

times e oalte Chapter 'It', as the time for students to venture

out alone. This is about the eAght or ninth week, While

we presented numerous proofs in the interest of having a

complete geometrical framework, the student is no expected

to be able to produce them at this stage of the-game.

Spending time at this task at this time would possibly

prohibit your considering other topics which are a vital

part of the course. Chapter 5 deals specifically with

techniques of proof. This is the spot where students should

first consider the prob'em of constructing their own proofs.

We are working on the theory that it is good to have

an excess of food on the table. The wise person does not

try tolkat everything before him, but judges his capacity,

evaluates his wants, and acts accordingly. So it is in

geometry, but here our wants differ greatly, being affected

by time, teacher preferences, local syllabi, and individuals

and group differences. We reco: 6--t. 4a,t,snumerous plans are

possible to meet the limitatio imposed by these

considerations. However, if you are trying to decide what,

food to choose when you judge that your capacity will not

permit you to make the full round of the table, we suggest

the following as what can be omitted, in the order very

roughly, in preference of omission, the last item being

the one you should: least consider omitting.



Vectors

The proofs of Chapter 9. (Treat the :.hapter,

entirely do an intuitive basis.)

The sections on polyhedral angles and poi.,

in Chapter 11,

The detailed proofs in Chapters 3 and 4. (Treat

the chapters on discussion and poblem solving basis

The sections on the coordinate geometry of the
sphere in Chapter 12.

The -sections of Chapter 9 on the coordina
f

geometry ofAilines-and planes in three dimensions.

Finally, for the class, or the individual student,

needing more material than all the numbered e= apters
provide, tt e appendices may provide the basis for number
ofinteresting assignments.



-Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION TO FORMAL GEOMETRY'

In this chapter we discuss inforTally what fAlual

geometry is and the distinctions` betWeen it'and ftsical

geometry. Our Immediate goal is to -give the student -some

idea of 'the-format of a postulational development o

geometry and to prepare him intellectua=lly so that he will

be willing to work with

1. undefined terms

postulates

3. chains of deductive reasoning.

Ideally, it should be possible to start the text with a

list of undefined teems onpage-1, followed, by postulates,

thentneoremsandproofsWeallknow,however-how
difficult it is to play intelligently o even be an

interested spectator of a game in which we have no idea

of the -Tiles or how-to keep score.- In a sense we are

trying in this chapter to tell the students- who the

players are, what the rules are, and how we keep score

We hope that most students will become active, intel-

lectual participants. 4

If you have never seen or played a game of cricket

but have:tried by reading a description of cricket in an

encyclopedia to "understand" the game, you probably have

some idea of the student's problem in trying to

"understand:' what formal geometry is about, if he has

never worked with it. An effective way of learning about

cricket would probably)De.toread the encyclopedia

article to get a general idea of the game and then

watch a game in company with a friend familiar with it.

We strongly suggest that thse use of this chapter should



be similar to that of the encyclopedia article. As soon
as he gets a fair idea,of. the "game," he should go on
with his teacher as aguide and start participating in it .

Occasionally, it may be appropriate for the teacher td
refer him back to this chapter.

Needless to 'say, we are well aware that many of the

philosophical matters we touch iv in this chapter are
subjects,to which entire treatises are devot9d. We are
also aware that the student at this.: stage'o'f his develop-
ment should not be asked to pursue thesetopics to any
depth. We do buggest, however, that additional material
in Talks, entitled, "Facts and Theories," may be helpful
to the .teacher. -There is also a list of books at the end
of Chapter 1 in the text from which a more detailed
history of the evolution of geometry may be obtained as
well as biographical sketches of Outstanding contributors
to geometry.

For students with a strong,background in formal /

mathematics, this chapter will serve largely to remind
them of the general structure of formal mathematics.
Since this is then largely in the way of review, at least

11).to the leveTneeded to start Chapter 2, these students
need spend little time on Chapter 1. For students with
weak backgrounds in formal mathematics, for whom the
discussion is largely new, therefis a limit to what can
be, gained by talking about the;aitxiomp*c or postulational
development of mathethatics without, working with a
specific axiomatic development. Hence, even if their

understanding is poor, if they are willing to "play the
game," they should go on to Chapter 2. Thus, for any
type of student, we conclude the time spent on this
chapter should be br without excessive effort to

examine the ideas presented in their full depth.

In summary of our general remarks we reiterate that,
as von as the students havea fair idea of the "game,"
involving undefined terms, postulates, and deductive

reasoning, they should begin Chapter 20

2



The numbers in the left margin refer to the pages in

the text to which the comments relate. At the top of the

page are the page numbers of the text that the commentary`

refers to and, alsO, the numbers of the sections.

Presumably at the first meeting the students have not

had an opportunity to read the text. If so, the question

"What is geometry?" might be a useful way to lead them

into the Introduction. This query elicits a great variety

of answers. These will undoubtedly give you the oppor-

tunity to begin to draw-the distinction between the

informal geometry that they have had up to now and the

formal geometry they are about to start.

The students will be quick to recognize that they

have acquired a number of geometric facts, informally, in

previous years'. They need to realize that now they are

about to use a formal approach, one that is deductive in

nature. They are about to begin proVing formally what

they have already been using and accepting as true.

f

The transition from informal acceptance of facts or

acceptance based on intuition and/Oi' inaction to the

aformal-approach is not always eady.The student will

encounter some facts early in the year that are so simple

or cibvious to him that he wonders if they are worth

putting into words. Included in Chapter I are some

examples to show that the deductive method can be used to

arrive at results that are not easy to see intuitively.

The student needs to realize and this realization

doe's not come quickly) that in geometry we take a few,

simple statements and om them deduce more complicated

and less obvious relations. Furthermore, these deductions

along with the definitions and postulates can be listed

in a way so' that any deduction is based on the statements

that precede it.

As we attempt to display this organization we face

compromises because that which is mathematically needed

is not always pedagogically feasible. When we fe it

necessary,to compromise and leave a gap we have tried to

1



acknowledge it and, where practical, supply the missing
mathematics in the Appendices, the Commentary in
Studies II.

.40

The Exploratory Problem is discussed in the text on
page 6*and, finally, on pages laoand 13, Conjecture (X)
is established. Also see Problem 9 Problem Set on
page 9.

,

The emphasis of this section on the limitations of
the inductive process might lead the student to think that
induction is'bot useful. The student should be aware that
induction Is useful in many situations; inject; there ere

.

case8 when the-scientists find it the only tool available.

The statistician is well aware of the inductive nature
of his conclu ons and is always careful to qualify his
assertions appropriately. For instance,, after investi-
gating a small portion of a given population, he may make
an assertion about the whole population qualifie'd by a
remark concerning the reliability of his conclusion.

An example of the use of inductive reasoning that
probably would appeal mostly to the boys in the class
concerns police methods. Many cities keep files listing
the modus operandi or style of operating of various
criminals. If a,, crime is committed in a certain manner,
the detectives refer to these files to identify criminals
who habitually operate in this manner. The police,

reasoning inductively, consider the, criminals thus
identified to be well worth investigating.

An easily constructed device

for. illustrating Problem 1 Onsis_s

of two shvt strips of balsa-wood

or soda straws pierced by a pin in

the center Of each. This device

permits the demonstration of a

number of cases quite rapidly. A

more elaborate presentation can be obtained by running the
pin through the center of a circular protractor so that
the angles can be imMidiately determined.



1p.=

It must be emphasized that this device, as well,: aS.4,

other such devices you may find convenient to use, $110141

be clearly identified in the sti.Ventts mind as objects

belonging to physical geometry rather than Armal geqm34ry.

Manipulations with a physical device can never constitU'

a formal proof.

In spite of these limitations, teaching aids su

thSse, are-an excellent means bf starting the student

the way to understanding the ideEVs involved. There wi

be cases where this understanding can be e

student makes the device himself or perhaps

to illustrate some principle. .Often physicaljaodels or

devics offer the best and quickest way of presenting an

idea.

need if the,

nvents one'

10 A student who wonders what an infinite set is may be

satisfied by the statement that a set is infinite if and

only if it has at least as many elements as there are

positive integers. Of course, this answer may raise the

question as to the meaning of the phrase, "at least as

many elements as there are positive integers." This means

that there is a one-to-one pairing between the set.Aof

positive integers and some subset of the given set. The

difficulty with this more precise form of the answer is

that the idea of a one-to-one pairing may not be familiar.

to the student at this stage.

Another way of answering the student is to say that

a set is finite if and only if "it can be counted." Of

course, this answer may raise the question of what it

means to count a set of objects. To count a set of

objects means to establish a one-to-one correspondence

between the objects of the set to be counted and a subset

of consecutive positive integers of the form

(1,2,...,N) for some positive integer N . This expla-

nation may be difficult for the student who:has not

thought about one-to-one pairing and its connection with

counting. Also it is a little removed from his question

about infinite sets, since a set is infinite if and only



if it is not finite. Further, to be technically correct
On this way of answering the student, we must agree that
although the empty set cannot be counted; it is finite/
After one-to-one pairing and the empty set have been
discussed, it may be easier to talk with students about,
infinite sets.

10-12 We first comment generally on pages 10-12 of the,
text, then return to specific comments related to the
example on page 10.

The' description in the text of what is involved in
setting up a mathematical theory emphasizes the rclle of
postulates and deductipns. (The role of definitions and
undefined teems is discussed in more detail in the next
section.)

It took the human race a long time to develop the
idea of a mathematical theory. You cannot expect your- P

\students to grasp it from anahstract description. The
understanding of what is involved in logical reasoning
will grow throughout the course as students 'actively
engage in logical reasoning. Nobody can learn logical
reaso _in a vacuum.

Only a very remarkable student will ully understand
paragraphs,about theorems, postulates, probfs, and

undefined terms, when he first studies this chapter.
These ideas will come into sharp focus in the student's
mind only when he has had some experience with them.

As you consider the meaning and significance of the
postulates it may be useful to note that:

1. Until about 1800, everybody believed that the
postulates'of geometry were "self-evident truths," and
that the theorprip proved from them were'statetents of
fact about the outside world learned-by pine rea8on.

geometry,Since.the dip4overy b7 non-Euclidean
it has been plain that the postulates
are not "self- evident truths

of ordinary geometry

ere are many kinds of



geometry that are equally valid, logically; some of the

very "peculiar" ones are useful in physics; and each of

them is described by its own set of postulates. Postulates,

therefore, are simply descriptions of the kind of geo-

metrical theory that:we propose to investigate at a.given

time. And when we prove a theorem, we are not showing
,

that the theorem is "true" in,the sense that it fits the

facts of the outside world. When we prove a theorem, we

are merely showing that the theorem holds true in the

mathematical system described by our postulates. (See

the remarks on non-Euclidean geometry in thchapter on

parallelsnd the Talk on Non-Euclidean Geometry.)

However, it does not seem to us that this second

viewpoint in all its detail is suitable for presentation

in the first week. The student would probably be

completely bewildered, and he might get the idea that

Euclidean geometry is just words, words, words. We have,

therefore, been treading a rather fine line, explaining

to,the student approximately as much as we think that he

can understand, and being careful in the' process not to

make y,statements that will have to be corrected 1

What needs to be emphasized, at the start, is that

postulates are not just pulled out of the air to satisfy

somebody's whim.- The space of Euclidean geometry ib an

extremely good approximation to physical space. This id

why it got invented, and this is the most ffective way

to think about it. We can and we should use our

intuition of physical space to help us guess what can be

proved and how, we can prove it. The proof itself, when

we get it,,has to be based logically on the postulates.

A mathematical system, like the geometry we are developing,

which consists of postulates and theorems involving -

-defined and defined terms, is called a deductive theory.

This theory itself is given meaning and content by

exhibiting an interpretation of the undefined terna..

When we give the usual interpretation of point, line, and

plane from physical space we get our physical geometry,

7



which is an approximate model of our deductive theory.

Other interpretations of the undefined terms lead to

different models. A further discussion of mathematical

models and how they work is given in the Talks.,

It might be well to return to this chapter after the

.student has had a fair amount of experience with the

concepts which we have been trying to explain. After cthe

class has finished Chapter 5, the ideas of postulate, \

ieorem,- proof, and undefined terms should have become

entirely comprehensible.

10 The discussion of H_ and 1{2 leading'to the con-
clusionelusion that no square is a entagon could-be expressed in

terms of Venn diagrams, if the class is familiar withi.them.-

If we let the universal set be the set of geometric figures,
then the first statement, Hi , means that the set of

all squares is a subset of the set of all rectangles R
The second statement, H, , means that the intersection

of the set of all pentagons P with R is the empty set.

From this figure, the student may find it easier to under-
stand the deduction: No square is a pentagon. He can see
readily that the intersection of S and F is empty.

When Section 1-7 Is studied the teacher may find it
helpful to use Venn diagrams to illustrate the meaning of
special words. For example, to make the distinction

'between the use of "some" and "all," we might make some

contritting statements involving the imaginary objects
Satis, Ratis, and Patis. It would be equally convenient

to use any other nonsense names such as Sip, Rip, and Pip,



or some other words whose initial letters are S, R, and,

P , We use imaginary objects since some of the statements

we wish to make would not be true if they involved squares,

rectangles, and pentagons. Suppose that we consider first

the argument:

Hi= All Satis are Ratis;

H,: No Rati is a Pati;

Conclusion: No'Sati is aPati.

If we'denote the set of all Satis by S , the set of all

Ratis by R , and the set of all Patin by P , then we see

that a Venn diagram interpretation of the relation,among

our statements is exactly the same as the one above for

the argument concerning squares, rectangles, and pentagons.

Now consider the statements

K1= Some Satis are Ratis;

Kam= No Rati is a Pati.

Since "some" admits the possibility of "not al

diagram interpretation for K1 might be:

a Venn

Note the difference between this possible configuration

for R and S , and that in the earlier diagram. This

difference is due to the difference between "all" and

"some." To continue by considering K, , we see that the

set P must lie outside R (this is the significance of

"no"), but that it may or may not have elements in common

with S . The conclusion we can deduce in this case, in

contrast to fur - artier conclusion, is that "some Satis

are not Patis-"



Clearly, this discussion does not exhaust the possi-
bilities of effective use of Venn diagrams in getting
students to visualize set relationships.21

16-18 :The student should come to realize 'by the, time

'Chapter 2 is completed, that it is useful and permissible
to define other words in terms of the undefined terms. '

Definitions of this sort are clearly abbreviations for
longer phrases involving the undefined terms-.

flie'also,should come to realize -ac the course

progresses that the postulates "define" in A very

effective way the terms point; line, and plane.

The question of definition vs. undefined terms is
discussed more fully in Section 2-4.

This chapter is not followed by a list of Illustrative
Test Items as is the practice in the later chapters. We
do not feel that it is appropriate to test directly on
the material of this chapter at this stage. Our aim has
been to get the student ready to begin formal geometry.
The best test of success in attaining this goal is to
observe the students' progress in Chapter

10
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Chapter

SETS, POINTS, LINES, AND PLANES

Froth the-teaching _tvdpoint this chapter has two

main dAvisions:

I. An.informal intVOq-4tion to set theory in

Sections 2-1 and 2 and a presentation of

the notion of

Section 2-3.

--to-one corrpondence in

II. The start of the formal axiomatic development

of geometry with tic_a inciden-e postulates in

Sections 2-4, 2-.5, and 26, and 2-7.

These- divisions present somewhat different teaching problems.

The discussion of sets as we have presented it, is not

really a mathematical theory, but simply an explanation of

the language in which we propose to talk. As the examples

show, all of the basic ideas about sets--with the sole except-

, ion perhaps, of the empty set-are already ramiliar as they

'0CCUr in specific examples. Only some of the' words and the

conseouent abstractions in which we talk about these ideas

are new. As soon as you feel satisfied that the students feel

moderately at home with the technical terms--intersect, inter-

section, empty set, union--you should move on to the rest

of the chapter. These terms will be used repeatedly through-

out the remainder of the text and thus, there will be ample

opportunity later to reinforce and strengthen their

appreciation these terms.

For someTtudents the sections on sets will be in the

nature of review-. They may in addition be familiar with the

standard notation of set theory. For these students we have

provided problems using this notation as well as an appendix,

Appendix I, entitled A Convenient Shorthand. This material

is intended to be strictly optional, and the title of the

appendix is meant to suggest the spirit in which the notation

'is to be regarded. There is a serious danger in' ing too

11
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much, or in being~_' ,:aophisticated about sets, the high
-sc tool level: the impression may be conveyed,that writings

(A U B)(= C is.a loftier occupation than proving meaty
t_ and solvi.r hard,p,roblems in geometry and algebra.
this would be sad.' -WO therefore, believe that the language
of sets should be fhtroduced matter-of-factly without fanfare,
and that the notation of a set theory should be taught.to a
given student when, and'only when, the student is prepared to
think Of-it adamatter of convenience. However, the language
of setslis going to be used continually. For example, an
ane will bodefinedas the union.of two noncollinear rays.
.As another ekarri0e, two lines in the same plane are parallel
if-they do-not intersect; this means that the lines, considered
as sets of points, have no memberjn common.

The notion of one -to -one correspondence is a familiar
idea for most students. It is used actively in connection with

000rdinate systems on'a line in Chapter 3, with ray coordinates
in chapter 4, with the notion of congruence in Chapter 5, and
geherally throughout the remainder of the text.

We recommend that as soon awthestudents feel moderately
at home with the technical termsintersect, intersection,
empty set, union- -and have the Idea of a one-to-one corre-

spondence, you should move on to the formal development
of geometry.

The chief teaching problems, as we pee them, related to
the'material in the second division in which we start formal
geometry are:

1. The problem of get g the student to distinguish

between his informal geometric ideas and the formal

concepts as introduced by postulates and through

definitions.

2. The'problem of getting the student to understand

exactly how much, and how little the po ulates-

assert, and to realize that -when we define a

technical-term or state a postulate, we mean what

we say, and say what we mean.

12



The:problem of helping a student to understand

a deductive proof.

We`-have attempted to head the student in the right direction

with .respect to the problem above by our remarks in,Section,...

2-4 which in turn reinforce'some statements in Chapter-1.

It ishowever, next to Ampossible to do a complete job,

without exposing the student to the postulational development

itself. 171Snce,. we suggest a brief treatment of Section 2-4

with appropriate reinforcement of the ideas presented there

as the student works with the material can SeStiom 2-5

and 2-6.

The teaching problems stated as (2) and (3) above are

closely intertwined. Our reCommendatioh is that the main

emphasis in both Sections -5 and 2-6 be on what the

postulates shy. For instance, in discussing a problem, such

as Problem 4 in Problem Set 2-5, .instead of asking:

"Is the justification under discussion really a

proof?", and thus, emphasize the concept of proof:

ask instead, "Do the postulate's really permit us

to say so- and- so ? " ", thus, emphasizing. how much and

how litti the postulates say.

This procedure also helps the student to understand the proof.

This focusing of attention on the postulates also ma*eitfit;

easier to meet the question:sometimes raised on the need to

prove the("obvious." In addition, we do not feel-that much

can be expected from students at thiS stage, in the way of

proofs, although we want them to get started on them. We

feel that we should not expect proofs from all of the students

until we reach Chapter

19 The omiss*on of ti7A number that is repuiredTOr*a
baseball team was intenOonal. We tried by this omission

to indicate to the studnts that it is a set whether you know

the number of elements *hot:. The number of elements in a

set is(a property of th setbut it is not essential to the

fundamental notion invo d.

Since the mention of a team as a set brings to mind

definite relationships that exist among the members of the

13
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-set, the example involving, the Empire State Bu ding is used

to dispel the idea that such relationships have to exist

before the,6bjects can be "Considered tb be Opmbers,ofAhe_

same set..0f_ course, after we place thet in a set we establish

FA least onirelationship between them, namely, that they

belong to the same set.

20 From time to time questions of the completion type

wl beasked with the request to the blanks." If

the books are to be used again next year you may want,to

instruct the students to "fill in the blanks mentally" or

"Write the answers onOmpther sheet of paper to h4 turned in
-or considered.,in

22 We apparently .use the word oontakns in two ways-.
However, when we say that "the set (3, 6, 7, )_ contains
6" We are actually presentinga version of the,sentence

"the set (3, 6, 7, 9) contains the set (6). Using

the convenient shorthand discussed in Appendix I, "contain"

corresponds to " =," and we consider that AC B (A

in B) expenses the same ideas as B DA (B contains A).

(This is analogous to the correspondence between the

expressions 3 < 5 and 5 >3). Note that -we May write in

symbols GEE (3, 6, ,7, 8) ,but may not write -6(=0,6,7,9)

because C (and thus D ) expresses a relation between

sets. Instead of incorrect use of -"symbols C 6; 7,

we have our choice between (6) C (3, '.6, 7, '9),.

(3, 6, 7, 9) D (6), or 6 EE (3, 6, 7, 9) The fact

that there Is a real distinction to be made between 6,

and (6), (that is between the element 6 and the set

whose only elAent is 6) is discussed on page 23 of the

text. AS far as the student is concerned, this discussion

in the text should suffice to make the possibility of a

distinction clear and there is no need .to labor fine points

of language at this stage.

24 We make a distinction in our use of the wt.r;ds

"intersection" and "intersect.' This distinction is presented
to 'the student on page 27. We comment on it here so that

you will be forewarned and can look ahead now.

4



Some classes may have Some-ba415grouild in set theoi

If so, it is possible.that-OUr use of"intersection" and

"intersect" it variance to the usage to which they are

accustomed.

In set theory any two sets, A mid B, "intersect"
though they may have:_pO'pOints in common. However, for

our use in geometry, the definitions as expressed her4

are more suitable. We might summarioe'the situation

n this manner:

The phrase, "A intersects B" means that A and B

have at least one point in common, while an expression

involving the noun, intersection, such as "the intersection

of A and B," describes what may or may not be an

empty set.

24 In the- first figure, the' rcs were not completed

as circles; we Wished to avoid suggesting to the student that

we are concerned with the overlapping areas.

The intersection would still be (P, Q) if the arcs

were extended to,form circles, because we distinguish between

a circle and the region enclosed by the. circle. This

distihction is considered later in the text. However, should

you wish to consider this distinction now the following

paragraphs are pertinent.

When we say circle, we mean the set of points that make

up the circumference. Mathematicians have come to call the

set which is the union of the circle and the points that

it encloses the disc or circular region to distinguish this

from the circle itself.

If you consider, instead of the intersection of two

coplanar circles, the intersection of the corresponding two

discs or:clrcular regions, you would have five cases. (1)

If the circles do not intersect 4nd each is outside. the

other,- the intersection of the discs is the empty set. (2)

If the circles. are externally tan-ent, the the intersection

of the discs is a point. (3) If the circles' intersect in

the manner described in the text, the intersection df the

discs consists of those points that

15



.make up a 'region that Is shaped

like a convex lens as indicated

by the cross-hatching in the

diagram, -(k): `:I,f one circle is

inside the other or is internally

tangent to it, the discs intersect
,

An the smaller circular region.

(5) It each circle 'contains the

othen,'-the discs intersect in

th0 circular region itself.

The intersection of the two lines is a set and is

therefore properly denoted as (WL.

26 The student might object to calling something

dev6id of ements a sat. The idea of the intersection of

two sets being an empty set, which we call pr, is logical,

bUt it seems strange to think of this, the empty set, as

being a subset of a set A. This can be justified. For

by definition of subset, if g were not a subset of A

then there would be an element that is an element of g

but not of A. But, this is not the case, since' 0

is epty. Hence, the empty set is a subset of A. Indeed,

since A could be any set, we have shown that g is

contained in every set.

You may notice that we speak of the empty set rather

than an empty set. The justification for this not always

easy for students to grasp and we have not tried to Justify

it for them, nor do we suggest that you try to. For your

information we will, however, give a justification; Recall

first that two sets are considered to be the same If and

only if each is containad-in the other. Suppose that there

were two empty sets., '01 and-g-. We shall prove that. pri

and 02 are:the same. First, since gl is an empty se

it is contained in every set. But 02 is a Set, hence,
2

is contained in 02. Similarly, since 0,, is an empty

it is contained in every set, But

02 is contained .in Thu

is contained in 02 mid that

gi is a set, hence/

we have shown both. that SI

is dontained in pf
1'



Consequently, -there is only one empty set. Hence, We steak

of the empty Set rather than an empty set.

The teacher who wishes further information on sets is.

referred to Mc Shane, "Operating.with',Sets," in the

Twenty-Third Yearbook of the National Council. of Teachers,

,of Mathematics.

26 Sometimes students'confuse the empty set, or

with 0. There are two aspects to be considered:

1) How t4) prevent such confusion arising ,..4411 the

first place.

Row to, dispel the, confusion if it has

unfortunately arisen.

in the first place we try to avoid such confusion by not

placing 0 andd in clobe juxtaposition either in our_

writing or in our speech. For instance, we do not say to

the student that we use 9 rather than 0 to denote the

empty set in order to distinguish the empty set from zero.

Again, we do not say the empty set is a set consisting of

zero elements. To avoid the juxtaposition of empty set and

zero, we say that the empty set is a set consisting of -,no

elements at all.

Suppose that In -Ate of our care, confusion between

the 'empty .set, 0, 0 has arisen. The example involving

4- 1 x = 1 at the end of the paragraph on page 26 may

be helpful. (Note that The text does not'state that zero

is not a solution. This is .in keeping with (1), Above.)

We have seen that the set of numbers satisfying is equation

is the empty set. If 0 were the empty set then this last

sentence would read: We have seen that the set of numbers

satisfying this equation is zero. This sentence 41 s nonsense,

because,zero is not a set, but even if a student cannot see

this reason for its being nonsense, he can certainly see that

zero is not a solutiOn of x 1 = x 1. A similar

illustration may be built up using the solution set over the
.2

real numbers for the equation x 1 . 0. As another

illustration note that 0 is a solution of 3x = 0, while

the solution set is not empty. As still another -illustration

17
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one may ask a student` if-thereis a difference between being
given a zero after an absence-from a clase.P;(erglsg- and

-
having no grade recorded in these cirpumstances.

Throughout'the section on one-to-one corresnondence
there is a Clear implication that two non -empty sets have the
same number of elements if and only if there is a one -to -one
correspondence between them. It is interesting to note that
a child who cannot count could determine that a basket of
apples and a basket of oranges each had the same number of
objects in them by the simple expedient of "pairing" the
apples and oranges. This is one reason why the mathematician
Considers one-to-one correspondences to be more fundamental
than counting and why he:chooses to define the idea of
"same,number" in, terms of one-to-one correspondendes.

In studying this notion of "same'number" the mathematician
notes that some sets have the reMarkable,property that they
have the,same number of elements as some proper Subset of
'themselves (a proper subset of a set is a subset that_ia notes
the whole set). For instance, the set of positive integers
has a proper subset, the set of positive even integers. These
two sets can be paired in a one-to-one manner ad follows:

249.4, 3 5, .,. and in general n is paired
with 2n. Aset,with this remarkable property is said -to'
be infinite. -Among the sets that are infinite is the set
of all real numbers. In Chapter 3', -We-postulate that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all
real numbers and the eet of all points on a line. As a
consequence of that postulate we can then say that a line

4has infinitely many points on it.

A key use of the one -to -one correspondence concept
occurs in the text in connection with our treatment of
congruences between trianglps. We use it to make explicit
in our notation which parts of one triangle are paired with
part6 of the other.



'36; ''In-ap.rting the formal part of geometry, may we
remind you that it may be- convenient to refer to, or,refer

the student to, the Section 1-7 'tqn Special Words and

Phrases in Chapter 1 of the Text,

In past years many texts have-made distinctions betWeen

"axiom" and "postulate" following the pattern used by Euclid.

:Generally 4n axiom had been considered to be a "self-evident

truth" or a "common notion," to paraphrase Euclid. Thus,

it was a general statement asnpposed to a postulate, which

was describedas a "geoMetrical axiom,"

Modern usage, due to our deeper understanding of the

relations betwetn fact and theory, does not Jmake Such- a

distinction 'in our text, the words "axiom" and "postulatS"

are used interchangeably, though - the- .latter occurs more

frequently. For us the "postulational'approach" is.the

same as 'the "axiomatic approach.Q.

Our postulates and definitions use words,-such as -

"an " "contains-," "exactly ''' -"distinct," and other wordscontains,,.,
exactly,

that may Dave toen discussed in Chapter 1, but not forma

defined. You may find words that-have not been menti -oned

before. The awareness of our desire for preCiseness in

language', may prompt, the dutiful student to challenge this

seeming laxity.

He-c0u1d. be reminded that in a given set of postulates

-and definitions for developing a geometry.it is hardly to be

expected that the laws of classical logic, the rules of

grammar, and a definition of all the terms can be included.

We recognize their need and assume them whenever needed

Just as we assume familiarity with set theory and with the

usual laws of arithmetic and algebra. However, there may

be times when in spite of our care a definition or other

logical assumption is over-looked, because we are so inten

upon the particul r 'geo etric topic under immediate

consideration.

19



Postulates are numbered consecutively throughout the

text. Theorems are numbered consecutively within each

Chapter: In th4:baoit of the text, before the index, there

is' ,a list of the Postulates and Theorems. Definitions are

not numbered or listed in the back of the text. They may

be found by using the index.

37 We have, by no means, started off defining a line
despite the fact that Postulate 2 starts off in the same

manner as many definitions, "Every line is ..". One of

the things that can be pointed7ott about a definition is

that it can be'eversed," that is, that it amounts to an

"if and only if" .statement. This postulate certainly fails

-125/-ttlis test to qualify as a definition when we consider the

result obtained if we attempt "reversing" it.

Because the introductory geometry that most teachers

are familiar With accompanies "line" with the word "straight,"

there may be some reluctance to give up this adjective.

Please ndIe that our postulates which relate to lines are

designed so that they describe only "straight lines."_. This

being the case,, the adjective "straight'- is sdperflbous

(See also the general discussion on the separation postu ets

in Chapter 4 of this Commentary.)

The 'rethark, that we believe our development is to be more

instructive since we do not assume many points, is intended

quite literally. If we had assumed many points in our

postulates, much of our later discussion` such as that leading

to Theorem 2 -2 and 2 -7 would not be necessary and at the

same time we would have lost some easy illustrations of how

our postulates interact with each other.

37-3S As the student studies his first proof, we should

keep in mind that our aim.is to help him to understand the

proof. This does not mean a rote memorization of it: Remember

for the student at this stage, the role of the postulates

and definitions is more important than the formal aspect of

proof itself. In noting the role of postulates and definitions

the student should be led to realize that what counts in our

formal work is what is actually stated in the postulates and

20



not what led us to- state them or what might have

been stated. He has to become somewhat of a "lawyer" in his

use of them.

There will be ample time later to develop the techniques,

of proof. Teachers have their own ways of doing this

Changing the labels on the figures, encouraging students toy` _

come up with different proofs, challenging the exceptional'"

student to disprove something, changing from a paragraph form

to the two-column form and vice-versa. We must aim to

encourage thp student in creative mental effort and not

emphasize recitation based on memorization.

43 In discussing_ the proof of Theorem 2 -5, point

out to the 'students- the usefUlness of a sketch to'helpkeeP

track of the deVelopment of ideas in the proof as well as

the notation. A suggestion to this effect,appears in the-

text following the statement of Theorem 2-6.

47 , Postulate 8 fills the. blank appropriately in

the proof of Theorem 24./ The hypothesis that the plane

does not contain the line is thereby contradicted, and this

proves the theorem since we know the plane and line have

at least one point in common (since they intersect) and have

shown that the intersection cannot contain more than one point.

47-48 Postulates 2, 3, 6, 8, in that order, fill

the blanks appropriately in the proof 'of Theorem 2-9. There
411.

is no other plane containing - AB, and P. Thus, we

-have shown not only that there is a plane which contains

the point and the:line but that it is the only-plane which

contains them.

48 In Theorem 2-10, appropriate fill-in words

are Theorem 2-4, Postulate 2, Postulate 2, Theorem 2-9

(just proved), and Postulate 8, in that order. The existence

of a plane containing was assured y the use of

Theorem 2-9, the fact that the plane, which contains both

P and B of contains 2 was assured by Postulate 8.

Since the plane obtained by the use Of Theorem 2-9 was the

unique plane containing B and there is only one plane

containing and This proves the Theorem.
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There.arewsome possibilities for enriching the

material in this chapter that might be suitable-for certain

students or for use in A mathematics club.

One-possibility is to pursue the topic of finitegeomet

After all, Postulates 1 through do not rule out finite

geometry. As a, reference we suggest, Miniature Geometries

=by B. W. Jones in The Mathematics Teacher, February, '19 9..

. Another possibility is to study the following four

problems. They lead to results that are mubh more striking

than the theoremsoin the text. They could not be included in

the text at this point since they assume, as later postulates

will guarantee, that our geometry contains enough points and

lines to make possible the constructions we describe. However,

as exploratory problems they are very interesting. The

relations suggested by the figures are quite unexpected and

the "discoveries" suggested are actually theorems which can

be proved, though we shall not do so. In exploring these

problems you may find It appropriate to refer to pages
170-172 and 185-191 in What Is Mathematics? by R. Courant

and I. Robbins, Oxford University Press, 1958.

1. -Draw two-intersecting lines, such as
1

anda

in the following figure. On choose
-2

the

three distinct points, Al, B1, C1, land7on.

2
choose three distinct points A B C

-2' 2'
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These can be any point's, as long as none o them coincides
with 0, the intersection of l and

'
Now draw lines

410
1-2 and and ,call their point of intersection R.

Also draw lines
2 1

nr and and call their point of-2 4--40
intersection -Q. Finally draw lines B1C2* -and

1
and

call their point of intersection P. Can you see any

interesting relation involving Q, and R?

Repeat the experiment '

(a) using the last figure with Al renamed

B
1

renamed C
1'

C1and C- renamed Al,
1'

(b) with a new

on.thesame

opposite si

gure in which Al, B1, C1 are

0 but A: is on the
= -2

from B- and
2

side of

of 0 C
2'

with a new figure in which B1 on the

opposite side 'of 0 from A
1

and C
1,

and
A
2

is s n the opposite side of 0 from B
2

on

and
-2
C_

Do 13, Q, and R always seem to be collinear? Do your

examples prove this?

2. Now make your experiment a' little more special.

Instead of taking A1J B1, C1 and A2, B2,

C
2

anywhere on and ,g2, respectively,

Select-them as follows. In the plane of

2'
let V be any point which is not on

1
or and let a, b, c be three

distinct lines passing through V but not through

and

0. Let A_
-1

intersects

B- and B.

and A be the points in which aA

and 2, respectively. Let

be the points in which b intersects

a and

points in which c intersects

and ret C-
1

and C- be theand
2 ,

d
1

and
2*

Now find F, Q, and -R, just as you did in

Problem 1._ Do they still seem to be collinear?

23
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Would you expect them to be if your induction

in Problem 1 wIre correct? -Do P, Q, and
R have any other interesting property which

they did not have in Problem 1? Repeat

this experiment three or four times, including

at least one case in which V .lies within the

smaller of the angles formed by
I

and

Do p, Q,, R and 0 always seem to be

collinear? Do your examples prove this?

Extend the experiment described in Problem 2

as follows. Consider four lies, a, b, c,

d, through V and let Alr C1,-10 1, l' 1 and

--12*

A2, B C2, D be the intersection of the

liee with
2' 2' 2, 4 -2

,4.1 and respectively: Using
Al, B1,, C1 . and A2, B2, C2 find P, q,

R, just as before. Then using B1, C1, D
I' 1' 1'

and B, C
'

D in the same way, determi6422
the points analogous to P, Q, R, say
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T, U. What relation seems o be -satisfieCt-

_sr the points P, Q, R, 5, T, U, and q?

If your induction in ,Pi.oblem 2 were correct

could you have concluded bydedpc ion, w4thout

.performing the experiment, that Q, R,

T, U. and 0 would all be collinear? Why?

Given that under the conditions of Problem 2,

the points F, Q, R, 0 are always collinear,

show how this fact can be used to solve the

following problem: Let l'- and be
2

portions of two lines drawn on a sheet of paper

which is too small to contain the point of

intersection of the lines, s:in Figure (a).

(a) (b)

By working only on the sheet of paper, draw a

line which will surely pass through the inter-

section of 1
1

and i 2.
y()

How could

the line determined by a Oven point, M,

(Figure (b)) and the inaccessible intersection

of
1 2

and ?
-'

Coneerning the solutions of these problems we offer

the f011owing.

1.' P, R, always appear collinear. HOwever,'

this is a genera)lization (an inducti6n) from

examples, and does not prove that F, Q, R

will always be collinear.

P, Q, R still appear collinear_ We would

expect them to. 1', Q,. R, 0 appear collinear

in all t- drawings, but this does not prove
them col_inear.

25
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3. P, Q., R, S, T, V and 0 appear collinear.

Yes, this could have been concluded by deduction

from Problem 2 on the assumption that any three

points determined in the manner of Proble 2

are collinear with 0. In Problem 3, w have

merely determined more than three such points.

From P, any point not on

or jam, draw three rays a,

c, intersecting and

as in Problem 24 Locate

two points, (three if desired)

corresponding to any two of

the points P, Q, R of

Problem 2. The line con-

taining these points will also

contain the point of inter-

section of and 4.
See our completion of Figure (a)

at the right.

b

(a)
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From any two points Al, B1 on

M and call their intersections with

and A2.

draw lines through

respectively, Bt

<
Let P be the intersection of A

1
A
2

and BB
2Through P draw Zany line that intersects and

Call these points of intersection. Cl .,and C2, respectively.
Let N -be the intersection of B C and B

1 2 -2 1"
Then M, N are collinear with the inaccessible inter-

tion of and See our completed Figure (b) above.
2



Illustrative Test Items for Chapter 2

1. Read each of the following statements carefully. If the

statement is true as it stands, write "true" If it

is false, write the word or phrase which, if substituted

for the underlined portion, would change the statement

to a true- one.

Examples: -1 .The United States is a set con i-ti

of forty-eivht_ states. fir

2. The intersection of the sets

(3,-4, 2, 8) and (5, 9, 2)

the het (2). true.

The set (1, 3) is identical with

the ses. (3, 1, 0).

(e)

(g)

The set den(-tedhy (1,, 4, ..

g

is the set of the first four natural

numbers

The solution set of the equation

(x -'3)(x - 1) 0 is

The intersection of two sets cannot be the

null set, in accordance with the terminology

usage agreed upon in our text

A set of five elements cannot be in one-to-one

correspondence with a set of ten elements.

The postulates we have studied thus far assure

us that at least five points, exist.

The points of a set are collinear if there

is a plane which contains all of them.

If a line intersects a plane which contains it

the intersection is a single point.

When a biologist,draws a conclusion frOm a

series of observations Of the habits of a

fruit-fly he is reasoning deductively.
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Illustrative Test :ems for Chapter 2

1. Read each of the following statements carefully. If the

statement is true as it stands, write "true ". If it

is false, write the word or phrase which, if substituted

for the underlined portion, would change the statement

to a true-one.

Examples: 1 .The United States is a

of forty - eight- states.

consisting

fifty

2. The intersection of the sets

[3,'2, ] and (5, 9, 2) is

the Set (2). 'true.

The set (1, 3) is identical with

the ses. (3, 1, 0).

The set den(-tedhy (1,,

is the set of the fi

numbers.

(c ) The solution set of the equation

(x -'3)(x - 1) 0 is (3, 1

The intersection of two sets cannot be the

null -et in accordance with the terminology

usage agreed upon in our text.

A set of five elements cannot be in one-to-one

correspondence with a set of ten elements.

our natural

(g)

The postulates we have studied thus far assure

us that at least five points, exist.

The points of a set are collinear if there

is a plane which contains all of them.

If a line intersects a plane which contains it

the intersection is a single point.

When abiologist,draws a conclusion from a
. .

series of observations Of-the habits of a

fruit-fly he is reasoning deductively.

28



Indicate whether the following statements are True or

False.

(b)

(d)

(j)

A line and a plane always have at most one

point in common.

Every.,twooints are collinear.

A line hastwo endpoints.

If three points gam collinear then they are

- coplanar.

A point and a line not containing it always lie

in one-and only one plane.

Given two points there are at least two planes

which contain them.

The set of rational numbers is a eubse-,

the set of irrational numbers.

A. counterexample verifies the truth

general statement.

Undefined terms are not necessary for

mathematical reasoning.

0

The empty set is a subset of every set.

Fill in the blanks in the statements below on the basis

of the figure shoWn. IMPORTANT: If none of the points

given satisfies the condition, write NONE in the blank

space.

4



Points

Points

Points

Points

P, are collinear.

D. P. and ar collinear.

D, B2 an are coplanar.

C, A, B, and are coplanar.

6. Indicate which part of each of the following

the hypothesis:

(a)

'cements is

Ifthree points lie in one plane,' they are said

to be coplanar.

(b) If a net is empty, it contains no elemen

(c) 3x - 7 = x when x

) The product of two integers is also an integer.

7. ,Rewrite each of the following statements in the

ithen...1 form.

(a) A number greater than zero is positive.

(b) Two lines which intersect in a single point are

not parallel.

We stop when the light is red.

(d) A line which does not,lie in a plane can intersect

that plane in only one point.

) 0 positive whenever a and are

real numbers such th X b,

A four-sided polygon is called a quadrilateral.

Squares are rectangles.

8 Underscore the hypothesis in each of -he statements

you wrote in "If ..., then ..." form in problem 7.



9. Fill in the blanks for the proof of the theorem:

"Space contains at least two planes."

From a theorem, we know that there are three

noncollinear points.

There is just plane containing these points.

There is a not in this

(d) This is contained in at least one

(e) These two

(f,)

are distinct since there is a

in one not l the other.

Therefore, space contains at least planes.

10. Fill In the blanks with one or more words which will

correctly complete the proof of the theorem: "If two

distinct lines intersect, they Intersect in exactly

one point."

-(a) Suppose that p and q are two distinct nter-

secting lines. Since they intersect, they have

t least in common which we shall call A.

(b) Either they have another in common or they

do not

Suppose there is another which we shall

call B that lies in p and q.

Then there is exactly containing A and'B.

This means that p and q are

By hypothesis. me know that p and q are

lines.

(g) Since the statement in (e) statement

in (f),1 we rule out the possibility that p and

q have in common..

Therefore, we conclude that p

in common.

have



Fill in the blanks for the proof of the theorem:
-o

"Space contains at least two planes."

(a) From a theorem, we know that there are three

noncollinear points.

(b) There is just plane containing these points

(c) There is a not in this

(d) This is contained in at least one

These two

'(f.)

are distinct since there is a

in one not the other.

Therefore, space contains at-least planes.

10. Fill in the Clanks with one or more words which will

correctly,complete the proof of the theorem: "If two

distinct lines intersect, they intersect in exactly

one point."

(a) Suppose that p and q are two distinct inter-

secting lines. Since they intersect, they have

at least in common which we shall call A.

(b) Either they have another

do not.

Suppose there is anothe

call B that lies in p and

Then there is. exactly

q.

This means that p and q are
.3\-

By hypothesis, me know that p and q are

lines.

in common or they

which we shall

containing A and B.

(g) Since the statement in the statement

in (f), we rule out the possibility that p and

in common.q have

Therefore, we conclude that p

in common.

q have



9. Fill in the blanks for the proof of the theorem:

"Space contains at least two planes."

From a theorem, we know that there are three

noncollinear points.

There is just plane containing these points.

There is a not in this

(d) This is contained in at least one

(e) These two

(f,)

are distinct since there is a

in one not l the other.

Therefore, space contains at least planes.

10. Fill In the blanks with one or more words which will

correctly complete the proof of the theorem: "If two

distinct lines intersect, they Intersect in exactly

one point."

-(a) Suppose that p and q are two distinct nter-

secting lines. Since they intersect, they have

t least in common which we shall call A.

(b) Either they have another in common or they

do not

Suppose there is another which we shall

call B that lies in p and q.

Then there is exactly containing A and'B.

This means that p and q are

By hypothesis. me know that p and q are

lines.

(g) Since the statement in (e) statement

in (f),1 we rule out the possibility that p and

q have in common..

Therefore, we conclude that p

in common.

have



As a matter of fact; the source of all funak

amentalgeometric concepts and axioms is our

naive geometric perception. From it we choose the

data which, in appropriate idealization, we lay at

the base of the logical treatment. As to which

choice should be made, however, there can be no

absolute judgment. The freedom which exists herejudgment.

is subject to only one restriction, namely, the

requirement that the system shall fulfill its

purpose of guaranteeing a consistent development

of geometry.'

Another observation concerns our attitude

anayltic geometry, and our criticism of certain

traditions, from Euclid on, which have long since

ceased to conform to the position of mathematical

science, and Which should, on that account, be

given up in school instruction. In Euclid, geome-

try, by reason of its axioms, is the rigorous

foundation of general arithmetic, including Also

the arithmetic of irrational numbers. Arithmetic

remained in this position of bondage to geometry

well on into the nineteenth century, but since

then there has been a change. Today arithmetic

analysis, as a proper fundamental discipline, has

reached a dominating place. This is a fact which

ought to be reckoned with in the development of

scientific geometry.

Oswald Veblen, a member of the Institute for Advanced

Study for many years, was an ardent student of geometry. He

wrote in an article, The Modern Approach to Elementary Geometry

[The Rice Institute Pamphlet, Vol. XXI, No. 4, October, 1934,

pp. 209-221] the following:

I do,not,advocate the use of any particular

set of axioms in the schools but I do advocate the

introduction of analytic methods in elementary

geometry.
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Obviously, the development of the propositions
of geometry from these foundations [here he is
referring to axioms similar to ours] should be
closely related to the study of elementary algebra,
linear and quadratic equations, and the like.

Moreover, I ought to guard against one possible
misunderstanding. The working out of this program
does not mean the elimination of synthetic proofs
from geometry. There are plenty of cases in which

a synthetic or a mixed proof is easier than a

purely analytic one. In such cases I would use th

simplest and most desired process which I knew. The

result would be, I am confident, that the student
would have as good a grasp of synthetic methods as
at present, and a much better idea of what it is
all about.

Our text has endeavo d to develop the thesis present9d
by the authors quoted. Inithis chapter we postulate connec-

tions between real numbers and points in space and between real
numbers and points on a line. Because, of the active role which

c'numbers play in our development of geometry; we devote
Sections 3-2 and '3-3 to a review of the real numbers,

emphasizing features that will'be particularly important in
the sequel. In Section 3-4 we introduce the notion of distance.
In Section 3-5 we introduce coordinates on a line. The
remainder of the chapter (Sections 3-6 through 3-11) develops
further the connections between real numbers and geometry.
This is followed by a brief summary/of the chapter in Section
1-12. To summarize, the chapter id divided into two clear-cut
parts for teaching purposes:

I. Sections 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3. Introduction and
review of real numbers emphasizing features impor-
tant to our development.

II.' Sections 3-4 through 3-12. Statement of postulates

connecting real numbers and geometry. Development

of consequences of these postulates followed by a

summary of the chapter.
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Let us discuss the teaching problems and the content

these divisions in more detail.

In'Division I, the most important features of the real

number system for our later development are reviewed. Thqse

Are summarized by the word order. We develop the topic of

inequalities. Except for the names of the odder properties

which are used later in the text, the short uhit devoted to

inequalities may be largely review for some classes and will

require little class time; some classes may omit it entirely.

In Division II, the central ideas developed in our postu-

later are the notion of'distance and the concept of a coordinate

system. In terms of these ideas we define ray, segment, between,

and midpoint, and explore the relationship between different

coordinate systems. Our exposition as measured in numbers of

pagesimay seem lengthy, but it is well to realize that in

writing a text we cannot make the sort of informal and informa-

tive remarks that can be made, in the classroom where the teacher

can tell by the student response whether he has been unde

or not. If a teacher 'senses that he is not understood, he can

easily add sufficient remarks to clarify his original statement.

Neither does an author have the ability to point, usix

gesture, as a teacher .can at a chalkboard. '" "Point an

author may involve several paragraphs or pages. We can afford,

however, to be much more informal in this commentary and intend

to suggest appropriate informal classroom remark8 you can users

to explain the material in the text. We also depend on you to

replace the paragraphs of "pointing" by appropriate gestures

at the chalkboard.

In presenting Postulate 10 oonceihing distance, as well as

later postulates, it is important to note that we are continuing

our descripti6n of spatialrelationships and that we are not

trying to tell how to measure distance. Roughly speaking, all

we are saying at this stage is that in the measurement of distance,

however accomplished, the end result is a number and that in the

background there is some fundamental unit of measurement. It

would be most confusing to students to give the impression that

the postulate says that we can assign any positive number we
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like to each pair of distinct points as long as we assign 1

to'the pair of points A and 10. This is not the case. This
postulate is only a part of our description of the concepts
of distance and does not contain instructions for doing anything.
Indeed, this description will not be completed until we have
deducwa the Pythagorean Theorem in Chapter '7. The important,,.

thing is to get students to see that any reasonable description
Of distance must contain at some stage a statement like that
in Postulate 10.

Postulate 11 is placed in Section 3-4 not only because it is
an obvious improvement to the description of the concept of dis-
tance but in addition because it is 'needed in Section 3-6. It

also enables us to do some preliminary work with relations between
coordinate systems to prepare the student for the full treatment
in Sections 3-9 and 3-10 which is based on Postulate 13. Indeed
it can be seen that Postulate 13 implies Postulate 11. In a
mathematical treatise it might be considered undesirable to have
a later postulate imply an earlier one. However, in a classroom
text, we feel there are stAimg pedagogic reasons for doing this.

Another aspect of this chapter is the introduction of the
concept of betweenness. This idea, though intuitively natural,
is one that has rarely been formalized in high school treatments
of geometry. In contrast to the abstract synthetic treatment of
b eenness given in many treatises, our introduction of real
numbers into geometry makes it easy to be clear and precise
about this notion. Indeed, we have two main reasons for using----"
the real. numbers: These are, (1) to introduce the notion of
betweenness and (2) to make possible the blending of synthetic
and co &rdinate geometry. While we are quite explicit about the
use of .betweenness in this chapter, you will find placea later
in the text that technically need explicit use of the notion

(

to establish the relatives' position of points, iut that t is is
not pointed out to the student. We ignored these technicalities
because we feel that the student not only will not notice the

omission but might bePome confused if we tried to point it out.
On the other hand it might be appropriate, toward the end of
the school year to discuss with a good class the fallacy in the
proof that every triangle is isosceles. The "proof" goes as



follows:

In a triangle ABC let E; tie the bisector of the angle

at C. Let M be Ole midpoint of Tr, and let 715 be in the

perpendicular bisector of segment T7. Suppose further that

P is the point of intersection of the angle bisector and the

perpendicular bisector.

A

/
PK
/ N

/ N
/

N

Also let F and Q be at the foot

P to AC and BC, respectively.

/ N
/ N

N
N
N
N

of the perpendiculars from

Now AD BD because D

BP = DQ becauseis on the perpendicular bisector of 77. Also

P is on the angle bisector. Moreover LP and LQ are right

angles. Hence AA:PD AEU. Consequently, AP EQ. We see

that the right triangles CPD and CQB are congruent since

PP = DQ and their hypotenuses are

But CP = CA.-i-,AP and CQ = CB

(31P1 CQ, it follows that CA = CB.

is isosceles.

in common. Thus CP = CQ,

So, since AP = BQ, and

:Hence the triangle ABC
't)

If this argument is examinee closely it will be seen to bei

incomplete since we used relati've positions of the points as



Shown in the diagram without proving that the positions indicated
were correct.

Unless we have a definition of betweenness, it is- impossible
to speak of the relatosition of points, and we have no way
of justifying statements like CP CA AP. If we do have

a theory involving betweenness, we can prove that, for a non-

isosceles triangle, the points do not-have the relative
positiona,indicated in the figure. (Incidentally, it is almost
Impossible to give a "false" proof of this type analytically
since the equations of lines and the coordinates of points

carry with them inherently all the "betweenness information"

that exists relative to them.)

In addition to introducing betweenness we also begin in
this chapter to use the real numbers to blend synthetic and
analytic, geometry. At this stage, we are concerned mainly with

coordinate geometry of the line. The two key theorems are

Theorems 3-5 and 3-6 which are proved in Sections 3-9 and 3-10
following the statement of Postulate 13 in SeCtion 3-8. Theorem
3-6 has a key role in our. development of coordinate geometry
in the plane and in space in Chapters 8 and 9.

It may seem surprising that there is no discussion in the
text of straightedge and compass constructions for midpoints
of segments, for dividing a segment into an Integral number of
congruent parts, etc. Constructions such as these have no
formal part in our development of geometry. The geometric
theory on which they are based does have a part. For instance,

in our treatment of circles in Chapter 12, it is appropriate
to give problems like the following: Given two coplanar circles

of equal radius that intersect in two, points, show that the line
determined by these points of intersection is a perpendicular

bisector of the segment joining their centers. Such a problem

can. be followed by a classroom comment on the associated con-
ruction. The fact that the Greeks had only a calculus in

geometric form, in which operations were performed by geometric
constructions, has already been commented on in the quotation
from F. Klein at the beginning of these remarks. FOr us,
numbers are not. segments. Our conceptions of the roles of
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arithmetic and geometry is not that the first depends on the

latter or vice versa but that the two have equal status and it

is desirable to relate them. Coordinate geometry is precisely

this strong relationship between them. Although constructions

have no formal part in our development, there is no reason to

exclude them from physical geometry. We encourage the teacher

to use. them as appropriate at the chalkboard. Appendix 12 on

the use of straightedge and compasses has been included primarily

for reference purposes. If desired; it can be used as a review

type unit (with a fresh flavor) near the end of the course.

We conclude our general remarks about

observing that the emphasis is largely on

need later chapters to extend our ideas

In particular, our description of distance

instance, given three noncollinear points

And AC (relative to some unit-pair), we cannot, at this

show that AB AC > BC. We also remark before beginning

paragraph by paragraph comments that as in Chapter 2 the

emphasis should be on understanding; not on requiring students

to repeat or create fdrmal proofs. Furthermore, the development

in Chapter 4 parallels that of this chapter. This parallelism

will help students t clear up minor points in Chapter 3 while

doing Chapter 4. This, we recommend that as soon as the

students have learned the material in this chapter moderately

well that they go on with Chapter 4.

this

ines

to planes and space.

is incomplete.

A, B, C, and

chapter by

and that we

For

AB

stage,

our

56 The idea of a number line is closely related to the

notion of a coordinate system on a line as introduced in

Section 3-5. This is also commented on in the Text,

page 57. It is introduced at this stage for these

reasons:

(1) to make ea lei- the exposition of the notions of

order;

to emphasize the intuitive background of a coordinate

system on on ine.
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57 Some students argue that r is _pproximately 3.14,
22and since -- is 3.14 to the nearest hundredth, r must

22be -r. This is like the fallacious argument: yellow is

approximately chartreuse, and green is approximately

chartreuse, so yellow is green. The teacher needs to

remind the student that the approximation is rational, but
r-:=18 not.

ti

57 The reference to Appendix II and the accompanying

statements about the postulational nature of algebra

emphasizes something that might be new to some students.

The unfortunate practice of waiting until we get to geome-

try before considering deductive systems leaves the student
feeling that geometry is where proof starts and ends. He

is often unaware that algebra can be described using a
"relatively small collection of postulates. While time will

not permit consideration of the postulational deVelopment

of algebra, we are going to assume that the basic algebraic

properties are understood by the student.

57-64 We use > exclusively in our discussion here, in

Problem Set 3-2, in the first part of Section 3-3, and

in Problem Set 3-3a. We did this to avoid confronting the

student with several symbols at once since this might

interfere with out presentations of properties on page 63

and their relationdhips to the number line. That is, the

symbols are not our maor,concern at this stage but the

concept of order among real numbers is.

64 Here,' we begin introducing the symbol This is
followed by the symbols > and <.

69 More precise standard units (in the sense that they
do not vary with temperature, etc.-) have now been suggested

by nuclear physicists in terms of the wave length of light

emitted from some very pure isotopes.

70 As we stated in our general remarks we remind you
that Postulate 10 should be taken as a first formal state-

ment in our description of the concept of distance, not as

a rule of procedure for assigning measure of distance to

every.ir of points in space. It should be admitted quite
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frankly that i

distance

an incomplete statement of ideas aboUt.
4

entially is the Statement that the end

result of measurement however performed is a number and':

that in the background somewhere there must have been Some

unit in terms of which the measurement was made.

In connection with the notation for the distance

between- P and Q relative to (A,At) note that

PQ (relative to (A,A')) = Q10 (relative to (A,A'))

= PQ (relative to (A',A))

QF (relative to (A1,A))

This is because no order between the points A,A1 which

form the set (A,A') and no order between the points P,

Q is implied by Postulate 10.

Postulate 11, just as Postulate 10, should be considered

as a small part of our description of distance. The problems

in the problem set have been designed deliberately not only

to reinforce the ideas presented in this section but to

strengthen the intuitive background for coordinate systems

on a line. For this reason there is considerable reference

to and dependence on the idea of a physical ruler in these

problems.

76-77 The intuitive background on which the definition of

a coordinate system is based may be so strong with some

students that they may not realize that there is a real

need to question whether such a correspondence exists and

to postulate the existence as is done in Postulate 12.

The question suggested is the question of the need to

assert this correspondence in our formal geometry. We

intend to cast no doubt whatsoever on our belief that this

is an important part of our ideas about points and lines

and their relationships to the real numbers. The point is

that a definition doesn't play the role of a postulate. A

mathematical definition does not assert the existence of

the entity defined. You may define the pot of gold at the

end of the rainbow with great precision but you may

experience great disappointment if you start to search for

it and it does not exist.
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frankly that it s an incomplete statement of ideas aboUt-
_4

distance. It essentially is' the Statement that the end

result of measurement however performed is a number and

that in the background somewhere there must have been some

unit in terms of which the measurement was made.

In connection with the notation for the distance

between- P and Q relative to (A,A') note that

PQ (relative to (A,A')) = QP (relative to (A,A'))

= PQ (relative to (A',A))

= QP (relative to (AI,A))

This is because no order between the points A,A' which

form the set (A,A') and no order between the points P,

Q is implied by Postulate 10.

Postulate 11, just as Postulate 10, should be considered

as a small part of our description of distance. The problems

in the problem set have been designed deliberately not only

to reinforce the ideas presented in this section but to

strengthen the intuitive background for coordinate systems

on a line. For this reason there is considerable reference

to and dependence on the idea of a physical ruler in these

problems.

76-77 The intuitive background on which the definition of

a coordinate system is based may be so strong with some

students that they may not realize that there is a real

need to question whether such a correspondence exists and

to postuYate the existence as is done in Postulate 12.

The question suggested is the question of the need to

assert this correspondence in our formal geometry. We

intend to cast no doubt whatsoever on our belief that this

is an important part of our ideas about points and lines

and their relationships to the real numbers. The point is

that a definition doesn't play the role of a postulate. A

mathematical definition does not assert the existence of
the entity defined. You may define the pot of gold at the

end of the rainbow with great precision but you may

experience great disappointment if you start to search for
it and it does not exist.
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in the Postulate, then coordinates -on ,VW -are established

as shown in- part.-i4 the diagram below:

If,.however,we let W play the role of P and V play
the role of then'oUrliagram is as shown below

V

6 0 3
The student should notice that in the first case, it is as

if a ruler were placed against the line with 0 at V and
3 at W. In the second case, the ruler is "reversed" and

0 is at W and 3 at V. Instead of saying in the first

case that "V plays the role of P" it. would be equally

suitable to say that 11 is taken as origin. Similarly,

in the second case, W is the origin.

80781 In connection with the remark following Problem 5

about Problem 10, we have avoided absolute value at this

stage to prevent making difficulties for students not

already familiar with it. We should encourage those

familiar with it to use it.

83

84

The fact that a point on a line separates it into

parts has already been suggested in Problem 4 in the

preceding Problem Set.

Note that our definition of ray AB is in terms of
4-*

a particular coordinate system on AB in which A is

the origin and B- is the unit-point. In Section 3-10 we

will show how to-recognize a ray in terms of ai coordinate

system on the line containing it. At this stage we cannot

prove that if C is in AB and if C is not A then

AC is the same ray as AB. This proof depends on the

ideas developed in Section 3 -1Q. We do not point this out

to the student at this early stage of our development since

we think this remark would be more confusing than helpful.

Further, we have tried to arrange our presentation so this

issue will not arise. On the other hand, by our example
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84

of choosing a spedial coordinate system for this definition
as weal. as that for Segment,-we hope to emphasize our'free-
dom-to choode coordinate systems conveniently. This.freedom
will be exploited in connection with proofs Using coordi.
nates in the geometry of the plane and space.

fi

In the proof of Theorem 3 -2, the relationship between
the old coordinate x and new coordinate x' is given 4as'
xt -c. The derivation of this result follows the idea
suggested in Prdblem 6 in the previous Problem Set.

us consider the dependence of this result on Postulafe
in more detail. Suppose the situation is= as depicted _ow:

R P

old coordinates

0 new coordinates

since R has coordinate -1, ptt = 1. Hence, by Postulate
11, distances measured in the old coordinate system are
exactly the same as those measured in the new coordinate
system. Consider now a point T on PQ whose old
coordinate is 5. What is the new coordinate x'? We

know, measuring in the old coordinate system, that RT = 6
and PT = 5. Measuring in the new coordinate system, we
know that RT = 1 - xt or RT = xf-1 and that PT = 0- xl
or PT = xf- O. This choice exists since we do not know
the sign or relative size of xl without relying on the
diagram. If PT = xi then since PT = 5, we have x, = 5.

But then, RT = 5- 1. 4 which is impossible. Hence,
PT = -xf and consequently x' = -5.

Consider a more general situation. Suppose that the
point T on is such that its old coordinate x is

positive. Suppose its new coordinate is 'xl. We know
that RT = x - (-1) = x 1 and that RP

d
= x where we

measure in-the old coordinate system. Measuring in the new
coordinate system, we know that RT = xl - 1 or RT- 1
and that RP = xt or RP = -x'. The choice exists, since
we cannot decide without reading into our diagram, whether
x' is positive or negative. However, we can resolve
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this difficulty without relying On the diagram. Suppose

RT = xlt )116:Then,- from RT = x +-1, we have xi. 1 = x'

or x' = x+2. But, then substituting this value of

g we halve RP = x.+ 2 or R1)=. =.(x,+ 2) both of which

disagree with the fact. that 'RP m x. Hence, RT xv - 1.

Therefore, RP = 1 - x'. But, then 1 - xl = x + 1 or

xl = which we Wished to show. Similarly,.we Can argue

that xf = -x, if x is negative and. certainly x' = -x

if x = 0.- There is no)needto go through the above with

students. They will prbbably be satisfied if you observe

from a diagram that it 14 clear that the sum of the old and

new coordinates is zero. A treatment of the general

argument of the formal type above is given in Section 3 -9,

for interested students. We do not recommend it for all

students.

It is technically necessary to raise the question in

connection with the definition of segment as to whether one

gets a set for the segment n on the line lg if one
uses A as origin and B as unit-point that is different

from the set obtained if A is taken as unit-point and B
as origin. We do not suggest raising this point with

students. Our talk and problems in the -text are delib-:

erately arranged to suggest that they are the same. The

fact that they are the same is settled in Section 3-10

although, again, no reference to the possible question is

raised. The matter can be settled here, since, as brought

out in the example,pages 86 and 87, the relationship

between the two coordinate systems is given by x' = 1-x.
Consequently, if 0 < X' < 1, then 0 < 1 - x ( 1. Thus,

subtracting one, -1 < -x 0 and on multiplying by minus

one, 1 > x O. Similarly, starting with 0 x 1, we

can deduce 0 < x, < 1. Thus, which point is taken as

the origin and which is taken as the unit-point in applying

this definition is immaterial, since either way yields the
same set for the segment.
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91 The notion of betweenness may not have been used in
formal geometry that you have taught befOre. It was found
toward the end of last century by Hilbert and others rb be
an essential parivof Euclidean geometry that had been
omitted from the formal development although used in-
fOrmally and in an essential way. In short, it was read
from diagrams and'figures unconciously. Reference:to
Hilbert and his work can be'found in most histories of
mathematics. A list of some histories occurs at the end
of Chapter I of the text.

If we say that P, Q, R,=S are collinear in that

order; it also follows that each of Q and R are between
P and S.

The problems in Problem Set 3-7 in addition to

providing drill on ideas in this section are designed to
motivate Postulate 13,in the next section.

, Postulate 13 further improves the formal

our ideas about distance by expressing the
description

relationship
between distances measured relative to different unit-pairs.
It could have been

and (B,Elj there

for any two points P,Q

stated that given two unit-pa

exists a n-zero constant k

(A,Af)

such that

PQ (relative to (A,A')) = kPQ (relative to (B 131)).

In this form P and Q do not have to be distinct. Also,
it would be fairly natural to call k the scale factor

relating the two choices of the unit-pair. Indeed, if
P, Q

since

are chosen to be B,BI, we see that

BB' (relative to (A,A')) k

BB' (relative to (B,B,))

In ), case that

BB' (relative to (A,A1j)

we see that

PQ (relative to (A,A1)) a PQ (relative to (B,R')

which is essentially the statement of Postulate 11.
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It Should be pointed out to students that many of the

problems in the previous problem set involved, computing the

quotient expressed in this Podtulate and using the fact

that it 10 constant.

99 The starred problemd in this set are designed to

motivate the analysis of the relationship between different

coordinate systems on a line in the next section.

102 03' From the 'fact tl the distance in CI between any

two Points is 3 times the distance in C between the

same two points and using the obvious sense of direction

indicated in the diagram, it is readily apparent that the

coordinate of tt is -30. The point to the computation

is that without using the obvious sense of direction

cated in the diagram, the same conclusion can be reached-

after eliminating various possibilities. In formal

geometry, we should not have to depend on a diagram.

Problems 1 and 3 of Problem Set 3-9 require the student

-to make similar computations.

While we believe that all students should be able to

do'these computations, we do not feel that the algebraic

analysis of the problem for determining xt is suitable

for most students. This algebraic analysis, using constants
r and s for the coordinates of R and S in C instead

of 4 and 6, and rt and tI for their coordinates in

CI instead of -3 and -9, leads by exactly the same

method of proof to the general theorem, called the Two

Coordinate System Theorem. We do not feel that the student

is cheated if the algebraic treatment is avoided since the

Method of analysis is exactly that of,the numerical example.

It consists in systematically excluding cases.

The Two Coordinate System Theorem has two important

aspects. The first is that in a sense it says that you

will not get into trouble in doing problems such as the

numerical %one in the text by shortening your work by

reading "direction" from a suitable diagram. Most people

do such computations this way, anyway. The other aspect

is that of the simple, first degree (that is linear)
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relationship that exists between x in C and x' in Cl.

After this theorem has been eatablished we have another way
of doing the computation for t' as follows.

From the theorem, we know that the relationship

between and x is given by

a_x+ b

for some choice of constants a, b. Since the coordinate
of R is 4 in C and -3 in Cl, we know, that the

0
constants a, b must be such that

-3 = alt + b .

Similarly, using the coordinates of S, we

-9 = a6 b .

Takihg the "difference between these two equations" we find

6 . -2a ,

that is, a =- -3. (Note that this is related to the ratio

of distances between the C and Cl systems). Since
a = -3, it is easy to determine b from either of the

4
two equations. We find that b = 9. (Note that this is
related to the distance between the two origins in C.)
We now see that x' and x are related by

xl = -3x + 9 .

Thus, in particular, if x 13, then x' a -30 so that
the e' coordinate t' of T is -30.

The use of the Two Coordinate System Theorem is

brought out for the student in Problems 2, 4, and 5(b)
of Problem Set 3-9.

It is worth noting that examples of linear relations
between two coordinate systems have been obtained in the
text on Pages 84 and 87 as well as in Problems 6, 7, 8,
and 9 of Problem Set 3-5.

Problem 7 in Problem Set 3-9 is designed to bring
out the significance of a and b in x' = ax + b as
Well as why a cannot be zero. Problem 8
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set prepares the etudent for another forth of the Two

Coordinate System Theorem known as the Two -Point Theore

108 The Two-Point Theorem is important for the development

of. the theory in Chapter 8. Students should understand

this theorem well before beginning Chapter 8.

Notice that'the effect of the formula in Theorem 3-6

is that if the k coordinate of a point is zero, then its

coordinate is xi, and if its k coordinate is one,

then its x coordinate is x2. Thus, by this theorem,

if the origin and unit-point in one coordinate system (k)

have the coordinates xi and x2 in another coordinate

system (x) then for any point, its x and k coordinates
are.related by

x = x1 + k(x2 a x1)

109 Using our theorems so far established, we can recognize

as indicated in the table, segments,rays,interior4opposite

rays, midpoints in any coordinate system. In particular,

since we can recognize interiors of segments in any coordi-

te system, we can recognize betweennesa in any coordinate

ystem. This is so important it is stated as Theorem 3-7.

115 The idea of congruence is also introduced in connection

with angles and, of course, for triangles. There is a

discussion of the general notions in the Talk entitled
%

The Concet of Congruence. It is also dip cussed briefly

in the earlier Talk entitled Equality, Congruence, and

Equivalence.

116 The content of the Point Plotting Theorem should be

intuitively obvious to the student.

117-118 As remarked in the text, the addition property of

distance on a line actually characterizes)oetweenness. In

some texts the definition of betweenness is given in terms

of this property. Note also the connection with this

theorem and our earlier remarks about the "proof" that

every triangle is isosceles.

121-123 Students should be encouraged to read this

carefully and to note the vocabulary list.
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Illustrative Test Items for Chapter 3

Part

1. Write each of the following as an inequality.

(a) p is a positive number.

(b) k is a negative number greater than -10.-

x is a number between 10 and 20.

(d) r is not a positive number

2. Complete the blanks An each of the following and state the

order property that applies.

(a) If a , b , and c are real numbers such that b > a
and a > c , then > Why?

(b) if x 'As a real number and -x > 4 , than

x -4. Why?

(c) if x y and a are real numbers and x >.y
then x - a y - a. Why?

Find the solution set for each of -he following

inequalities:

(a) 3x + 14 > 5

(b) x + 7 < 3x - 2

Graph each of the solution sets in Problem

5. If A corresponds to 0 and B to 1 in a coordinate

system on a line, what set of numbers corresponds to:

(b)(a) a _a.
BA (c) -AT

--3.
(d) ray opposite to AB

--i
(e) ray opposite to BA

Let the unit-pair for measuring distances be fixed in this

problem. On a line, let a coordinate syStem be given. Let

R and S be the points with respective coordinates -9
.44P

and 6. Suppose that another coordinate system on RS- is

chosen so that the new coordinate of R is 0 and the new

coordinate of S is positive. What number is the new

coordinate of S ?
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Threetowns- Lander, Manton, and Amity, are collinear but

not necessarily in that order. It is ,9 miles from Lander

to Manton and 25 mileb from Manton to Amity.

a) Is it possible to tell which town is between the

°tile' two?

Which town is not between the other two?

What may be the distance from Lander to Amity?

(d) Illustrate with sketches.

Given A , B _ are thee collinear points with AB =

and CB = 5. If, also, the coordinate of B is =2,

and the coordinate of A is less than that of C what

are the coordinates of A and C ? Draw two sketches

giving different sets of answer

Arrange the five distinct collinear points F

T in proper order if

114 MF

SF 4- FT = TS'

LS A- SM = ML

Supply the appropriate missing symbols over each letter

Pair.

(a) AB has no endpoints.

(b) The endpoints of MR are M and R.

) RQ has one endpoint, R.

11. In the diagram A',E,F,H,T are collinear in that
order and have coordinates as indicated.

(b)

A F ti
-7 0 3 x

The length of is

The length of Art is

The length of ET is4

(d) The length of FT is

The length of HT is
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12. If PQ (in zilks) is 3 times PQ (in flips), find:

(a) RS (in flips ),-if RS (in zilks) = 1.
(b) AB (in zilks) if AB (in flips)

13. Given the following points collinear, in the order shown

in the diagram. Name the intersection of each listed

pair of sets. (The answer to part (a) is KG.)

E F

(a) GK and K
(b) G__ and (V.

(c) GK and HG

(d) ED and FG

?H and FH

7 and G?
(g) GK and EH,

(h) GK and GI

14. Name the union of the two sets Indicated in each c

parts , , (g) , and (h) tn Problem 13.

Given a coordinate system on line as pictured in the
diagram:

Tell which of the sentences are not meaningful

in our development of geometry. For each meaningful Sen-

tence state whether it is true or false.

HG, 1
FJ

FK - 5

HJ O K

HJ G K

HJ GK

HJ GK

JK =-= KJ

(j) _ KJ

) The length of FJ

(1) The lengthof OK -,-- 1.
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\
16. Given a coordinate system on which assigns numbers

points as indicated in the diagram.

17.

Find each of the following measures:

VU (relative to (U,V))

(b) WX (relative to (U,V))

(c) VZ (relative to (T,V))

(d) VX. (relative to (V,Z))

(e) Pilo (relative to (P,Y))

Using the diagram in Problem 16 , give the new coordinate

of Z , in a coordinate system whose origin and unit-point

are:

(a) U and respec_ively

(b) U. and W respectively

(c) T and W respectively

(d) W and T respectively

(e) and P respectively

lb. Which of the following inequalities represents the coordi-

nates of a set of points known as a) a ray, b) a segment,

c) the interior of a ray, the interior of a segment.

(1) x > 2 (4) x < 4 or x> 3
x > -1 (5) 2 < x < 5

(3) 2 < x (6) x < 4 and x 9

19. What is the coordinate of the midpoint of AN if the

coordinates of the endpoints are -7 and 3 ?

Given M is the midpoint of PQ. Find the coordinate

if the coordinate of P is 3 and the coordinate
of M is -1.
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Let/ A have coordinates -1 , 7 p respectively.

Find all the numbers that p might denote if:

(a) AP - AB

(b) AP = 3AB

AP = 0

(d) AP = AB

Each of the letter pairs contained in the following parc

graph refers to either a number or a line or a segment

a ray; in some cases a symbol which should appear above the

letter pair is missing. Insert the missing symbols so that

the resulting paragraph will be correct.

"AB BC = AC. DB contains points A and

but DB contains neither point A nor point C. A

longs to DB but C does not."

Draw a picture that illustrates your response.

Ft and S are points on with coordinates x and
1

respective1y such that x

P is any point on RS with coordinate X.

match the following.

(Make the matching a one-to-one correspondence between the

items in colutml A and those in column B.)

=ColUmn A

a) k

b) Ic

k

h)

0

57

Column B

RP d PS

2) P H

2) P S

RP

5) P is in R.S

6) P is in RS

() P -15 in the

of 35

for

P is in the interior

o [7-,



24. Let. P X in coordinate. system C have coordinates
1 , 0 , x respectively, and in coordinate system CI have
coordinates 2 , 8 , x' respectively. Write an equation
which expresses the relation between x and x'.

25. Given points "with coordinates as indicated in the diagram.

N

- 2

0 R S
_ _

0 I 3_

State whether each of the following s e-ents is true
or false.

QR

PQ is a subset

and

The

The

The

The

The

4*
of RS.

belong to opposite rays which

and have common endpoint R.

is a subset of P

is a subset of VS.

intersection of PN and

are contained

is empty.

intersection of PI\ and R is PN.

union of QR and RQ, is

union of PN and PQ

intersection of P and

In a given coordinate system on VI, MN is the set of all
0 points whose coordinates x satisfy -2 < x < 6 If it is
mown that the coordinate of M is less than the coordi-

nate of N , answer the following questions:

What is the coordinate of each endpoint of MN ?
(b) What is the coordinate of the endpoint of MN ?

of

What is the coordi-t to of the midpoin of MN ?
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A coordinate system C on line

-1 4 to points

coordinate of

as gns coordinates 0,

T S .respeet-_ ely.-,Find the

in coordinate system C' if Q and T

have respective C' coordinates as follow

(a) 0, 1

(b) -1,

(c) 1, -1

'(d) 5,

(e) 1,

P

x,

(b)

x'

Write an equation

k , xl, and x2.

x = =3 and

k = 3

0 < k < 1

k -2
1

k =

If

(1)

(2)

Part II.

Given the coard ,ate

systems C and ''

}-1 a-

1

expresses

, finch x' if

erm

Read each of the following; statements carefully. If the

statement is true as given, write true. If it is false, write a

word or phrase which, if used in place of the underlined word or

phrase, would change the statement to a true one.

1 Given two distinct real numbers, one of them is greater

than the' other.

Given two distinct real numbers, the first is greater than

the second if and only if the difference obtained by sub-

tracting the second from the first is a negative number.



A real number n is non-negative if and only if n O.

4. A number line is a convenient device for indicating the

order and betweenness relations among numbers and "how

far apart" two numbers are.

The number one may be the distance between any two distinct
points in space.

The number zero is the measure of the distance from P to
Q if the points P and Q are distinct

The measure of the distance between two points P and Q
relative to a given unit-pair, is denoted by PQ.

The number line of formal geoMetry corresponds to the

general idea of a coordinate'syste_

9. One essential feature of a coordinate system is a match

of every point on a line with one and only one integer.

10. Any point of a line mi be taken as the endpoint of some
coordinate system.

11. The distance between two points whose coordinates are
and y is X7 Y.

12. Any two distinct points a line can be taken as the

origin and unit-point for at least three coordinate

systems on the line.

13. If P ;74ve#endpoints of a segment, their coordinates
must be C1Loesectivea.

14. Two concurrent rays must also be opposite rays.
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15. , The intersection of two collinear rays Tlylis a segme-_

16 Given any segment, there exist exactly two coordinate

systems which assign to its midpoint the number

17. A segment has an interior. A ray also hies an interior.

18. If P Q H have coordinates

then Q bisects
Y 1 respectively

19. The coordinate of every point of a ray is a non'-negative

number

20. If the measure of the distance between the endpoints of

segment GJ is 9 and the coordinate of P is 2

then the coordinate of Q must be 11.



Chapter )1

ANGLES

The pattern of development in this chapter on angles

parallels to a certain extent that of the previous chapter. The

individual sections by and large make convenient teaching units.

The attitudes we expressed in this commentary concerning the

formal proof of theorems in the chapter on distance and coordi-

nate systems also apply to this chapter. The,major teaching

objective should be to help students to understand the

of the definitions, postulates and theorems; teaching

of the proofs is of secondary importance. Again it is

appropria to carry through numerical examples of the

statements

he details

usually

argument
used in a ene Al proof. Be careful, however, that students do

not get the impression that this checking ofnumrical examples

constitutes a proof. A consideration of specific examples will

:give the students not only a better understanding of the asser-

tion of the theorem but also a good idea of why it is "reason-

able,'" on the bas of our postulates and previous theorems.

The ehttpter begins with the notion of separation and the

statement of two postulates concerning separation: One to the

effect that a line,in a plane separates or divides the plane

into halfplanes; the other to the effect that a plane separates

or divides space into halfspaces. In connection with these

postulates is presented the notion of a convex set. (A set is
convex if

set.) We

means for

to define

technical

the segment joining any two points

introduce this topic at this point

defining the interior of an angle.

Interior of

reason for

triangles, polygons,

of it lies in the

to provide the

Later it Is used

etc. While this is a

introducing the postulates at this point,

their general role in our description of the relations between
points, lines and planes should not be overlooked. It may have
been noted that we never use the adjective "straight" in connec-
tion with lines, nor do we use the adjective "flat" in connection
with planes in our formal work. These new postulates together

with our previous ones make it unnecessary to do this since they

require in a very real sense that all planes are "flat". Postu-
late 8 (which says that if two points of a line are in a plane,
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then the line in in the plane) requires that planes be bent or

curved or wiggly so that they "fit" the line through any two
points of them. Postulate 14 , that a line in a plane separates
or divides he plane into two convex sets; forces lines not to be
"too wiggy." For instance, consider the on-straight line"
in the following diagram.

It certainly di vi plane into wo parts, but these parts
are not both convex. This same postulate, tulate 14 , also
has the effect of helping to insure that planes are "flat." For

instance, as pointed out in the text, by this postulate a plane

cannot be cylindrical, since a line along the length of a

cylinder does not divide it into two parts. Postulate 19 ,

which says that a plane separates or divides space into two con-

vex sets, completes the story by insuring that a plane is "flat."

For instance, in the accompanying diagram the dihedral angle
;hewn divides two parts but these parts are not both

convex and the dihedral angle is riot "flat." From these remarks

we hoe that it is clear that these postulates collectively have

the effect of insuring that all lines are "straight" and all

planes are "flat." Since they do, these adjeetves are unneces-
\nary in our formal geometry.

After the introduction of the separation postulates in

Section - 2 , the text develops the concept of an angle as a

set of points (namely, as the union of two concurrent rays rather

than as a rotation), the idea of a ray-coordinate system in a

plane and its connection wIt11-,..angleameasurement, and related
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topics in Sections - 3 through 4 - 7. In connection with

angle measurement, you will not find in this chapter a discussion

of the relations between different units of distance, such as the
relation between radians and degree measure. We do not introduce
this in our formal work; we use degree measure exclusively.

Nonetheless, there is a strong parallelism between the develop-
ments in Chapters 3 and 4. We have tried in our writing to

emphasize this parallelism. We feel that the analogies that

exist between the treatments in the two chapters will not only
make the understanding of our development of angles easier for
students but also will reinforce the pattern of ideas used in

developing the concept of distance and that of coordinates on a
line. The chart that follows indicates these analogies.

The column on the left lists concepts and ideas relating the
angles in the order of their occurrence in Chapter 4. The

column on the right lists the corresponding ideas in Chapter 3.

In teaching Chapter 4, you may wish to have the students work

out individually such a list of analogies or you may wish to de-

velop such a list on a chalkboard or bulletin board so that it

can be referred to during the study of Chapter 4.

To show that the parallelism is not complete some ideas are
listed in one column with a blank in the other. On occasion an
idea clearly existed in one chapter but no technical term for it
was defined. In these cases we have6invented a term to add to

othe cmpleteness of the list, puttinil; our invention in quotation
marks. '1e ask that you call your students' attention to the

incompleteness of some of the phrasing and to the fact that we
are speaking of analogies in some informal sense rather than in
terms of a precise technicality (such as tje duality that occurs
In some geometrt

I
Analogies Between ci:222,ILEL and Statements of Chapters 4 \and

Thapter

1. Two concurrent, non-

collinear rays (angle).

Measure of Angl,

(Postulate 16)

Cl

gaat±L' 3

1. Two distinct p61nts.

65-

Distance (between two

points) (Postulate 10)



(See Commentary discussion

of Section 4-5, of text).

"Ray-Coordinates" in a plane

Definition, Section 4=5

and Postulate 17

5. Zero - ray

Definition, Section 4=5

6. (See Commentary for

Section 4-5)

7 Theorem 4-3 (Angle Con-

struction Theorem)

8. Three rays VA, VB VC

whose interiors are con-

tained in a halfplane.

9. VB is between T11 and
7P

implies that in a ray-

VC

coordinate system, the ray-
-->

coordinate of VB is be-

tween the ray-coordinate of

VA and VC (Definition

of Betweenness for Rays,

Section 4-6)

10. Theorem 4 =4 (The Between-

ness-Angles Theorem)

11. Midray (Definition,

Section 4-6)

12. Theorem 4-5 (Existence and

uniqueness of mid-ray.)

13. Folmula for-,coordinates cif

mid d=ay (End of Section

4-6) (Note restriction on

b a)

66

Change of unit-pair

(Postulate 13)

Coordinates on a line

Definition, Section 3-5

and Postulate 12

Origin

Definition, Section 3-5

6. Unit-point.

Definition, Section 3=5

7. Theorem 3 =8 (The Point

Plotting Theorem

8. Three points B C

which are contained in a

line.

B is between A and C im-

plies that in a coordinate

system on the line con-

taining A , B , and C

that the coordinate of B

is between the coordina

of A and C. (Theorem

3-7, the Betweenness-Coordi-

nates Theorem.)

10. Theorem 3-9 (The Between -

ness- Distance Theorem.)

11. Midpoint

Section

12.

(Definition,

3-7)

Theorem 3-3 (Existence and

uniqueness of mid-point.)

13.FOnindaforcoordinateSof
mid-point (Section 3-10)

(Note that there is no re-

striction ran b a)



14. Interior of LAVC = (set of

points B, such that VB is

between VA and VC

Postulate 18, Interior of

an Angle Postulate and Defi-

nition of Interior of an

Angle, Section

1.--15. Interior of LAVC (The

intersection of the half-

plane determined by AV and

C and the halfplane deter-

mined by CV and A. We

note that the edges of the

halfplanes do not lie in the

halfplanes. Postulate 18.

Interior of an Angle Postu-

late and Definition of In-

terior of an Angle, Section

4-7.)

16. "Wedge AVC" (The union of

LAVC and the interior, not

defined in text. "Wedge

AVC" could be called "Fan

AVC" if it is thought of as

a family of rays.)

17. Theorem 4-6. The interior

of an angle 1 a convex set.

18. Exterior of an angle

(Definition, Section 4-7)

19. Congruent angles (Defini-

tion, Section 4-8.)
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14. Interior of segment AC

Set of points, B , be-

tween A and C

Section 3-7.)

Interior of segment AC.

(The intersection of the

interior of AC and the

interior I CA. We note

the endpoints of the :rays

do not lie in the interiors

of the rays. 'Related to /

(g) of Example 1, Section

-6.)

16. Segment AC (Union of two

endpoints and interior;

definitions, Section 3 -6

and 3-7.)

17. The interior of a segment

is a convex set. (It is

the intersection of Lwo

hairlines, hence con-lex by

remark on page 135 and

Theorem 4-1.)

18. Not defined (Analogous

the points of a line not

in a given segment of the

line.)

19. Congruent segments (Defi-

nition, Section 3-11.)



In section 4=8 , the idea of adjacent angles, that is,

of two coplanar angles with a side in common and with disjoint

interiors, is introduced. The special case in which the two

sides not in common are collinear yields the notion of a

linear pair. The special case in which the two angles of a

linear pair are congruent yields the notion of a angle.

This way of introducing right angles is chosen because it in-

dicates that right angles as such are intrinsic to Euclidean

Geometry. It is of course natural to discuss perpendicularity

along with right angles.
4

section 4=9 , deals with supplementary and complementary

angles; Section 4=10 concerns vertical angles.

The chapter concludes with Sections 4=11 and 4-12

which introduce triangles, quadrilaterals, and polygons and

related topics. Triangles and triangle congruences appear
frequently in the next chapter. In connection with the work
of Chapteto- 9 , students will start to write many proofs of

their own.

134 Crudely speaking a set is convex if it has no indenta-

tions. It is no appropriate to say that it is "rounded"

since a triangle together with its interior is convex and

has "sharp corners"; that is, is not "rounded."

136 Notice the union of two convex sets is not necessarily

convex. For instance, every line is a convex set, but the

union of two distinct lines is clearly not a convex set.

138 The reason for not hyphenating or writing as separate

words, words such as halfplane, is to make it unequivocally

clear in a definition such as that for halfline that the

entire phrase "halfline" is being defined and that neither

one of the two parts is being defined.

138 From the Plane Separation Postulate we can deduce the

following result: If points A , B C of a plane yn are

such that A and B are on the same side of a line j, in

and E and C are on the same side of then A and C
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are On'the same side of . This can be established by ob-

serving that each of the points A , B , and C is in exactly

one of the two halfplanes, H1 and H, with edge )(Z- . By

hypothesis, A and B are ip the same halfplane, as also are

B and'C. If A and B are both in H1, then B and C

must be in Hi and A and C must be in Hi. If A and B

are' in H2p then B and C must be in H2 and A and C

must be in H,. In either case, A and C are on the same

side of

can also deduce the follot.3Ing result: If A ,

and are coplanar and if intersects Ap In an interio
.point but does not contain C then must also intersect

the interior of one of the segments AC and BC. This can

be established by observing that, by hypothesis, A and B
ar--on opposite sides of and that C is not on
COr1 quentiy C is either on the =;allie side of == _ as A or

on e same side of as B. If it is on the same side of

as A, then 2-- intersects FUT at an interior point.

If is on the same side of j) as B , then intersect
KU at an interior point. This completes the proof. Some-

times this theorem is expressed by saying that a line In the

plane of a triangle and intersecting one side of the triangle

An an interior 'point must intersect one of the other two sides

in an interior point provided it does not contain'a vertex.

140 From Postulate 15, we can prove ion much the same fashion

as indiAtted in our comments on the Plane Separation Postulate

that:

,,,(1) If po nts B C are such that A and B are

in the same halfspace determined by a plane crn and such that
B and C are in the same halfspace determined by 277 then
A and C are in the same halfspace determined by 2,1 fi

(2) If A , B , C are such that plane )7) intersects
AB in an interior point and does not contain C , then '-)11

must also intersect the interior of one of the segments AC

and g7.

140 When we say a plane determines exactly two halfspaces we

mean in contrast to our earlier usage of "determine" not that
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the plane contains the halfspaces but that it specifies or
points them ,out, in an unambiguous Mannel,.

144 -
Principally we are concerned with angles of triangle*.

No triangle has- an angle whose measure is zero or which is a
straight angle. Indeed, the measure of any angle of a tri-
angle is between 0 and 180. The concept of a linear, pair

of angles in introduced later (Section, 4-8) to take account,'

,of the fact that the exterior angle,of a triangle and its ad-
jacent interior,angle form a "straight angle" or have measures,
that add up to 180. For these reasons the zero'angle and

the straight angle are unnecessary, and we can confine our

attention to angles whose measures are between 0 and' 180.

Incidentally, Euclid avoided the use of "straight angle", too.

We merely make a distinction between what is needed in

elementary synthetic and analytic/geometry and what is needed
in tr etry an analysis. Our definition is satisfactory
and simplest fAour needs. As the student advances in

mathematics extensions of the definition of angular measure

will be made and then definitions of angle will be introduce
as the need arises.

145 , As indicated in the chart of analogies with Chapter 3 ,

angle and segment correspond. Thus, corresponding to the role

of the two endpoints, determining the segment, we have two rays
determining an angle. We recognize, of course, that the-

statement that two rays determine an angle needs the addition

of the word concurrent todescplbe the rays. The analogue

of this with.the-points determining the segments is that the

points are collinear (a= trivial statement- toN/tbe points, but

the corresponding requirement of concurrently for the rays is
not trivial.) Again, it is important that the rays be n-_-

collinear for if they are col1ir3ear, they do not form an

angle. Analogously, it.is important that the points be dis

tinet. or they do not determine a segment.

146 : the use of the Word 'determin,:when we speak of the

angle determined by the two noncollinear egments we, of

course; mean the union of,the unique pair of co*Urrent rays

that contains the union of the segments as a subset.



l5 Codtrast and call attention to the difference between all

angle and the measure of an angle. Stress that an angle is a
set of points while its measure is a number. Such-a distinc-
tion between the point set and the number associated with it
is not made in most textbooks, the word "angle" being used
for both.

Although we will restrict ourselves to degree measure
exclusively in our postulational,treatment'Of angles, other
measures are possible (as we have already suggested) and a
d'evelopment of angle measurement paralleling our\developMent*

of the measurement of diftance in Chapter 3 can be given.
To begin with, Postulate 16 can be stated in more general
terms by replacing the number 18p by any other positive num-
ber, say R. This raises the following question: "How are
angle measures based upon different values of R related?"
To provide the desired answer to this question, another postu-
late, analogous to Postulate 13 , Must be introduced, This
would say, in effect, that if mALABC (with respect to R1)

-1
and mALABC (with respect to R

2-
) are the measures of any

angle, ABC, in terms of two different values or' R , then

R-
1.mILABC (with respect to Ri) = -mLABC ( -ith_ respect to
2

In particular, this provides us with the familiar rela-
tion connecting radia' Measure (for which R = .77-) and degree

measure (for which R 18(1), namely,

d L ABC
17Z 1=ABC.mdeg

On the basis of the new postulate a theorem analogous to
Theorem 3-4 can be framed. This result and others assure
us that such things as betweenness relations for rays and he
determination of the ray which forms, with a given,angle, two
angles whose measures have a prescribed ratio are independent
of the unit which is used.

The teacher might feel a postulational development such
as that of our test leaves a gap in the development. This is
not the case. The postulates that we assumWtdo give us Eu-
clidean geometry. The lack is solely an inadequacy in the
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technical language that we have chosen. We can only_ eak

of degrees.

Since the past experience of the student has probably

been largely limited to degrees, it is unlikely that he will

question this language deficiency. Should he challenge it the

odds are that he is a student of such-a caliber that you could

let him study for himself the discussion in the Commentary

above - so that he can See that we can parallel our treatment

of distance and obtaVh other measures for angles.

159 One-aspect of our restrictj.on to degree measure is that

although the zero-ray is clearly analogous to the origin in a

-coordinate system on a line, there is no real role played by

what might be called the unit-nay, (indeed, in Some systems

of angle measure, for instance, in going from 0 to .3 in-

stead of 0 to 360 there might be no ray corresponding toof
the number one. See the chart of analogies.)

159-
160 Note that in using the Protractor Postulate in our geo-

metric development, it is always necessary to specify how the

"protractor is to be placed" (i.e. the ray VA and VB must

be specified) before the tother assertions of the postulate

can be used. Ah/

Consider the rays 77 and VD as own below:
Jo

I

If VD is to play the role of VA , and VC that of

then the circulgr protractor is placed as shown below:

180

90



. If, however,

T1 that of

shown below:

Wr is to play the role of A and
then the circular protractor is placed as

Diagrams such as those above, if drawn on the board, may help

the student to vtzualize the significance of the placement
aspect of the potulate as well as the other parts of the
statement of the postulate. Similar diagrams may be useful

in explaining the significance of the definitions of a ray-
eoordinate system, Theorem 4-3, as well as in connection with
later work.

160 Notice that in Theorem 4-3 a part of the conclusion

is that there is a unique ray VR whose interior, not the,
ray itself, is in the halfplane, the endpoint V is not in
the halfplane.

A proof of Theorem 4-3 may be given as follows:
In plane m let H be a halfplane whose edge contains

-211.
the ray VA. In H iss. point B. By Postulate 17 , there
is a unique ray-coordinate system in m relative to V such
that VA corresponds to 0 and every ray VX with X in
H corresponds to a number less than 180. Since r is a
number betwe

system, a ra

ponds to r.

there exists

it is unique

and m4AVS

en 0 and 180 there is in this ray-coordinate

y, such that R in .H and VR corres'-

Furthermore mLAVR = r. We have now shown that
a ray VR- as required; it remains to show that

_

. Suppose' VS is any ray such that S is in H
r. Let the coordinate of VS be 2. By the

Protractor,I Pastulate, s< 180 and hence m LAVS = s - 0 = s.
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Thus s a r . But then, since a ray-coordinate system s a

one-to-one correspondence between rays and numbers, VS.

Hence V' 18 unique.
164-
165 Our remarks are not intended to be a defense of our

particular definition of between ness for rays. They are in-

tended merely to show that our definition is reasonable. We

eely admit that other definitions are not only possible but

it be equall: onvenient in the development of geometry.

Classroom discussion of diagrams such as those in Figure (a),

may lead to the following:

, .

In (1), students' will probably agree

tween VR and However, if (a) was construed as three

dimensional by taking V ,R,Q,P as the vertices df 4

that' VQ is be-

pyramid, then there is probably equally

Vb is between 17t and 1/1, as to say

and VP , or as to say VP is between

good reason to. say

1.741. is between

VR and VQ. To

avoid such ambiguity we have restricted the notion of between-

ness for rays to coplanar rays.

In (2), although one can say V is

VQ, it is equally reasonable to say VR

VP or to say VQ is between VR and V?

between 4 and

is between VQ and

. Prom this ambi-

guity, we get the idea that if the rays "go all around'the-

compass" then there is difficulty with tTie betweenness notion.

Hence, we arbitrarily restrict betweenhess'for rays to those

that lie in or on the ed of a halfplane and such that no

two of them are collin

The same remarks as those for (1) can be made fdr

iIn 0) it is perfectly reasonable to say IN, s be-
-1.

tween VR and However, this. is not in accord with our

definition. In our definition we would require that the 1n-

terior of the ray VQ is in the interior of the angle formed

by the other two rays VR and However, because of the

ambiguity about the idea of interior for a "straight angle",

we do n ot in our development consider the union of -VR and

VP to be an angle.
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Again:in (5) it is probably reasonable to say IN is
between and However, this is $ot in accord with

the-definition we have chosen, n our definition, as a Matter

of technical convenience, we ha:- rewired that the three rays
be concurrent.

Note also the'entries on betweenness in the chart of
analogies.

165 We have not broU t out to the student that if 1T=-30E is
between VA' and VC then we need a theorem to establish the
fact that "FE is also between VC and 71. In our opinion

this should not be brought out in class by the teacher nor

would we feel it- appropriate to raise the question with most
secondary school students. We are content to let students

exchange freely the role of \Tr and Ve as indicated above.
The needed theorem can be establiShed as follows. Suppose--*
VII is between VA and VC and that in a ray-coordinate

-->system based on V in the plane the ray coordinates of VA ,
VB , VC are respectiVely, 0 b c where 0 <b < c <180.

Note that

muLAVC = c, mALAVE = b, mLBVC = c - b.

Now consider a ray-coordinate system based on V such that
--> -r>VC is the zero-ray and the ray-coordinate of Va is less
then 180. The new ray-coordinate of VA must then be c

since mILAVC = c. Let us suppose the new ray-coordinate of
-=> 1

VB is x, We proceed by elimination of cases to show that
x = c - b. Suppose, x > c. Then mLBVC = x or 360 x

depending on the size of x. Hence, since we kn_

mLBVC = c b, either x = c = b or 360 a x = c - b.
Since x > c, it is impossible that x = c b. Hence if
x > c, then the other possibility holds, namely,

x = 360 - c b. Now m EVA = b and by calculation in the
new ray - coordinate system m EVA = x --c or 360 -(x c).

That is, b = x a c or b = 360 - (x c). In the first
case, substituting x = 360 - c b, we obtain
b 360 - e+ b c which implies c = 180 which is impos-
sible. In the second, substituting x =- 360 - c 4.1o, we

obtain b = 360 - (360 - c b c) which fmplies b = c
which is also impossible. Consequently, we must have x < c.
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But then, since mLBVC = x and mAL--C-= c - b, we conclude

that x= c e b. Now 0 < c --b < c < 180, therefore VB is
=4.

by definition between VC and VA.
188-
167 The proof of Theorem 4-4 is left as Problem 4 in

Trolkem Set -4-6. This problem is in the form of an almost

completed proof with a few blanks to be filled in by the

student. The proof of Theorem 4 -5 is left as Problem 5

in Problem Set 4-6. This problem also is of the fill-in

type.

Note the analogies between these theorems and those in

Chapter 3. See the chart of analogies, and the preface to

Problems 4 and 5 of Problem Set 4-6.

167 Notice that in defining the meaning of the phrase "con=

current in that order" it w necessary to say that each of

VQ and VR is between V and IT? so as to avoid the si

VQ is between VP and,uat on in the diagram below, where

VR

VR.

and VR is

is between

between VQ and ,VS but neither VQ nor
VP and VS. Note the analogous situation

in defining the phrase "collinear in that order" (see page

91 of the Text). Indeed, P , Q , R , S are collinear in

that order, if Q is between P and R and R is between

Q and S. For we can then deduce that each of Q and R

is between P and S.

167 Note the analogy between the formula for the ray-coordi-

nate of the midray and that for the midpoint of a segment.

The formula for the 7nidpoint of a segment is in Section 3-10.
a

Note also that in order to use the formula for angles one

must first check-that the smaller ray-coordinate subtracted

from the larger is less than 180. There is no similar re-

striction in computing the coordinate of the midpoint of a

segment. For a derivation of the midray formula see the
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answers to Problem a9 of Problem Set 4-6. The formula
can be motivated by numerical experiments.'

) Sometimes it may be convenient to speak of n or
as a bisector if ir is a midray. If such terminology

is to be used in the classroom, the teacher should give the
students a formal definition.

174 The mathematician-teachers on the GW writing team
have not hesitated to include the statement of Postulate 18
Ss a postulate rather than a theorem. In our capacity as

teachers we recognize clearly that the extent to which .

betweenness proofs should be "pushed". with secondary school
students is limited. We also feel that to state it as a

theorem without proof is not as desirable as stating it
frankly as a postulate. Before showing how it could be

established as a theorem, we remark that assuming S to
be the aerie as R and I is

?
equivalent essentially. to -

assuming the parallel postulate. We will say more about
this after showing that R = I and that S is contained
in R.

To show that R = I we must show both that R is

contained in I and that I is contained in R. We

first show that R is contained in I. Suppose that P_
is in R. Then P is on a ray VP between VA and VB.
Apply the Protractor Postulate so that V. is the zero-
ray and v corresponds tea number less than 180. Then
by the definition of betweenness for rays the ray-coordinate
of 17P is between 0 and 180. Hence, by the Protractor
Postulate, P is on the same side of 71 as B. Similarly,
using the Protractor Postulate to obtain a ray-coordinate
system such that VB is the zero-ray and VA has a ray-
coordinate between 0 and 180, we argue using the
definition of betweenness for rays and the Protractor
Postulate that P is on the same side of VB as A.
Since we have shown that P is in the half plane with
edge V' and containing B as well as the half plane
with edge Vir containing A, we have established that
R is contained in I.
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We now show that I is contained in R to complete

the proof that R = I. Suppose that P -is in I. Apply

the Protractor Po ate so that is the zero-ray and

corresponds is a number less than 180. We know that

the ray-coordinat p of VP is between 0 and 180,

since P is in the halfplane determined by VA and B.

Where the rl.y-cooed ate of VB is b, there are two

possibilities:

b < p ,

P < b

We will show that possibility (1) cannot hold and there-

fore that (2) must hold. In case (1) holds, we know that

m AVB = b

AVP = p

P = p b

Applying the Protractor Postulate again so that VB is

the zero-ray and VA corresponds to a number lees than

180, we know that the new ray-coordinate of VP between

0 and 180 since p is in-the halfplane determined by
4k*
.VB and A. Hence it must be p b since mLBVP = p - b.

The new ray-coordinate of VA

between 0 and 180 and mLAVB = b. Since the ray-

coordinate of VP is p ib and that of VA is b,

AVP as computed in the new ray-coordinate system is

one of two possibilities. Since each of the numbers b

and p - b is less than 180, these possibilitieg are

(p -1)) - b = p - 2b

b (p - b) 2b - p,

must be b since it is

But we know m AVP = p that b / 0 and that b 13;

hence neither of these possibilities can hold. Consequent4

our original possibility (1) does not hold. Therefore,

p < b, or in other words, VP is between VA and VB.

Hence I is contained in R. Since we have established

both that I is contained in R and that R is contained

in I, we have established that R a I.
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We next prove that

a point of S. Since P

points C and D such

D is in the interior of

S is contained in I. It P be

is a point of Sp there exists
--*

hat C is in the interior of VA,

VA. Since CD intersects VA
at C only, the segment CD except for C Iles in one

of the halfplanes, determined by W. Further, P is the

same halfplane determined by 17t with .D. Similarly P

is the same halfplane determined by with C. Hence
P is in the intersection these halfp neS; that
is in I.

To see that t1 statement, S = I, implies the Parallel

Postulate we ask you _ consider Theorem 1, in Part I of
the Talk, Introduc n to Non-EUclidean Geometry, which

appears in Volume II of this Commentary. Prom this theorem

we see that if there are two lines parallel to given line
through a point V trot
contained in the union

interior of LAVE.

on one side of

of

We

on then there is an angle LAVE
of the lines such that Is in the

observe that LAVE lies entirely

Now any segment containing a point P

and with endpoints in the sides AVE is such that
the endpoints of the segment must be on opposites sides
of This contradicts the fact that LAVE lies entirely
on one side of Consequently if every point of the

interior of any angle is on a segment joining the sides of

the angle, it is impossible to have two distinct lines

through a point parallel to another line. Thus, S =
impliep the Parallel Postulate.

175-176 From the diagram on page 175, it is probably clear
to you that Theorem 4-7 is preparatory to the usual proof
of the Exterior Angle Theorem which occurs at-the end of
Chapter 5 in our text. A complete proof'Of ttiOExteriorAngle

Theorem requires among other things a proof that JP is
=4.

between CB and CG. This is the purpose of Theorem 4-7.

The students should reproduce the diagram on page 175
so that they can have it in sight as they read the theorem
and its proof. As an exercise in the use of available
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formal language which does not include thw word "triangle"

or "exterior angle of a triangle" at this stage, it is

useful to ask students to describe in words the configura-

tion of the diagram. This exercise should serve to make

clear the choice of language in the theorem. It is also

useful to ask the students to check their description in

words by seeing if t4rcan draw a figure which satisfies

their description but is unlike the original drawing. It

is important that all students understand_the statement of

this theorem; for many classes it may be appropriate to

omit a discussion of the proof in class and to tell the

students that they may use the theorem in later proofs as

needed.

In the definition of a linear pair it is not necessary

to state that the angles are coplanar, since two of the

concurrent rays are opposite rays. The concept of linear

pair is the means by which we avoid the concept of right

angle. Note also that the ray common to the two angles is

not between the other two rays.

In the definition of adjacent angles it is necessary

to state that the two angles are coplanar. This is in

contrast to the situation with the linear pair.

Note also that just because three rays form adjacent

angles, it is not necessarily true that the ray common to

the two angles is Otween the other two. After all, the

194

three rays are not

and its edge.

Since the de

ecessarily contained in any halfplane

tion of a pair of vertical angles

involves o =site rays, it is clear that the two angles of

a pair of -ertical angles are coplanar.

195 In th statement of Theorem 4-18, each line is deter-

mined in the sense that it is the unique line that contains

the given set. Each pair of vertical angles is determined

in the sense that the union of the angles contains the

given sets and this union is the unique set which is the

union of two distinct lines containing the given sets.
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The formal proof of the theorem, interpreting the use

of the word determine as above, consists in observing that
the point of intersection, V, of the two distinct lines,

separates each of the lines into the interior of two
oppisite rays. There are exactly two ways of using these

two pairs of opposite rays to form a pair of vertical angles.

The two pairs of vertical angles thut formed are the
required pairs of vertical angles.

201 In connection with the use of the word determine in

the definition of a triangle, when two *oints determine a

segment, they are invariably taken to tie the end points of
the segment.

209 It might be useful to ask students the following

-questions in connection with the definition of a polygon.
If n=. 3, is it necessary to specify that the vertices

are coplanar? Obviously, the answer is no. Another
question might be the following:

Could (2) be replaced by the requirement that

Pi, P2, ..., Pn be noncollinear?

in answering such a question they might consider the

following figure in which P
1,

F2, F3,F-- F
4'

are non-
collinear.

In this figure would it be natural to call P2 a vertex?
It could also be pointed that three or more vertices could
be collinear as suggested in the following figure:
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211 there are no triangles that are not -

Note also that this is not established

for the "rest of the polygon" in this

the set of points of the sides of the

not also in the side Which is in the edge

Notice also that while there are such

pOlygons, there is no lygon which is

Notice that

convex polygons.

by Theorem 4-22;

definition means

polygon that are

of the halfplane

things as convex

a convex set.



Illustrative ask Items Chapter 4

I. Read each statement carefully. If:it is:true as written,
Write "true." If not, write a word or phrase which could

be substituted fer the underained worn or phrase to make
the statement true.

If one segment whose endpoifits are in a point set S

entirely contained in 8, then S is a convex set.

If two convex sets intersect, their union is a convex set.

The relation of a halfplane to a plane and the relation
of a halfspace to a space are like the relation of

Est to a line.

4. In this text we think about an angle primariTY as a
rotation of.two concurrent noncollInear rays.

We often denote the angle formed by the rays AB and::

AC as /ABC.

6. If segments m and 171 are,noncol inear then the union
FQ and FR is ZpyR.

The measure of an angle formed by two opposite rays I
not defined in our geometry.

To find the measure of an angle we first compute the

difference in the measures of the rays which are the

sides of the angle, subtracting the smaller from the

larger so as to get a positive number.

9. The degree is the only unit of angle measure used in the

formal geometry of this text.

10. There is a correspondence which a ociates with each
angle in space a unique posltiverintegpr-less than 180.

'11. The measure of an angle

thane

a positive number
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1 The measure of the interior of

in our text.

e is undefined

The ray - coordinate of the angle bisector ofan angle

is the average ()tithe ray-coordinates of the sides of

he angle provided the smaller ray-Coordinate subtracted

from the larger is less than 180.

14. If one ray is between two others, the three rays must

intersect.

19* The exterior of an angle is a convex set.

16. If the sum of the measures of two adjacent angles is

180 the pio angles form a linear pair.
I .

17. If two coplanar angles-are adjacent they have a

common side and their interiors do not intersect.

18. The sum of the measure of two distinct right angle

2.
19. In order for two lines to be perpendicular they must

contain two rays whose union 18 a right angle.

20. Two angles whose measures are the same are equal.

21. Two acute angles cannot be supplements of each other.

22. If one angle is acute and another angle is obtuse they can-

not be a paAr of vertical angles.

23. LABC of f ABC 'is the union of andnr.

24. A triangle has three'diagonals.

25. The relation of side and vertex to angle is like the

relation of face and edge to dihedral angle.
,



a

Selectthe correct answer for each of the following

problems:

Prioblems 1 - 2 refer to Figure (1) Problems 3 - 5 refer

to Figure '(2); and Problems 6 - 8 refer to Figure (3).

All points in each figure are coplanar and points whioh

apPearto be collinear are collinear.

Which of the

angle of

L

(b)

Which of the

(a) G

b)A R

e,,(1)
S_

following pouts is not in the interior

the triangle?

(c) H

(d) N

(e) none of these

allowing points is in the exterior of ARST?

(c) H (e) none of these

(d).

Figure
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MOP and L4 are:

(a) supplementary angles (d) cal angles

(b) adjacent angles (e) non of these'

(c) complementary angles

4. LON and LNO S are:

(a) supplementary angles

(b) right angles

(c) complementary angles

5. LOS i
0

a right angle

an obtuse angle

an acute angle

(b)

(c)

Figure (3)

(d) vertical. angles

(e) none of thede

(d) a vertical angle

none of these
A

6. If AB NS, then LtslAt B because:

(a) they are both acute angles.

(b) they are complements of congruent angles.

they are both right angles.

(d) they are vertical angles.

(e) none Of these.

7. mMAT equalb:
p.) 180

(b) 2r

(c

8. _z% N is congruent to:

LSAT

(b). LTA:

180

180 - r

LMBAM
LBAN
86

none of these

(e) none of these



III. 1. Below are a number- of stAtemente and

coluMn and a 'list of words or exp1essions

Complete each item in the left solin so

true statement by selecting the pi.oper

from the right-hand? column.

) An angle with measure lass -than

90i is

(b) If rilLp is 6o, bh measure

of a:supplement ofof, LB is

6

The measure seta right angle

is .

(d I1LABC is a right angle,

then AB and BC are

g es with the same measure

is 60, the measure

of a complement of L m is

If tie sum of the measures

of two angles is 90, the

angles are 2.

An angle with a measure

more than 90 is

(i). A supplement of a

has a' measure of

ht angle

Complements of cong_

are

ent angles
F

If, m ABC ri,LRST = 90, then

LABC 'is"a of LIIST.

A supplement of an acute angle

is

87

phrases in one

in .the other;

as to make a

word or expression

perpendicular

obtuse

right

90

acute .

120

triangle

complement

congruent

3©.

n
complementa]

supplernentai



If _ and -AC are opposite

rays and is situated so

that mLBAEs LOU
a angle.

If the measure of an angle is

twice that of one of its supple=

ments, then it Is

The measure of an angle whose

measure is half that of one of

s complements is

2. Given the triangle and pentagon

in the figure. Describe the

intersection of the following

sets of points:

Ia) ABM and polygon ABODE

-(b) 4FHG and rr

(c) 0 and LDCB
Id), LHFG and polygon ABODE

(e) Interior of AHF0 and
interior of polygon ABODE

If one of a pair of vertical angles has a measure

x, express the measures of the other three' angles

formed by the two intersecting lines in terms of x.

If three rays have a common endpoint and two of the

are opposite rays, what is the sum of the measures

the two angles formed by these rays?

H is a point in the interior of ZRST. mLHST
and RST = 30. What is the value of m HST

If two congruent angles are supplementary, wht kind

of angles are they?

If each angle in one pair of vertical angles has

measure -1, what is the measure of each ngle of he

other pair of vertical angles formed by he inter-

secting lines?
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If the difference between the measures of two

complementary angles is 8, what is the measure. of

each angle?

Assume g is a supplement of Lo . Find mL8 , if:

(a) rriZa = 30

(b) mL©c = 120

( c ) mLcc = n

(d) mL ck = 45 -

5. Suppose Ltg is a complement of L . Find

(a) = 38

(b) mL = 49

n

(d) = n 25

and XB are opposite rays on the edge of a nalfplane

S and R are points of such that mLRXB = 35

and _LRXS = 90. Make a sketch and answer,the fallowing:

(a) Name a pair of perpendicular rays in the sketch, if

any occur.

(b) Name a pair of complementary angles in the sketch,

if any occur.-

Name a pair of vertical angles in the figure

any occur.

Name two pairs of supplementary angles in the sketch,

if two pairs occur.

(e) Name two acute angles in the sketch, if any occur.

Name two obtuse angles in the sketch, if any occur.
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Given coplanar rays. MC to which 'a,corre-

spondfnce as described by'the Protractor Postulate 7

respectively-assigns real numbers a, b, c,

.n terms of a, b, and 0,

1) '11ZAMB if a < c < b < 180.

(2) mZCMP a < b < c < I80 and MP is a

midray of LCMB.
1

In part (a)2 above, find the real nUpber, p,

assigned by the correspondence to

Given three concurrent lines

as in the figure with ray 0B

such that AE 1. CF . 'and

Zpoc ZpOB. For each of

the congruences below, state

the theorem\which Netifies

it.

(a) LAOB s ZpOE

(b) &OF Z.BIOF 4

(c) 6,0c FOG

Express

9. - (a) is theTtierior of a triangle

'(b) Is the exterior of a triangle a convex set?

) Given ARST and a point P. If P and R are

on the same side of ST and if P and S are

On the same side of RT,

a convex set?

Is P in the interior of 4?
(2) Is P in the interior of d RST?
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given a ray-coordinate system
in a plane with coordinates
assigned as in the figure-to
the right. Find the measure'
of each of the following
angles:

LCAE ZDA13

(b)= LOAD LDAG

ZBPLE LCAF

40

I 0 260

220



Chapter 5

CONGRUENCE

eatment of.congruence in this chapter will seem

unfamiliar ito many teachers, but the two Talks, Equality, Con-7_

puence, and Equivalence, and The Concept of dongrue&-, should

be helpful to them. Theisdifference in treatment lies chiefly

in the fact that congruence is regarded here as a special kind
. of one-to %on correspondence, and in the distinction which is

maintained between the properties of eq uality and the properties

of congruence as logical bases for steps in a two-column'proof.

Our definition of congruent triangles is essentially the

convefflOnal one: One triangle is a '!copy" of the other in the

Sense that its parts are "copfte of the corresponding parts of
the other. But observe the precision with which it is formu-

lated. The correspondence doesn't depend on an individgalls

interpretation of the vague term "corresponding"but is based,

objectively on a pairing of the vertices

--------' . . _ _

B.10-0.E3 C4--).C1

1k
which induces a pairing of sides and of angles

Wr 77' T37
B'C', M4 *CTA1,

A- LA' LP Z$' LP4--tLc

spelling out the notion of " corresponding" in this way points

up the importance of a one-to-one correspondence in the notion

of a,21-2eLlnEt More effectively than in the conventional treat-

ment. Our treatment brings to the fore the idea of a one-to-one

correepondence between the vertices of AABC and AiklEvCI in

which corresponding sides and corresponding angles are congruent.

The triangles are congruent if and only if such a correspondence

between their vertices exists.

The properties of congruence include the three properties

which belong to equivalence relations generally. Congruence

is an equivalence relation. Cher equivalence relations in

till's text are equality, similarity, propationality, parallel-

,ism of lines, parallelism of planes, vectors, and possibly

others. The three properties common to all of these equivalence
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relations are reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity. ,Apprec7

nation in depth of the significance of .se properties:is not

expected of students at first'meeting. They will use the prop-

erties, or some of them, as reasons for steps of two-column

proofs, and will thereby gain understandingof them throughout

the year. 0
k

We have included problems to famillarize the studits with

the new terminology,- the rest of the problqms in the hapter

are tarsi/liar in type:: In this-book, as in Ost books, the

students are expected to develop a working :owledge of proof

by working with congruence,of triangles.

udents should show progress, while studying this chapter,

in t_eiability to recognize different proofs of a theorem..

The tendency for them to think that a mathematical problem has

bnly_one methodof solutlyn should be replaced gradually by the

practice of examining each proof as an example of correct

logical reasoning.

The extent to mhich a proof is detailed is mainly a matter

between t ocher and student. We believe it desirable to develop

flexibilit of methods dependent upon the problem at hand and

the mathematical maturity of the students involved. As the

stu entlprogresses he should be encouraged to omit minor steps

where understanding is not impaired and convenience resu ts.

For example, if the hypothesis of a theorem -,says that M is the
midpoint of TE, the teacher may require, in the first proof6

the student does, that AM 6. MB be justified in two steps: .

1. M is the midpoint of A. 32 H _otheisis.
2 AM - MB. . 'Definition of midpoint.

As he learns, the student should be permitted to telescope this

into one step by saying AM = MB, by definition of-midpoint

((4 even, by hypothesis }. The important thing is to advance

the student's growth in the direction of appreciating and under-

standing woof. There are many exercises and examples in this

chapter to help the student in this growth. We leave it to the

teacher's discretion as to how many of these should be assigned.

We point out that Chapters 6 and 7 also provide examples and

problems requiring synthetic proofs that will bontribute to the

students! growth.
94
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In our discus on of physical geometry, it seems to us .

that the experimental basis for S.A.S.,-A.S.At, S.S.S. con-

gruence ideas are on a par with each tHer. For thig.reason

We feel that it is better pedagogy at this stage to postulate

all three. Of course, this i not necessary mathematically,
*

since, for instance, A.S.A. aid S.S.S. can be deduced as a

consequence of the S.A CongrUence Postulate. The deDiSils

of these deductions are included in an Appendix to Part i.of

the text.

This chapter is characterized by a thorough -going

approach to proof. Since students lean by doing, `we have

provided a large number of problems. On the other hand,-doing

something repeatedly that has been mastered leads to boredom.

The teacher should exercise his judgment as to what they' lass

needs. Poss use of the extra problems are to include

them in future assignments or to use them as additionai'drill

material for those studentp who need it.

228 The fact that many teachers are unfamiliar with thie-lway

of writing a correspondence may make it difficult for them.

But the student at this point,does not have a past experience

-...tzinfluence his likes and dislikes. Adtually, it shou'ld be

eaciempto teach them what is written on the'line than to

teach them to read between the lines.

A mechanical appro4ch to:one-to-one correspOndence might

give some asistance.in writing correspondences.

If you-know the correspondences,between the three angles,

yew should have no trouble. For example, if LA4--*LF,

Lp4* D 7C LE, fhe triangle designated by any combina-

tion of the letters on the left has a correspondence with the

.combination taken in the camcorder from the right. Fr

example: A ABC *----a.A FDE pr DFEA BAC

Given the correspondences between the - sides, TE4-137,

AC- _FE, BC..(0.DE, we can determine the-corresponding

angles by considering the side correspondences two at a time.

Take the,first two; on the left-side A is common, and on

the right, F. So A( )F. With the last two, Ct--->E. The

only possible third pair is BA--*D. Now state the triangle

correspondence as above.
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Suppose that we have a congruence where n s tm,,

TT .0 MN and (ET Ly4N. From the angle congruende we

know that qM, since S and iM are vertices of the
angleS, Since S.4*-0M, then from RS V: M we see that
RL and, from T.1-4.N to give ASRT AMLN.

ice that a statement that "two triangles are con

giuent" does not tell us which are the corresponding congruent

parts # a piece 'of information that may be essential. All.it
says is that ?here.is at least one correspondence in which
corresponding parts are congruent. On the other hand our
statement, AkBC = ADEF, , net only says that the triangles

are congruent, but it reveals a particular

which corresponding parts are congruent.

correspondence in

Contrast this with some conventional texts. In them, the
statement, AABC v ADEF is written without regard to the ',

order in which the letters are written. Clearly, our notation

reveals more, and as you continue with the development, you
will find that it makes many discussions, such as that of the
Isosceles Triangle Theorem, elegantly simple.

.230 To clarify the distinction between " = " and " "

let us skip ahead and examine the S.A.S. Postulatei "Given

a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of two

triangles (not necessarily distinct If two sides and the

included angle of 'the ,f are congruent to the corresponding

parts of the second triangle, then the correspondende is a'

congruence." Let us consider ;the word "congruent" that is

unaerlined above. This cannot be replaced by "equals," since

"equals" means "is the same as," and we would not be able __

talk about two different triangles being congruent. Using
"equals" we would-be able to talk only about the same triangle
which might becblog rather uninteresting. In the statement

of the above postulattit is. possible to replace the phrase,

"are -congruent to" by the phrase, have the same measure as."

,The question may very well arise as to why we have twos

different ways of writing exactly the same thing. If 7r
means that AB = CD, why bother to introduce the notation
lION Uff phis would be 4 valid objection if we were talking
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about congruence of segments only. But we:will-be talking

about congruence,of segments,kangles and triangles; and while,

the technical defin tions of congruence are different for

,_these three cases, the basic intuitive idea is the same.

NOtice that in the definitions of congruent angles and seg-
u

ments the idea of a one-to-one cprrespondence is not brought

to the fore as it is in the development of the basic idea of

a congruenb-e between two trianglese The idea does appear,

hoWever, in the general definition of congruence given in the

Appendix on Rigid Motion.

231 Students should be encouraged to mark corresponding

parts of congruent triangles in some manner. Either the

method indicated in these problems may be used, or the method

indicated below might'be used

As already mentioned(; equality and congruence share the

properties of equivalenc- elations. However, equality has

certain properties, notably the substitution, addition, and

multiplication properties, which are not properties of con-

gruence. The equality relation is fundamentally the relation

of logical identity. We apply it in two situations: to

identify two or more sets of points as one and the same set,

and. to identify two or more expressions as symbols for the

same :number. Thus we write AB = AC, implying that B and C

amble same set of points. Al o, we write 9-x = 3, implying
that x = because 9 - x al--1 3 are the same number.

Similarly, we write DE = FO meaning-that the number which

is the distance between D and E is the same as the number

which is the distance between F and G. Since segments of

equal measure are congruent, by definition, It follows in

this case that BR FG, but not that Tir = FAG unless DEr

and PG name the sate set of points.



In Chapter 11, but not pefore, the distinction here

indieited is relaked to the extent that the word "equal" is

permitted to signify "equal in length" and "e4u in area."
- .

it may -be useful to look ahead at certain situations

Where it wouiPbe appropriate to use a. propert of congruence

or of equality to justify a step in a wo-column proof.

One suet) situatioproecurs,frequently. Supp _ We wish

to utilize the fact that two triangles have -1!). side.

We write Tr s and cite as reason "reflexive property of

equality," or xr -7= "reflexive property of segment con-

gr:ence," or AB. AB, "reflexive property of equality.

q Note that in the first case we assert the identity of sets

of points, and in the third ea eithe identity of numbers.

Teachers will recall many situations which demand as

reasons such conventional -text, expressions as, "If equals are

added to equals, the sums are equal." in this text, the

addition and multiplication properties bf equality fill such:

needs.

The purposes served by the conventional-text postulate,

"If two quantities are equal to the same quantity, they are

equal to each other" are served by the transitive property of

equality whep dealing with measures) or of congruence (when

dealing with sots of .points).

Little use is Made of the symmetric property of either

equality or congruence in this.text.

244 The most effective way to learn about two-column proofs

is to do some. The full meaning of the text expiration in

this section will become apparent asthe students gain exper-

ience. Teachers may WEto,gosdirectly to the problems and
use the explanation reference material. 4

In the SMSG publication, "Studies in Mathematics, Vol. II"

there is a very informative and easy -to -read chapter on logic.

Teachers are urged to read it.

277 At this stage most students should have acquired some

proficiency in writing two-column proofs and be ready to try

their hands at writing the more readable essay or paragraph

type of proofs.
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As a-general rule, students should be allowed to develop

their own styles of presentation, restricted only by the need .

to be logical and convincing. Some students will prefer to/

stick with the two-column proof; others will welcome thedp-4,

relaxation in formality afforded by the essaproof. It may

be that some students will develop a preference fol-, a sort of

composite form which exhibits only the big steps in the left

column with an essay justification on the right for each big

step.

A good test for the logical structure of a proof in

paragraph form is to translate it into two-column form, and

such transi= t1on As good drill decasionally.
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Illustrative Test Items for Caper 5

The illustrative test Items for this chapter include

sufficient problems for several tests or quiZzes. Teachers who

wish to give tests or quizzes before the isosceles triangle

theorems are introduced should select problems from the follow-

ing list: Section A, Section B (1-6), Section C'.(2 and 6),

'Section. D Section E 3, 5, 6, 8 9, 10, 12, 13, 14).

A. 1.' Below are listed the sic pairs of cori,esponding parts of

two congruent triangles. Name the congruentitrLangles.

AB MK LA

177 7= RP . L1

AW r LW

The two plane figures at
i

the right are congruent-2-

Complete each correspon-

dence in such .a way that

a congruence rpsults.

-(a) ABCD*---->

(b) BFA*--*

FCD4---*___

(d) ABFCD*--*

The: plane figure at the

right has several pairs

of overlapping triangles.

In eabh case find a triangle

(different from the given

one) which will form a

correspondence that appears

to be a congruence.

(a) AAFM*--).

(b) AAILFt(
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B. 1. Given the figurt shown

M between E,
- and ,C

true. If the Statement

it will be true.

1-7 7 PE:

(b) ZA'-= /D.

BC = EF.

.(d)

below with AABC g ADEF, and

Write true if the statement is

is not true, correct it so that

LABC = LABM.

(f) LABC, g LABM.

(g)
(h) LACE V LpEF.

Given quadrilateral ABC

with diagonalC. dill in

the blanks to complete the

listed combination.

side, angle, s e of

(b) angle, side, a gle of

A ACD:

A ABQ:

Complete the fol -wing definitions:

_y Two angles re congruent; if

(b) Two segme are congrunt if

An triangle is one havishg two
1.!sides.

XY-Z

congruent

bisected by a ray YS if B is in

and if

A segment whose endpoints are a*midpoint of one

side of a triangle and the opposite vertex is

a of the triangle.
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In A ABC as marked in the figure, CD

to the base of the triangle

and LACE is the

of the triangle.

"If __ RU and ST UT,

then LRUT RSI'." Will

the same proof hold regard-

less of whether or not R

is coplanar with

and U

"If E is the midpoint of

AC and BE m DE, can we

prove that AkBE ACDE
if D and C are not in

the same plane as points,

A, B,. and E. Explain why.

C

Consider the pairs of triangles pictured below. Like

markings indicate congruent parts; all points are co-

. planar; and points which appear to be collinear are

collinear. From this inforMation and the information'

which can be deduced at the present time, some of the

pairs of triangles can be proved congruent and others

cannot be proved congruent. In each of,the problems

give the abbreviated congruency statement Which justifies

the congruence of the triangles or write "I. E." if there

is insufficient evidence to prove the triangle congruent.

D
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0

AA
4

A

Consider A FiWlvl and ( k ) AW XM,

LA '71 LX

(1)

B

Consider:
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A _HMV and A QME
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In each of the following, if enough informatiOnieklyery

to establish a congruence between the two triiangleS,

state the'approprilte reason by writing

or A.S.A.,. If insufficient information is givep,

one other pair of corresponding parts which, 51ifErueit,

would enable you to prove the triangles congru ,A11,

points are coplanar and points which appear-,to'

linear are collinear. In Figure 1:

LADB V LCDB, AD V CD.

(b) TE =

in figure

'c) UT e ST, VT = RT.

(d) UV = RS, UT ST.

=igu

A

Figure 1

4

(e ) IJFG ~ LHFG, /IMF v LJGF.

(f) FJ FH, JG HG.
Figure 3

The, information given in the following statements refers

in each case to AABC with point D. between' A and B.

If the,,, given information is sufficient to prove AADO v
oo

ABDC write the abbreviation of the congruence state£
Y.

ment whi-h would be used as the reason In the last tep

of the proof. Otherwise write "I. E." for insufficient

evidence. Make use of any congruences which follow from

the given information using any theorems, postulates, or

definitions which we have had.

(a) AC BC, 1 = DB .

(b) E7, La v Lb

(c) La Lb, Lc
(d) AC = Be, LA 2' LB

) 705 bE, mLc m d
,

( ) CD bisects LC
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CD AB

CD is a median to AB.

AC BC, CD bisects /C

CD I AB, CD is the bisector of LC

LACD LBCD, LCAD 7 70BD .

bisects AB, AC 7 TE

La 7 Lb, Zc LP) LA LB

Indicate whe r each of the following is true or false:

(a) If 6.ABC 6,CAB, then

-(b) All equilateral triangles are congruent to each

other.

Given a correspondence between the vertices of two

triangles such that two sides and an angle of the

first triangle are congruent to the corresponding

parts of the second triangle, then the correspond-

ence in a congruence

(4) If ZABC = LXY"Z, then the points A, B, and C

coincide respectively with points X, Y, and Z.

An equilateral triangle is isosceles.

10. State whether or not each pair of triangles described

below can be proved. congruent using postulates and

theorems we have had.

Two isosceles triangles with congruent bases.

(b) Two equilateral triangles with congruent bases.

Two lsoscels triangles with congruent bases and

a base angle of one congruent to a base angle of

the other.

(d ) Two isosceles triangles with congruent vertex
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C. 1. aph of the following statements write the word or

s which completes it correctly.

Angles are congruent if they have the same

(b) If two sides of a triangle are then the

angles those sides are
_ 1.

(c) Segments are, if they have-the same length.

of
t

,

(d) if the vertices of two triangles are in correspond-

ence so that every pair of corresponding angles,

are and every pair of corresponding

are, congruent then the correspondence is a

(g

between the triangles.

The abbreviations for the triangle congruence

postulates are , and

If a triangle is congruent to itself using a corre-

spondence in a congruence in which at least one

vertex does not correspond to itself, then the

triangle is an triangle;:it may be an

-riangle.

Through a g en external point, there exixt(s) dt

most

In an isosceles triangle the angles the
angle included between its congruen t side

A segment whose endpoints are the vertex of the

triangle and the midpoint of the opposite side is

line(s) perpendicular to a given line.

called a

The measure of an exterior a

always the measure

nonadjacent interior angles.
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2. Match epch word in Column B to a description In Column A.

(b)

Colunul

A atatement assumed to be true.

A chain of statements which

show how thb conclusion follows

logically worn the hypothesis.

An agreement that they names of A

tang are interchangeable.

A statement that follows logically

from another statement/or eoilbina-

tion of statements.

(e) A property of equality which

states that for all c, c c.

A statement which supports a

step of a proof.

(g) A statement which requires proof.

(h) A part (or all) of the "if clause"

in a conditional statement.

Column B

(1) deduction

(2) substitution
property

(3) theor

(4) postulate.

(5) reflexive

(6) proof

(7) hypothesiE

(8) reason

Rewrite each of the following definitions in complete

form.

(a) Angles with the same measure are said to be

congruent.

(b) The lines determined by two rays which ,form a

,right angle are called perpendicular lines.

4. Write the converse of each of the following statements

and indicate whethdnthat converse is true.

) If two angles form a linear pair, they are supple-

mentary.

(b) If two angles are congruent, they are right es.

(c) if x 4 = 9, then x = 5.

(d) Vertical angles are congruent.

(e) If y < 0, then y is a negative integer.

(f) 9eents which have the -ame length are congruent.

1
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Indicate whether each of the following statements is

true or false.

(a) Any definition can be written in two parts.

(b) If a converse of a statement is false, the state-

ment must be Else.

(c) A proof need not be written in two - column form.

A statement in the hypothesis of a theorem may be

used in a proof of the theorem.

The addition property of equality does not pertain

to statements like:, If a = x and b a y, then

a - b = x - y.

6. Select the reason from Column A which should be used to

Justify the conclusion in each of

In the figure below we

are given

0 such

BC and

between

ABC with point

BO is between

and CO is

and CA.

then

the following problems.

Column A

Substitution property
of equality.

Transitive property
of equality.

Symmetric property
of'equality.

(4) Reflexive property
of equality.

Betweenness addition
theorem.

(6) Multiplication property
of equality,

(5)

(b If AB and AB v AC,

then m v AC.
If ZCBA V LBCA and

ZCB0 7 /pa), then

LAZO v &CO.
ab

If BO bisects LCBA and
_

CO bisects LBCA and

TaLCB0 = mLBCO, then mLCBA = mLBCA.

If BO bisects LCBA, CO

bisects LBCA, and

mLCBA = mLBCA, then

m /CBO = nO3CO.

(Problem 6 continued on following page)
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6. (continued

If ZCB0 V Lpco,

LpBA zocA, then

LCBA V LACB.

(h) If mZCB0 mLOBA,

mZpar. mLOCA, and

m/CBO + MLBCO + mZBOC

= 180, then mLOBA +

m /OCA + mLBOC --, 180.

Column A

(1) SuOstitutian prope
of equality,.

Transitive property
of equality.

ymtetric property
of equality.

Reflexive property
of equality.

Betweenne s addition
theorem. 7

Vultiplication property
of equality.

D. 1. Hypothesis: M, W, K are collinear points.

RMW LSMW LRWK
L!'141(

Prove: ZR LS.

Proof: (Supply the reasons.

/MWR 15 supplementary

to LR141K, LMWS 'is

supplementary to LW__

LRmw V LSM14. 2

LRIIIK V ZSWK.

LMWR V LMWS.
*

4 a 4

5. midFt /X MWS b

LR LS . 6.
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-441

2. Study the formal proof of the following

write the proof in paragraph foim.

Every equilateral triangle 1

also equiangular.4

-Hypothes .Given A ABC,

BC AC . AB.' ji

Prove:L
I CLA

91111.3

AC - AB.

4 LB '=-7' c.

5. LA LB LC .

corollary, then_

othesis.

Base angles of an isosceles

triangle are congruent.

Hypothesis.

Base angles of an isosceles

triangle are congruent.

Transitive property of

congruence.

,Write a proof for each of the following ,problems.

1. Hypothesis: In AADF, the points

A, B, C, and D are

collinear in that

order.. FA = FD and

AB . DC.

Prove: (a) AFB -z" A AFC.

(b) /PBC ZyCB.

othesis: In the figure to the

right, A, B, F, and

H are coplanar

points. AH = BF;

Lr Zs; LX LY

Prove: HB = FA
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B, P, R are

Collinear in the

order given.

AF g RB; LA

Prove: 137 s r.

ypo heals:

Prove: PE

In A ABC, P is betWeen

A and C; Q is between

B and C; A, E, H, B

are collinear in the

order given.

0 V MU; Err;

MI .

A

Hypothesis : In Li ABC and A DEP,

AC =DP; AB = DE;

Vg and P are
gruent medians..

Prove A ABC v ADEF.

6. Hypothesis: In quadrilateral ABCD,

E is between A and D;

G is between ,B snd C.

At = CD; AD 7 CB; and

F bisects BD.

Prove: EP = GP. 4(

7. In the pyramid at the right

71,1; TR .1. 22f;

EA .

Prove: LPAB v LIPBA.
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In the figure to the right,

the points A, B, H, and F

are coplanar. AB PH and

=

Prove:

mLABF = mLFHA.

In Problem 8 assume t A, B, H, and F are not

coplanar points.

'(a) Is mLA = ITILp

(b) Is mLABF = mLFHA ?

10. Prove that ih quadrilateral. ABCD if AB . BC = CD,

if LB and Lc are right angles, and,if E Is the

midpoint of EU,- then Vr X! .

11. Prove the theorem that the 'median from the vertex of an

isosceles triangle determines the bisector of the vertex

angle of the triangle.

12. othOls: AABC AWXY .

1Z and are

angle bisectors.

Prove: XV

13. Prove: The ray containing

bisects its angles.

as a quadrilateral

and four congruent'

14. In/the figure,

Hypothesis: LRTP LXPS;

and

LPS© cle TPO.

Prove:

112
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Chapter 6

n this chapter, we depart from the usual definition
of allel lines which is somewhat .limited it 'scope and

define parallel lines in Mich a way that permits a- line to

be par llel to itself. For example-14'p and q are two
topl lines which do not intersect, then-p: and q are
both distinct and parallel., If and 4.- intersect in

at least two points, then according to our definition, the
lines are par41101, but they are not distinct;:m4e treat-
ment of\parallel lined is consistent with the trena'qn

. ,

modern Mathematics and Will t4esPecially, convenient for
the stud -nt in his work with000rdinates and vectors.

To elp the students gain a feeling-for three

dimensions, call attentiowto the existence of skew lines
by asking them to demonstrate with two pencils the case

where two distinct lines are not coplanar (in which case
they of course do not intersect

Remind students that distinct parallel lines do not
meet. You will sometimes hear the expression: "parallel
lines meet at infinity."-- This does not mean that they

lines do meet.

The definitions of transversal, alternate interior

angles, consecutive interior angles, and Corresponding

angles differ-from the usual definitions of these terms.

The us% of union and intersection help us to simplify

these definitions and to be precise as tothe meaning of

the terms. In discussing these definitions With the class,

teachers should find it helpful to ask students to use

diagonal lines as illustrated 16 the diagrams below to

shade the interiors of the, ;various angle, pairs. This

should maketlle definitions more meaningful to the

student.
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A pair, of alternate interior angles

A pair of consecutive interio

k

"4

es,



A pair of corresponding angles'

The statements which follow. the definitions area

direct oUtgrowth of the definitions and will offer the_

student. another method of identifying these angles.

Note that the definition of a transversal is for two
distinct coplanar lines. No mention is made of a trans-

versal of noncoplanar lines since it is not needed in the

development of our geometry.

The theorems in Section 6-3 are similar to those in

most conventional texts. It should be noted that these

theorems depend upon the exterior angle theorem which has

been strengthened by the'proof of the six point theorem'in

Chapter 4, (Theorem 44). It is, also interesting to note,,

that Theorem 671 can be proved as a corollary to Theorem

6-2. When treated in this manner, the probf implies the

uniqueness of the perpendicular to a given line from a

point not on the line. Our reason for not using this

sequence is that we believe students will be better able to

understand the uniqueness of the perpendicular if it is

discussed in_a separate setting immediately following the

proof of the exterior angle theorem. In addition to this,

the use of the uniqueness theorem makes the proof of

Theorem 671 a very easy indirect proof and thus serves as

an ideil method of using parallel lines in reviewing in-

direct proof at the beginning of the chapter.
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Teachers will probably find it desirable to ask

students to reread the proofs of the six point theorem,

the exterior angle theorem, and the uniqueness theorem

befomproce In Section

The following diagram should help teachers to visualize

the relations, that exist among these theorems.

Six point theorem

.xterior angle theorem

Uniqueness theorem

Theorem 6-1

Theore 6-2

Theorem 6-1-

Uniqueness theorem

The Property of the Contrapositive is discussed in

the section on indirect proof. This property permits the

student to ,state immediately that "If p , then q" is
,

e.true statement, then "If not q , then:not, is also

a true statement. This technique is illustrat d in theOf
prOof of Tneorem,6-2. ,The first four steps of this proof

prove thP ontrapositive of the theorem. This is logically

equivalent to the restatement of the theorem in Steps 5

and 6. It is important to note in Step 5'that we do not

knoW by hypothesis which pair of alternate interiors angles

are congruent. }owever, we do know t at if any one pair

is congruent by the hypothesis, then the other pair is

congruent by supplements of congruent angles. In writing

the proof of this theorem, some teachers might prefer to

omit Step 5 and write Property of` the Contrapositive as

the reason for p II q .

Section 6- attempts to show the historical importance

of the Parallel Postulate and to give the student a better

understanding and greater appreciation of the postulational
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t
approach. It is:impa?rtan Tor students to understand that

postulates are not s -1,f-evident truthev:instead they are

initial statements which wca. sst4e to be true and from

which other abatements-can be deduced. Our Parallel

Postulate and the parallel t'ostulates oflionEdelidean

geometry should lead the atudent to understand that differ-

ent geometries can be developed as a result of accepting

one or the other of a pair of contradictory postulates;

that although these geometries will differ from each other,

they may remairkconsistent within themselves.

References are listed for students who are interested

in Non-Euclidean geometries. However, time does not permit

us to give more than a casual acquaintance of the subject

in the text, Teachers should strengthen their backgrounds

on tOs-subject by reading Introduction to Nen-Euclidean

ometry, one of the talks to teachers, in Part III of the

Commentary for Teachers. ,

The theorems in Section 6-6,are based on the Parallel ,

Postulate. These theorems, except Tor Corollary 6--2,

are included in most standard textbooks. Since Corollary

6-5-2 is nece4sar'y for the developmerit of coordinates in

a plane, we-include it. at this time. It might conveniently

be referred to as the graph paper corollary.

In Section-6-7 parallelism for segments is established,

and a parallelogram is defined. Since many theorems,re-f

lating to parallelograms can be conveniently proved by

coordinate methods, we prove only two theorems for the

parallelogram which are essential to the, development of

the coordinate plane. A more thorough treatment of

parallelograms and trapezoids comes in Chapter 8 when

students will have two methods of proof, rather than a

single method of proof, at their disposal. The definition.

of distance between two parallel lines and the theorem

that parallel lines are everywhere equidistant is a direct

consequence of Theorem 6-6.

The notion'of parallelism and anti- parallelism for

rays is introduced in this section. The definition is
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consistent with ourydefinition of parallel segMent's and

parallel lines and further implies "same direction" for

parallel rays and "opposite directioe'fOr'anti-parallel,
, .

rays. These terms maki.poaaiblea precise method of

summari7ing the results of Problems 9:through 12 in

Problem Set 6-7 without the traditional reference to the

right side and the left side of an angle. This concept Is

-*also uSefUl in the study of vectors.

Sections 6-8 and 6 -9 develop Vhe theorem for thes'sum

of the measures of the angles of i triangle and thy usual

'corollaries and theorems relating to it. We have also in-

eluded a theorem pertaining to tie Sum of the 'measures-of

the interior angles of a dbnvex Atiadrlaateral. This is

needed In:Chapter 8.-- The more general theOrems concerning,
-

the sum of the measures or the - interior and the exterior

angles of any convex polygon is left to Chapter 114 ,:42

manyteXts,this work follows the theorem on the sum .of

the measures of the angles of a-triangle.,' However, since

our purpose is to give only the esdintial,theorems relating

to law deyeiopmentoOhe Pythagorean Theorem, 1.46.,omit the

work at this time and discuss it in relationship to

polygonal-regions in Chapter 11. '

In7Section-6-10, it shoUld be noted that (x,y)

not an ordered pdir of numbers. If a correspondence

b _een (2,1) and (0,10) is given by 241=-0.10 and

41---(w0 , then the numbers 2,1 and 0,10 are unequal

n the same order. This work is basic to an understanding

of the theorems in Section 6-11 leading to the proof of

Triangle Inequality Theorem.

Problem Solutions for Chapter 6

in reading the solutions to=the problems inLthis

chapter, ycia should note that in she cases only an out-
/

line or sketch of a proof is given. In other,caseW, a

complete proof of the problem is/given either in paragraph

form or two-column form.
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Illustrative Test Items for chapter 6

Write if the.statement is UrueAnd 0 if the state-
..

ment is false
1. The measure of,an exterior angle of a triangle is

greater than the measure of any interior angioy

the triangle.

2. There Is only one line perpendicular to a given line

through a given point nOt on the line.

The angle opposite ttie'iongest-side of a triangle has

the greatest measure of any of the angles of the

triangle.

4. In liABC , if m LA > m LB , then AC > BC .

5. If AB 1 BC , then AB < AG

6 There is a triangle with sides having respective

lengths 8 , 3 , and 12 .

7 If the measure of an angle of one triangle is greater

than the measure of an angle of a second triankae,

thertthe side opposite the angle in the Arst is

longer than the side opposite the angle in the second.

8. No lines in space are parallel if they are both

erVendicular to the same line.

9. Through every point, there is a line parallel to a

given line.

10. Given two lines and a transversal, if the angles in

one pair of alternate interior angles are congruent,

then the angles in the other pair are congruent also.

11. Given two coplanar'lines and a transversal of these

lines, the lines are perpendiculkr if the measure of

one of the alternate-interior angles isK-90 .

If two coplanar lines and a transversal of these

lines- are given, then there are exactly two pairs of

alternate interior angles:
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13. If two lines intersect and a transversal of these

Hines is given, hb alternate interior angles are

congruent..

14. If two'coplanar,lines amts.-transversal Of these lines

are given such that a pair of consecutive interior

.angle.ware not supplementary, then the two lines
N

intersect.

If two parallel lines and a transversal of these

lines are given, then two consecutive interior angles

are complementary.

16. If a, b, and c are three coplanar lines such that
I I b and b II c, then a II c.
a, b, and c are three lines such that a 1r b

and b i c , then a c-.

18. Since the sum of the meabures of the'anglea of any

triangle is three times 60 the sum of the measures

of the angles of any quadrilateral is 4 times 60 .

19, If two angles of one triangle are congru respective-

ly to two angles of another triangle, then e third

angles are congruent.

20. The acute angles of a right triangle are complementa

21. Given a one-to-one correspondence between the

AL
vertices of two triangl if two angles and a side

of one triangle are co-_ Alt respectively to the

corresponding parts of the other triangle, then the

correspondence is a congruence.

22. An eXterior angle of a triangle is a suppleme_

one of the interior angles of the triangle.

If the union of a convex quidrilateral and one of its

diagonals is the union of two congruent triangles

(wAh a common side), ten the quadrilateral is a

parallelogram.
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24.- The union of A parallelogram and one of its diagonals

is a Set which is the union of two congruent triangles

(with a common side).

25. Given a one-to-one correspondence between the

vertices of two triangles, if two sides and:An angle

of one triangle die congruent respectively to the

corresponding parts of the other triangld, then the

correspondence is a congruence.

Make each pf the following statements a true statement by

writing either sometimes, alwaya, or never:

1. In a given plane, if two lines are perpendicular to

the same line, they are

each other.

perpendicular to

2. If two coplanar lines are parallel to the same line,

they are parallel to each other.

If a line is parallel to one of two perpendicular

lines, it is parallel to:the /other.

4. If two lines are perpendicular to the same line,

they are parallel ,to each other.

5. It two lines do not intersect, they are

parallel to each other.

Given two coplanar lines and a transve'rsalTof these

lines, a pair of corresponding angles are

congruent.

If two lines are parallel, they are

coplanar.

In a given plane, if,a line intersects one of two

parallel lines in a -igle point, it

intersects the other.

9. Two lines and a transversal of h e lines are

coplanar.

10. If a line intersects one of two perpendicular lines,

it intersects the other.
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11. Two antipardllel rays are distinct.

12. If a pair of consecutive interior angles determined

by two-coplanar lines and a transversal are not

supplementary, the lines are . parallel.

III. Solve each of the following problems:

1. A pair of consecutive interior angles formed by two

parallel lines and a transversal of these lines have
measures-equal to n and (24 A- n) Find the
measures of the two angles.

2. Given: LP. and Lb are a'pair of consecutive

.interior angles determined by two parallel lines
and Oransversal. If m La = m , find m La
and m Lb

No parallel lines and a transversal are given.

measure of one angle in a pair of consecutive interior

angles exceeds the measure of the other by 20 .

Find the measure of each of these angles.

4. If m a - 52 and

is parallel to y
find m Lb

(See Figure a.)

If mLa s 47 and

m Lc 143 , is

parallel to y

(See Figure a.)

6e In Figure b, the lines

p and q are parallel.

If m LX = 30 and

Y , find m Lz
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In Figure c, the lines_

p and q are parallel.

If m C 120,,gnd:

LY = 100 , find m Lz

4

(1)

(2)

8. In Figure d, points A', C, D

are collinear in that order.

Kris a midray of ZpAB

and C is a midray of

tDCB . If m LB - 100

and TiLLCAB =,50 , find

E .

9. In Figure e, Lc is an

exterior angle of AABC

b = x 4- 50;

mLc = 5x -.20

(a) Find:

(1) x

(2) rn La ;

(3y
(4)

(5)

c

A.

Figure d

Figure e

(b) Indicate whether the following are true pr false:

(3)

AB > AC ;

AC > BC ;

AC' > AB .

10. In Figure f, the points

F.R, A, C, and D are

collinear in that order.

ZA m m Lc = 78
Let 5

f(a) Find: (1) m La

2) m Lb

b) In AA the order
are
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: -U. In Figure g, ABEF is a convex-quadrilateral. C is
between A and F, D is between B and g, 0
is between C and' D , and H is between F and
E . In each of'the following

cases, tell what lines are

as a result of the

given condition. If no

lines Can be proved parallel,

write none.

Hypothesis:

Then

Hypothesis:

Then

Hypothesis:

Then

(d) H- - othesis

Then

Hrothisis:

Then

'Hypothesis:

Then

Zr

Lw is a supplement of

apothesie:'

Then

(h) Hypothesis: AC 1 CH

LE 1 CH .

Men
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IV. In each of the following problems, choose the correct

answer from the four listed in the problem. Each problem

is accompanied by a diagram.

1 In convex quadrilateral

=101 , if

then:

(a)

(b) )''117-r1 I

(c) I I

(d)

m Za

m Zd

m

2 In the quadrilateral

ABCD , if CD 1 TU

and if AB 1 AD , then

(a) 11C
(b) AB 1 CB

AD II CD.

(d) AD II BC .

X

C

A

In triangle AEC II AB

Which one of the following

conclusions is not deducible

from the given information?

) ZA
of

(b)

(c) B

(d) m .

s the suppler

e
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4 In a plane, if r t and s i t Which of the

following statements cannot be used to prove r II s

(a) If two coplanar lines and

a transversal form a pair

of corresponding angles

that are congrUent, the

lines are parallel.

(b) If two lines are perpen-

dicular to the same line,

they are parallel.

If two coplanar lines

and a transversal form

a pair of consecutive

interior angles that are

supplementary, the lines

are parallel.

(d) In a plane, if two lines

are perpendicular to the

same line, the lines are

parallel.

Given lines p and q and transversal which
of the following statements is false?

(a) If m Zia = 63 and

m - 63 , then

P 11 q
(b) If m Lc = 100 and

m Zg = 90 , then p

is not parallel to q

if m Zd - 103 and

m Za = 67 , then p

is parallel to

(d) If m = 56 nd

m /h = 124

P q



Write a proof for each of the following problems:

1. If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the-

lines which bisect a pair of corresponding angles

are parallel.

2, If each pair of opposite sides of a quadrilateral

are congruent, he quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

In e.figure to the right,
x II y arid P II q

Prove n Za =

4. In the figure to the right,

D II D, AB - AC . Prove

CB is a midray of LACD

In the figure to the right),

ABCD is a quadrilateral

with kn II CD and

Ly Prove LA ZC

6. In the figure to the right,

PE II BF ; AP II BF .

Prove: The points A, P, E

are collinear.



7. Given: AA2C with AB = BC .

Points A, D, and C are

collinear in that order.

Prove: AB > BD

Given: LR TW is an exterior

angle of asTw . TV bisects
RTW ,TV1141.

Trove:-L:WST is isosceles=
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Chapter 7

SIMILARITY

After introducing.the notion of "same shape," we are
naturally led to theneed for considering proportionality.
Our presentation is somewhat different from the usual ratio
approach. It is more general and we believe -=.t is simpler.

It is our desire to use a definition that would avoid
exceptional cases in the applications of the theorems-of
this chapter to the development of coordinate geometry that
follows. this general approach should also be more useful
to students in,later mathematics. It is our belief that

students should be aware of the number zero and should See

that because of zero the ratio approach is quite limited.

However:, for the sake of pedagogy, inasmuch as our
work in this chapter will be dealing mainly with lengths

of segments, we list special properties that are true of

proportions involving only positive numbers. Before using

any of these properties the students should always check

to see whether the numbers involved are only positive
numbers. If they might be zero or negative, then the

student should rely on the definition of proportionality

for his solutions.

Actually, there is no need to dwell at length on the

complicated properties, nor to drill students in compli-

cated algebraic maneuvers with proportions and ratios.

Our uses of,proportiona-follow easily and directly from

the definition. In fact, using our notation, students are

more likely to set up the corresponding numbers in a

proportion correcl.y.

Our symbol for "are proportional to," is by no means

universal. It 'our own invention, analogous to many, as

a symbol and as an Invention. We do hope that it conveys
the idea of an equivalence relation. The one-to-one
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correspondence i important in the definition of a

proportioriality;and you should find. that as a result,

the analogouS definition of "inversely proportional," in

Chapter al, is much clearer than the usual interpretation.

Following the topic of proportion, a definition of

similarity for polygons is stated, and using this we show

that similarity has the reflexive, symmetric, and transi-

/ive properties. We then showhow congruence is a special

kind of similarity and, ban then define congruence for

convex polygons. After this brief discussion our develop-

ment concentrates on a study of similarities between

triangles. We then use the Proportional Segments Postulat

to establish that there actually exists a triangle similar

to any given triangle with any given positive proportion-

ality constant. This theorem (7-3) is not usually stated

at this time. We placed it here because it simplifies

the proofs of the basic similarity theorems for triangles.

Two of the problems in the problem set immediately

preceding it ale intended to make its prbof clearer to

the stUdent.

Our reason for postulating the basic similarity

statement, the Proportional Segments Postulate, rather

thhn attempting to prove it as a theorem is that on one

hand, we feel it is intuitively reasonatle, and on the

other hand, by taking_it as a postulate, we avoid the

myriad difficulties inherent in discussing the statement

in the incommensurable case.

We conclude the chapter with a study of altitudes of

triangles, the projection of a point and a segrnent on a

line- similarities 'between right triangles, and finally,
*

with proofs of the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse.

The individual sections of this -hapter maJce con-

venient teaching-units. We feel that the AsvelOpment

presented clearly indicates that congruence is a special

instance of Similarity.
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It may be appropriate-after completing this cliapter

but before starting coordinates to take,a,few minu)es to

review some of the comments in Chapter 1 on postuiational

systems, now that the students hagt, had some experience

with one. They should have begun to see by this time how

the system organizes geometry and have an appreciation of

the distinction between physical geometry and a deductive

system.

7-2 If your students have a knowledge of ratio and know

that a statement, such as: "a is to b as c Is to d"
a cis equivalent to r (provided b 0 , d / 0) , then:

the teaching of our way of phrasing proportions should be

based on this familiar background. For instance, suppose

that the common ratio is 2 in the ratio stated, then the

student should be shown that = 2 is equivalent

(provided b / 0 , d / 0) to the two statements a a 2b

and c = 2d . With such an introduction, the student

should see that the definitions just preceding Problem

Set 7-2a merely express his familiar ideas about ratio

in slightly different terminology. Certainly, the

approach in the text is often. encountered to the proofs

of certain theorems about ratios.

The discussion in the text following Problem Set 7-2d

concerns observations that are most conveniently made if

/the student has'worked most of the problems. We recommend

rour looking at thi discussion and thinking about your_ _ _

choice tof problems for assignment with the discussion in

mind.

7-3 Remind the students again that the vertices are

numbered consecutively in such a way that Al B1

A24 `B2 Anis-
=w Bn

. Certainly this is not the

only way this can be written, but it 1r, one of the most

convenient.

Note the following in your examination of the five

examples concerned with sirOdarity:
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In the second example; the correspondence

ABCD141---w-A'B'CIDI is not a similarity, since

corresponding angles are not congruent.

In the third example, the correspondence

P..UVWX is not a similarity, since corre-
sponding sides are not proportional.

In the fourth example, the reason that the

correspondence between EFGH and KLMN given by

Q L H.4----10-N cannot be a

similarity, is that EP is a side of 'EFGH , but

the corresponding segment KM is not a side of KLMN

In the fifth case considered, the identity

correspondence ABC41--AP-AEC is a similarity.

Another instance that illustrates the case where the

measures of corresponding sides are proportional but the

correspondence is not a similarity

occurs when one of the polygons

'de' is not convex. Since we have

not considered the concave
AI

polygon, in fact our

definition specifies

"convex," we did not

describe this in the

text;'but it is a suit-

able illustration fof. you

to use. As you talk about

the concave-figure, call

attention to the definition

of Similarity again.

An appropriate word to fill the first blank is

"congruent"; for the second blank, "con

appropriate.

uencen is

With regard to the use off' the symbol, , to denote

His congruent to," it can be pointed out that the symbol

helps us to remember that congruence is the special instance

of similarity, , in which corresponding sides have

equal, - , measures.
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In our development we postulated congruence and

proceeded from there to "similarity." It was pointed out

in Talks how we might have reversed' this procedure.

The definition here offers a splendid opportunity

for the student to see that this might have been done.

However, before you get to this page or when you are

making the assignment, use questions to lead the student

into_making the connection between similarity and

congruence himself. One approach might start "Are

congruent Mangle; always similar?" and lead immediately

to "Can 'you formulate another definition for congruence

in terms of similarity?" From.this a discusaion of -the

alternate sequence could develop if' desired and if time

was available.

In studying Theorem 7-1, which shows that similarity

is an equivalence relation, a set of cardboard' models of

similar polygons is helpful. Suppose that you have a

pair such that a side of one is twice the corresponding

side of the other. Certainly a side of the latter is

one-half the corresponding side of the first polygon.

A third polygon similar to one of these, but With a'

different pioportionality constant, might be intrOduced

to'illustrate the transitive property.

For your own information, it might be helpful to

reread the Talk entitled, Equality, Congruence,

Equivaleace

It is clear from our willingness to say "corre-

sponding sides are proportional," rather than insisting

on more precise phrasing, that we are not adverse to

colloquial or semitechnical language, provided the

student is mature enough to appreciate that the

language-is not precise and is able, on request, to

speak or write with exactness and precision.
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In'the problem sets'we have adopted thie following

coilvention. If we write AABO AXYZfwith a proportion=
ality constant k we are implying that the sides of

the first named triangle are proportional to th4 sides of

the second named triangle with the proportionality constant

k ; that is, AB k XY , AC = k XZ , and
BC k YZ

7-4 In the experiment preceding Postulate 21, the teacher

might suggest the use of lined paper to make the postulate

more plausible. Let BO , DE and A be on the lines of
the paper.

In the proof of Theorem 7-2, it is tacitly assumed

that if B is between A and C , then E is tetween
D and F . A proof that this is the case can be based

on the following theorem known as the Parallel Projection

Theorem.

THE2REM. Given two transversals t and s intersecting

three parallel lines -411Tifr,BE in points A, B

and C , and P, E and F respectively. If 9

As between A and C then E is between Di and

F

Proof: Since D IrEg% then the segtent
cannot intersect BE , and hence, A and B are on the

same side of BE . Likewise, since CF- 11 BE , then the

segment CF cannot intersect AlV, and. C and F -are on
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the same side of 441w. Since E is between A and C

by hypothesis, segment AC intersects BE at E ; hence,

A and C are on, opposite sides- of 411TiKw. Since D and

A are in the same halfplandetermined by -111, and F

and C are in the same halfplane,'and A and C are in

opposite halfplAneS then it folloWs that D and F are

in opposite halfplanes determined by 71ff!. Hence, DF
-AKw

meets , BE- in a point which must be E , since E is the

intersection of DF- and W. Therefore, E is between

B and F We h assumed that A / D anc C F

The argumen is easily modified to apply to the cases

where A - ID or C F

7- The Existence Theorem, Theorem 7-3, simplifies the

proofs of S.S.S., S.A.S., and A.A.Similarity Theorems.

Its proof should be easy to follow if students have done

Problems 9 and 10 in Problem Set 7-4.

Here again we did not think it advisable to take time

to point out to the students in the text how we know that

point E lies between A and C The proof does follow

quite easily, hOwever, from the Plane Separation Theorem,

which can be found in-this Teachers! Commentary in Comment:

on Chapter 4. It says that if a line intersects one side

of a triangle in an interior point and does not contain

the opposite vertex, then it must intersect one of the

other two sides in an interior point. B is in the

interior of 71Ic and 41trdoes not contain C or any

other point of 11U since' it is parallel to it. There-

fore, ODE must intersect AC , the only remaining side of

the triangle, in an interior point. E is the intersection

of SAC and DE , so E is between A and C

7-6 There is a slight departure here from our prey

use of the word "determine." Prior to this we gave

examples such as Two points determine a line," which

implied that there was a unique line which contains the

two points. We.also said that two segments might deter-

mine an angle; here, again, there would be a unique angle
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which would contain the segments. From this, the students

may,have the impression that "determine" implies the idea
"contain." However, this is not alwayi the case. Certainly
here, when.we say a vertex F and the opposite side 4VIR

deterMine an altitude, we do not mean that the-altitude

contains-the side 7N . Rather, w use the word "determine"

to say that certain conditions speclfy a unique set,

particularly a unique set of points, a geometric figure.

A set of points is determined by certain given conditions

if and only if there is one and only one such set that

satisfies those conditions.

Another idea related to perpendicularity is projection.

It is introduced not only because of its importance in

later methemhtics, but also because it helps us to better s

phrase Corollaries 7-7-1 and 7-7-2. Later, in Chapter 9,

definitions will be giVen for the projection of a poir

into a plane.

Notice that the projection of a given segment,- AB ,

into a line, 1 , is a segment unless TO is contained

in a plane which is perpendicular to the gives line. For

example, if B is perpendiculy to _en the

projection of AB is a single point.

7-7 Intetest in the Pythagorean relations is reflected by

the abundance of current, literature, pamphlets and
u.

periodical articles that treat this subject. More proofs

(over 200) have been found for this theorem and its converse
than for any other. Reviewing recent indexes of Th0

Mathematics Teacher will uncover a number of articles of

interest which treat this subject.

A relationship that is interesting to students and

helpful to teachers in developing quiz problems, is an

algebraic interpretation of the ,lengths of the sides.

x and y be relatively prime. (i.e., have no common prime

factor with x > y . Then x2 - y 2xy , and
6

y-
20
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are sides of a right triangle. This follows since
(x2 y2)2.+

2xy)2 (x + y
22

) Of course, there are
other possibilities, e.g., x a y 2 xy ands x

k

but the first statement is easiest to work with.

y

In making up a test you may face the situation where

you don't want to use one of the familiar combinations of

sides of a right triangle-where some student might get

the answer by remembering it. The above formula is a

crank-turning affair that will help you produce the needed

test questions. For example, let x 5 and y ; we

have a triangle whose sides are 29 21 , and 20.

7-8 In the discussion of the 30-60-90 triangles you

might prefer this alternate proof that if the sides of a

triangle are proportional to 1 , 2 , then the

triangle is a right trian Te-with acute angles measuring

30 and 60 .

Proof: Given AABc , with (BC, CA, AB) = (1, 4/7T, 2)

, we knowThen since k + k 3 (2k

(BC) CA
2

= (AB)- . Thus AABC is a right triangle

with right angle at C . Consider

D in BC so that C is between

B and B and BC = CD , and

thus BD = 2 . We can show

that ABAC 7-; ADAC by S.A.S.

Therefore AD = AB 2 and the

triangle ADD is equilateral.

Thus m ZB --, 60 and m /BAC = 30 .

A

The results of Theorem 7-10 can be used as a rapid

means of computing the other two sides of a 30-60

triangle giv411 any one of the sides. We have not drilled

on special formulas involving only two sides of these

special right triangles since we thought that using the

proportionalities was more in keeping with the development

presented here. However, in Chapter 11, in the work with

area it will probably be very convenient if the student
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can readily obtain the side opposite the 30, 45, 60

degree angle having been gtven't.he liADotenlase. At that

time we review the relations which exist and suggest the

followiri formulas where c represents the lengthof the
hypotenuse and a the side opposite ZA

If m 7A - 30

If m = 45

3. If 60 ,

1
7-3



Find

Illustrative Text Items for Chapter 7

x in each of the following proportions:

(a) 7) (x,77) .

(b) (3;r).--f (x,27) x >0
(0) (2,x) (x,1) 3 x > 0 .

(d) (3,0) F (6,x)

(e) (6,x)

(f) is (6,x)

(g) (5,7)

In the following figure I , and

t, , t2 t3 are transversals. The measures of certain

segments are given.

Find x, y and z
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Listed below are the lengths of the three sides of eight

triangles. (1) List the pairs of similar triangles.

(2) List the right triangles,

a) ,6 8 , 11

(b) 5 13 , 12

(0) 17 , 6 , 15
(d.) 24 -25 , 7

(e) 24 , 33 , 18

(f) 2 if7 2 lir 2

(g) 4 5 6

(h) 4 , 24/7

AABC ARST with proportionality constant 2 and

MIST AXYZ with proportionality constant 6 . Why

is AABC AXYZ ? Give the proportionality constant

for this last similarity.

Given AABC a xight triangle with CD the altitude to

the hypotenuse. CD . AD = 1 . Find DB, AC, BC

and AB

6. Given AAEC an isosceles triangle with AB = AC 30-
and BC = 6 Find m !ABC .

7. The measure of the altitude of an equilateral triangle

is 10 . Find the perimeter of the triangle.

8. One side of an equilateral triangle has a length

What is the length of each altitude?

9 One angle of a right triangle has a measure of 60 . If

the shortest side the triangle measures 8 inches,

what is the measure of the hypotenuse?

10. In AABC , m LC = 90 , AB s 17 , AC = 15 . Find BC .

11. The sides of a triangle measure 6, 9, 12 . Find the

perimeter of a similar triangle whose longest side is 8 .

f r
I.
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12. Iri AJKL , (714 = 7

43 , JN 8

. 47 . I /'1:,

or does MN intersect

KL

13. r AD intersects CB at E

(AE, BE ) EC, ED)

AABE is not isosceles.

14.

Prove that ZB is congruent to

some angle in the figure.

Hypothesis. BD II ,

B is the midpoint

of AT .

Prove: 9D CE

15. The numbers a, b, c, d are positive. (a,b) = (c,d) .

Which of the following are true? Give axeason or your

answer.

(a) (b,a) (c,d)

)

(d) ac

(b,d) . (e) be = a

a = ice ,bk.d. (f) (b,

16. State the S.A.S. Similarity Theorem.
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FACTS AND THEORIES

Science today is playing areincreasinglyimportant part

in the life of the individual. NO one can claim to be truly

educated unless he has a reasonable understanding of the fac

'andmethods of science. This does not mean that we 'Must all

become nuclear physicists, nor that we must spend all our

time reading books and attending lectures on the latest

collection of particles discovered by the physicists. But

it does impose on us the obligation to learn enough of the

facts of modern science to provide a foundation for under-
standing. It does imply an intelligent selection of material

to be learned.

We, as educators, are expecially obligated to make such a
selection for our students. They come to us with a miscel-

laneous hodgepodge of disjointed facts and pseudo-facts,

gleaned from newspapers, magazines, books, and other sources.

We must help them--with our own limited information- -to

straighten out their ideas, to build a reasonable conceptual'

ructure upon which they can hang new facts, to distinguish

between that which is significant and that which is not, and,

perhaps most important of all, to understand how new know-
ledge is acquired. If pursued to the extreme, this last

goal would lead us to the far reaches of epistomology and

scientific method, which have been the subjects of many

weighty tomes written by scholars over many lifetimes, and

about which the last word has certainly not been uttered.

But to dismiss this topic entirely as being too subtle for the

immature minds of our students is to deny them the opportunity
of becoming a little more mature in our classrooms.

4-;

What should be the aims of the mathematics teacher, in
the light of what we have just said?
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Certainly we should help the student to become acquainted:'

ith the, acts of mathematics' by workinwith_them. We agree

that our subject isan essential tool in science and in daily

life, an\ that the student should-acquire kworking facility

. in it.. Therefore we teach him arithmetic, elementary algebra,.

intuitive geometry in the lower grades, advanced algebra,'

synthetic and analytic geometry, possibly. calculus and other.

topics in the higher grades.

It would' -be difficult, however, defend the teaching of

all these subjects on thezgrounds of utility alone. No- one

pretends' for example, that it is of practical importance

that the bisector of an angle- of a triangle divides then

opposite side in the way that it does. We proceed, then, to

the second aim, of developing in the student an appreciation

of clear, logical reasoning as exemplified in mathematics, and

an ability to transfer this type of reasoning to Other

situations. We have been moderately, though not eminently,

successful in this respect in the past. Whether our present

efforts will tend to further this objective remains to be seen.

We certainly hope so.

A third aim, which has been receiving more attention of

late, is to develop in the student an understanding of the

structure of mathematical systems. We are beginning to speak

of closure, commutativity, distributivity and so on in dealing

with number systems, and--still too timidly, perhaps--of the

axiomatic nature oN geometry.

This third aim is closely related to the broader one

men' 1 earlier, of helping the student to understand how new

know Ige is acquired, how man learns about the physical world,

how he constructs, develops and tests theories about the

physical, biological, social, and economic aspects of life

around him. Let us address ourselves briefly to these questions

Whether we recognize it or not, theory plays an indis-

pensable role in our study of any field whatsoever. The acts of

naming, classifying, and generalizing are conceptual in nature.

Even emotional reactions to stimuli depend on a structuring of
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experience. structuring may be based on analogies

that we reedgnizn,:on AnduetiVe reasoning, or on a combination
orthe

One of the great in ellectua experiences in any person
life occurs at the momentthat he-realizes- that there can be

a distinction between the teal world--whatever that may

mean =and the conceptual world, Our great:debt to Euclid is

that hips mode of organiZatip tf geometry, using postukates

and axioms from which theo rrer ldeduced, has made this

distinction between concepts and the things by which they

were suggested a part of our intellectual heritage. One of
the major factors in the ever accelerating growth of mathe-

atics and science today is that, from the act of recognition

of the distinction we have been diScussing,- we have evolved

in our thinking to a stage at which we are able to use this

distinction as a research tool. Indeed, we are able to

recognize consciously that the conceptual world at one stage

may be used as raw material for a theory at a later stage.

Thus, we -are not always forced to refer back to the primary
data suggested by our senses. For example, the classical

geometry of various surfaces in three dimensions may be taken

as the Sumalng off place for a study of metric spaces by

comparing it with that of classical theory.

In every case, then,'we operate simultaneously at two
different "levels." One is the primary, intuitive level,

containing the raw data from which our theory will be

abstracted. F_llowing some authors, we call this primitive

intuitive level the "P-level." The second level is conceptual,
denoted the "C-level." Initially, the C-level is empty,

waiting to be filled with the concepts and'relations that
we construct.

We have complete freedom with respect to the concepts and
relations which we choose to insert in the C-level, so long
as we do not assert any connection between it and the P-level.
Naturally, we hope eventually to set up a correspondence

between the two levels, and this hope guides our constructions
and our choice of language. Logically, there is no necessity
1-0 make the languaree in the (7-level correspond to that or the
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P-level, and in order to avoid confusion I mid better

to use different termt entirely. For examp _ the _oirits,"

"lines," and "planes" of axiomatic or postulational-geometry

(the C-level) might be replaced by other terms which have

not been preempted in physical geometry (P-leVel). But once

the formal distinction'between. the two levels and-their
.

languages has been established and understood, there is
.J.

psychological advantage to be gained from the
.

use of the same

terms,. for the proposed correspondence is then transparently

indicated. Thus, we know that the geometrical "point" is

meant to correspond to the physical, Doint, the geometrical

"line" to the physical line, and scvon. We can,intuit,

con ecture,and then perhaps prove theorems at the C -level by-

peeking over into the P-level at the corresponding "facts,"

arrived at by experiment there, For example, the concurrence

of the medians of a triangle could be guessed from draminea

number of physical triangles and their medians on a piece of

paper. Thia. type of experience is extremely valuable and

constitutes an important psychological adjunct to mathematical
r

discovery. It must be pointed out carefully, though, that

formal proof by deductive reasoning from postulates at the

C-level is necessary. Furthermore, the logical conclusion

to be drawn from this combined guess; and proving process

is not that we have made the geometrt 1 theorem more certain!

by experimental verification. The truth of the theorem has

been established (at the 0-16Vel) with complete certainty

by logical deduction from the axioms. What we tend to establie

by empirical tests is the adequacy of our postulate system to

bring about a close correspondence between the C-level and

P-level. We feel satisfaction if the experiments tend to

confirm the correspondence we had in mind.

Often, by comparing one theory with another, we obtain

useful information not otherwise available. Consider, for

example, what our situation would be if we start at a certain

P-level (physical geometry), and construct two different

C-levels. One C-level contains all the postulates of

Euclidean geometry except the parallel postulate which is

renlacec1 by a postulate asserting the existence of more than
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one parallel. This C-level we calla non-Euclidean geometry.

We find that if4nfoof, these systems contains an inconsistency

- or flaw in its development then the other does Also- FUrther-___

mdre;'wefind that,it is a moot point as to which of the

geometriesprovidesa-better description of physical Spa0

i.e., as towhich of the C-levels is in closer correspondence

with the '- level. Indeed, the investigation of this very

question led to lour present day deeper understanding of the

connection between fact and theory.

What are the considerations that govern our choice of

undefined elements an relAtiont and unproved propositions

(axioms, postulates)? Certainly we want our system to-be

consistent: .a,proposition and its contradidtion should not

both be provable in the wysteM. If we regard our axioms

as inputs and our theorems

fruitfulness are desirable

Of course, this analogy is

it indicates why we should

nately some geometry texts

setting down fifty or more

logically wrong with this,

elegance, intuitiveness,-8

in a particular interpreta

desirable.

as outputs, then economy and

as increasing output per unit input.'-

not to be taken too seriously, but

not postulate everything. Unfortu-

nowadays go to the extreme of

postulates. There is nothing

but*it militates against economy,

mplicity, and ease of verification

ionPropertieS that are certainly

One property that we have not mentioned is that of

being categorical.. This means that every two ooncrete

interpretations (models) of the system are essentially the

same: it is possible to set up a one-to-one correspondence

between the elements and relations of-the two interpretations,

so that they may be regarded, as identical except for the

names assigned to the elements and relations. The two models

are then said to be isomorphic. If we start with a particular

P -level and wish to describe it completely by meana,e'an

axiom system, without permitting any non-isomorphic models,

then we try to make our system categorical. This is the

case with Euclidean geometry or the real number system.
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tfulness are desirable

curse, this analogy is

ndicates why we should

ly some geometry texts

ing down fifty or more

:ally wrong with this,

Ince, intul-tiveness,-s

as outputs, then economy and

as increasing output per unit input.

not to be taken too seriously, but

not postulate everything. Unfortu-

nowadays go to the extreme of

postulates. There is nothing

but*it militates against economy,

mplicity, and ease of verification

particular jnterpre a_ion--propertieS that are certainly

?able.

One property that we have not mentioned is that of

categorical. This means that every two eoncrete

'pretations (models) of the system are essentially the

it is possible to set up a one-to-one correspondence

)en the elements and relations of-the two interpretations,

let they may be regarded as identical except for the

assigned to the elements and relations. -The two models

;hen said to be isomorphic. If we start with a particular

,eland wish to describe it completely by meana,0-e'an

system, without permitting any non - isomorphic models,

we try to make our system categorical. This is the

with Euclidean geometry or the real number system.
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EQUALITY, CONGRUENCE, AND EQUIVALENCE

1. .Angles and Segments.

In describing the relation of "equality" between angles
and segments, this book departs from what has-been common
usage. Before exp aini why this has been done, let us

first note quickly how the new usage compares with the old.

Suppose we have two angles with the same degree measure
r like this.

B

and two segments of the same length, like this:

a

In these two instances, the facts are plain, They would be

reported in the following ways, in the old and new

terminologies.

Old New Old New

The angles The angles are LA - LB LA = LB
are equal. congruent (or

they have the

same measure).

(or m L A = LB)

The segments The segments - CD AB w CD
are equal. are congruent or AB CD).

(or they have
the same measure.
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From the table i is plain that the new usage is not

Complicated. We,have simply substituted one word for another

and one symbol for another. Of course; even simple changes`

should be- ..made only for good reasonS; they go against

ts, and cause more trouble at first than their'
re

simplicilrwould suggest. We believe that there are good

reasons,for the use that we have made of the word congruence.

Following is an explanation of what these reasons are.

2. Various Kinds of Equality.

The word "equals" is commonly used in mathematics in at

least this many different senses:

(1) When we write 2 + 4 = 3 + 3, we mean that the

number denoted by 2 + 4 and the number denoted by 3 + 3

are exactly the same number (namely, 6). Here "equals"
means "is the same as."

(2) When we say that two angles are equal, we mean

that they have the same measure, or the same shape.

(3) Two erk,cles are equal if and only if they have the

same radius.

(4) Two segments are equal if and only if they hall he

same length.

(5) Two triangles are equal if and only if they have the

same area.

(6) Two polyhedrons are equal if and only if they have

the same volume.

These uses of "equals" divide sharply into three groups.

(1) The first meaning ("is the same as') stands entirely
alone. This is the logical identity. It arises in all

branches of mathematics, including geometry. This is the use
in (1).
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(II) "Equality" expresses the Buie basic idea for angles,

circles, and segments, in (2), (3), and (4). It means in

each case that the first figure is the same size and shape

as the second. at can also -be- explained in terms of rigid

motion. For an explanation, see the Appendix on Rigid Motion
in Part III of the text.) This idea of same size and shape

is geometric, and is one-of the most basic ideas in geometry.

Applied:to triangles, it is always described as congruence and

not as equality.

(III)"Equality" to mean equal areas or equal volumes,,as

in (5) and -(6), implies that two things are equal if and

only if they contain the same amount of "stuff."

These are the three main ideas involved. We notice

that the words and the ideas overlap both ways. Not only is

the word "equals" used in widely different senses as between
(II) and (III), but the basic idea expressed in. (II),

that is, involvethIn (2), 3), and (4) is expressed

by apparently unrelated words.

Obviously students can and do learn to keep track of what

meant, even when the words and the ideas overlap in this

wy. All of us learned to do this, when we were in the

tenth grade. The whole thing becomes easier to learn, however,

and easier to keep track of, if the words match up with the

ideas in a simpler and more natural way. This can be done'

as follows:

(I) We can agree to write 11", and say "equals," if and

only if we mean "is the same as." (This is the standard usage

in nearly all of modern mathematics.)

(II) We already have a word to express the idea that one

triangle can be made to "coincide" with another; we say that

they are congruent. We can use the same word to express the

same idea when we are talking about angles, circles or

segments.

(III)When we want to convey the idea of equality of area

or of volume, we say so explicitly.
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Notice that by doing this we have not introduced any

new words into the language of geometry. We are not trying

to complicate matters. All that we are trying to achieve is

situation in which the familiar and available words

correspond in a natural way to the familiar and basic ideas.

The correspondence looks like this:

(I) between any two geometric figures whatever,

means "is the same as."

(II) tr, between any two geometric figures whatever,

means that one can be "moved" so as to coincide with the other.

(III) Equality of area, equality of,volume, and so 'Om,

are to be described explicitly as such.

All this is straightforward language. We believe that

your students will find it easy to learn and easy to use.

3. Equivalence Relations.

All the uses of "equals," in mathematics or otherwise,

involve the notion of two things being alike in some respect.

The particular respect to be considered may be made explicit,

as in usage (5) on page 10, or it may not, as in "All men

are created equal." As- mentioned previously, mathematicians

have pretty generally agreed to use the word to mean "alike

in all respects"; that ip, identical. Instead of the other

usage they speak of an "equivalence relation." A relation

between Taira of objects, from some given set, is called an

equivalence relation if it has the following three properties:

(1) It is reflexive. That _- any object of the set

Is equivalent to itself.

(2) It is symmetric. _.That is, if A is equivalent to

B, then B is equivalent to A.

(3) It is transitive. That 13, if A Is equivalent

to B, and B is equivalent hen A is equivalent

to C.

ILev
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In mathema cal development we may use several different

kinds of equivalence relations- To keep them separate we give

them different names aild different symbols. In our geometry

we have used. the folio- Ing equivalence relations.
.- -

(a) Identity. The relation "is the same as" is easily

seen to satisfy the thrde properties listed on the previous

page. The word "equal" and the symbol are reserved

for this equivalence relation

(b) Congruence. Here again, the properties are easily

checked. (Refer to the Falk on Congruence for a general

treatment.) The symbol is

(c)

relation,

Similarity.

denoted by

Me

Here again we have an equivalence

"-

(d) We have not introduced any special notation for

"equality of area," or "equality of volume,"abut each of

these relations is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

ould, if it were convenient, introduce words and symbols

for these equivalence` relations.

Insistence on exactitude of language and symbolism

characteristic of modern mathematics.

-t-

glasaification and Equivalence Classes.

Equivalence relations are connected closely with the idea

of classification, another important concept in mathematics.

4e are familiar in our every day life with the process of

sorting or classifying the objects in a collection or set. For

instance, a teacher may sort a collection of examination papers

into several piles, each pile consisting of all those papers
-with a certain grade. While this method-of sorting might be

convenient for some purposes, it might'be convenient for other

purposes to sort the papers into piles such that two papers

are in the same pile if and only 'if the students' last name

as indicated on the papers begin with the, same letter, In

both methods there is a definite rule for sorting. This rule

was such that no matter whin paper was considered it was clear
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that it belonged to a pile and further that there was

only one pile to which it'belonged.

No matter which method of sorting papers was used, we see
that two papers from the same pile are alike or equivalent
respect to some property, and that two papers from different
piles are not alike or equivalent with respect to that
property. We see, in fact, that in both methods of sorting we
have an equivalence relation between pairs of examination

papers, for in each method the given relation ib reflexive,
symmetric, and transitive.

From these examples At is easy to see how one can imagine
using an equivalence relation. between pairs, of objects in a
given ,set to sort the objects into piled. Indeed, the

"sorting rule" is that two objects are in the same pile if
and only if they are equivalent. It is usual to call the

subsets, or piles, thus obtained equivalence c- lasses.

If we apply these ideas to the equivalence relation of

congruence between pairs of triangles, we see that we can think
of congruence as sorting or classifying triangles having the
same size and shape. Each equivalence class consists of all

triangles having the same size and shape.

Let us reconsider certain aspects of our examples

concerning the Jorting of examination papers. Suppose the

unlikely event occurred that every pair of papers that had
the same grade were written by students whose last names
began, with the same letter.-r If in addition, every pair

of papers written by the students' whose last names began

with the same letter also had the same grade, then the

classification by either one of the methods of sorting

Auld' produce exactly the same piles or equivalence classes.

The lesson to be learned from observing this situation is that,

although every equivalence relation on a given set can be used

to sort the elements of the set into equivalence classes, it
may not be possible from inspection of the piles to determine

the equivalence relation that led to them.
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Now suppose that we are giVen a collection of subsets of a

given set, such that the union of these is the given set and,

such that no two of them have an element in common. It is then

clear that there is at least one equivalence relation for which

the given subsets are equivalence classes. For instance, we

could define two objects in the set to be equivalent if and

only if they are in the same subset. This is an equivalence

relation and its equivalence classes are the given subsets.

In summary of these general observations, we see that:

(1) from every equivalence relation we can obtain a

relai,ed notion of classification.

) from a classification we cannot necessarily recover

the original definition of the equivalence relation to which

it is related; but

(3) for any classification there does not exist an

equivalence relation from which the classification can be

derived.

In geometry only Item (1) is important since we do not

start with classificatiorip and encounter the problem of

determining appropriate equivalence relations. Instead,

we startwith equivalence relations and use the resulting

assification.



THE CONCEPT OF CONGRUENCE

Congruence is a rich and complex idea with many

ramifications in geometry-lthere really is nothing quite like
it in algebra. It applies to gures of all kinds--segments,

angles, triangles, circular arcs, polygons, truncated pyramids--
,in face to any conceivable figure. It plays an essential role

in the theory of geometric measure of length, area and volume--

it is intimately related to the important concept of rigid
motion.

In this talk we examine carefully the conventional theory

of congruence and the related theory of linear measure. This

theory, as we present it in Part I below, follows generally

the pattern established by Euclid. In Part 11 this conventional

theory is contrasted with the theory of congruence in our
G. W. text. You may feel that our discussion in Part II is

somewhat condensed. But we believe the discussion is detailed

enough for our purpose here. Finally, in Part III we discuss

the concept of congruence for general figures and its relation

to the idea of rigid motion.

Part I. The Conventional Theory of Congruence

and Linear Measure

I-1.,: Congruence in terms of size and shape. The term

congruence immediately calls to mind the famous dictum: Two

figures are congruent if they have the same size and the same

shape. Certainly this statement emphasizes the basic intuitive

or informal idea that if two figures are congruent, one is a

"replica" of the other. Also it points up the important

property that if we kn ©w two figures to be congruent we can

infer that they. have the same area (or volume) and that they

are similar.



But this is not the essential issue. It is: Does our

dictum define congruence? Is it really a formal definition of

the term congruence in terms of more basic ideas? Clearly the

answer is no. For the notions size and shape are more complex

than congruence. In order to measure (or define) size (area or

volume) we tky to find out how many congruent replicas of a

basic figure (for example, square or cube) "fill out" a given

figure. So actually it would be more natural and simple to

base the theory of size (and shape) on the idea of congruence

rather than the reverse.

1=2. Congruence in terms of rigid motion. But there are

other "definitions" of congruence which we must discuss- -

consider the famous, "Two figures are congruent if they can

made to coincide by a rigid motion." Let us analyze this.

Conceived concretely, say in terms of two paper heart-shaped

valentines, it affords an excellent illustration of the intui-

tiN'te idea of congruence and emphasizes again that one is-a

"replica" of the other. But this illustration, like most

physical situations, does not have the precision required for

an abstract mathematical concept. Surely we would have to pick

up the first valentine and move it with almost infinite gentle-

ness to prevent bending it slightly when getting it to coincide

with the second one. And how could we be certain of perfect

coincidence of the two valentines? Wouldn't this require

perfect eyesight? It is clear that this "definition" inter-

,' preted concretely gives us a physical approximation to the

abstract idea of congruence but doesnit define it. Moreover

it is not even applicable in many physical situations: you

hardly could get two "congruent" billiard balls to coincide by

a rigid motion.

should we then conclude that the idea of rigid motion is

essentially physical and cannot be mathemticized as an abstract

geometrical concept? Definitely not. Some mathematicians are

ingenious and clever people and it might be a mistake to decide

beforehand that they could not construct a precise abstraction

from a given physical idea. Most familiar mathematical



abstractions had their origin in cone_ physical situations--

certalnly geometry had its origin lir-practic.al problems of

surveying the heavens and the earth.

Let us table for the present the question of whether we

can form an abstract geometrical theory of rigid motions. It

would'seem that a treatment of congruence based on a logically

satisfactory theory of rigid motio9 could not be elementary

and would hardly be suitable for a,first course. Th any case,

without deeper analysis, the second "definition" is notAa

definition at all and might more properly be conside ld a

statement of a property which rigid motions should h,e:

namely, that any rigid motion transforms a flp71)-, a

congruent one.

I-3. Another definition_ Consider and criticize a third

suggested "definition": Two (plane) figures are congruent if a

'copy of the first made on tracing paper can be made to coincide

with the second.

I-40 Congruence of segments. Since our three

"definitions" do not define congruence we must probe more

deeply. Here, as so often in -.calving problems the imperialist

maxim, "Divide and conquer", is very helpful. Instead of

tackling the concept of congruence in its most complex form,

that for arbitrary figures, let us begin by considering a

simple special case. A line segment - -or as we shall call it --

a se gment is one of the simplest and most important geometric

figures. We naturally begin by considering congruence of

segments.

Let us recall how this is treated in Euclid or in the

conventional high school geometry course. Congruent segments,

usually called equal segments, are Conceived a "replicas" of.

each other, in general with different locations in space.

Congruent segments may coincide or be identical but th4y donit
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have to. If segments AB and CD are congruent we may

interpret this cOncretely tog

mean AB and CD are "caliper

equivalent"--that is if a pair

of calipers is set so that the

ends coincide with A and B

then without changing the setting,

the ends of the calipers can be

made to coincide with C and

D.

1-5. Basic properties of congruence of segments What is

the local significance of congruence of segments in Euclid?

Actually it'is taken to be an undefined term. More precisely,

using the notation AB U15, congruence is a basic relation

between the segments WE and CD which we do not attempt to

define. We study it (as always in mathematics) in terms of

its basic properties which are formally stated as postulates.

Some of these postulates, Which are not explicit in Euclid nor

in most geometry texts are:

(1) (Reflexive Law) WE;

(2) (Symmetry Law) If WE s' M5 then CD z1 Tg;

(3) (Transitive Law) If WE 'x U5 and CD EP then Tr ".A` RP.

That is, congruence of-segments satisfies the three basic pro-

perties of equality or identity and so is an example of an

equivalence relation. We must not assume that congruence means

identity, since distinct segments can be congruent.

(4) (Location Postulate)

Let AB be a ray and let CD be

a segment. Then there exists a

unique point P in AB such

that AP CD.

(Additivity Postulate)

Suppos_ lirA T, BC BiCt,

B is between A and C and BI

is between At and CI. Then

AC TT7T.

100
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We insert a few words 5n the important mathematical idea

equivalence relation. The most basic example of an

equivalence relation and the one which suggests the concept is

the relation equality or identity. Equivalence relations

abound in geometry; for a discussion of them see the Talk cn

Equality, Congruence, and Equivalence.

1-6. Theory of linear measure. Segments are geometric

figures, not numbers. But they can be measured by numbers--

they do have lengths. In the conventional high school treatment

it is assumed with little discussion that lengths of segments

can be defined as real numbers. We indicate how to do this.

Although the result is familiar, the process is complex and

subtle and requires for its complete justification additUinal

postulates. However, Postulates (1), ..., (5) above are

suf icient for an understanding of theprocess.

We begin by choosing a segment UV which will be unchanged

throughout the discussion (a so-called "unit" segment). Now

given any segment A7 we want to measure An in terms of UV.

This involves a "laying-off" process. We take the ray

A P, P2 Ps B

and lay -off UV on it repeatedly,

precisely, there is a point Pi in AB such that L
AF1'

we can show that there is a point

that (a) UV F1P2 d (b) P1 is between A and P2. For

convenience we write condition (b) as (AF1P2). Continuin3,

there is a point P such that U7 and (P1F2F3).

By thls'process we develop a sequence of points P1, P,

Fn,
on AB such that

(1) F

arting at A. Speaking

in AB such

(AF,F,
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Intuitively (1) and (2) say that UV is laid-off on WE.

times in a given direction--but note how very precisely and

objectively (1), (2) say this, avoiding the somewhat vague

terms "laying-off" and "direction." From another viewpoint we

are laying the basis for a coordinate system on the line by

locating precisely the points Pi, P

are to correspond to the integers 1, 2,
Pn,

n,

which

Now what has this o do with the measure of TE? Clearly
we must learn how B is related to the points Pi, P2, P3,

.

In the simplest case one of these might coincide with 9,

for example, P3 B. Then of course we define the measure of

AB to be 3.

1-7. Refinement of the approximation°Process You may ask,

"Di we have to go through this elaborate process to explain

that f the "unit" segment UV exact_ 15vers WE three times,

then the measure of WE is 3? Disregarding the importance

of making the idea "exactly covers" mathematically precise,

observe that the process helps us to define a measure for WE
in more general and difficult case when no one of the points

P_
'

P--
'

-.. coincides with For suppose B falls b tween-1 2

two consecutive points of our,sequence, say (P4B135). Cie -ly

then we will have to assign to AB a measure ,x such that
4 < x < 5. In other words we have set up a general process

which enables us at least to determine an approximation to he

measure of AB, that is to find lower and upper bounds for it.

P4 QI Q9

we do not complete the discussion but indicate how it pro-

ceeds. To fix our ideas, suppose (P4BP5). To get a better

idea of what the measure of AB should be we subdivide PtP,

into ten congruent subsenents and proceed as above. Precisely,

we set up a subsidiary sequence of Points Qi, which
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divide P
4

into ten congruent subsegments. That is weinto

require

and

P4Q2 Qi

(F4Q1Q2), (Q1Q2Q3

If B. were to coincide with one of say
Ql!

B 9 Q6 we assign to AB the measure 4.6. If B ,falls

between two of the Qts say (Q6BQ7) we require that x, the

measure of 77, satisfy

4.6 < x < 4.7.

In the latter case we repeat the process by subdividing

into ten congruent subsegments and proceed as before.

I-8. The definition of linear measure. Clearly we have a

complex process (though a refinement of a simple idea) which

will assign to segment AS a definite decimal, terminating or

endless. This decimal we define to be the measure or length

of AT.

(Q8Q9P

1-9. Basic properties of linear measure. We write the

measure of (UV still being fixed ) as AB. Observe that

we really have here a function rEP.AB which,associates

with each segment a unique positive real number. What are the

basic properties oi7"-this "measure" function? They are easily

grasped intuitively:

(1) AB = PEI if and only if 0; sf A'B' --that is,

congruent segments and only congruent segments have equal

measures;

(2) If (ABC) then AB BC = AC --that is, measure

additive in a natural sense;

(3) UV = 1 --that is, the measure of the unit Segment

is unity.

Notice that (2) is a clear and useful orm of the vague

statement, "the whole is the sum of its parts."
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We Summarize in a theorem which can be deduced from a

suitable set of postulates for Euclidean Geometry:

Theorem. Let the segment UV be given. Then there existE

a function which assigns to each segment AT a unique positive
real number AB satisfying (1), (2), above.

I-10. Uniqueness of measure function. We naturally ask
if there is just one measure function. Clearly not. For the

function must depend on the choice

of the unit segment UV. To be

specific, suppose we take as a

new unit segment, 'I'M, where M

V

is the mid-point of UV that

is (UM MV and (UMV)) 0 Then according to our theorem

there will be a new measure function such 'that UM = 1. We

see quickly that UV = 2; further it can be shown that AB

interpreted as the new measure function is twice AB inter-

preted as the old measure function for any segment TM This

is a formal statement of the intuitively obvious fact that

"halving the unit of measurement doubles the measure." A

corresponding result holds in general:

Theorem. Given any two measure functions on the set ofTheorem.
. _

all segments one identified as first and the other as second,
there is a real number k such that the second function is k

times the first function.

In the preceding example we had k = 2, Of course k

need not be an integer--it can be any positive real number,

rational or irrational. As a related example consider the

corresponding situation in the measure of angles: The radian
measure of an angle is times

angle.

he degree measure of the

Summar: Any two measure functions on the set all

segments are proportional.
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What does this mean for the development of the theory of

measurement of segments? It says in effect that it doesn't

matter which measure function we choose, since making a differ-

ent choice would only multiply all measures by a constant.

Thus, in conventional geometrical theory, we fix a unit UV at

the beginning, determine a corresponding measure function, and

thereafter use this measure function as if it were the only

possible one. And instead of saying precisely the measure of

AB in terms of unit rffl, we say simply the measure of AB,

and forget about UV. The situation in everyday life is quite

different - -we employ measure functions based on a variety of

units: inches, 'light years, millimeters, miles.

We close this part of our discussion by observing that the

distance between A and B is merely defined to be the measure

of AB. Sometimes we want to refer to the distance between A

and A itself, this we take to be zero-a separate definition

is required for this case since we may not refer to the segment

AB unless A B.

Query. Was it necessary to use the integer ten in the sub-

division process? Would others work? Could the process be

simplified by making a different choice?

Part II. Congruence Based on Distance

in this part we discuss the treatment of congruence adopted

in the text, contrasting it with the conventional one. The

point of departure is to "reverse" the conventional treatment

and define congruence in terms of distance. This enables ub to

use our knowledge of the real number system early in the dis-

cussionit leads to a new treatment of the important geometric

relation, betweenness, and a new way of conceiving segments

and rays. Since we have seen in the previous discussion that

only measure of distance is needed, the following discussion

presumes that only one such measure is used.
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II-1. The student's viewpoint. The conventional treatment

in brief, begins with an undefined notion of congruence of

segments and deduces the existence of a distance function from
a suitable set of postulates. The high school student--in

studying this treatment -- somehow absorbs the idea that segments

(and angles) can be measured by numbers, and is permitted to
apply his knowledge of algebra whenever it is convenient.

11-2. The Distance Postulate. Since the student thinks of

segments and angles as measurable by numbers and it is hopeless

to prove this at his level from non-numerical postulates, it
seems most reasonable to make the existence of a measure func-
tion or distance a basic postulate which is used consistently

ughout the course. Since we are concerned, because of our

Ayus discussion, with oily one unit of measurement, We

con inue our discussion inHterms of the following modification

of Postulate 10 of the text.

Postulate 10'. (the Distance Postulate) To eve: pair of
points there corresponds a unique non-negative number. This

number is zero if and only if the points of the pair are the
same.

If the points are P and Q, then the distance between
P and Q is defined to be the non-negative number of

Postulate 101, denoted by

f n't read into this more than it says - =it is a. very weak
statement. Notice that it doesn't state a single property of

distancemerely that there 1- such a thing. In particular it

doesn't say anything about lengths of segments--in fact we

don't even have segments at this stage of our theory.

I1 -3. TheD-Istan:: Postulate causes a change in viewpoint.

This may seem strange, but it isn't. Most texts begin with a

discussion of points and lines in a plane, including such basic

ideas as se rent_ and ray. As in Euclid .these ideas essentially

are taken as undefined. But having adopted the Distance

Postulate we can define them. Thiel is an important- -and

unforeseenconsequence f the Distance Postulate: We don't



get just Euclid with the theorems rearranged, b_ new insights

into the basic geometric ideas and a new way of inter-relating
then%

11=4. "Between" and "segment" as defined terms. HOW then

can we define segment in terms of the basic terms point, line,

plane? It is easy to do this using the additional notion of a

point being between two points. Having adopted Postulate 101,

the idea of distance is at our disposal and we can -efine

41/11betweenness using Theorem 3-9, The Betweenness-Dio
_ ce Theorem

and related ideas from the text,-as follows.

Definition. Let A, B, C be three distinct collinear

points. If AB + BC = AC we say B is between A and C,

and we write (ABC).

We now define segment in terms of betweenness.

Definition. Let A, B be two points. Then segment AB

is the set consisting of A and B together with all points

that are between A and B. A and B are called endpoints

of AB. Further we define 4B to be the measure or length of

AB.

(This reverses the procedure in the text in which segment

was defined first and then betweenness in terms of interior

points of a segment. Either way is acceptable.)

Note that the length of a segment is merely the number

which is the distance between its endpoints. The contrast with

conventional theory is striking. In traditional geometry

congruence of segments is basic and a difficult argument is

needed to prove the existence of a measure function--here

distance is basic and the proof of the existence of a measure

function is trivial.

lip 11-5. Congruence of segments by definition. Now it is

absurdly easy to define congruence of segments.

Definition. AB V UU means that the lengths of AB and

CD are equal, that is AB = CD.
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--Formally what we have done is ,just this.

property relating congruence and measure

of this Talk

'ook the basic

of Section 1-9

AB = CD pif and only if AB 7 C

which is a theorem in the conventional treatment, and adopted

it as a definition in our treatment. There, segments which

were congruent were proved to have the same measurehere,

segments which have the same measure are called congruerl

II-O. Properties of congruent segments. Does cox

of se gnents, as we have defined it, have the properties

expect? We see quickly that . is an eiuivalence relation,
that is

AB '7= AB;

If AB 74 CT-) then CD

If AB --'12 CD and C B 7 F then

These merely say

'(11) 'AB = AB;

If AB - CD then CD - A-

If AB - CD and CD .'EF then AB EF;

the basic properties of equality of numbers.

(32)

which are

Further we have

(5) Suppose AB 7 -A-TT, BC 7
Then AC 7 TTffT.

PTO prove this we have

so that

AB . A'B',

BC - 19-C12

AB + BC A'B' + B'C'.

The betweenness relations yield

and we --t

AB + BC AC, A'B' + B'C'

AC - A' C' or At ATUT.

(ABC) and



Thus several of Euelidls (or Hilbert Postulates for con-

gruence redune,.in our treatment, to elementary properties of

real numbers.
a

-11-7 The-Ruler Postulate. You may wonder if we can also

derive from Postulates 1 .through 9 and 101 the Location

Property: (4), Section 1-5:

Let AB be a ray and let U35 be.e segment. Then there

'eXists a unique point P in AB such that A15 7 CD. The

-answer is--with a vengeance - -no. On the basis of Postulates I

through 9 and 101, we can't prove that a line contains more

than two points. Clearly Postulates 1 through 9 and lof

are too weak to support the kind Of theoretical structure we

are trying to build. For this reason we add to our postula

tional structure the Ruler Postulate (expressed here in terms

of a single.unit and blending our definition of coordinate

ostulate 121. (The Ruler Postulate.) There is a one-

one correspondence between the set or all points on a line

and the set of real numbers such that:

The distance between two points is the absolute value of

the difference of the corresponding numbers.

This powerful postUlate guarantees at one swoop that a

line has the intrinsic properties we expect of it. Now the

lines in every model of our ,theory will be well-behaved and

richly endowed with points. It implies the congruence and

order properties of a line lm'fhe conventional theory. Speci-

fically it yields: (1) a form of the Point_ 1-tting Theorem

TheOrem:3-8); :(2) that a segment cancare be "divided" into a given

number of congruent "parts"--in particular it can be bisected

' (Theorem 3-3). It implies important order properties: theorem

3-7 which says in effect that the order of points on a line

in terms of geometric betweenness corresponds exactly to the

order of their coordinates in terms of algebraic betweenness;
.

and the Line Separation Property which is discussed on page 83

and in Section:4-2 of the text.



-"Observe the attractive inter-dependence of the weak,

Distance Postulate and the powerful Ruler Postulate. The

first asserts the existence of a distance function but permits

it to be completely trivial--the second tailors the line to

our expectations but is impossible of statement without the.

notion of distance postulated in the first.

Our discussion suggests an important point in mathematical

or deductive thinking. The Distance Postulate enables us to -A
define betweenness but not to prove the existence of a single

point between two given points. The Ruler Pbstulate, howelt

implies the existenceof infinitely many points between any
two. This exemplifies the point that a mathematical definition

does t assert the existence of the entity defined. You may
chars erize the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow with

great recision but you may experience equally great disappoint-

met& i you start to search for it before proving an existence

theorem

A final word. We may have oversold the deductive power of

the Ruler Postulate and given you the impression that Postulates

1 through 9, 10' and 12' are sufficient for a complete

theory of congruence. 'Phis is not so. Our_theory so far is

'sufficient for the "linear" theory of congruence, specifically

for congruence of segments--but not for congruence of more

general figures like angles, triangles, circular arcs or tri-

angular pyramids. For"this we must introduce further postulates

concerning congruence of angles and triangles. We discuss this

in the next part since our main object here as been/to indi-

cate the flavor of the treatment in the text in contrast with

the conventional one.
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Part III. Congruence for Arbitrary Figures

and Rigid MOtiOns.

In this part we continue the discussion of congruence

indicating how it is successively defined for familiar elemen-

tary figures: angles, triangles, etc. Then using the simple

and powerfUl modern idea of transformation we formulate the

congruence concept for arbitrary figures--this surpasses in

elegance and generality anything obtained in the field by the

classical geometers. As a by-product we obtain--after two

millenia--a precise mathematical concept of rigid motion. This

was a great cultural achievement of lhte nineteenth century

mathematicians. Rescuing from the jungles of physical intuition

Euclid's crude superposition argument, they refined and per-

fected it to yield an. objectively formulated concept which will

be of use to human beings as long as they are impelled to think

preCsely about space.

III-1. Congruence,;of angles. The conventional treatment

of angle congruence is similar to that sketched in Part I for

congruence of segments- -but naturally it is a bit more compli-

cated since angles are more complex figures than segments. It

,begins with an undefined re tion LABC g LPut between two

angles which as usual%ndicates

that they are replicas of each

other. This may be interpreted

concretely to mean that if a

frame composed of two jointed rods 0

is set so that the rods coincide

with the rays BA jand g% then

without changing the setting the

rods can be made to coincide with d
0
We assume as

for segments that congruence of angles is an equivalence

relation:

(1) (Reflexive Law) LAM LABC;

(2), (Symmetry Law) If /ABC g ZPQR then

(3) (Transitive Law) If LABC - LPQs and

then LAI 7 Z.3.CYZ.
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The LocationPosallate for segments Section 1-5
this Talk) has the analogue

(4) (Angle Location Postulate)

XYZ be any angle and AB

ray on the edge of half-plane

Then there is exactly one

ray AP', with P in such

that LPAB w Ly27.

And the Additiyity Postulate

(5), Section 1-5 Of this Talk

appears in the form

(5) (Angle-Additivity Postulate)

Suppose LBAD

LDAC ! D is in the

interior of 0AC and DI is

in the interior of 4/291A1CI.

Then LBAC LBIAICI.

Essentially on the basis of

these postulates a measure process

can be set up which assigns to each

angle a unique positive real number

called its measure in such a way that a fixed preasqigned angle

( "unit" angle) hab measure I (compare Sections 1 -6 to 1-9).

Denoting the measure of, /)fZ by ___XYZ, we have as you

would expect from our discussion of measure of segments:

(1) mLABC = if and only if LABC - AIBICI;

(2) If C is interior to ZABD then

ABC A- n CBD mLABD.

-Let

be a

(Compare (1), (2) Section 1-9 of this Talk.
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But there are two properties which are unique to angular

measure. First there is a real number b' which is a least

upper bound for the measure S of all angles (b is 180 in
the familial` "degree measure "). Send the measure S of

"supplementary adjacent" angles' (ipe., a linear pair) always

have a constant sum and this sum

s the least upper bound b.

ed precisely. If &BC and
LCBD are a linear pair, then

MLABC CBD = b.

111-2. Congruence of angles based on angkzlar measure. We

saw in (1) above that the conventional theory of angle coly

ence yields (as for segments) that two angles are congruent if

and only if they have equal measures. This suggests (as for

segments) that we assume the existence of angular measure and

define congruence of angles in terms of it. Thus the treatment

in the text assumes

Postulate 16. There exists a correspondence which

associates with each angle in space a unique number between 0

and 180.

This number which corresponds, by Postulate 16, to an
t2.

angle ABC is called the measure of the angle, and is written

as __ A NI4

Clearly our postulat has been set up so that the unit

angle is the degree. I other words the angle characterized by

tr&BC - 1 is what is usually defined to be a degree and will

have the property that ninety such angles "side by side"

will form a right angle. Precisely speaking the measure of a

right angle will turn out to be 90. Notice that the measure

of no angle can be

restricts the side

of this restriction

Now following

0 or 180 since our definition of angle

to be non-collinear. (For a discussion

see Commentary for Teachers, Chapter 4.)

a familiar path (Section 11-5) we adopt the



Diefinition. LABC ciLPIQB means that m ABC = P

Then properties (1), (2), (3) of IIirl above reduce to familiar

equality properties of real numbers. A postulate is needed

from which (4) and (5) aboveca be deduced. It may be intro-

duced in terms of ray coor

Definition. Let V be a point in a plane M. A ray-

coordinate system in M relative to V is a one-to-one

correspondence between the set of all rays in M with end-

point V and the set of all numbers x such that

width the following property: if numbers r and s

rays VR and VS in M and if r s, then

RVS r s, if r s <180;

`rrIRVS = 360 - - s), if r 4 s > 180;

_ VS are opposite rags, if and only if r = 160.

Definition. The number which a given ray - coordinate system

assigns to a ray is called the ray-coordinate of the ray. The

ray whose ray-coordinate is zero is called the zero -ray of the

0 <x <360
correspond

0- coordinate system.

The Protractor Postulate is then stated as follows:

Postulate 17. (The Protractor Postulate) If M is any

plane and if VA and VB are noncollinear rays in M, then

there is a unique ray-coordinate system in M relative to V
-10 =-4Iw

such that VA corresponds to 0 and such that every ray VX

with X and B on the same side of VA corresponds to a

number less than 160.

111-3. Congruence of triangles. We are now reader to con-

sider congruence of triangles. Our definition of congruent

triangles (Chapter 5 of text) is essentially the conventional

one: One triangle is a "copy" of the other in the sense that

its-parts are "copies" of.the corresponding parts of the other.

But observe the precision with which it is formulated. The

correspondence doesn't depend on individual interpretation of

the vague term "corresponding" but is based objectively on A
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Pairing of the vertices

B --°) C Cl/

which induces a pairing of sides and of angles

35 C CIA'

,LA LC cf.

Notice how spelling out the notion "corresponding" in this way

-helps to point up the imporeance of the notion of a congruende

which is not men coned in the conventional treatment. Thus our

treatment brings o the fore the idea of a 1-1 correspondence

between the vertices of ABC and 4 AIBIC1 which ensures that

they are congruent because it requires corresponding sides and

corresponding angles to be congruent, that is to have equal

measures. This simple idea is capable of broad generalization.

Da-we need postulates onjcongruence of triangles? We haye

a lot of information on congruence.of segments and congruence

of angles, separately, but nothing to inter-relate these ideas.

For example, we cant yet prove that the base angles of an

isosceles triangle are congruent. Th we introduce the S.A.S.,

Postulate to bind together our knowledge of segment congruence

and angle congruence.

Now let us examine more closely the notion of congruence of

triangles. Is it really necessary to require equality of mea-
.

sure of six pairs of corresponding parts? If we think of the

sides of a triangle as its basic determining parts it seems very

natural to define congruent triangles as having corresponding

sides which are congruent. Naturally if we were to adopt this

definition we would postulate that if the corresponding sides

of two triangles are congruent their correspoRding angles also

are congruent, in order to ensure that this definition of con-

gruent triangles is equivalent to the familiar one. Notice

how much simpler the definition of a congruence between'

triangles becomes if we adopt the suggested definition. It is

merely a 1-1 correspondence between the vertices of the

triangles,

A AI, B- C
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which "preserves" distances
4

between any two vertices of

1tweed their corresponding

at is

in the sense that the distance

one triangle equals the distance

vertices in the second triangle,

AB = A'B', BC = B'C', AC =

111-4. Congruence of q+rilaterals. The main objection

to the suggested definition in the preceding Section is that it

doesn't generalize in the obvious way for polygons--not even

for quadrilaterals.

For example, a square and a

rhombus can have sides of the same

length and not be congruent. So

to guarantee congruence of quadri-

laterals it is not sufficient to

require.just that corresponding

sides be'-congruent, and it is customary to require in addition.

the congruence of corresponding angles. Thus the conventional

definition requiring congruence both of sides and of angles

applies equally well to triangles and quadlaaterals.

However angles, though very important, are rather strange

creatures compared to segments and it seems desirable, if

possible, to characterize congruent quadrilaterals in terms of

congruent segments, or equivalently, equal distances. This is

not so hard.

Going back to a triangle we observe that its three vertices

taken two at a time yield three segments or three distances and

that the figure is in a sense determined ,by these three dis-

tances. Similarly the four vertices of a quadrilateral yield

not four, but six segments (the sides and the diagonals) and

six corresponding distances, which serve to determine the quad-

rilateral. This suggests: If we have a 1-1 correspondence

A --> Al, B B1, C D

between the vertices of tht quadrilaterals ABCD, AIBICIP'

such that corresponding distances are preserved, that is

AB,AC,AD,BC,BD,CD AIBI,A1C1,A DI,B1C' BIDI,CID1,
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respectively, we call the correspondence a congruence and we

writ; ABCD = A'B'C'D'. It is not hard to show that this

definition is equivAlent to the more familiar one.

111-5. Cony ence of arbitrary figures. We now must face

the problem of fo lating a general definition of congruence.

The piecemeal proc =s we have employed, defining congruence

separately segmnts, angles, triangles, quadrilaterals is

unavoidable in an elementary treatment but is neither satisfy-

ing nor complete. For it still remains to define congruent

circles and congruent circular arcs and congruent.ellipses and

congruent rectangular solids, etc! In each case we construct

an appropriate definition, we are sure it is correct, and are

equally sure that the general concept has eluded us.

So let's make a fresh start. Suppose F and F' are two

congruent figures. Our basic intuition is that F' is an

exact copy of F. Somehow this entails that each "part" of F'

copi a corresponding "part" of F--that each point of F'

beha- s like some corresponding point of F. If F has a

sharp _oint at A then F' must have a sharp point at a cor-

responding point A'; if F has maximum flatness at B then

F'" has maximum flatness at a corresponding point B1; if F

has a largest chord pcl, of length 12.3 then F' has a cor-

responding largest chord FiCe of the same length, 12.3; and

so on. How can we tie together these illustrations in a simple

and precise way?

111-6. A congruence machine. Suppose instead of con-

ceiving F' as a given copy of F, we take F and try to

make a copy F' of it. As an illustration let F be a house

key. Then F' can be produced by a key duplicating machine.

The machine has the secret of the congruence concept--how does

it work?

The machine has two moving parts:

a scanning bar which traces the

given key and a cutting bar which

cuts a blank into a duplicate.

As the scanning bar traces dF

starting at its tip A, the

cutting bar traces the"blank
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starting at its corresponding tip A'. As the scanner moves to
position B, the cutter cuts away the metal and comes to rest

at a corresponding position Bt. When B rises to a "peak"
So does Bt--when B falls to a trough so does B'- -when B
traverses a line segment, B' traverses% line segment of
equal length.

What guarantees that this process yields a true copy?

Simply this: When the scanner isfixed in a position, B, the

cutter comes to rest in a position B' such that distances AB
and MB' ar- equal. And this is true for each position B
of the scanner. Clearly what the machine does is to associate

to each chord IR from A of F an,"equal" chord Artt from
A' of F'. And it associates the chords by associating their

endpoints B and B'. Precisely speaking, the machine effects

a 1-1 correspondence X Xt between F and F' such

that the distance AX always equals the distance A'X'.

Hoes this property hold just-for A, the tip of F, and

A' its correspondent in F'?

know where

F from

we start. What

A will hold just

we

as

Clearly not. The machine doesn't

have asserted about the chords of

well for the chords from any point

F and

P and

of F. So the 1-1 correspondence X.,(-11,Xt between

F' has the stronger property that for every choice of

Q if P4--* Q4*-----7Qt then PQ = Mt, or as we say the
correspondence preserve! distance. Here we have the essence of

the concept of congruence.

The legend has it that when Pythagoras succeeded in proving

the theorem ascribed to him, he was so elated that he sacrificed

the hecatomb of oxen to the gods. Surely in the light of this

tradition the formal-definition of congruence deserves a sec-

tion all to itself.

111-7. The definition. Let x4--k-Xt be a 1-1 corre-

spondence between two sets of points 0-'T, F' such that

P' , Q

always implies PQ = P'Q'. Then we say F is congruent to F'
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and we write F = Fl. Moreover we call the 1 -1 correspondence
a congruence between F and Fl.

This definition is the culmination of two thousand years of
thinking about congruence. Although it may seem quite abstract

it unifies and unites the piecemeal discUssion of congruence we
have given. Every instance of congruent figures discussed

above from segments to quadrilaterals can be proved to be a
case of our general definition. This is discussed in detail in

the Appendix on Rigid Motion in the text. -*

As a simple illustration of the definition let F and Ft

be triples of noncollinear points, say F is (A, B, C) and
Pi' is (Al, B1, CI). Let the 1-1 correspondence between
F and Ft which preserves distance be

(1) A4---4.10, a'
"ItThen we have AB.= AIBI, BC = B'C',

AC = MCI. We see intuitively

that F1 is a copy of F. Now A C A' C'

shift from the point triples to the triangles they determine.

The S.S.S. Theorem tells that tiABC is congruent to AAtRICT
th,the conventional sense.

El e'

It follows (see the k endix on Rigid Motion) that

AABC 7 AAIBICI in e sense of our definition. Actually

there is a 1-1 corre pondence between the infinite point sets

AABC, A AIBICT whic makes the vertices correspond as in (1)

and which hats- -_e property that PA--0Ply Q Qt always

implies PQ

Observe ow the correspondence between the triangle is

engendered by the trivial seeming correspondence between their

vertices. For example, if P is on rt. its correspondent PI

is determined as the unique point PI on A'B' such that

A'T' = AP. Let us think of the finite set of its ve tices,
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(A, El, C), as a "skeleton" of &ABC. Then if the skeletons

(A, R, C), (AI,- BI, CI) of two triangles are congruent the

triangles as a-whole are congruent - -using "congruent" in its

present sense. This idea was too comPlex to introduce in

)Chapter 5 of the text. But it was fore-thadowed there in the

insistence that congruence of triangleb was the consequence of

the existence of a "congruence" between them- -that is, a 1-1

correspondence between their sets of vertices which preserves

lengths of sides and measures of angles.

There is an essential elementdDf complexity in the defini-
_A

tion of congruence : It requires (fin general) the pairing off of

the points of two infinite sets so,a4 to preserve distance.

This is unavoidable - -It even seemsto be present in the compara-

tively simple problem of duplicating keys. There is however an

important element of simplicity: We don't have to mention

angles and the preservation of their measures--the distance

concept covers the situation. It follows easily that angle

measures are preserved:

for if P.4).PI, Q4--aq correspond under a

congruence between F and F', and F, Q, R are non-

collinear, we see by the S.S.S. Theorem that

You may find it interesting to give for quadrilaterals a

discussion like the above for triangles--consider the vertex

sets (A, B, C, (A', B', C', D') of quadrilaterals ABCD,

AIWCIDf as their "skeletons." In this connection recall the

discussion of congruence of quadrilaterals at the end of Sec-

tion 0
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111-8. Motion in geometry. We can state the definition

of rigid motion now, but it probably will be more meaningful if

we say a few words first about the sense in which "motion"

used in contemporary geometry.

Let a body 9 move physically from an initial position F.

in space to a final position F'. It is not necessary Tor our

purposes in geometry (as compared say with inematics or fluid

dynamics to bother about the intermediate stages of the motion.

So we can describe the motion merely by specifying the initial

position X in F of an arbitrary point P of body B and

its corresponding final position X' in Ft. In its most

general form, then, a motion is conceived as a 1-1 correspon-

dence or transformation between two figures F and Ft. The

technical term "transformation" is often preferable to "motion"

since it doeenIt suggest various irrelevant attributes of,physi-

cal motion.

111-9. Rigid Motion. A motion or transformation between

two point sets F and PI is a rig4d motion if it preserves

distances--that is if it is a congruence between F and Fl. as

defined in Section 111-7. A.detailed discussion of the concept

of rigid motion appears in an Appendix to the text.

To introduce you to the modern theory of congru'ent figures

d rigid motion we have put the main- emphasis on the first,

since it is more familiar and seems easier to apprehend. How-

ever, gl cing back at the definition of congruent figures,

you see that it implicitly involves the notion of rigid Motion.

In fact now we can reword it: F is congruent to F' provided

there exists a rigid motion between them, or a wi say more

graphically, a rigid motion which "trans orms F into Fl".

Tia-is the highly refined culmination he vague and famou

classical statement which served to introduce our discussion

of congruence: "Two figures are congruent if they can be made

to coincide by a rigid motion."

Sometimes the clarification of the basic concepts of a

branch of mathematics firms up the foundations, puts the

stone on the superstructure and sets it to rest. This is not
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so here. The concept of rigid motion has stimulated the study

of classical geometry, has yielded new insights and helped to

unfold new unities. It has suggested the study of More general

geometric transformations ("non-rigid motions") and has pre-

sented probis to thi field of Modern Algebra, since motions
tend to occur in certain "natural algebraic f ion called
groups.'

In the first place congruence and .rigid motion have an

impact on geometry since they apply to all figures. We can

talk precisely not merely about congruence of br rigid motion
between) triangular pyramids or spklerical zones or hyperbolic

paraboloids but also of lines, planes, space, half-planes, rays,,

etc. At first it may sound silly to say a line is congruent to

a line--but try to find a better replica of a line tharti a linel

It must be just because the relation congruence applied to

lines is so fundamental and.universal that we are not conscious

Of it--as a fish must be unconscious of the notion humidity.

In a first approach, congruence takes on importance es applied

,'to segments (or angles or triangles) precisely45ecaUse not all

segments (or angles or triangles) are congruent to each othe

00 it may seem trivial to say a line-is congruent to a line

or a plane to a plane or space to itself. But suppose we shift

the focus from the static idea of congruent figures to the

dynamic--and logically prior--idea of rigid motion. 16 it

trivial to say there exist rigid motions between lines or be-

tween planes or between space and itself? Just to ask this

question discloses a broad vista: One of the principal concerns

of contemporary geometry (or contemporary mathematic4) is he

study of transformaiions (rigid and non-rigid) of n-dimensibnal

spaces.
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COnSider)he _simples case:

Rigid motions which transform a

line' L into. aline LI.- If

L LI we have slides or rans-

A6lationa which "move" the points , L

of L along parallel transversals

to get their corresponding points

of LI.. If L and LI meet in

jUst one point. C we have a

rotation about C. If L and

LI coincide, that" is_ L = LI,

(we have two types of rigid motions

operating on L:
A

(1) translations along' L;

(2) reflections of L in a point C, where point C of L

is "fixed" (that is it corresponds to itself) and every other

point of L "moves" on L from one side Of. C to the other.

C or

A 4 P
L

C

Similar considerations apply to planes. The theory cul-,

minates in the study of rigid motions of space-that is between

space and itself. Here-the basic types are translations, in

-which no point is fixed, rotations in which each point of a line

(the axis of the rotation) is fixed, and reflections ins. plane

to which each point of plane e is fixed and the Ialf'

spaces separated by 6 are "interchanged." More precisely a

reflection in 6 is a transformation 3---*X1 such that if

X is in S then' XI = X- and if X is not in then 6 is
the perpendicular bisector of Al. All rigid motions of space

are "combinations" of these three basic types, just as all

positive integers other than I are combinations:of primes.

You may say that the theory of rigid motions of lines,

planespls<nes and space is attractive and relatively simple, but



haVen t we left out the,annoying compleiitieslinvolved in the

study of. specific congrtient figui.es like segments, trunbated

triangular pyramids and cones with oval bases?' Not at all$

They are.elegantly covered in the theory of rigid Motions of

the basic-"linear manifolds": line, plane, space.

a very simple.illustration

suppose segment Xff is congruent

to segment, Then there is a

rigid motion betWeen them which, .

let:us say, makes A correspond

o At and B to Bt. Now,we

have the remarkable result that

this rigid motion, mtich is a certain kind of 1-1 correspon-'

dence between segMents and ATIP.:, can be extended to form

a rigid motion between thp Whole line IS and the whole line

AIBI--and this extension an beMade in just one way. 5 11'hF we'

dontt disturb the correspondence between .n and ATIg.r but

"amplify it.by suitably defining a unique correspondent for

each point of AB not in so that the final correspondence4".
is a rigid motion between AB and AlBt. So in the study-of

rigid motions between lines as whol, we are automatically

covering all possible rigid motions and hence all possible

relations of congruence) between 71inear" figures; (that is,,

subsets of lines which contain more than one point). Similarly

any _rigid motion between "planar" figures (that Is, subsets cif

a plane which are not contained in any line) is uniquely extend-

able to a rigid motion of their ontaining planes. Finally we

observe that any conceivable rigid motion ia.encompasiedby a

rigid motion of space.

111 -10. Non-rigid motions. As we have indicated, modern

geometry 1.6 concerned with transformations that_do not preserve

distance, as well as with those which do. In Euclidean

Geometry the most important example is a similarity, which ears

the same relation to similar figures-'that a congruence o _gig'

motion does to figures which are-bgngrUent. Formally u ose n
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X XI is a 1-1 correspondence' between f os F _ F'

such that
Q4=--*Q1

4

.always implies MI = kFQ where k ,is a fixed'positive

number. ,Then we call the correspondence a similarity trans-

formation 'Or a similarity and w say F ar to Fl. It

.easily follOwfi that a similarity transformation--although. it

is not in general a rigid motion -- always preserves angle mea-

sures.' This definition'Oesimliar f4gures, when restricted to

triangles, can be proved equivalent'to the familiar one. The

simplest general type of simillrity is the dilatation (in a

pYane or in space )--thls:.;* a similarity which leaves

point C fixed and radially "Stretches" the dista_nbe of any

point from C. by a positive factor k.
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Other impor arit types of transformations are central in
,

various geometric theories. "or,example, "parallel projection"

between planes in affinegeometry; "central 0%ojection" between

planes in projective geometry;, and topologlcal transformations,

which are a type of continuous 1-1 correspondence, in

topology. The theory of map - making, is concerned with various

"projections" or other kinds-of trantformations between a sphere

Cone, cylinder.Or plane.

And so we hake ended our talk by touching upon a modern

generalization of ,rigid motion which well might merit a tam
4F

for itself.
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SOMA MAC GN STUDIES II

The Studies in MathOat_ -, Volume II, Euclidean Geometry

Based on. Ruler and Protracto Axioms watr-prepared to help teachers

become familiar with tile approach to Euclidean Geometry which has

been adopted by SMSG. It was intended for'' -use in summer courses

for teachers, and is not suitable either is a text for high school

students or as a teachers' manual. This volume of Studies probes

into the foundations of geometry, Covering' Material whiCh id too

difficuilt for most hip school students, but which it is desirable'

for teachers to know._ It analyzes the changes in attitude toward

geometrical ideas,from Greek times to the present, and traces the

modifications 'of geometrical terminology, notation, and other

aspects of expression which the changes in attitude have brought

about.

In particular, Studies II goes into considerable detail about.,

the Ruler and ?roptractor Postulates-- and their implications..

Because of the central role played by these postulates in Geometry .

with Coordinates', Studies II is of special'value to teachers of

this text.

The remainder of this Tarr( is devoted to a brief analysis of

the differences between the postulate system_ of Geomtr with

Coordinates and the form of the postulates-discussed in-Studies II;

so as to make the latter book as.useful as possible to'teachers of

G.W.

(1), The postulates of connection stated in Chapter 3 of

Studies-II, are called the incidence postulates in G.W. The

obvioUs correspondence between the two sets of postulates is shown

in the following table.

G.W. Studies II

Postulate 2 la'

5 lb

3

8 4

9 5
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Postulates r, k, and 7 lkof--0.W. COm ig5ed with the otheriG.W._

ineidenee postulates establish ''Theorem -7 which correspond8 to
Postulate lewof Studies II. In.O.W.;itht statements that lines

'and planes are sets afpoints'are made in the postulates. In
StUdiga II, these statements are made in the, remarks preceding the

postulates. The mathematical content of these two systems-of

postulates is exactly the same though they do effer in wording
and noMbering.

(2) e discussion of distance and the Ruler Postulate
Chtpfer 4 of.Studies.II, does nOZ involve a consideration of
different units of measurement, as treated in G.W. The Talk on

-'the Concept of'Cengruebel makes clear that betweenness and related
matters can be adequately handled without changing the units of
measurement. If G.W. were to express all diStances in terms of
on nit -pair, then Postulates 11 and 13 would 13e unnecessary and
Fostulate.10 would be ,modified. This modified postulate would
state simply that associated with every pair of points is a number
called the dlitance between them, and that this number is positive
if the points of the'pair are distinct and zero if the points are
the same. If the distance between P and Q were denoted by
PQ, then PQ = QP just as in the` -G.W. text since, there is no
preferred order for the points. (In the notation orStudies II
this equality is written d(P, Q) = d(Q, P).

00
(5) It is clear that Postulate 12, the Ruler Postulate in

G.W., combined with the definiqon of a coordinate System is
equivalnt to Postulate 7 of Studies II.

(4) The definition of betweenness in Studies II is related to
the Betweenness - Distance Theorem, Theorem 3-9 of G.W. In the'
discussion of the latter in the text it is pointed out that the

distance relation involved in the theorem characterizes between-
ness. Thus the equivalence of the two different definitions may
be established.

(5) The difference between the Protractor Axioms in G.W.
and in Studies II, lies in the fact that uses a "circular
protractor" while Studies II uses in the. background a "semicircular
protractor." As a consequence of using the'.'circular protractor"
there is a close analogy between the Protractor Postulate and the
Ruler Postulate in G.W. since both deal with coordinate systems.
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This analogy Is nowhere near a striking when the "semicircular

protractor"- is.used.

The-ray-coordinate system in G.W. -also leads more naturally

to the extension of the concept of angles as needed in trigonometry

and to to introduction of polar coordinates in later courses:

We note that Postulate 9 of Studies II corresponds to

Postulate 16 of G.W. Postulate 10 of Studies II is similar to

Postulate.17 of G.W.. Postulates 11 and 12 of Studies II are con-

sequences of Po stulates 16, 17, and 18 ot G.W. The discussion- in

Studies II of these.postOlates about angles is concerned primarily

with synthetic techniques. of proving that certain lines intersect;

and kindred matters.

One of the important. aspects of coordinate geometry is that,

as soon as we are in a position to pursue geometric theory using.
6,7

coordinkps, the difficulty of answering many-of the questions of
7-,

synthetic geometry raised in*Studies II concerning betweenness and

the separation postulates disappears. This is because the coor-

dinatbs of points and equations of lines, planes, circles, spheres,

etc. carry with them complete information for settling these ques-

tions in a straight - forward algebraic manner.

,

.A careful reaming of Studies II is bound to be both pleasant

and profitable.
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A DEVELOPMENT IN WHICH SIMILARITY

PRECEDES CONGRUENCE

In the text we first developed the notion of congruent

triangles, introduced the para1iel postulate, developed the

notion of similarity, and then proved the Pythagorean Theorem

and its-converse. There are other ways of organizing this part

of Euclidean geometry. The tioular. way to be outlined here

introduces a similarity postul te first.- The notion of

congruence then appears as a natural and special instance of

similarity. The "parallel postulate" Occurs as a theorem, and

the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse are easily obtained.

We dad not choose to follow this organization in the text

for two reasons:

1. It represents a considerable departure fm the

traditional organization of geometry.
v

'2. It places the discussion of the relation between non-

Euclidean and Eiaclidean geometry into somewhat unfamiliar

teraitory. For instance, the distinction between Hyperbolic

and Euclidean geometry hinges in this setting (since the

"parallel postu-Ite" is now a theorem in our development of

Euclidean geome3t on the fact that in Hyperbolic geometry ifcy
the lengths of the sides of one triangle are double those of

a -econd triangle, the two triangles are not similar. The

di 6overy of non - Euclidean geometry is also difficIt to

licate in this setting, since, historically, the discovery

came about from cloie study of the role of the parallel

postulate. On the other hand, we consider this organization ,

to be attractive because of its conciseness and the consequent

rapidity with which we can get to analyticlgeometry in the

plane. We also feel/there are many pedagogical advantages to

be gained from viewing congruence as a special case of

'similarity.



In writing an outline of the development based on

similarity we will resort to a telegraphic style": postulate,

definition, theoreffi, woof, etc., with few intervening remarks.

If you,.wish to teach from this outline, you will have to "clothe

its bare bones"' and supply your own problems. There is material

in the text that could easily be'tlapted with only slight

modificatioh. Another source is Basic Geometry by G. D. irkhoff

and R. Beatley, Third tdition, Chelsea Publishifig Company,

New York,Plhich is organized on a similar plan.

The following Outline is arCinteresting-lample 9f the

changes in organization that result from choosing a different

postula4e, .even though the postulates as a whole describe the
F-

same geometry. We also remark that because of the need for

some theorems about parallels. in developing analytic geometry

we inserted them in the outline in spite of phe fact that the

Pythagorean Theorem and its converse could have been established

immediately following the theorems on perpendiculars. In other

words, the Pythagorean Theorem and-its converse were not our

only goals, since we wished to complete the synthetic framework

needed to introduce and discuss plane analytic geometry.

line of a Chester on Similarity and Congruence

1. Introduction

F

Relationship between floor plans of a building and. the

) floors of the actual building.

Scale - drawing.

"Same shape."

Proportionality

Definition. The numbers p, q, are said to be

proportional t6 the numbers a, b, c, , if and

only if there is a non-zero number k such that

p = ka q = kb , r = kc

The number k' is called the t of proportion-

elity or proportionality factor.

Eiamples.

Properties of proportionality.
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Similarity and Congruence

.One-to-one correspondences between the vertices of

triangles and, notation: (Same as 14 text omitting

any reference to the idea of congruence and replacing

such references by appeals=to idea of Same shape.)

Ation; The six parts of a triangle are its

and its sides.

Given a one -to-Pne correspondence twsen the
vertices of=trianglas ABC and DEF , AEC 4--b-DEF ,

the six pair of corresponding parts are: LA and

LD LE and LE , Lc and

and MP , TU and mr .

F; in and N,

a

Definitions. A one-to-one correspondence between vertices.

of triangles is said to be a similarity if and only

if corresponding angles are congruent and the lengths

of corresponding sides are proportional.

Triangles are said to be similar if and only if there

is a one-to-cne correspondence between their vertices

that is a similarity. Notation " "

Theorem. If Tl , T2 , T3 are triangles, then

(1) Tl is similar to TI

(2) If T- is similar to T ,then T is
2 similar

to T1

(3)IfT_
-1

is similar to T2 y T
2 is similar

t T thenT_Is similar to T-3 -1 3

Proof: -Propertie of one-to-one correspondences and

definition of similarity.

Experiment. To show reasonableness of following postulate.
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Postulate. (StA.S. Similarity Postulate.

If there' is a one-to-one corspondet ce betyeeh the

verticbs of triangles such that the lengths of two

sides of one are proportional to .the.correspon4ng

lengths of the sides of the other.and the angle

included by the two sides is congruent to the corre-'

atonding angl -of the other, then the'cOrrespohdenc

is a similar

Definitions. A simile-, 'ter between triangles is said to be

a congruence if ands only if-the proportionality facto

between the lengths of the cdresponding-sides is one.

In this case the triangles are said to be congruent.

Notation. AABC ADEF

Theorem. If Ti T2 , T3 are triangles, then

(1) (WT is ccingruent to Ti

(01fT-iscongruenttoT2,thenT2is
congruent to T1 .

If Ti is congruent to '- and Ts
-T

d
2

congruent to T3 then
Pi

is. congruent

Proof'. Properties of one-to-one correspondences and

definition of congruence.

Theorem. (S.A.S Congruence Theorem.)

(3)

If there is a. one -to -one correspondence between the

vertices of ttlangles, such-that two sides and the

included angle of one are congruent4 respectively, to

the corresponding sides and angle of the other, then

the correspondence,is a congruen-e and the taanglea

are congruent.

Proof: An 4m0ediate consequence of the definition of

congruence(and the S.A.S. Similarity Postulate.
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EXperiment. To Motivate next theored:

Theorem. (A.A*-Similarity peotem.)

If there is a one-to-one correspondence betWeen the

vertices of two triangles such that two angled of=

are congruent to the corresponding_ angles. of

he other,-then the correspondence is a similarity

and the triangles are similar.

Proof: Let ABC and DEF The the given-triangles,

ABC4S-40DEF the given one-to-one correspondence and

LA Z15 LE F

.0 0

We-have to prove AABC A, ADEF . Since 'AB 0

there exists k / 0 such that 'DE kAB . On 47-f
v

locate d such that EG = kBC . Then since .BC / 0 ,

D, E, G are vertices of a triangle and by the
.0

S.A.S. Similarity Postulate AABC ADEG .

Consequently, LA .Z' LODE . But LA FDE ,
...

therefore, 0 lies on both Lid and Hence
a is F . Hence ABC A, ADEF-.

Remhrk. Note re9mblance between this proof and .the

proof of the A.S.A,,-Congruence Theorem in Appendix V.

Theorem. (S.A.A. Congruence Theorem.)

If there Is a one-to-one correspondence between the

vertices of two triangles such that two angles and a

side of one'are congruent, respectively, to the corre-

sponding angles and side of the'other, then the corre-

-spondence is a congruence and the triangles are

congruent.

Proof: Immediate consequence of A.S.A. Similarity Theorem

and definition,,of congruence.
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Definition. A triangle is said to be, isosceles if and

only df at least tWo of its sides are congruent.

Definition. A t-iangle,is'said to be equilateral if and,

Only if all 'three sides are congruent.

Definitions. In a'nanequilateral isosceles triangle the

side that is not congruent to either'of the.other'two

1,s said, o be the base 0.13' the triangle.

The angles of the triangle that contain the base are

said to be the base angles of the triangle.

Remark. Any side of an equilateral triangle may be called

a base. Once a base has been chosen, then the

previous definition can be used to identify base

angles.

'Theorem. Base Angles of an isosceles triangle are

congruent.) ,If two sidessof a triangle are congruent,

then the angles opposite them are congruent;

'Proof: In AABC let AB

We have to prove /A EC By S.A.S. Similarity

ZAPostulate AAPC ACHA Hence,

Theorem. (S.S. ,Similarity Theorem.)

If there is a one-to-one correspondence between

vertices of triangles such that corresponding sides

are proportional, I, hen the correspondence is a

similarity and the Lriangles are similar.

Proof: Let ABC and DEF be the given triangles,

ABC DEF the given one-to-one correspondence.

Suppose that DE , EF FD are proportional to

AB ) BC , CA with proportionality factor k /' 0 .

We are to prove. AABC ADEF . Due to the

construction used in the proof we distinguish three

cases.
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"-CASE CASE

I

I

G G
_

On the opposite side of DE from

such that LDEG /ADC and EG

proportionality factor. Since DE

CASE 3

F , there is a

= kBC

point G

where k is the

B , AAEC ADEO

by the S.A.S. Similarity Postulate. From this similarity

we conclude two key facts.

(a) DG = DF (For the similarity implies DO

and by hypothesis DF = kAC,

(b) EG = EF (For the similarity implies EG = kEC

and by hypothesis EF kDC .)

For the remainder of the proof, we distinguish three cases

according a'sthe point of intersection H of FG with

DE lies between E and D , is an endpointt of ED ,

does not lie in- ED . Examples of these cases are

illustrated in the diagrams above.

Case 1. (H be6men E and D Since EG = EF AGEF

is isosceles. Consequently LEFG Further-

more, since DG = DF ADFG isosceles and

LDFG LDGF /Hence 0FG ZEFG = m LDGF GF

Now ZDFG ar ZEFG are adjacent angles and

and ZEGF are adjacent angles, so the sums of their

measures are, respectively, 'm LBFE and m LDGE .

But we proved the sums of these measures are dqual;

hence LDFE LDGE Consequently ADEF ADEG

by S.A.S. Similarity Postulate. Since AABO ABEG

this means AAEC ADEF
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Case 2. (H an endpoint of RT .) if, H = E , then it

follows from LAG m BF that .8DFG is iftsceles and

L_PFE /DGE . Hence 8 DEF 8DEG by the S . A . S

Similarity Postulate. ConseqNntly AAEO ", A
4

If ,H = D , then it follows from E = EF that

8EFa is isosceles and /DFE DGE . Consequently,

above, ABC 8DEF

Case 3 (H not in E.) In this case, the argtment is

similar to that of Case 1 except that near the end of

the argument a difference, of angle measures is involved

instead of a sum

Remark:. 'Note resemblance between this proOf and the proof

of the 8.3.5.. Congruence Thebrem in Appendix V.

Theorem. (.s. Theorem.)

If there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

vertices of triangles such that corresponding sides

are congruent then the correspondence is a congruence.
1

Proof: Immediate consequence of .S. Similarity Theorem

and definition of congruence.

4. Sum of the Measures of the Angles of a Triangle.

Objective. To show that the sumLof the measures of ne

angles of a triangle is 180
.

Experiment. Make a, cardboard triangle AEC . Locate the

midpoints D, E, F of each of its sides. Label as

in the figure.

Cut along the segMents joining the midpoints to fom

four triangles, ADE , DBF FEC . Verify that

the four triangles seem to be congruent. A e they

similar to AABC ? Reassemble these triangl

form the original figure and label so that, when the
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figure is disaspembled, you cart identify which

vertices and sides are corresponding. Do you see.

that LBFD LFCE ZDFE LDAE LEFC = LDBF ?

Does this together with the fact that

BFD m LDFE 4-21 LEFC - 180 suggest a method of

proving that the sum of the meabures'of the angles

of AA EC iS 180 ?

Theorem. In AABC , if D E are the midpoints of AB

AC , respectively, then AABC LADE

Proof: Using:the notation of:the statement of the theorem,

We know that AB = 2-AD , AC =,2AE , LDAE - BAC'.

Hence by S.A.S. similarity Postulate AABC LADE

Theorem. If :E, F are the midpoints of the sides AB
AC , EG , respectively, of AABC , then ,

A AEC A., A ADE ,

8 ABC A, A DBF ,

A ABC A EFC

ABC A, A FED

Procif: Using the notation of the statement of the theorem,

we see that the first three items in the conclusion,

follow from the -receding theorem. From these three_

items -and the fac- that D, E, F are midpoints of

the sides, we conclude that BC 2DE , AC = 2DF ,

AB 2EF . Hence, 8_- Congruence Theorem,-

AABC AFED , the final item in the conclusion.

Theorem. (Angle Sum Theorem.)

The sum of the measures of the angles of any

triangle'is 180 .

Proof: Let the vertices of the triangle considered be

depoted by A, B, C . Let D, E, F be the midpoints

respectively, of AB , AC ,;BC , From the previous

theorem, ZA Dom , LB , ZDFB . Hence

ZA +111 B+m C=r1ILDFE -1-mLEFb +mLDFB . But

m LbFE ± m LEFC =In LDFC since is between -FD
--tw

and Fe-7- Now, m LDFE m LDFC = 180 , since these

angles form* linear- pair. Hance

IC = 180 .LA --0m
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Definition.- ,Given a triangle, then an `angle contained in

the union.of the lines containing the sides of

triangle is said to be an exterior angle of the

triangle if and =only if it forms a linear pair W11041

an angle of the triangle.
A

Remark. Exterior angles of a triangle at the same vertex

are congruent.

-Theorem. (Ekterior Angle Theorem..)

The measure of an exterior angle'of a triangle is

equal to the sum of the measures of the opposite

angles of the triangle.

Proof: immediate consequence of -fin- ion and Angle Sum

Theorem. `14

Corollary. (Weak form of. Exterior Angle Theorem)

The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is

greater than the measure of either opposite angle

of the triangle.

perpendicularity and Parallelism

Theorem. If is a line and P is a point not on ,

then there is at most one perpendicularto--e that

contains P

Proof: Use the notation of/the theorem and suppose-that

there exist two distinct perpendiculars to
Ci.

through P . Let 1-10 intersection of these perpen-

diculars with I he the points Q and R Then

This contradicts the

1-14nce there is at most one

containing P

APQR has two right angles,

angle sum theorem.

to."per-endicular

Theorem. If a line and P is a point not on

there is at least one perpendicular to

contains P



Proof: Use the notation of the theorem. the previouS

theorem and the fact that contains more than one

point, there is a point Q on I such that PQ is

not perpendicular to ,e .Let 13 be a point on

not the same as Q . On the side of 1? that

does not contain P , there is a point S such that

LPQR )

The segment PS meets Ae in a point T . (T

but T R is possible.) Now APQT /1°1' by

S.A.S. - Congruence Theorem. Hence ZQTP = ZQTS
but since these angles form a linear pair,

QTP = 90 . Therefore PS is perpendicular

Remark. These two theorems can be combined with the result

obtained in Chapter 4 to give the following theorem. -

Theorem. If in a plane, I and P are respectively a

line and ,a point-then there is exactly one line in

plane that is perpendicular to and contains

P .

Definition. Two lines are said to be parallel I

if they are coplanar and do not intersect.

Theorem. If I it a line and P is a point not on

them there is at least one line parallel to _;te

--d only

through P

Proof: Using the notation of the theorem, there is a line

through P perpendicular to . There is also

a line n perpendicular to m at P in the plane

deermined by P ands Line n is thus co-

planar with Furthermore, n contains. -P and

does not intersect I , for, if it did intersect

the Angle Sum Theorem would be contradicted,: Hence

n is parallel to - through P .
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Theorem. If ,e is a line and P is a point not on -41

then there is at most one line parallel to -17
through P

Proof: Using the notation of the theorem, from the proof

of the previous theorem we know that there is a line

n through P parallel to _ , and that the perpen-

dicular to through P that meets at Q is,

such that NpQ is perpendicular to both and n

S

Now suppose that there is a line h through P that

is parallel to 40! and distinct from n . Since h

is distinct from n and parallel to , there is a

point R of .11 that lies in the intersection of

the halfplane determined by J and P and the half-

plane determined by n andicri . The perpendicular

through R to PQ meets PQ in a point between

P and Q Let k be the number such that PQ ='-(PS.

We see that k / 0 . In the halfplane determined by

.PQ and R there is a point T on _E such that

QT - 1CRS By the Similarity Postulate,

APSR APQT . Hence PR 2 ZQPT . Therefore PQ

coincides with PT , that is, h intersects at

T . This contradiction to the assumption that h

is parallel to and different from n leads to

the conclusion. that there is at most one parallel to

through P

Theorem. If t is coplanar with two parallel lines and

perpendicular to one of Them, then it is perpen-

dicular to the other.
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Proof: Let the two parallel lines be denoted by'

n . Suppose that J is perpendicular to

P denote the intersection of -69 and 41.11

there is ,one and only one parallel to m thrOUgh,

is

it

cannot be. parallel to m Since

planar with it therefore intersects

'point Q

As in the proof of existence of line parallel to a

given ',line thtough a point not on the given line,

the line through, P. in the plane of a n and Q and

perpendicular' to -.I is parallel to n . Since there

is only one_ parallel to n through Q , this line

must be m . Hence m is perpendicular to

Definitio A transversal of two coplanar lines is a line

that intersects their union in two points.

ition An angle contained in the union of two

coplanar lines and a transversal of them is said to

be an interior angle formed by the transversal and

the pair of lines if and only if a side of the angle

is in one of the lines and the other side of the

angle is in the transversal and contains a point of

the second line.

Definition. Two interior angles ,formed by a transversal

to a pair of coplanar lines. are said to be alternate

- interior angles if and Only if the intersection of

the interiors of the angles is empty, and they do

not form a linear pair,

Theorem. If two alternate interior anglesformed.by a

transversal to a pair. of coplanar lines are congruent,

then the other two alternate interior angles formed

are also congruent.
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Proof: Based on fact that s- upplernents of angles with

equal measure have equal measure.

Theorem. If
1

and are parallel lines and t is a

transversal to them then alternate interior angles

are congruent.

Froo Let the points of the intersection of t wi

be P and Q , respectively.
t

R P

The perpendicular through Q to
1

meets

point H . Since 21 and
`2

are parallel,

in a

QR

is .thevefore perpendicular to . If R coincides

with P then alternate interior angles are right

angles and are congruerit. If R does not coincide

with P , then m LQPR m ZPQR = 90 ; since. QRP is

a right triangle. If X is a point' on ,e2 in the

half plane determined by -t and not containing H

then m LyQX m ZPQR = 90 . Hence ZRIDR

Thus alternate interior angles are congruent.

Theorem. If a transversal to a pair of coplanar lines

1
and 2 is such that the alternate interior

angles formed are congruent, then ..tel and A are
parallel.

Proof: Use the notation of the theorem. Let P and

denote the points of t on _ and 2
respectively. If t is perpendicular to both

and 4 then and 4, cannot intersecta
without contradicting the Angle Sum Theorem, and are

therefOre parallel, nice they are coplanar.'
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If t is not perpendicular to both X, and

then' it is perpendicular to neither of them. Let R

be the point of intersection of the perpendicular

through P to .

2

Let X be a point on on the opposite ,side of

from R . By hypothesis XPQ = m LPQR Rut,'

since ZPRQ. is a right angle, m LIM m LyQii . 90

Hence m Rpq m LXPQ = 90 . Therefore PR is

perpendicular to both lines
1

and ...g There-

fore Y
1

and cannot meet without contradicting

the Angle Sum Theorem. SAbe- /l and _8 are

coplanar, they are therefore p -11el.

6. Pythagorean Theorem

Definitions In a right triangle the side that i not

contained in the right angle is called the hypotenuse.

The si hat are contained in the right angle are

calleeth

thag rean Theorem.)Theorem.

If a t__ ng e is a right triangle the square of the

length the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the

Squares of the lengths of the legs.

Proof:. As in the text, or any of a variety of proofs in

the literature.

Theorem. (Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem.)

If the sum of the squares of the lengths of two sides

of a triangle is equal to the square of the length of

the third, then the triangle is a right triangle and

the third side is the hypotenuse,

Proof: As in the text, or any otia variety of proofs in

the literature.
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INTRODUCTION TO NON- EUCLIDEAN' GEOMETRY

About one- hundred and fifty years ago, a revolution in
mathematical thought began with the discovery of a geometrical.
theory-which differed from the classical theory f space
formulated by Euclid'about 300 B.C. Euclid's Geometry Tex'
the Elements, was the finest example of deductive thinking
human race had known, and had beds so considered for two
thousand years. It was believed to be a perfectly accurate
description of physical space, and at the same time, the only
way in which the human mind could conceive space. It is no
small wonder 'Olen that the deVelopment of theories of non-
Euclidean,geometry had an impact on mathematical thought-
comparable to that of Darwin in biology, Copernicus in astronomy
or Einstein in physics.

How ditt this revolutionary change come about? Strangely
enough it may be considered to have had its origin in Euclid's
text. Although he lists his postulates at the beginning, he

refrains from employing one of them until he can go no fu her
without its. This is the famous fifth postulate which we may
state in equivalent form as

Euclid's Parallel Postulate. If point P is not on line
L , there' exists only one line through P which is parallel to
L

It seems probable that Euclid deferred the introduction of
the fifth postulate because he considered it more complex and
harder to grasp than his other postulates.

The consequences of introducing Euclid'_s Parallel Postulate
are almost phenomenal. Using it we get:

1. The Alternate Interior Angle Theorem for parallel lines,
0

2. The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle

180 ,

3. Parallel lines are everywhere equidistant,

The existence of rectangles of preassigned dimensions.
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As remote but recognizable consequences of Euclid's Parallel

PoStulale, we have:

5. The familiar theory of area in terms of square-unit,s

which in effect reduce any plane figure to an equivalent

rectangle,

6. The familiar theory of similarity,

7. The Pythagorean Theorem.

There is no explicit evidence-that Euclid considered the

fifth postulate an improper assumption in his_basfs for

geometry. tBut generations of mathematicians for over 2000 years-

were dissatisfied with it, and worked hard and long in attempts

to deduce it as a theorem from the other seemingly simpler

postulates. Right up to the beginning of the 19th century able

mathematicians convinced themselves that they had settled the

problem only to have flaws discovered in their work. Sometimes

they employed the principle of the indirect method and developed

elaborate and subtle arguments to prove that the denial of

Euclid's Parallel Postulate would force one into a contradiction.
6 _

None of these arguments stood up under analysis. Finally early

in the 19th century, J. Eolyai (1802-1860), a Hungarian army

officer, and N. I. Lobachevsky (178-71856), a Russian professor

of mathematics at the University o fCazan, independently intro=
.

duced theories of geometry based c

Parallel Postulate.

a contradiction of Euclid's

The purpose of this talk is to give an elementary intro-

tion to the non-Euclidean theory of geometry which Bolyal

and Lobachevsky created.

I. Two Non-Euclidean Theorems

In this part we try to give you, without a long prelimi-

nary discussion, the flavor of non-Euclidean geometry. Our

viewpoint is this: Suppose we consider the hypothesis that

there are two lines parallel to a particular line hrough a

particular point. What will follow? As a basis for our

deductions we assume the postulates of Euclidean geometry except

for the Parallel Postulate, specifically Postulates 1 through

21 of the text.
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log

of which is parallel to L

the interior of some angle.

Theorem 1. Let P be a point and a line not contain-
P such that there are two distinct

ST

Then

lines through P each

L is wh lay contained in

A
M

A'

L
t.

Proof: Let lines M and N contain P and be parallel
,1

to L . Then M and N separate the plane into four "parts"

each of which is the interior of an angle. Specifically these

jerts or regions may be labeled as the interiors of the angles

LAPS, LA'PB' LA'PB , APB' where P is between A and A'

on M and P ig between B and B' on N . Let Q be any

point o Since L does not meet M or N , Q is not

on M or N So Q is in one of the four angle interiors,

y the interior of LAIPB Now where can L lie? ,Note that

one of its points Q is in the interior of LAW and that
L does not meet the sides the angle LAIPB . Clearly

is "trapped" inside LAIPB and the theorem is proved.

Observe how strange this is when compared with the

Euclidean situation where only a part of a line can be contained

in the interior of an angle, as indicated in the figure. But

note--as always in mathematicsthe inevitability of the result

once the hypothesis is granted. You may :may the argument is

valid abstractly -but it doesn't correspond to physical reality-
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1
As you make a statement like this you begin, to tread the

path of the non-Euclidean geometers. All that one needs to

think mathematically is a set of precisely stated assumptions

(postulates) from which conclusions (theorems) can be derived

Oy logical reappning. Are these assumptions absolutely true

when-applied to tte physical world? We don't really know. It

is not pur professiOnal concern ag mathematicians to a-_-wer
-4 ;7417N

the. question. It 11;es_in the domain of physicists, a tronomers

and surveyors. As hurries beings who work in mathematics we may

like to feel that cur theories acE applicable to physical

reality. But- this doesn't require_the absolute truth of our

postulates or o4P theorems. When Euclidean geometry is applied'

by an architett or engineer or surveyor he doesn't require

results which are absolutelycolerect--he might consider this a

mirage. Rather he demands results correct to the degree, of

precision' required by his problem--accuracy of one part in a

hundred might be excellent in a pocket magnifying glass but one

part in a million might be too rough for a far-ranging

astronomical telescope.

Our first theorem indicated Iow positional or -metrical

p ppertles in a non-Eucliometry might differ from our 4--

Euclidean expectations. Now we show how metrical properties

--specifically the angle sum of a triangle- -are altered when we

change the Parallel Postulate.

Theorem 2. Let P be a point and L a line such t

there are two lines through P each of which is parallel to

L . Then there exists at least one triangle the sum of whose

angle measures is less than 180 .

4e first prove a lemma.

Lmrna. If the sum of the angle measure's triangle is

greater than or equal to 180 then the me-sure of an exterior

angle is less than or equal to the sum of le measures of the

two remote interior a- g
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Proof: We have

Hence

a + b + 2 180

a + b 180 -c = d

Proof of Theorem 2:

sum of.theangle measures

equal to ,A0

Suppose the theorem false. Then the

of every triangle is greater than or

Let L be a line and P a point not On L

there are two lines through PP parallel to L

be perpendicular to

through P parallel

angle with line

and makes an acute ang

such that

Let line_

L at Q ,Since there are two lines

to L one of these must make an acute

Suppose then line P is parallel to L

PX , with line -PQ . Let line 41Vr

be perpendicular to 1

4"17,41- as x . Let

a small positive

on L
do--ei-

PQ as

m LQPR

at Q

with Y on the same

_X = a ; then a < 90

Now there

is on the

number, say .1 .)

and R
-1

such that. QR1'

X and Y Then APQR, is isosceles

P = a Since the exterior angle of

is a right angle, the Lemma implies

a1
al

2a1 290

side of line

(Think of a as

is a point Hi

Same side of

so that,

a1' 45
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Men_

so goat

and

Moreover

Now we repeat the argument with a new triangle. On ray

01, there is a point R2 such that R1R2 m PR1 and R1 is

between Q .and R, Then APR
1
R
2

is {isosceles, so that

LR1PR2 = m 2R1R2P = a2 . By the Lemma

So that.

and

Let m LYPR2 = b2

Since b 45
-1

Moreover

282 > 81

2a a1 > 45
-2 1

a L-122
-2

Then

b
2 2 = /31 '

b2 = bi -

we have

, 45
b2

b2 > a .

Continuing in this way we obtain a sequence of real numbers

b b_
-2 -3 "

which are less than or equal to, respectively,

45 45
45 , ir , 7- ,

all of which are greater than the fMxectlpositive number a

This is impossible since repeated halving of 45 must

eventually produce a number less than a . So our supposition

is false and the theorem holds.
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A proof of this type, though not difficult, may be un-

familiar And you may have to,mull it, over a bit to appreciate

it better,` ter me it is_ not very hard..= There are

two ma inte First, the ray PX which doesn't meet' L

acts as assort of boundary for-the-rays ic-4 PR-2 which

do meet Thus the angles ZYPR,', ZYPR2 haVe

measures bl , b2 , 0.. which are greaterthan a . On the

her hand (if the sum of the angle measures of every triangle

at least 180) we can "pile up" successive angles LQPR1 ,

Ot1PR2 .0., starting at ray PQ of measures at least 45

45 45 so thatthe angles

45 -45measures at most 45

in that the angid-A ZYPRi ZYPR2

ZYPR2 '

have

So we have a .contradiction

have measures which

approach zero'but are all greater than a fixeapositive number

a .

A final remark. You may object that we have not really

justified that PX is a "boundary" for Al- pR2 , .0. To

take care of this observe that the interiors of P4 and FZEI.

are on the same side of line Q . Consequently one of thent

must fall inside the angle formed by PQ and the other.

ppose the interior of PX fell inside LQPR
1

Then PX

would meet line QR- 'Since this is impassible th4 interior. _

-to
of PR_ must lie inside LQPX . Similarly for1 PR2

'II. Neutral Geometry

We are using the term "neutral geometry" in this part to

indicate that we are assuming neither Euclid's Parallel

Postulate nor its contradiction. We shall merely deduce

consequences of Euclid's Postulates other than the Parallel

Postulate, (specifically our discussions ArePaged on Postulates-

1 through 21 of the text). Our results then,Willc-hold in

Euclidean Geometry and in the non-Euclidean geometry of Bolya

and lbachevsky since they are deducible from postulates which

are common to both theories. Our study is neutral also in the
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Sense of avoiding controversy over-the Parallel Postulate.
. , /-

Actually its-study helps us to accept the idea of_pon-Euelidean

geomet- since it points up the fact that mathematically we have

a more badie geometrical tetrry which can be completed in either

of two ways.

We proceed to derive Some results in neutral geometry.

Since you are familiar with so many striking and impOrtant

theorems which do depend on EtMlidls Parallel Postulate you

might think that there are no interesting theorems in neutral

geometry. However, this is not so. *First we restate as

Theorem 3 of this Talk, Theorem 5-10 of the Text.,

Theorem 3. The measure of an exterior angleof a triangle

is greater than the measure of either of its non-adjacent

interior angles.

This is a theorem in "neutral geometry" since it does not

depend on the Parallel Postulate. It has some interesting

corollaries.

Corollary 1. The sum of the measures of two angles ofa

triangle is less than 180 .

0

Proof: Given LAEC we show m m LH < 180 . By the',

theorem m LA is less than the measure of an exterior angle at

B which is 180 m ZB . Thus

m.ZA < 180 LIB

so that

m ZA m LB < 180 .

This corollary is important since, without assuming a

parallel postul ves us information about the angles

of a triangle. It tells us for example, that a triangle can

have at most one obtuse angle or at most one -right angle.

Corollary 2. In a plane two lines are parallel if they

are both perpendicular to the same line compare Text,

Theorem 6-1).
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P- The basic properties of perpendicular lines in

Euclidean( ometry are studied.prior to,tthe_introduction of

the Parallel Postulate, and so are part of (or are valid in)

neutral geome ry. ,thus the familiar proof of the corollary

applicable: the two lines met wWTWOuld haite.,'in a plane,

two lines perpendicular to-the-same-line through the same point.

This is' imposeible since we would then hive a triangle with

the measureOf an exte ior angle equal to that of a non-adjacent

interior angle. Hence'the lines can't meet.

Corollary 3. Let, L be a line, and let P be a point

. then there is at least .one line through P

parallel to L .

Proof: This follows from Corollary 2 by the familiar

theorem on the existence of perpendiculars. (See Text,

Theorem 4-21 and 5 -11.) Let Li be the unique line which

contains P and is perpendicular to Lt. Let L2 be the

unique line which contains P , is perpendicular to L1 , and

is coplanar with L

Observe that this familiar -- almost hackneyeddiscussion

has yk -lded a very important principle: That parallel lines

exist. More precisely, there exists at least one line parallel

without assuming any parallel postulate! So the crucial point

in our study of the theory of parallelism is whether there is

one, or more than one, line parallel to a given line through

an external point.

To prove an important, and not sufficiently well known,

theorem of Legendre (1752-1833) we introduce the following:

Lemma.. Given AABC and ZA . Then there ex ±sts a

triangle AA1B,C1 such that: (a) it has the same angle

measure sum as AAPC (b) m LA1 < m LA



oot: We use the same configuration as in Theorem'S

(tee the proof of Theorem5-10 in Text). Let E be the mid=

point ofG and 'let F satisfy AE = EF and E is between
A and F . Then ABEA s ACEF and corresponding angles have

equal measures. AAFC is the AA-1 B-1 C
1

we are seeking.
%
.We have

ZA m LB + m m Z.1 m +m L3 +m L4
-

m m Z.21 m Z31 m L.
m LFAF m LAFC m FCA

To complete the proof note that

m L1i+ m L.2 =m Z14 m

so that

A = 7_ / AF +'m LAFC

Hence one -off: she terms on the right is less than-or equal to

the term on the left, that is m LA . Consequently AAFC
can be relabeled 6A1B1C1.. so as to make the theorem valid.

Nbte that since we have not assumed luclidls Parallel

Postulate we don't know that the angle measure sum is constant

for all triangles. So the lemma is a significant result in

that we can construct from a given triangle a neweone with the

same angle mere sum. In intuitive terms we can replace a

triangle by )3t "slenderer" one without' altering its angle

measure sum. In effect the proof shows this by cutting off

AABE from AABC and pasting it back on as AFCE

Now we can prove the following remarkable theorem.
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Theorem 4; (Legen e.) The angle measure sum of any

triangle is less than orgequal to 180 --

Proof: Suppose the contrary. Ihen there must exist a

triangle AAEC , whose angle measure sum is 180 p , where

A:1 is _a positive number. Now we apply the Lemma. It tells us

that there exists a slenderer triangle, AitiBlei , whose angle

measure sum also is 180 p such that m LA1 < m LA . To

fix our ideas let us say p v 1 and m /A = 25 . Then

LA1
25

B, _Z01 := 181 and m A

Pressing our advantage We reapply the lemma. So there is

a still slenderer triangle, let us -call it AA292C2 , whose

,angle measure sum is 180 p and LA rn LA1 . That is,

m LA m LB2 ZP = 181 and A
25

Continuing in this way, we get a sequence of triangles each

with angle measure sum 181 and with successive angles of-

measures no greater than

To see

m LA p

We have

Certainly

but

by Corollary 1

25, 25 25 25
-7 73-

impossible, consider

A5 m Z.B5 m = 181 and

m LA5

m L.B5 /0
5

< 180

Theorem 3. Adding the inequalities,

B C for which
-5-

5 -I- m LE45 m ZP5 <181

This contradiction implies our supposition false, and the

theorem is established.
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Note the point of the proof ie to get a triangle

"slender," that is with one angle so small, that the triangle

can't exist by Corollary 1 above. It may now be instructive to

write out the proof in general terms without assigning specific

values to p and m LA

Corollary 4. The anglemeasure sum oil any quadrilateral

is less thanor.equal to `360 .

III. Do Rectangles Exist?

We continue to study neutral geometry. We arenterested
in whether a rectang can'exist in such a geometry, and what

t.

happens if it does. So most of our thetiremi will have the

hypothesis that a rectangle,gxidts. We use freely the results-

of Part II on'neatral geometry.

The- existence of a rectangle in a geometry is not a trivial

thing - =imagine what Euclidean.geometry would bp lice if you

didn't have or couldn't use rectangles. 4f you try to "const

a rectangle you will find you are assuming Euclid's Parfllei

Postulate or one of its 'consequences, such as, the angle measure
sum of a triangle is 180

First, we formally define rectangle as we shall use the

term. Our definition Offers from that of 'the text (a rectangle

is a parallelogram with;one right angle); the text definition

is unsuitable for our purposes here.

Definition. A (plane) quadrilateral is called a

rectangle if each of its angles is a right angle.

Notice that since we are operating in neutral geometry and

have not assumed Euclid's Parallel' Postulate, we can't auto-

matically apply familiar Euclidean propositions, such as (1)

the opposite sides of a rectangle are parallel, or (2), that

they are equal in length, or (3) that a diagonal divides a

rectangle into tvlo congruent triangles. If we want to aspert

any of these results we will have to prove them froM our

definition Without assuming a parallel postulate. For example,

1) is immediate by Corollary 2.
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Theoremf one particular rectangle exists then a
rectangle exists with an arbitrarily large side.

Reitatemenf4 3Uppote a reCtanglABCD' exists and
lava giVen positive real number. Then there exists a

rectangle with one side of length greater than x .

A

Prohf: On ray .':there is a point such that

DC- CE and C is between B and:E EiMilarly, on AD

there is'a point. F. such that , AD = DF and D is between

A and F In order to show ABEF is a rectangle, we need'

to show,thatZBEF, add "APB are right angles.) Now

AWB ADCE pSA.S., since DC = DC', CB=-CE ,iand_the

two angles at C are right angles. Thus BD. = DE and

LpB Luz Since Z0DB /FM , we have LDDA =

Therefore, Since in addition DAs DF , we have by S.A.S. that

ADAB ADFE . Since LDAB ZDFE and m LEAD = 90 , we

conclude that /AFE is a right angle. Similarly, we can show

that LW
such that

a right angle. Hence ABEF is a rectangle

AF = 2AD .

Continuing in the same manner, we show that ABOH is a

rectangle and that

AH = 3AD .

4/

Indeed, it is clear that by application of this idea we can

prove the existence of a rectangle ABYZ such that

AZ = n AD

for each positive integer n . Now choose n se) big that

n AD > x . Then ADYZ satisfies the conditions of our

theorem.
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C=1

Corollary If one particular rectangle exists, then a

rectansleexiets with two arbitrarily large adjacent sides.

Restatement:- Suppose a rectangle ABCD exists and x, y

are given positive real numbers. Then there exists a rectangle

PQRS such that PQ > y and 'PS > x .

A' ZI

I

z

.Proof : By=Theorem 5, there is a rectangle ABYZ with

AZ > x By the method used in the proof of Theorem 5, there

is a rectangle AC'D'Z,such that AC' -= 2AB . Continuing as in

the proof of Theorem 5, we prove that,there exists a rectangle

AA'Z'Z with AA' > y . Since AZ > x , we have shown that a

rectangle with,two arbitrarily large adjacent sides exists.

eorem 6.. If one particular rectangle exists then a

rectangle exists with two adjacent sides of preassigned lengths

x, y

Proof: By the last corollary there is a rectangle PQRS

such that PQ > x and PS > y

There is a point on FQ such that PQ' = x . There

is a perpendicular from Q' to line RS with foot R' . We

show PQ'RvS is a rectangle. It c-rtainly has right angles

at P, S, R, . We Show LPQ'R' also is a right angle.

Suppose m LPQ'R' > 90 . Then the sum of the angle measures

of quadrilateral PCIIR'S is greater than 360 contrary to

the corollary of Legendre's Theorem Part II). Suppose
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LPQ'R' < 90 . Then m Zr9g1IRI > 90 and quadrilateral

CIWRIR has an angle measure sum greater than _360 . Thus the

only possibility is P4141R = 90 , and PQ'R'S is a

rectangle.

In the same way there is a point SI in PS such that

SI = y . There is a perpendicular from SI to line

with foot R" . Then as abdve PWSI is a rectaligle, and it

has sides PQ' and PS' of lengths x and y

Theorem 7. If one particular rectangle exists then every

right triangle has an angle measure sum of 180 .

C

A' DI

Proof: Our procedure is-to show: ) any right triangle

is congruent to a triangle formed by the splitting of a

rectangle by a diagonal, and (2) the latter type of triangle

must have an angle measure of 180 . Let AABC be a right

triangle with right angle at B . By Theorep 6 there exists

a rectangle AIBICID' with A'B' = AB and BICI.= BC .

Then AABC z AAIBICI and they have the same angle measure

sum. Let p be the angle measure sum of AA,B,C, and q be

that of AAICIDI . We have

) 4.90 = 360 .

We wan to show p = 180 By Legendre's Theorem .p < 180 Or

p Suppose p < 180 . Th91 by (1) q > 180 , contrary

to Lege-die's Theorem. So p = 180 must hold-and the proof

is complte.

Theor8. If one particular rectangle exists then every

triangle has an angle measure sum of 180 .

v
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Proof: Any triangle AABC can be "split" into two right

triangles. Each Of these has angle measurssum'180 by,
Theorem 7. It easily follows that the Same holds for & AEC

'This is a rather-striking result: The existence of one

-punk rectangle with microscopic sides inhabiting.a remote

portion of spage guarantees that every conceivable triangle has

an angle measure sum of 180 . Since this is a typically

Euclidean Property we are tempted-to-say that if in a neutral

geometry a rectangle exists, the geometry must be Euclidean.

The statement is correct but not fully justified, since to

characterize a neutral geometry as Euclidean we must know that

it satisfies Euclid's Parallel Postulate. This can now be-

proved without trouble.

Theorem 9. If one particular rect

Euclid's Parallel Postulate holds.

e exists then

Proof:- Suppose a rectangle exists but Euclid's Parallel

Postulate falls. Then there moist exist a line L and a
point P such that there are two lines through P parallel
to L , since by Corollary 3 there is at least one line

parallel to a given line through an external point. Then by

Theorem 2 there exists one triangle, at least, whose angle

measure sum is less than 180 . This contradicts Theorem 8.

Consequently EuclidIsl'iraliel Postulate must hOld.

What we have justified is a remarkable equivalence theorem,

namely: Euclid's Parallel Postulate is logically equivalent

to the existence of a rectangle. That is, taking either of

these statements as a postulate we can deduce the other as a

theorem, provided of course we assume the postulates for a

neutral geometry.
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An interesting condition equivalent to the-existence of ay_

rectangla=is the existence of,atriangle whoae angle measure

18 180-:

Theorem 10. If here exists one particular triangle wi h

angle measure sum of 180 then there exists a rectangle.

Proof: Suppose AABC has angle measure sum 180 . Fif:

we show there is a right triangle with angle measure sum 180 .

Split AABC into two right triangles, whose angle measure

sums are say p and q . Then

p q = 180 2 . 90 = 360 .

We show p = 180 . By Legendre's Theorem, p < 180 . If

p < 180 then q > 180 contrary to Legendrets Theorem. Thus

p = q' and there is.a right triangle, say AABD , which has

angle measure sum 180 .

E B

A D

Now in the plane of AABD on the line perpendicular to

AD at A there is a point E on the same side of AI as
411-10.

B and such that AE = DB . ince m LE AB =-90 7 m /BAD

m LARD it follows by that anii48 = ABM . Hence

L &B is a right angle, as is also LDBE . Therefore' AEBD
is a rectangle.

Corollary 6,- If one, particular triangle has angle measure

sum 180 then every triangle has angle measure sum 180 .

Proof: Theorems 10 and 8
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Corolla 7. 1f one particular triangle has angle measure

sum 1 0 then Euclid's Parallel Postulate holds.

Proof: By Theorems 10 and 9

Corollary-8. If one particul -triangle has an angle

measure sum which is less than 180 then every triangle has

an angle measure sum less than 180

Proof: Suppose 4ABC has angle measure sum lesa than

180 . 'Considei any triangle APQR . y Legendre's Theorem

its angle measure sum p must satisfy p 180 or p < 180

Suppose p = 180 . Then by Corollary 6, AABC has angle

measure sum 180 , contrary to hypothesis. Thus p < 180 .

Comparing Corollaries 6 and :8 .we observe an important

fact. A neutral geometry is "homogeneous" in the sense-thato

all of its triangles have an angle measure suM of 180 or

they all have angle measure sums lesthan 18o . The first

type of neutral geometry is Eucli,"dh geometry--the second type

corresponds totheTion-EuelideaVgeometry developed by Bolyat.

and Lobachevaky. This will be discussed in the next part.

Exercise 1. Suppose.there is only one line parallel to

a particular line L through a particular point Prove

that Euclid's Parallel Postulate holds.

-EXercise 2. Suppose there are two lines parallel.to,A.

particularlirleLthroughaparticulsrPointP'. Prove

there are two lines parallel to each line through each

external point.

IV. Lobachevskian Geometryrte+

Now we introduce the 00n-Euclidean geometry of Bolya

Lobachevsky as a, formal theory based on its own postulates.

We call the theory Lobachevskian geometry to signalize-the

lifetime of work which Lobachevsky devoted to the theory. To
-1,

study Lobachevskian geometry we merely assume the postulates

of Euclidean geometry but replace Euclid's Parallel Postulate

by Lobachevsky's Parallel Postulate: if point P is not on

line L there are at least two lines through j' which are

parallel to L". In other words we assume the postulates of
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neutral geometry (Postulates 1 through 21 of the text) and

adjoin Lobachevsky's Parallel Postulate. Consequently the

theorems which we have already derived are valid in Lobachevsk ar

geometry. In fact, by putting together two earlier results we

get the following important theorem.

Theorem 11. The angle measure sum of any triangle is less

than 180 .

Proof: By Theorem 2 there exists a triangle whose angle

measure sum is less than 180, Hence the same is true of every

triangle by Corollary 8.

Corollary 9. The angle measure sum of any quadrilateral

is less than 360 .

Proof: By the corn glary to Legendre's Theorem (Part 11,

Theorem ) tthe only other possibility for the Nalue is 360 ,

and this is ruled out by Theorem 11.

Corollary 10. There exist no rectangles.

Now we show that similar triangles can't exist in

Lobachevskian geometry, except course for the trivial case

of congruent triangles.

Theorem 12. Two triangles are congruent if their

corresponding angles have equal measures.
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Proof; Suppose the theorem false. Then there exist
LABC and AAIB'CI which are not congruent such that

m ZIA m ZA1 , m m Z.B1 m = m CI ; Since the

triangles are not congruent AB / A'B' (otherwise they would
be congruent by A.S.A.). Similarly AC A'C' and

BC B'C' . Consider the triples AB , -AC 4 BC and A' B'

B'C' . One of these triples must contain twO numbers

which are greater than the corresponding numbers of the other

triple. Consequently it is not restrictive to suppose

AB,> A'B' and AC > A'C

Then we can find B" on WE such that A'B' = AB" and
C" on 77 such that A'C' = AC" . It follows that

6AB"C" 8A,B,C, so that

AB"C" = m

Hence BB"C" is supplementary to .zp . Similarly ZdC"B"
is supplementary to LC . Therefore quadrilateral BB"C"C

has an angle measure sum of 360 . This contradicts

Corollary 9 and our proof is complete.

We have here a striking contrast with Euclidean geometry.

In view =of Theorem 12, in Lobachevskian geometry there cannot

be a theory of similar figures based on the usual definition.

Per if two triangles were similar, the measures of their

corresponding angles would be equal and they would have to'be
congruent. In general two similar figures would be congruent

and so have the same size. In a Lobachevskian world, pictures

and statues would have to be life-size to avoid distortion.

Now let us consider the question of measurement of area.

For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to triangles.
Clearly the Euclidean procedure of-measuring area in terms of

square units will not apply since squares don't exist in

Lobachevskian geometry. To

the essential characteristic

'y the problem we ask what afire

rea. As a minimum we require:

(1) The area of a trian_ shall'be a uniquely determined
positive real number;

Congruent triangles shall have equal areas;
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If a triangle T is split into two triangles Ti
Thand T2 then the area of T shall be the sum of the areas of

T and T
1

T2

It is easy to verify that the familiar formula for the area of

a triangle in Euclidean geometry satisfies these conditions.

There is a similar area formula (or area "function") in

Lobachevsiciaeleometry but it is most naturally expressed in

terms of the angles of a triangle. To state it formally we
w

introduce the

Definition the defect (or deficiency) of ABC

- (m LA + M B LC)

Note that the defect of a triangle literally is

amount by which its angle measure sum falls short of 180

The defect of a triangle has the essential properties of

area:

Theorem 13. The defect of a triangle satisfies

Properties (1), (2), (3), above.

Proof: Clearly (1) is satisfied since the defect of a

triangle is a definite positive number. Property (2) holds

since congruent triangles have equal angle sums and so equal

defects.

To establish (3) let A ABC

be given and let D be a point

of BC , so that LABC is split

into AABD and AAEC . The sum

of the defects of the latter two

triangles is

180 - (m ZBAD + m + m LB:DA) + 180

(m LCAD + m LC + m LCDA)

= 180 - BAD + LCAD + LB + m LC)

180 - (m ZBAC + m ZB + m Zp)

which is the defect of A ABC



Are there other area functions besides the defect? It is

easy to verify that if we multiply the defect by any positive

constant k , we obtain an area function which Satisfies

Properties (1), (2), (3) . This is not as remarkable as it

might seem, since the specific form of our definition of

defect depends on our basic agreement to measure angles in

terms of degrees. If'we adopt a different unit for the measure

of angles and define "defect" in-the natural' manner, we obtain

a constant multiple of the defect as we defined it. To be

specific, suppose we change the unit of angle measurement from

degrees to minutes. This would entail two simple changes in

the above theory: (a) each angle measure would have to be

multiplied by 60 ; (b) the key number 180 would have to be

replaced by 60 times 180 . Thus the appropriate definition

of "defect" would be 60 times the defect as we defined it.

Finally we note that it can be proved that any area

function sati6fying (1), (2), (3) must be k times the

defect (our definition() for some positive constant k . In

view of this it is natural to define the area of a triangle,to
be its defect.

Query. Which of the Properties (1), (3) holds for
the defect of a triangle in Euclideangeometry?

It is interesting to note that in Euclidean spherical

geometry the sum Of the angle measures of a triangle is

greater than 180 and the area of a triangle is given by its

"excesW that is its angle measure sum minus 180 .

Exercise 1. Given AAEC with points, D, E, F in wr ,
lu , AC respectively. Prove that the defect of AABC is the

. sum of the defects of the triangles ADF BED , CFE , and
DEE

Exercise 2. If points P, Q, R are _inside AAEC prove
that LABC has a larger defect than APQR



We conclude this part by observing that the familiar

Euclidean property -- parallel lines are everywhere e4uidistant

-falls in Lobachevskian geometry. In fact there are parallel

lines of two types. If two parallel lines have a common perpen

dicular they diverge continuously on both sides of this

perpendicular. If two parallel lines don't have a common

perpendicular they are aSymptOtic--that is, if a point on one

recedes endlessly in the proper. direction, its distance to the

other will approach zero.

Conclusion

In its further development Lobachevskian geometry is at

least as complex as Euclidean geometry., There is a

Lobachevskian solid geometry, a trigonometry and an analytic

geometry--problems in mensuration of curves, surfaces and

solids require the use of the calculus.

You may object that the structure is grounded on sand

--that Lobachevskian geometry is inconsistent and eventually

will yield contradictory theorems. This of course was the

implicit belief that led mathematicians for 2,000 years to try

to prove Euclid's Parallel Postulate. Actually we have no

absolute test for the consistency of any of the familiar

branches of mathematics. But.it can be proved that the

Euclidean and Lobachevskian geometries stand or fall together

on the question of consistency. That is, if either is in-

consistent, so is the other.

price the ice had been broken by Bolyalls and Lobachevsky's

successful challenges to Euclid's Parallel Postulate, mathe-

matician* were stimulated to set up other non-Euclidean

geometries --that is, geometric theories which contradict one

or more of Euclid's (::istulates, or approach geometry in an

essentially different way. The best known of these was

proposed in 1854 by the German mathematician Riemann

(1826-1866). Riemannla theory:contradicts Euclid's Parallel

Postulate by assuming there are no parallel lines. This

required the abandonment of other postulates of Euclid since

we have proved the existence of parallel lines without
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assuming any parallel postulate (Corollary 3). In Riemann's

theory, in contrast to those of Euclid and .Lobachevsky, a line

has finite length. Actually there are two types of non-

Euclidean geometry associated. with Riemann's name, one called

single elliptic geometry in which any two lines meet injust

one point,, and a second, double elliptic geometry, in which

any two lines meet in two points. The second type of geometry

can be pictured in Euclidean space as the geometry of points

and great circles on a sphere.

Riemann also introduced a radically different kind of

geometric theory which builds up the properties of space in

the large by studying the behavior of distance between points

which are close together. This theory, called Riemannian

Geometry, is useful in applied mathematics and physics and is

the mathematical basis of Einstein's General Theory of

Relativity.

Bolyal and Lobachevs have opened for us a door, on a new

and apparently limitless domain.
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1.

Answers To Illustrative Test Items

Chapter 2

a subset of, or not (f` leas

identical with.

(b) (all)

numbe

true

(d) may be, can be

true

-1 (g) coplanar

A

(b). A
4 A,

(h)

(i)

( c )

which does not contain

inductively

3:- (a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

(e)

b

7.

a

4

False

True

False

True

True

none, A, P.

(If) three points lie in one plane

(b) (If) a set is empty

(When) x = 5

(d) The product of two integers, or integers are being

multiplied.

(a) If a number is greater than zero, then it is a
------

positive, number.

True

(g) False

(h) False

(i) False

_i) True

(b) If two lines Intersect in a -Ingle point, then

they are not parallel.
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If ti7r1.1Fht is red, then we stop.

a line does not 1(le in a given plarfe and

that line and plane iinersdct, they intersect

in only one point. \

b If a and b are real numbers and such that
)

then (a - b) is /positive.

If a polygon has four sides, it is called a

auadrllateral.

If a IlLilLt is a square, :is a rectangle.

See problem 7.

(h) one point, plane point, plane

(e) planes, point two

10. one point point point

line the same

distinct (g) contradicts, two more than one

exactly one

11. Suppose there is one person who is completely bald,_

an there is just one person with 1 hair, and just

one person with 2 hairs, etc. Then there can be

only 300,000 people. But there are '7,00,000 people.

Therefore, our supposition is wrong, and there must

be two people with the same number, of hairs on th'eir

heads.

12. Several wordings are acceptable for the theorems.

1. (a) BIMTON contains at least one HUT.

(b) BIMTON contains at least two HUTS.

) BIMTON contains at least three HUTS.

BIMTON contains at least three ElMS.

BIMTON contains at least three

that are not all in the same HUT.

If two distinct HUTS intersect, their -ec 1 n

contains exactly one BIM.
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(Note:. This problem can be expanded by adding the line-plane

postulates. A substitute for "plane" could be "HILL."

In this cape, more theorems could be asked for.]
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Part I

P > 0

(b) -10 < k < 0,

(c) 10 < x < 20

(d) r <d

Answers to Illustrative Test

Chapter 3

2. (a) b > c
(b) <

(c) >

(a)

(b)

(a)

Transitive

Multiplication by a negative number

Addition

All numbers x such that

All numbers x such that

-2 -1 4

The set of real numbers x such that:

All x such that x > 0.

All x such that x < 1.

All x such tha 0 < x < 1.

All x such that x < 1.

All x such that x > 1.

No

Amity.

34 miles or 16 miles

L 9 M 25 A

16
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A

-10 -2

C

L

or

10. (a) V (b)

T

L

11. (a) 7

(b) x ±. 7

(c)

(d) y - 3

(e) y

12.

13. (a) GK

(b) G

UR

(d) empty set

14. _'or GK

FE

(g)

) 677 or

True

Not meaningful

False

True

Not meaningful

Not meaningful

Not meaningful

36

23

GJ, or GI, or (11-4



(h) True

(1) True

(I) True

(k) Not meaningful

(1) False

16. (a)

17.

18.

19. -2

20. -5

(b) 1 2 (d)

(b) (d) -1

(b) 1 (a)

-25

2
9

-1 (d) 1, -3

22. AB ± BC = AC. DB contains points A and C but min

contains neither point A nor point C. A belongs to DB
but C does not-.

23.

A B D

1

24. - 6x

25. T

(b) T

(c)

(d)

F

or CD BA

if

(d) 6 (g)

(e) 3 (h) 8

5

T

(g) T

(h) T

(1) T

(0) F
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26. The coordinates of N and N are -2 and 6,

respectively.

b) -2, 6

27. (a) -4 -5 9 17 (e

28. x' x, k

) 5

(b) = -3 4k

(1) x,

x' is any number such that -3 < x' < 1.

(3) - -11

(4) - -1

Part II

1. true 13. may be 0, 1 respect ve-
2. positive ly; or may be any two
3. n > 0 real numbers
4. true- 14; may

true 15. true
6. equal (or the same point) 16. infinitely many
7. PQ 17. true

8. informal 18. R bisects PQ

9. real number 1g. real

10. origin (or unit-point) 20. may be 11; or must be

11. x y if x > y 11 or -7.

y x if y > x.

12. exactly two. Other answers

which are acceptable but not

as good are (1) at least one

(2) at least 6a0.



Answers to Illustrative Test Items

Part I

1. every

-int ection

Chapter 4

13.

14.

true

be concurrent

3. hairline 1. interior

4. union 16. -true

LBAC 17. true

6. true 18. 180

7. true 19. true

ray-coordinates 20. congruent

true 21.

10. positive nu 22. true

11. true 3. BA and BC

12 true 24. no

true

Part 11

1. none of hese

2. :(a) G

3. d) vertical angles

4. complementary angles

6.

7.

13.

a right angle

They are both right angles.

180 -
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Part II

Cute

(b) 20

(c 90

(d) Perpendicular

(e) Congruent

30

(g) Complementary

(h) Obtuse

2. (a) [X, Z, W. Y, C]

(b) g, that is, the empty set

(C)

(d) (E, X, Y)

Interior of polygon CXZWY

(a) x, 180 -.x, 180 - x. (b) 180 -20

(d) Right (e) 179 41, 49

90

Congruent (

Complement

Obtuse

Right

120

30

r acute)

4. (a) 150

5. (a) 52

6. (a) XR and A.

(b) LBXR and LSXA

(c) None occur in the figure.

(d) L RX A and L. RXB,

L BXS and LAXS

L SX A and LRKB.

LSXB and LRXA

180

90

7 (a) (1) b g a

(b) P
c b

(d) 1 n

(d) 6 n

(2) C-
_b

2
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8. (a) Complements of congruent angles are congruent.

(b) Supplements of congruent angles are congruent.
.

Vertical angles are congruent.

Yes (b) No (1) Yes

(2) Not

necessarily

10. 100

80

140

(d)

(e)

Cr)

40

100

140

40



Answers to Illustrative Test Items

Chapter

1. AABW AMU
2. QOWS

(b) au/

(c) HWS

(a) OQHWS

(a) AFAH
(b) AFMR
(c) AMAH

B. 1. (a)

(b) mLA

or (g) +

(h ) ZACB LbFE, or

ZABC ZDEF

ZPAC

(b) LCAB, LE (In either order)

(a) They have the same measure.

(b) They have the same length.

(c) Isosceles

(d) The interior of /

(e) Median

4 Median; vertex angle

a) Yes

(b) No. We do not know Am 'lc Uff. Therefore we
cannot use S.S.S. postulate.

=ZZYS

We do not know ZAEB W ICED and cannot use S.A.S.
postulate.

These angles are not vertical angles unless

and le are intersecting lines which would make
points A, B, E, C, and D coplanar.
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6. (a) A.S.A.

(b)

(c) S.A.S.

(d) S.S.S.

S.A.S.

(f) I.E.

(g) S.A.S.

7. (a) S.A.S. or A.S.A.

(b ) AD and CD, or LABD and

(c S.A.S.

(d) .6.1 and LS, or VT and RT

) A.S.A.

S.S.S.

(h)

.(1)

(j)

(k) S.A.S.

S.S.S.

S.A.S.

S.S.S. or S.A.S. (h ) I.E.

S.A.S. or A.S.A. (i) S.A.S. or A.S.A.

A.S.A. (j) A.S.A.

I.E. (k) A.S.A. or S.A.S.

S.A.S. (1) S.S.S. or S.A.S.

I.E. (m) A.S.A. or S.A.S.

I.E.

9 (a) True

(b) False

(c) False

(d) False

(e) True

10. (a) No (c) Yes

(b) Yes (d) No

(a) measure

(b) congruent, opposite, congruent

(c) congruent

(d) congruent, sides, congruence

(e) S.A.S. A.S.A. S.S.S.

(f) isosceles, equilateral

(g) one

(h) vertex

(i) median

(j) greater than

22
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(4) (e) (5)

(b) (6) (f) (8)

,(c) () (g) (3)

(d) ( (h) (7)

(a) If angles have the same measure, they are congruent;

and if. angles are congruent, they have the same

measure.

(b) If two rays form a right angle, the lines deter-

mined by the rays are perpendicular; and if two

lines are perpendicular, they contain tWe rays

which forma right angle.

4. (a) If two angles are supplementary, they form a

linear pair. False.

(b) If two angles are right angles, they are congruent.

True.

If x = 5, x + 4 9. True.

(d) If two angles are congruent, they are vertical.,

angles. False.

(e) If y is a negative integer, then y < O. True.

(f) If two segments are congruent, they have the same

length. True.

(a) True

(b) False

(c) True

(d) True

(e) False

6. ( (3) (6)

( 2) (f ) (4)

(5) (g) (5)

(d) (6) (h) (1)

D. 1. If two angles form a linear pair, they are

supplementary.

2. Hypothesis

3. Supplements of congruent angles are congruent.

4. Reflexive property of congruence

5. A.S.A.

6. Definition of congruence
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triangle ABC as- isosceles- with

d a0e base angles and. LA.

isosceles triangle theorem. Now consider

sosceles with AC

Isosceles t

by the tr

E

2.

3.

=AC,

LB

FA =

2 . LA =

e theorem.

then L LC by the

Therefore, LA`s Lc
property of congruence.

3. AB = DC
4. AAFB :4 A DFC

5. LA.BF LDCF

6. LAC

Hypothesis

Base angles of an Isosceles

triangle are congruent.

3. Hypothesis

4. S.A.S.

5. Definition of congruence

for triangles

6. Supplements of congruent

angles are congruent.

Lr Ls, and

Lx "Lx
4. ZHAB LFBA'

AHAB ad. A FBA

6. T-D3 = FA

Hypothesis

2. Reflexive prope

congruence

H othesis

y of

Betweenness-Addition

Theorem for angles

5. S.A.S.

6. Definition of congruence

1:

Alr PIT

3. LA
L13

4. Z?E Ly
5. A BAN 1, A FRH

6. n 14 TET

1. Hypothesis

2. Betweenness-Addition Theorem

for segments

3. Hypothesis

4. Hypothesis

5. A.S.A.

6. Definition of congruence
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A .4 TIT

4.1PT
5. LPEA and ZQHM

are right angles.

6. ZPEA, ZQM3

7. APAE A0.10
8, PE QH

1. AB = DE

2. 'NT and TT
are medians.

M and P are

midpoints of

AS and Dr
respectively.

4. AM = DP

5. UM
6. AC DF

7. A AMC dDPF

8. LA Zb
9. A ABC A DEP

HYPothesis

2. Isosceles triangle theorem

3. Hypothesis

4. Hypothesis

Perpendiculars determine

right angles.

Right angles are congruent.

7. A.S.A.

Definition of congruence

Hypothesis

Hypothesis

Definition of median

4. Definition of midpoint and

multiplication property of

equality

5. Hypothesis

6. Hypothesis

7. S.S.S.

8. Definition of congruence

9. S.A.S.

Note: A proof in which the final reason is S.S.S. is

also possible if ACME is proved congruent to

AFPE.
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and Hypothesis

3.

4.

5. M RIT
6. = GFB

7. AFDE 1-4

EF = OF

Reflexive property of

congruence.

S.S.S.

4. Definition of congruence-

5. Definition of bisects

6. Vertical angles are

congruent.

A.S.A.

Definition of congruence

tTc and

pr 7R

LPEA and LIDEB

are right angles.

3. LPEA PBB

4. 1T 1,

5. BA s EB

6. A PRA A PEB

7, ix a, issr
8. LPAB '14 ZPBA

3. Lx

4. tiABH74 4 FHB

5. ZA F

6. ZPU, 2BiF

7. LABF LA

hesis

Perpendiculars determine

right angles.

Right angles are congruent.

Reflexive property of

.congruence

5. Hypothesis

6. S.A.S.

7. Definition of congruence

Base angles of an isosceles

triangle are congruent.

1. Hypothesis

Reflexive property of

congruence

3. Hypothesis

S.A.S.

5. Definition of congruence

6. Definition of congruence

7. Betweenness-Angles Theorem

and addition property of

equality
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Yes. (b) No; the Betweenness-Angles Thebrem

is true only if the rays are

coplanar.

10.
CD = AB

LC and are

.1.

2.

Hypothesis

H °thesis

right angles

3. LC LB 3. Right angles are congruent.

CE - BE 4. Definition of midpoint

DCE A ABE '5. S.A.S.

157 N 6; Definition of congruence

11.

12.

Prover

e is: ABC is isosceles

with vertex at LC

LT is a median.

CD bisects LACB.
A D

2. AD 7-! DB

3. CD 1= CD

1. Definition of isosceles

triangle

2. Definition of Median

Reflexive property of

congruence
4. AACD ABCD 4. S.S.S.

5. ACD LBCD 5. Definition of congruence
6. CD bisects ZACB, 6. Definition of angle

bisector

(Another way of proving AACD ABCD
LA LB and use S.A.S.)

1.

2. Z:CAB

3. AB N /ZWX

1. Hypothesis

2. Definition of congruence

3. Step 2, definition of angle
bisector and multiplication
property of equality

how

4. AB N WY 4. Definition of congruence

5. LB N 5. Definition of congruence
6 AABD Awxz 6. A.S.A.
7. A 7. Definition of congruence
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13 othesis: ABCD ie a quadrilateral

with congruent sides

and congruent angles,

and diakonal rg.

Prove: in! bisect A

14.

BC

2.

3. AABD ACRD
4. ZABD ZqD

ZADB = LCDB

TM bisects LADC

and AMC

D

Hypothesis

2. Reflexive property of

congruence

S.S.S.

4. Definition of congruence

Definition of bisect

1.RTP
2. PT
3. ZPSO ZTPO
4 . A RTP A XPS

5. TIT N 715-

248

1. Hypothesis

Hypothesis

3. Hypothesis

4. A.S.A.

5. Definition of congruence



Illustrative Tea ItemsAnswers to

Chapter 6

I.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

0 6. 11. 0

7. 0 12.

+ 8. 0 13. +

0 09. 14.

+ 10. 15. 0

16. 21.

17. 0 22.

18. 0 23.

19. + 24.

20. 25.

+

0

0

II.

1. never 5. sometimes 9. always

2. always 6. sometimes 10. sometimes

3. never 7. always 11. always

4. sometimes 8. always 12. never

III.

1. 78 ; 102

2. mLa s 108 ; mLb = 72

3. 100 ; 80

4. mfb =52

5. No

6. 70 (Consider a line through Y parallel to p and

q .)

7. 140 (Consider a line through Y parallel to p and

q )

8. 50

(a_ (i) 35 ; (3) 85 ;

(2) 70 ; (4) 155

(b) (1) False; (3) True.

(2) True;

10. (1) m /a = 113

(2) m Lb = 43

(b) AD > BD > AB
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IV.

V.

11.

2. c

3. c

Proo

4. b

5. c

None

11110

(g) 114FE'

(h) I I itriC

It is given that p II q ; t intersects p

and q at A and B , respectively so that LPL?.

and LZBA are a pair of corresponding angles; AP

is the bisector of LXAY and file is the bisector

of LZBA . We are .required to prove 41.-E,7rIIW.

1. p II q

2. LXAY =' LZBA

3. AP bisects LXAY

5r- bisects LZBA

4. m /PAY = m LXAY

m Lula =

°thesis.

Corollary 6-4-1.

Hypothesis.

m LPAY = m LQBA

AP- I I
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nition of bisect.

5. Multiplication property of
equality.

6. Corollary 6-2-1.



Proof:

It is given that AB = CD and AD = BC We

are required to prove n lin and U.11

ACAB AACD by S.S.S. Hence, LCAB .'LACD
and LACB CAD . Therefore, AM n and
rr II ! by Theorem 6-2.

Proof:

It is given that x II 5' and P II q We

are required to prove La Lb . Let Lc be the

angle formed by lines y and q , such that the

interior of Lc intersects both the interior of La

and the interior of Lb . Then, La is a supplement

of Lc and Lb is a supplement of .

(Corollary 6-4-4 Hence, La 3 Lb . (Supplements

of congruent angles are congruent.)

Proof:

Reasons

othesis.1. II D.

2. LDCB LADC 2. Theorem 6-4.

3. AB = AC . 3. Hypothesis.

4. LAW LACB 4. Theorem 5-6.

5. LDCB LACB . 5. Transitive property

of congruence of angles

6. Cr is a ay of Definition of a midraY.

LDCA

251
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0

Statements Reasons

1.! A Ilia 1. Hypothesis

2.' LAID LCDB . 2. Theorem 6-4,

-3' LY ' .3. fly-pothesis.
4. =LA 4. Theorem 6-11.

(or prove 4ABD ACDB by A.S.A and LA
by definitt n of congruence for triangles.

6. The Parallel Postulate proves the problem.

Proof:

Statemen

1. AB

2. m Lc = m.ZA . 2. Theorem 5-6.

3. m LADS > m LP 3. Theorem 5-10 .

4. m LADE > m LA
.

4. Substitution property

of equality.

Reasons

Hypothesis.

5. AB > BD .

Proof:

Statements

1. TT bisects

2. ZRTV

3. 41W1114W%

4. LWST ZRTv

5. Zwiry -1' /ma

6. ZWST LSWT

8. ASTW is

isosceles.

Theorem 6-18.

Reasons

252

Hypothesis.

Definition of bisect.

Hypothesis.

4. Corollary

5. Theorem 6=4.

6. Transitive property of

congruence of angles.

Theorem 5-7.

Definition of isosceles

triangle.



1.

3.

Answers to Illustrative Test Items

3 .

(b) 9 .

(c) 4/7

(d) 0 .

(g)

z= 4, 2= 3, z= 4

Chapter 7

) 0

)

or

f and h are sipilar, a and e are

similar.

b d

4. Transitive property of similarity.

12 .

3. DB 3

45

6o
or

4/7

8. i/77

16 .

10. 8 .

11. 18 .

12. MN intersec KL

13. AAEB -,-, ACED by S.A.

Therefore /B LD

AB = 4 .

Similarity Theorem.



14. if BD CE , LABD LACE since they are corre-

sponding angles formed en the parallel lines are
cut by transversal AC . LCAE ',LBAD by the

Reflexive Property of Congruence. AABD AACE by

the A.A. Similarity Theorem. Thus AD a k AC ,

BD - k CE , since these are the corresponding sides

which are proportional. Since D is the midpoint
of AG , AD = 4AC . by the definition of midpoint.

Thus the proportionality constant k 4r and,

substituting, we see that BD = 1

15. (a) Not necessarily true.

(b) True. By alternation.

(c) True. By Definition of Proportionality.

(d) Not necessarily true.

) True. By the Products Property.

) True. By Inversion.

16. See the statement of the S.A.S. Similarity Theorem.



Chapter 1

ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Problem Set 1-4

Problem 5 provides drill in inductive reasoning. Problem 5
is intended to be less obvious than Problem 4.

Problems 6-8 point up some pitfalls in inductive reasoning.

,Problem 9 pursues the exploration begun in the text. It

is doubtful that a sophomore or junior can present the requested

proof without peeking ahead to page 12 where a proof is given.
The intent, of the problem is to illustrate how deductive reason-

, ing can sometimes be applied to resolve a question which indut-

tive reasoning cannot completely resolve.

1. (a) Angle a and angle b appear to have the .same measure.

Angle c and angle d' appear to have the same measure.
(b) Angle a and angle b appear to contain the same

number of degrees. This appears to be also true for
angles 'c and d.

Yes. If two lines intersect, they form four angles

and the angles "opposite each other" have the same

measure.

[If the student knows what vertical DiElf% are, he may

tae that term.]

2. Angles opposite the sides having equal lengths appear

to have the same "size".

(b) Same as (a).

(c) If two sides of a triangle have equal lengths, then

the angles opposite these sides have equal measures.

The total number of degrees in the three angles of a trian-

gle is 180.

4. The total number of degrees in the four angles of a quads

lateral is '3o0. Measure the angles. in more quadrilatera

5. Every product is apprOximately 900.



Generalization: If two chords of a circle intersect, the

product of the lengths of the "segments" of one is the same

as the product of the lengths of the "segments" of the

other.

[Students should also note that the unit used does not af-

feet thi? relation.'

n n2 - 2n + 2

1 l - 2+2=1= n

2 4_ 4 4- 2 = 2 =

3 9 - b + 2 =

n
2

- 2n 4- 2 = n is not always true.

or (d) or both.

Students may plausibly predict that the pattern established

for the number of regions will continue and give, for 6

points, 2(:) - 1 or 32 regions. They may be reluctant

to believe that the number of regions is:

30 for the arrangement

where 3

diagonals are concurrent

or

31 for the arrangement

in (b) where no 3

diagonals are concurrent.



9. Q = ns + n + 11 n represents an positive integer.

Q + + 11

and (n + 1) are consecutive positive integers, hence,

for-all integral values of n, either n or (n + 1) -is

an even number. n(n + 1) has an even number as a factor

and is, therefore, an even number. The sum of an even num-

ber and an odd number is slway4 odd. Therefore,

Q - n(n + 1) + 11 is an odd number if n is any positive

integer. (Also, see discussion on page 12.)

Problem Set 1-5

All problemd of this set are in ,uoL to be urill the

meaning of "deductive reasoning; ", and its contrast with induc-

tive reasoning". All problems are suitable for homework assign-

merits, although the solutions are not obvious in every case.

Sight reading is dangerous here, even for teachers.

Note particularly problem 1(1) and 1(j), not because

they are difficult, but because they illustrate the unreliabil-

ity of conclusions deduced frcm false hypothesis.

1. Miss smith is John's teacher unless John is a

visitor, a stray dog--not a student.
My father has climbed a mountain.

Since the first statement gives a prerequisite for all

policemen in the city, it could have been written

"all policemen in Elk City are at least ft. tall."

(c

Conclusion: Jim's uncle is at least b feet tall.

(d) Harry has passed test R.

No conclusion. The statement did not indicate that

going to the beach on Satuixlay was restricted to

seniors. Alice may not have been a senior.

No conclusion. Though we infer from the first state-

ment that all children under 12 years of age ride on

buses for half fare, the statement does not exclude

the possibility that other groups of people might also

be given that privilege. Jack may belong to another

privileged group.

(f)



(g) No conclusion., If the second statement had said

"A fly is an insect. ", then the conclusion that the

fly has six legs would follow. Also, if the first

statement had been -"Only insects have six legs.", then

the fly (with six legs) must be an insect.

(h) The mathematical interpretation would include an "all"

before "Rainy days." Thus, the conclusion is "Friday

C4aNs a disagreeable day."

Comffion usage might result in understanding the first

statement to mean "Rainy days are generally disagree-

able," or "Some rainy days are disagreeable."

This problem will probably lead to a discussion con-

cerning the difference between a precise statement

and one of which the meaning is open to question.

(i) and (j) are examples in which the general hypothesis

is not true since there are varieties of apples which

are not red when ripe and many trees which do not

have needles. In both (i) and (j) the second

statement is true. In (1) the logical conclusion

is: "Early transparent apples are red when ripe."

This is false since the early transparent is yellow

when ripe. In (j) the logical conclusion is:

"Fir trees have needles." The conclusion is true.

These two problems offer opportunity to point out

that'deductive reasoning may or may not lead to a con-

clusion we can label "true." If the hypotheses are

all true and if the thinking which led to the con-

clusion is deductive thihking, then the conclusion

will be true. All of this will, of course, have more

meaning for the student later in the course than at -1

the introductory stage of his study.

Thy_4 are 12 months to be paired with 25 students.

No month need be repeated in listing birthdays of the

first 12 students; but the birthday of the 13th '

student must repeat a month already -named, if there

was no-learlier repetition.



Let t represent the number of trees and let .-1? be

the greatest of all those numbers which actually

give the number of leaves on some tree. If a list is

drawn up pairing each tree with the number of leaves

on it, then no two trees of the first -I on this list

need have the same number of leaves. However, if

there is no duplication among the first -1? then the

next tree on the list must yield a duplication. (The

assumption that t is greater than ,e guarantees that

there must be such a next one.)

32 dominoes are required. Each domino placed in any

horizontal or vertical position covers one white and one

colored square. No single domino can cover two whifie

squares. Removing the two hiack,squares leaves two un-

paired white squares, each requir_ng a different domino

to cover it.

Possible conclusion: This part of the country never

has snowstorms. An induction.

One of several possible conclusions: I cannot ge

suit for $25 at that store. A deduction.

Possible conclusion: All cells of that type have a

thick cell wall. An induction.

Conclusion: The medical center in Springdale is a

steel and glass type structure. A deduction.

) Conclusion: Jerry has passing grades. A deduction.
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Chapter 2

ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Problem Set 2-1

All of the problems in this set, except perhaps some parts
of Problem 8, should be considered by all students for whom

this is the first experience with sets.

1. belongs; member; contains.

2. (c) (2,

(d) (1,

(a) (1,

(b) No.

4,

4,

4,

c,
9,

9)

8,

16,

10,

25,

12,

36,

The element, 1,

14)

49)

whie14-.4ff'in the first set

is not contained in the set (4, 91.

the set of odd numbers from 3 to 9 inclusive;

the set Qf odd numbers from 2 to 10;

the four consecutive odd numbers larger than 2

5. (a) and (b)

The same. The equality of sets is independent of th

arrangement of the elements in each set.

9; -9;

(b) (4, _4)

(3)

(b) (7,4) or

18(71) or

_91

(2.5)

-3
(a5)

(d)

(e)

(5,

(5,

-9)

-2)
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(a) Complete list possible. (10, 12,

(b) possible; (1, 2, 3, 4, ...)

(c) impossible; -17,

(d) impossible; (0, -1, +1, -2, ...)

(e) impossible; (0, 97, +7, -14, ...

(f) possible; (1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15,

(g) possible; (2, 3, 5)

1

1, C, 108.29, 108.28

-81, 0, 103.28, 10_ ,2

Problem Se 2-2

students who have had no previous experience with sets

should do all of these. The ides of "proper subset" brought

out in Problem 4 is not used in the further development in

this text.

Union

Intersectib_

Contained

2. Union

(N)

1

4. (2, 4, ; (2) ; (4) ; ; (2, 4) ; (4,

all are proper subsets except (2, 4,

(Students are not expected to inelLilde the
last subset. The empty set or null) set is
discussed in the next section

5. One of many possible answers

7, -3) x 7, Y) (-3, x, y)



Problem Set 22b

1. [5, 9, 11) ; [3, , 5, a, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12)

2. (a) S and and 33; S and S;
2 and

if you are a boy; 33 and 35 if you are a girl.

(b)
l

(C) s1

(d) The set consisting of all members of faculty and

students of your school.

(e) 'D' S 3

3. (a) Sets L and M and sets 2 and N intersect.
(b) The intersection of sets L and N ls a set with

one element: [tJ.

The intersection of sets L and N is the empty set.

+. (a) Case I: Point A; Case II: Points B and C;

Case III: The empty set.

(b) The intersection would be a set of all points on the

itnes between B and C, and also Points B and C.

(c) Answers would not change.

5, (a) b, c

(b) The set [J)

(c) The set (K)

Cd) The same point.

Ce) The empty set.

6. (a) The set of all posttive integers dvisi by b.

(6, 12, id, 2, ...)

(5) The set of all posItive integers divisible by either

2 or 3 I

(2, 3, , o, , 9, 10, 12, ...)
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One way of solving this problem is by actually listing

all of the members of each set and picking out the ones

that are common to all.

A better approach would be to choose the numbers

common to two subsets and then get the intersection of

those elements with the other subsets. If we consider

(b) n (c), we have all the two-digit numbers that con-

tain a 7 and whose digit sum is even. The latter

statement means that both digits must be odd, or

(b) fl (c) m (17, 37, 57, 71, 73, 75, 77, 79, 97).

Now consider ((b) fl (c)) fl (d). This means we eliminate

all those thpt have the unit's digit less than or equal
to the ten's digit, or

(17, 37, 57, 74, 777, 79, 97) .

Now to get the final intersection, we simple choose

the prime numbers or

(17, 37, 79).

This problem will be useful Illustrate to the

class that there are frequently many approaches that attain

the same result. However, some of them are more economical

than others. It will be Profitable to have various

students describe their procedures.

a) the intersection

N.

(b) M n N

and the union of M and

M N (a,

9. The empty set

The set of all males

(b) A L) B - (1, 2, 3, 4,

A fl B ( ) or 0

10. 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 18, 21, 28)

( ) or 0
(6, 12)

(d) (6, 12)



Problem Set 2-3

1

B X

D Y

(b) A

B X

2. A

B V

D X

E ELY
a W

( b ) ASV

B

D X

Ems-- >Y

G W

A X

Bt >U
D* > V

w

No. If two sets do not have the same number of elements,

then there can be no one-to-one correspondence between

them.
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7 (b) (c) -(v17 -2) (d) Yes (e) -p

No. If n is an element of N, -n is its unique

matching element in P (g) No. If p is an

element of P, -p is its unique element in N.

(h) Yes

4.3 (b) 3.3 s = t - 2 (d) Yes

Yes (f) Yes (g) Yes

6. A one -to -`one correspondence exists between two sets U

and W if each element of U is matched with exactly

one element of W and each element of W is matched

with exactly one element of U. (Every element in each

set is used exactly once in the matching.) In the given

correspondence 0.1*S, where each number was matched

with itself, these conditions are satisfied.

Problem S 2-4

Statement follows logically from statements and

(c).

2. Statement (2) follows logically from statements (b) and

(d).

There may be than 3 pins.

4. There may be more than 2 lins.

5. Statement (5) follows logically from statements (d),

and (c).

Statement (c) implies that if 2 lins contain the same

pair of distinct pins the 2 lins are one and the same,

not distinct. Therefore, two distinct lins cannot have

more than one pin in common.
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(t)

Problem Set 2-5

B,

False. The points may not lie in the same line.

Ture, because of Postulate 2.

False. "At least" leaves a possibility of any number

beyond two, all of which need not lie on the same

line.

(A, B, E), (A, C, Dl, (B, C, F).

(A, B, E, Cl; (A, B, E, Dl: B, E,

(A, C, D, B); (A, C, D, El; (A, C, D, P).

(B, C, F, Al; (B, C, F, Dl; (B, C, F, El.

(E, B, C, Dl; (B, E, C, F); (A, B, D, Fl.

(B, E, F, Dl : (A, E, C, F); (A, E, F, D).
l- 4-* 4-* *--*

(d) AF, BD, CE, DE, DF, EF

By Theorem 2-2, space contains at least -hree distinct

points not in one line. call these points A, B, and C.

Then, by Postulate 3, A and B determine a line, B
and C determine a line, A and C determine a line.

4-73.
Then space contains lines AB, BC, and AC and thus

contains at least three lines.

0
Postulate 1 and 3. We are given one point, say A.

Postulate 1 says that space contains at least two -dls-

tinct poifits- Thus, there is another point besides A,

say B, in space. Postulate '3 says that given two

distinct points, there is one and only ,one line that con-

tains those points. Thus, there is a line coining A.

Problem Set

Problems 1, and .3 of this set are easy enough.

Problem 4 invol es indirect proof and may stump all but

the best students at this stage. Problem 5 deals with an

intuitively strange situation but, by ijself, might make an

intriguing homework assignment.



1. Postulate 6. The points of contact of the legs of

tripod with the surface upon which they rest determine

ta plane. The'points of contact of the legs of a four

legged table with the surface upon which it rests nay

or may not be in the same plane. Four, noncoplanar,

noncollinear points determine four planes. Shifting

from one to another of these four planes would have
%

the effect of rocking.

F G by Postulate 6.

) Yes. For example, consider a 8e .consisting of

two points, P and Q. This set is in the line

It also is in the plane PQ where R is

a point not on (such points exist by Postulate 4).

Another example wouliApe line' itself not just

the points '16 and Q.

Yes: Let J be the line that contains the collinear

points.' By Postulate 4, there Is a point R not
-0

on,/ . By Pd8tillate 2, there are two points A

and B in The points A, B, and R are non-

collinear and determine, by Postulate 6, a unique

plane, Pi . Since points A and B of 2 are in
771.; by Postulate 8, ,e is contained in 7a. Thus, the

collinear points are contained in 7/i and are coplanar.

Let A, B, C, D ,be the 4 distinct noncoplanar

points. Either they are collinear or not collinear.

Assume they are collinear. Then, as in problem

3-(b) above, they are coplanOr. Bilt this contra-
-

Vdicts the hypothesis tnat the points are noncoplanar.

We must, therefore discard he assumption that

A, B,C, L) are collinear an accept the conclusion

that they are not collinear.
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(b) Call the 4 distinct,

D. Either 3 points,

9r they are not collin

ear. Then by 4(a) D

A, B, C. By Postulate

one plane containing

noncoplanar points A, B, C,

say A,- B, C, are collinear,

ear. Assume..theY are collin=

can not be collinear with

.6, there is one and only

A, B, and D. But, by

Postulate 8, C which is on also lies in that

plane. All points would then be coplanar. This

'contradicts the h potheeis and-we must discard the

assumption that A, B, C are collinear. A, F.3,Mt

must, the-Wore; be noncollinear.

No, since that would contradict Postulate 7.

No, since by the aitument of Problem 4(a) above,

4 distinct noncoplanar points ace noncollinear.

The plane contains exactly 3 points. Since, by

Postulate 5, every plane must have at least 3

points and, since all Points cannot be coplanar, the

4th point cannot lie in the same 'plane as the other

three.

(d) No three of the four points may be collinear by

the argument of ,4(b)` above. 1

(e) A line contains exactly 2 points. A line must

contain at least 2 points. By, the argument of

part (d), a line cannot contain 3 points. By

the argument- of part (b), 6 line cannot contain

4 points. It must then con einexactly 2 points.

(g) Plane ABC, plane. ABD,
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1. (a) S = (

(b) S = ( *

(c) S = or

(d) S = ( *

(e)

(0 3 =

Chapter 2

Review Problems

, X )

2. These points Bete nnine oft line.

(a) One line'contains all of them

(b) (1) A '(31 z
(2) C (4) noncollinear, or coplanar

4. (a) One plane contains all of them.

(b) (1) P, Q, M (3) Q, T, R, M

(2) Q, T, R, P (4) R, Q, T

2 4

4 X16

The correspondence is unique.

(b) 4 4 41-403; 44.-÷2;
1111,94-.2; 9 4-4,4; 3...3;

164+k, 16 4-4.2; 16.c-r 4;

Four such correspondences are possible.

) Yes

4<-42
94 -p4

"164-303

) Yes No

With our present definitions, postulates, and theorems,

it appears that at least: 3 different lines contain

one given point.
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ExaCtly one line.

[The tetrahedron with its 4 noncoplanar

points as vertices helps in visualizing the situation

in Problems 7 and 8.]

It appears that at least 3 planes may contain one

given point.

(b) One plane, if the three points are noncollinear.

At least two planes, if the three points are collinear.

At least wo planes.

(1) b (4) d

(2) d (5) a

.(3) c (6) a

Yes, th- labels are shorter and easier to locate on the

diagram.

10. The conclusion is not certain. .1k- ume A, B, C are dis-

tinct.' A, B, C may be collinear, in which case, by

Postulate 9, they may be on the intersection of two

distinct planes PI and a .

If A, B, C are noncollinear, then Z7 and 71 are the same

plane by Po 6

4, (1). three noncollinear points

(2) two intersecting lines-

(3) a line and a point not.on the line

12. No. Every point in" 2 lies in e .- If i intersects

=.-e.
2

in some point then Af
1

contains two points

P and M, both in £ . But this is impossible, since if

a=-line intersects a plane which does not contain it, then

the line and the plane have exactly one point in common.
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b)
I

14. Yes. Postulate 9 says that if two planes intersec
.ter

then their intersection is a line. This means AB

tains every point which lies in both planes X and

must, therefore, contain P.

16.

(a)

(b)

(b)

and 4

and
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-
,174 -If zebras have polka dots, then they are dangerous.

b If the sides of a.rectang3e have equal lengths,

then the rectangli is a square.

c) If Oklahoma wins, the there will be a celebratlon.
d) If two lines inte then a plane is determined.

(e) If a dog is a cocke spaniel, then it is sweet
tempered.

If 2,1 and 22 are two distinct lines, then -.13. and

-42 have at most one point in common.

If s student takes geometry, then he knows how to
add integers.

If ,e is any line and P any point not on Af, then
there is exactly one plane which contains both P
end

18. The single line indicates the hypothesis and the double
line the conclusion:

) If John is _ill, he_should sees dootor.

If a person has red hair,e is nice to know.

FO Ur ointe are _collinear if .they_lieon one, line.

If I do my homework well, I will get a good grade.

If a set of oints lies in one plane, the po_ eare

coplanar.
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Chapter 3

ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Problem Set 3 -2

Problems 5 through 9 prepare for the formal statements of
the properties of order. Thus Problems 5 and 6 illustrate the

additive property of order and show that it includes subtrac-
tion. Problems-7 and 8 illustrate the multiplicative property
using both positiL and negative multipliers. Fraction multi-
pliers point toward the fact that the multiplicative property
includes division.

For Problem b, suggest that the student get an idea of
the basic relation with which he is working by letting x m 0
in each case before he replaceis x by either a positive number
or a negative number. Similarly, in problem 8, suggest that x
be replaced by 1 before other replacements are used. It is
hoped that students will decide from Problem 6 that adding
either a positive or negative number to both sides of the in-
equality.doeS not alter the truth value of the statement and
from Proiaet 8 that, whereas multiplying, both sides of an
inequality by a positive number does not alter the truth value,
multiplying by a negative number does alter the truth value.

1. (a) E = F

(b) A, E, C, D, E, F are subsetb of A.

B, E, F are subsets of B.

C, B, E, F are subsets of

E, (d) A, (e) B.

2. 2 > -5 ; 2 is to the right.

-3 > -7 -3 is to the right.

5 > 3 ; 5 is .'to the right.

0 - ; 0 is to the right.

They are the same number and are associated with the
same point on the number line.

161 16
is to the right.

is to the right.
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It is not true.

For 'all integers s, b, c, if a = + c and if c > 0,

then. a >

It is useful to consider a - b. For a to be > b,

a - b must be > 0. But from the hypothesis we know that

a - b = c. Therefore c ,ouust be >0. This indicates

that we must add to the original hypothesis the hypothesis

c > 0 as in the modified form above.

4. (b) 2 , -4 > -6

c) -10 , -2> -12

(d). 11 , 8 > -3

(e) -6 , 2 > -4

*5. (a) 1 > -3

(b) 1 + >

(c) 5 >

*7.

(f) , 11>

(g) -6 , 3 >

(h) b will be positive

a > b

(d) 72- -6

5 (e) -2 + 3 > -6 3

- 5 (f) -2 - 3 > -6 - 3

(a) (1) True (2) True

(b) (1) True (2) True

(a) 1 False (2) False

(d) (1) True (2) True

(e) (1) True (2) True

(f) (1) False (2) False

(i) 5 > 2

(ii) 3 5 > 3 2

(iii) (-3) 2 > (-3) 5

(b) (1) > -6

(ii) 3(-6)

(iii) ( -3) ( =6) > (-3) 2

(c) (i) 12 > 8

(ii) 7 -1 > .8

(ill)
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a) (1) True (2) False (d) (1) False (2) True
(b) (1) False (2) True (e) (1) True (2) False
(c) (1) False (2) True (f) (1) False (2) True

a) (1) T (2) False

(b) (1) True (2) False
cl (1) True (2) False

Problem Set 3-3a

In applying the properties of order, you may prefer the
complete form of solution as used for Problem 3 for all of the
problems.

1. (a) Additive property

(b) Additive property

(c) Transitive property

(d) Transitive property. a > 4 , 4 > 0 , then
(e) Transitive property used twice
(f) Additive property

(g) Additive property

(h) Multiplicative property using a negative multiplier
(i) Additive property followed by the multiplicative

property using a positive multiplier

(j) Multiplicative property using a positive multiplier
followed by the additive property

x >y, Y>z by hypothesis.

Then x > z by the transitive property of order.
But z > w by hypothesis. Therefore

x > w by the transitive property of order.

2x - 3 is positive

2x - 3 > 0

2x - 3 +3> 0 +3
2x > 3

. 2x > 7

by hypothesis.

by definition of positive.

by the additive property of order.

by simplifying names.

by the multiplicative property of
order using a positive multiplier.

by simplifying names.
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- 2x is positive

3 . 2x > 0

3 > 2x

x

5 - 10x is negative

0> 5 - 10x

10x > 5

x
1

Y > 3

0> y

5 > 0

5 > 3 -

by hypothesis.

by definition of .positive.

by the additive property of order
and simplifying names.

by. the multiplication property of
order using s positive multiplicative
and simplifying names.

by h-pothesis.

by d finition of negative'.

by additive. property of order and
simplifying names.

by multiplicative property of ordez
using a positive multiplier and
simplifying names.

by hypothesis.

by the additive property of order.
fo,

by the definition of positive number,

by the transitive property of order.

Problem Set 3-3b

Problem 5(b) offers an appropriate place to call attention

to the difference between justifying a "No" answer and-a "Yes"

answer. A single counter example is sufficient in the No-case.

The "Yes" must be justified in terms of properties or previously

accepted statements.

1 a is less than b.

(b) is greater than y.

rn is either greater than or ecal to 3 or,

not less than 3.

n is either less than or ectfal to 3;

greater than 3.

O is less than 1, and

lies between 0 and 2.

x is greater than zero; car,. x is positive.

or,

less than 2; or,

not



2.

5 is greater than or equal to x, x is greater

than or equal to -5; or,

Including -5 and 5; or

nor greater than 5.

(n)

(a)

(b)

(0)

(d)

Same as

k> 0
r < 0

t 0

s 0

(g).

(a) X-) -2 and 5

(b) n 3 and 11

.(c) y )_ 0 and 7

I

y

x is between -5 and 5,

x is not less than

(e) 2

(f) 2

(g) a

6

4

8

3

w b

ItniminwrWw.--x< 0
x

0

0

Since for all x, either

the union of x 0 and x <

(d)

x

-5

x = 0 , x) 0 or x < 0,

includes all real numbers.

X = 3 is the intersection of

15z 0 by the hypothesis.

15z ) by the multiplicative property of
order-using a positive multiplier.

z) 0 by simplifying names.

Thus the required set includes all numbers greater that

zero or all positive numbers.
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No. If x m 8, , m 3 and 'z m 5, the conditions

are satisfied and z

If x = 10 y = 7 z the Conditions are

satisfied and y > z.

Thus z may be > y or y may be > z.

6. If 3r > 2` -then -2 > -3m, by multiplicative property

of order with. ( -1) as multiplier.

But -2.4-,-3m means the same as -3m -2.

(b The additive property of prder. Add (-x).

by 1The multiplicative propex4iy of Order. 'Multiply by 5
The additive property of .order: Add (-x - 7).

The multiplicative propef*y of order with (-1) as

multiplier.

The multiplicative property of order using p (a pos-,

itive number) as the multiplier.

(g) The multiplicative property of order using in (a neg-

ative number) as the multiplier.

7.

(b

(c)

possibility of 9x . 15 in which case x and this
is not included in the second statement.

(d) It does not follow. 2x m 11 (part of the second'

statement) could only follow the first if

5x = 4 = 3x 7 were included in the first statement

which is not the case.

and (f) both follow. The properties of order and/or

equality may be applied to each of the two parts of the

statement separately.

It does follow.

It does follow.

It does not follow since the first statement gives a

)
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Problem art. 3=4

Problems 3, 4 and give a foundation for the work on the

coordinate system presented in the next Section.

1. (a) Alta 1 ; PQ PR

PT ; ST T

The distances are the same as in (a) since the distance

from A to A' is the _same as the distance from

to R.

0 (relative to (A,A'))

Distances in (a) and (b) are the same.

This illustrates oatuiate 11.

(d) (1) (2)

(4) 6 (5)

PC 2

PD.11o2

PM4
C4--o2

D 2

m 4

(b) PM

QM

CM
a

C

Q4- 2

P

PS014
-2 -r 0 I 2 4

Relative to (Q,I)

PQ' = 4

-SR = 5

PR = 6

RO = 4

2

relative (0,1)) = 1
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*5.

By Postulate Xi the disdistances (relative __ I are:

PQ m 4

SR .5
PR m 6

Rd% 4
00 m 2

'PQ M 1,- (-3

SR * 3, - ( -2)

PR m 3 - (3)

RO m 3 - (4)

QE 3 - 1 m 2

These distances are the same as the corresponding

distances in (d).

-I 0 I

2 I 0 -I -2*
4

PR (relative to, (0,t) ) 6

PR (relative to (0,S) ) 6

The distances are equal. We Wou

OS (relative to (0,1)) m 1.

First correspondenc,

Second correspondence

d expect this sin

Yes. The point corresponding to 1 is of the

distance AB to the right of A. This is a'unique

point.

Yes. The paint corresponding to 1 is of the

distance AC to the left olf A. It is a unique point.

1
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Problem Set -1-L2

r9blems 9, 10 and 11 introduce the absolute value z

-Many _eachers and stunts appreciate its ;Convenience and may

Mind it useful t1 various considerations in this course. It

will be discussed in the text in Chapter 8.

P -is origin, Q isunit-point

(b) PQ = 1 XY . y - x

BC = 4.3- CB. 4.3
AX . + 4 yx -y -x
Ct. .y - 1.8

The `tude1it Can only select as his second coordinate ayst

the system with doordfnates -x. Therefore, if the
Coordinate assigned to Q by the first system is q, then

the coordinate assigned by the .second would be -q. The

tdistance PQ is the -same in both systems.

(a) Yes by Theorem 3-1. It 1_ unique.

(b) Yes, by the Ruler Postulate. It Is unique for any

selected unit-pair -

( b

No.

No

In part (a) -P separates the line into two sets. In

part (b) Q separates the line into two se s

t
x - y : b

x b - a

0

if a > b

if b > a

if, a b

A B C R p CD
-4-3-2-1 0 I 23C

4 3 2 I 0-1-2-3 c
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7

is the origin in bgth systemB.

(2) PAP the'unit-pair in C,

air in CI.

the unit

(relative to (P,R)) 1 PR (relative to

(P,Q)). 1

The Unit-point ins to the right of the origin

C and to flit left of the origin in CI.

xl x 7 0 or x' 7 -x

BR in C 7 (-3) = 2

BR in, CI 7 1 2

They are equal.

R5TABC
-4 2

=3 2 I 0 -1 72

4

A is the origin in C and B the unit-point.

is the origi in CI and .A the unit-point.

The origin and unit-point, have been interchanged in

the twcil systems so the unit-point is. to the right of

the origin 'in C and to the left "of the origin in CI.

(c) xt + x = 1 or xl = -x 1

(d) BR in C 1 - (-3) 4 ; BR in C, = 4 - 7 4.

They are equal.

A Et' C D P Q R
I I I I- I ir
4 =3 2 '1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 C
- I 1 3 I 2 3 4 5 - 6 7 C'

(b) P is the origin in system C. B is the origin in

system Ct. B is to the left of P. (i'iD) is the

unit-pair in C. (hac) is the unit pair in cl.

PD (relative to (B,C)) 1 7-BC (relative.to 1P,D)).

The unit -point is to the left of the origin in C and

to the right of the origin in CI.
xi

+ x 3 , or Xt = =x + 3.

(d) in system C 7 3

BR in System C4 = 5 - 0 . 5.

They are equal.
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BYZWR'S .0
t -I- I 1 1=__t

4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 C
2 I 0 -1 -2

(2)

R is the origin in while ,Z is the origin

in CI

(R,W) -isitha unit -pair' in C.

(z,Y). is the unit -Pair in RW (relative

to (Z,Y)) ='1 = ZY (relative to (RMY.
In both systems, the unit-p pt is to the left

Of the :origin,

and Z is to the left oes. R.

x xt ..2 or Xt x

'BR in C - 4 - ©4 4.

BR in = 2 m 4

They are equal.

10. '(1)
(2)
(3) L._

(4) 1

(5) - 11 = 1 =21 = 2

In each.of-these_problems_if. the order in the expressed

difference were changed, the sign of the expression

within the absolutevalug.symbol would be changed. The=

final expressions using the two orders would, of course,

be equivalent.

(1) lx Yl.

(2) 1(a b) 1)1 = lal

(3) 1(a 4! b) (a - b) 1 = 21b1'

(4) b) (b a)I . 101 . 0
(5) 1(a b) 12a = 2b1 = 2 - 1)1.
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Problem Set 3-6

Problems 5 and-'6 begin to build toward an understanding
.

Of the relation between coordinateb in two coordinate- systems.

establfshed on a given line. They suggest the conclusion that

when the sum of corresponding coordinatesis,a constant, the

sales in the two systems appear to "run in opposite direction

and when the difference between corresponding coordinates is a

constant, the scales appear to -"run in the same direction."

Origin

(b) B or G G or B

(c)

(d) C or F F or

()
C A

E or

E or

Ther =a choice in the case of a se en

Unit-Point

BF

(g) CE

Empty set

Yes

(b) -44etwben 0 ands l
(c) x - 0 . 1 -x

(d) k) ; only one

(e) On/ e, since a coordinate

correspondence.
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yes

xl ='x 3 ; the rulers are pladed against so that

their scares "run in the same direction/ whereas in

Problem 5 the Scales "run in'opposite directions,

ProbleM Set

These problems are primarily to prepare for the next

section. They emphasize that (a) the relation between the

measures of a given'aistance relative to two different units.

Is determined by the relat±on between those two units and

(b) the ratio between the measures-of two-different distances'

is independent of the unit.used. Help students to see these

relationships in the table in Problem 2.

-a.- (a) 0

(b) x

x 0

5

E
1

0 < p < 1

No

(2) Yes

(3) Yes

(4) No

(5) No

(6) No

(g) 'interior, rayj opposil

PQ TV VW

inches 3 6 18 24

feet
1

7

yards
2

alphas 2 4 12 16

--N
betas , 8 15 48 64
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(b)

(c)

(d)

6

12

4. (a) smaller

(b) It

(c) The first pair of point

the second pair of points.

The answer is given.

(b) 8 , 8

8 , 8

(d) 10

12
1

36

7

4 times as far arl-

Problem: Set 3-8

F
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(1)

(2)

3) C

=y z 3x

(5) y 3(-8) . -24

(6)- x

A

-3

B C

0
-0 I 3

E X-

2
6

X C

3X C'

Ygs. ,Since' C is a one-to-one correspondence, for

each point X In _there is a untque number x _in

C. For each number x in C there is a unique

number 3x in Thus for each point X in

there is a unique number 3x in CI.

If we select s_ecfalpoints such as A and D, using

e numbers -3 and 3 assigned to them respectively

by CI , we find that, since AD (relative to (B,C))=

6 . 3 - (-3) , CI appears to satisfy the second

Criterion for a coordinate Aystem. A more general

consideration follOws.
4

To show thgt for every pair of points on J corres-

pondence CI satisfies the second Criterion for a

coordinate system, assume XI and X, be any two

points on withcoordinatesinCxiand x-2
respectively and with x2 > xl. The numbers asso-

ciated with Xi and X2 by correspondence C' are,

then, 3x1 and 3x2 respectively and by the '

multiplicative property of order 3x2 > 3x1. If CI

is a coordinate system, its unit-pair is 03,C) and

we must show that
-1-
X-X

2
(relative to (SC))44. - 3x



1X2 (relative('ta (B,C)) 3X1X2 (relative to (B,D))

since BD (relative Co. (BM) m 3. But. since C is

a coordinate system, X1X2 (relative to (B,D)) m x2 - xi.
Hence X1X2 (relative to(B,C)).= 3(x2 xl) m
3x2 3x1. It follows, since C4 satisfies both

conditions in the definition, that correspondence_ CI

Is a coordinate syStem.

(c) Yes

(d) No

X

-5 -3 x
0 I 2 6 7 x' C'

xi, ft x 5
=

C' is a one-to-onecorrespondence.

'(b) If C' is a coordinate system, (E,D) is the unit-

pair in C,. Let X1 And X2 be points on with

c-oordinateS in system and -X2eSPectivelys;
and such that x2 > xl. :Then the numbers assigned to

X1 and X2- by C' are _xl 4- 5 and x2 + 5

respectively. By the addition property of order

x2 + 5 > xl +5.,

1
X-X-1-2 (relative to (E,D)) = X1X2 (relative to (A,B))

since ED (relative to (A,B)) = 1. But since C is

a coordinate system, X1X,2 (relative to A,B))

x2 - xi which, by changing the form,

= (x2 5) - (x1.+ 5). Thus X1X2 (relative to (E,D))

= (x2 + 5) - (xi

Again, as in Problem 3(b), the compliance with the

definition of a coordinate system' may easily be noted

for any two specific points. It follows that the

correspondence C' is a coordinate system since it

satisfies both conditions stated in the definition.

and (d) Neither'the origin nor the unit-point are

the same for the stem C and C'.
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5. Yes.

-lative to
'elat!ve to

-elative_to
relative to

elative to
ela ve tt

If PQ + RS . TV (relative to (A,A')) then

-FQ (relative to (A, A')) + k. RS (relative

k- TV (relative to (A,AI)). This 4-ethe same as

PQ (relatiVe to (B,Bi)) + RS (relative to (B,B')) =

TV (relative to jB,BI))

Thus PQ + RS - TV (relative to (BIB')

Problem Set -3-9

(a). RS--(Tin- .;

(b) RT (in C) = 1

RT (in. C') = 2

(d) 2 or ,-2

(e) ST (11c141,C) = 3 ; ST -(in C') 6

(f) -2 or 10

(g) Yes. The coo dlnate of T in C' must be

it must satisfy both distance relations..

(a) as _ b 0. Therefo-re x'

(b) If x - -1 , 2(-1) -2.

2RS (in

since
4

(a) RS (in C') . 3 RS -) 6 RS CI RS

(in C)

(b) RT (in C) . 1

(c) RT (-in CI) =

(d) r3 or r

(e) ST (i- C) ST CI)

or

(g) The coordinate of T in C' must be since

satisfies both distance relations.
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16.

1 = ar. 2 + b Then 1
b,

-2= a.'8 + b b =_-__-

-3 =-a- 6
1 1a = - Thus' . - 7 x + 2

__I 1If x = 3 , x.= 7(3 + 2

The coordinate of T (in C')

-2 5 II C
3 I CI.

(1) PQ (in = PQ (in CI) 2 ,

PQ (in PQ (in C)

(2) PW (in C) = 7

(3) FW (in 01)= 4
(4) The coordinate of W (in is either

or 3 , that, 5 7
77 17

5) QW- _--C) -=-1-3 , QW "(in fir} .= .13--
(6) 'The coordinate of W (in is either

13 1 1or 1 - -- either 5 1 or -4 7-

W tin C') must be 5

1Thus x, = - x + 14
3

( 7 ) The coordinate of

3 = 5a + b

= b
u

. -6a if x = - t-2
=

3_ 5k- xf = 5 7
47 The ciaordinate of W (in C')

3

+ 13
3

51

Parts (a) and (b) can be solved in the manner of 5(a) above.

However, students may prefer the method of 5(b), in which-,

case they will solve part (c). before (a) and (b)

32.= a - b

212 --a 7 100 b

-b = 32

a = 1.8

F . 32

F = 4.8(40 ) + 32°

0 6 F = 104°

(b) ©= 1.8C + 32°

C = =17
-o
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or

b

= a

PQ (in ©= 1
PQ (in CI) = (a + b = a ,

PQ (in CI) b - (a + b) -a , if b > (a + b)

if (a + b) > b which means if a > 0 ,,then the

will increase from b\ to (a

,b) b

coordinates,

as move from P .to Q. The coordinates-.in scale

C increase from 0 to 1 as we move from, P to Q.

Thus the scales "run in the same directloti..'14.

cat?rdlnates7
in CI will decrease from b to (a -+ b)' as we move
froM.P to Q whereas the coordinates in sc le C

increase from 0 to '1 'as we move from P to Q.

Thus the scales "run in the opposite direction."

If = 5 and a = 3 , t henPORS
0 -I- 2 3 --
5 El II 14 CI

If b = 5 and a = -4 , then

P `Q R S

0 1 2 3 C
5 I -3 -7 V

If a . 0 , then a + b = b and in the diagram in (c)

above two pointsPadQwould both have the
coordinate - b. This wou d not give one-to-one

correspondence and would not be a coordinate

*ystem.

Explained n another way: if in xl = ax + b Ara =,0

the xi = b for ,all values of x Thusja single

number b s apsoclated with every point on line )f4.

This 10 not a coordinate system.
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-

(9 7 5)
by A :8 af, -p

_(d

1.

2

AE = x Ap

AE AB 4- 7 Do
2x 7xi + (12

AD = x2 ; BE j BD =

If x is the coordinate of E , then
2x - 0 = 7(1 - 0) or x 72

E D

i Sys erp _ Pa'rt
xl XL CI

From x ax b

a : 0 +
.al+b

xi a = x2 -

(x2

2

Problem Set 3-10

(1) 0 x , (7) x 2

(2) 2 < x (8) < 2
(3) -4 (9) x

x 0 10) x 0
(5) x 8. (11) 0

x 6 (12) 2

(4) and (11) , GK and GI
and (12) I-1.1 and

o
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E F

-4 -3 . -2

Sane as 1(b)

x = x1 + k

(a)
(b)

)

(d)
(e)

H.
1

0 I 2 3

(7)
(8), x o

0 (9) -3
(10)
(11) x -1
(1,) x 0

x f 2 + 4k
x -2 +
x 3 + k(-7) = 3 - 7k
x 1 -15 + 30k
x = -5 + 5k

Two teemethods of solution are shown for each problem.

A a c4t--- ___tap
-5
0

x _ (x2

-5 + k(15
k 3

Yes, Yes, No

A

-5. 10
0 I

k(10 [-5])
15 = -5 15 k

4k

10
k

- x1)
[ -5]

15
1

13

15

k

l5

20
3

B C

15
k

No, Yes
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== 10 + k(15 - 10)
= 10 + 5k

k = -3
No, No,

15 + 7(11 - 5) = 8
1-2 + -7[ -9 ( -2

71,
+

1
2

x

,=
1

x =
xl

=

7

5 + 11 nor = L1

1 r -9
O

1
or 7 -f- 7

-1
X- + X

® -r + -,15 [(r - =

ix = (© ÷ s) -1-,, ,z [-r - + s)
x =, + - r .

7_

7 = 4 +
10

-7 = x \(22
x = -12

Or

or

_ 1 - 3x 3 + 7 1 c:

X
1

= (-)
'1 0

(b) --i -1 + - [x - ( - ]

i
3

±._
-3

294
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4 + zo
7 -=

= I- X

x

3

= 9
=1

7

1
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Trisectionpointnearei,tox_
-1

has coordin
1

xi ± 3 ( x2 - xi) and

Trisection point nearer to x_
2

has coo a

x1 (x2 - x
1
).

n 1
X 7 + 7 = 0 7

73x = 7 4. (5) . 10

A P2 B

7 xl 12

Bihet P

xi - 12

xi

coordinate
x1

such hat
_ 1

12 - 7) and
1 173 4

or

P has 'coordinate xP such that .;

1 312 - x, = -4. and x2- 10 =
q

k

k= 1
x = 1 midpoint of AB

1k =

k = 2

O k 1 5x7 AB
k 0 AB

O < k< 1 -5 < x <.

k < 0 x < -5 interior

k = 5 x= 55 P. is on

k = -5 x = P is on

x

risection points of AB

P on AB such that AP ;=

of AB
-->

Of ray opposite to AB

AB and AP = 5 AB

ray opposite to

and AP 5 .113

Problem Set 3=11

X9= 3 , kF 3 , OD 2 PG.7
(b) DB . 7 , Distance from to B = 7 , DB = 7 , BD = 7

All answers are the same since all are symbols for the

same measure.
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7

.Tru-

False.

True.

1 - 0 . 1.

3 - l = 2 not

3 -1\.=

3.

False since they are different sets of point.

True. 7 - (-1) = -8 and = 8.

False since two segments are congruent only if

their lengths have the same measure.

7 - (-1) 0' +

True

Not meaningful

Not meaningful

True

False

True

Not mcani gful

741se

Not meaningftii

Prue

(-3).

MT = MS + ST ; Theorem

No. If R are collinear in that order, then Q is

between P and a. This means that the coordinate of Q

is between the coordinates of P and R. Since

_5 < =2 < 3 , the coordinate of Q must be

AM = 5.

With 9', yes With -5 , no. Every point onf DE has

a non-negative coordinate

(I) 7

(2)

(3) 10

(4)

.(5)

(6)

8

11

0 or 0
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8.

(8) _ must be 0 since

nen-negative. .

and EG are-both

f must be 0 since F is in DE- .

If f ) 1 , which means F is to the right of

E then

EF = f - 1 _f ',IA 4-1.

Then 2k # 1 > 1 aid k 0.

Thus f6r all k 0 f . 2k 1 .and F

DE such that-- E is be'Neen D and F.

If 0 f 1 , then

f = 1 - 2k.
Then 0 1 - 2k

71 0

4 k 0

Thus for all k s

and F is in DE.

If 0 < k , f has

positions in DE.

If k or if k =

EF 1 f 2k or

values and F has

(b (1)
( 2)

( 3 )

10. Let p, c1, r be coorc hates of p,
order of linearity riven demands

or r < q <p

(a)' In case

or

also

or

P < q

q -yp K

< PR

r c. p

< PR

r

r p

297

ha's only one value.

0 < x < 18

x>
x < 0

F respectively. The

P < q

,S=111110=-- R



ease

or

also
or

< q < P
q r < p
RQ < PR

P < P -
29 < PR

,D9H

R Q



Chapter 3

Review Problems

1 I V (c) R or V or J

(b) N (d), The empty set

2. (a)

(b)

(cl negative
.

3. (a) T

(b)

(c) F

4,, (a) TT

(b)

5. (a)

(b): x

(i)

posAtive

a positive number less than 2

(b)

7. (a) 8

(b) 8

(c) 7

(d)

8. h, e

(d) N

(e) N

(c') T

(d) T

(c) x > _lh

x < -

-3 0 I

(f)

(i7) If 71

if r2 K yl , then

(i) -2b

9. ray (d, j), ,point (b,

N or J or
empty set

Y2 yl

line (h) , segment (f)
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10. (a

11. (a) 11

12.

13.

13

or

7

They are

They are

egiaa1. PosCllate

equal. Theorem 3-

False

Not meaning 1

True

Fais

True

13.

14. Yes is the set of Points with cooi7dinates

0 and 17. satisfies this reouiremen1;:.

Yes, from the definition of _oordinate

on a line.-

(1)
( )

12 8 ,

If Jt = k

3) p --1 . 5 or p -

then iP = k(1 - 0) = k

k must be > 0 since

and st be non-negative.

If k = 0 , theh P . u and ate

of P.- 1

If k 1 , then a is between a and P

and p - 1 k .

If 0 k 1 , there are two possible posi-

tions of P , one with h between R and

P in which case p = 1 4- k , the other when

between R and § and p = 1 -

distance'

300
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In parts 1 2 , and of (c) only one

answer isTpossible. In part 4 of (c) more

than one answer is possible as indicated above.

(e) Let p be the coordinate of: P

Then RP = p -,0 or ,C))0- p

and WP = p - 1 or 1-- p .

The eoluti,ons from (c) would then be

(1) p 12 or p = -12

(2) p8 or p =

(j) p 0 or p 4

( p = 1 + k or p = 1 - Ic with k

15. (a) T (g) T (i) T

(h) T

(i) T

(b) T (e) F

T (f) T

A a-

(1) B

(2) AC ; AC

17. (a) AB BC = AC

(b) if AB - BC

F

B C

A

The empty set

The interior of AC

4 =



18. (a) Theorem 3-7 , The Be teennes Coordinates Theorem.

(b) Theorem 3-7 The Betweenness-Coordinates Theorem.

Theorem The Betweennesa-Distance Theorem
since S is between R and T -

19. PR (in cm) = 30

QR (in cm) s 100 QR (in -0

QR (in cm) = (.1 ) QR (in mm) 10

Let' C be a coordinate system on the given line
which assigns 0 to Q and 40. to R . Then, if p

is the coordinate of P , either p 40 30 0

40 - p = 30 and p is either 10 or 70 . If

p 70 , then K. 70 . But thiscontradicts t
hypothesis that QP*10 , therefore p 10'. Since
0 (10'( 40 , P is between Q and R by the

Betweenneso-Coordinate Theorem

20. 3 , 10

(b)

21. ince x > 4

(c) 10

(d) 10

(a) x -3 31

-)
a b

1

p . a 40 -
3a b(o) 1-

(c) P a +

(d) p = a k(b -

A
(e) No. k'= P

and since PA and AB , being dis-AB
tances? are both positive, their, quotient is

positive. cannot be > 1 since this would

mean PA > AB . But P is between _A and B

so AP 4- PB = AB and, since TB > 0 , PA ( AB
k 0 since it would then follow that PA = 0
and P = A which contradicts the hypothesis that

P and A are distinct points.
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24. Reiative to the same unit pair the distance- betwe

F and -Q is the same as the distance between

M 4nd N

(b) The sments are congruent, i,e. they are equal in

length.

(c) The symbols are names for the same line. The set

of points are equal.

(d) The distan-,e QN is greater than the distance QM.

(e) and are names for the same ray with

endpoint and containing points N and

25. Yes.

The union is 46Tir; the intersection is

The union is Tg'; the union is

(d) The intersection is AB ; the union

2b, (a) x' . 1 - x

,coordi-
nate
System

Relo.tion-
ship

Coord -
nate
of D

Coordi-
nate
of E

Coordi-
nate
of F

Coordi-
nate
of G

Coordi-
nate
of H

Coordi-
nate
of T

First x 0 3 2 -1 0,

Second 30 -12

Third - x - 3 -3 0 -1 -4 -5

Fourth t" -
-2x +

2 =4 -8
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(d) k

) k is real.

29. e have not proved that AB + BC = AC implies' that B

is between A and C This is the converse J)1 the

Betweenness-Distance Theorem but-the truth of the con-

verse of a theorem does not necessarily follow from the

truth of the theorem. The text stated that this con-

verse could be proved.

x' = ax- b

-3 = a 3± b
13 = a(-5 ) + b

a = -2

b = 3

,-, -2x 3

31. X' = x
1

k

(b) C+ 3
3
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1.

ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Problem Set 4-2

j,.
By Theorem 10 two intersecting linesdetermine a

unique plane. Call the unique plane determihed'by

and CD, (F. Then all tbe.points in ere
hers of e' and all the Points of are .member5.

By definition of subset, and are -

subsets of '63

cross hatched

(f) NI- is a convex set and

separation Postulate)Postulate ) and the intersection of two

convex sets is a convex set.

2. convex, halfplane, intersection, convex

3. points, PQ, subset

4. 8, subset

_

5. No. RS and P intersect in, at most, one point

and by hypothesis, that point As A.

The empty set since A is not contained in Pg.

No, because 77 does not intersect RS, and by
the Plane Separation Postulate every segMent which
joins a point in one halfplane dttermined by a line
with a point in the other halfplane determined by
that line must intersect the edge of the halfplanes.

Yes, since (a) and (c) have ruled out all other
alternativs,

(e) Yes. By (0 P, assumed to be any point in WE except
4-*

A, is on the same side of RS as B and therefore

is a convex Plane

(b)
(c)

in the same halfplane as B.
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Yes. Theorem 4-1 states that the intersection ofC,any

two convex sets' is convex set.

The three other types of intersections are illustrated',three_

The heavier lines represent the edges of the halfphirRs

The Empty Set

The--1-ftterior of a

Segment

Problem

union, rays, endpoint, line

No (b) No

(1) The union of two opppsite rayl cannot be an angle

:since opposite rays e collinear and the defini-

tion of an angle sties that the rays which form

A HalfiIiie

the sides of the angle cannot lie in the same line

(2) The union of t rays which do not lie in the

same line is an angle if and only if those rays

have a common endpoint.

NPR; LNPT; MPT
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LBEC, LCEA and LAS

could be called ,LCEP and LAE could be called

014R

(b) LRND or

(c) ZAMN or LAMS

RMA and LCNM

zrem

a) 60

(b), 30

(c) 30

(d) 30

(d) Yes

(e) To all angles formed

by Ig and-

or ZpNR

70

15

(g ) ?5

(h) 70

Lims

LCNS

ZER'51 or ZBM'S

(i) 70

(j) 90
(k) 125

-(1) :100

Problem Set 4-4

Problem 6 is intended to help prepare for the introduction of

a ray-coordinate system in a plane.

2.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(b)

1.5'

.2

.6
x

150

20

60
10xD

100y

130

135

18

51

x

90y

117

ST

1.3

larger

Column I

Column II

Column III

They are equal.

1
7.5

7.5

7.5

1
=

1
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(a)

(b)

1.

2.

75

105

0
90

x

2.5 2.5

6) 135

(7) 45'

(8) 150

(9) 120

(10) 60

(b ) All answers given in (Wagreewith tie definition

of angle and with Postulate 16.'

(c) p - z 180, 180, 360 - -z)

Problem Set 171

35 (d) 45 (0 95 (i) 125

85 (e) 145 (g) 40 (j) 130

50 (h) 90

Tom's, Bill's and Hank's are acceptable since

they satisfy the definition for a ray-coordinate

system and the Protractor Postulate. Pete's diagram

places P and N on opposite sides of le in
violation of the Protractor Ptulate.

60',

70

1

130

y - x

Definition of ray-coordinate system

Definition of ray - coordinate system

(2) z -x (3) z-y (4) y

1) y-x or 360 - (y- whichever is less than 180

(2) z -x or 360 - (z -x) whichever is less than 180

(3) z - y or 360 - (z y) whichever he less than 180

(4) y or 360 - y whichever is less than 180
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4. 'The union of

The union of

11) VN ( ) V
(2) V (4) vQ,

(c) (1) The empty set.

(2) The set of all points.in the halfplane and

edge QM of the haffplane.

Two half lines; the set including

on V and except V.

(a) F LAM and BOC -;are different sets of points.

v(b)
(c)

(d) F The _nequaIl b r is in the wrong' direction.

all points

04 and (3 are di gent sets of points.

(a) ZRVY is a set of points: 80 is a number.

(c) Sets of points cannot be added. Numbers can be added.

(d) A set of points is not a number.

(e) Sets of point's cannot be added.

(g =) Greater than is a relation between numbers not between

a number and a set of riaints.

(h) Multiplication is an operation on a'pair of numbers,

not on a number and a set of points.

In our geometry there is no angle with measure 180.

In our geometry there is no angle with measure 280.

One, by the Angle Construction Theorem.

(b) Two. By the Protractor Postulate there is a ray-

coordinate system in relative to A such that

AC is the zero-ray. In this system the

ray-coordinates r, and 360-r -are
Only two ray_ s', that form with A an angle whobe

measure r. Furthermore_all rays in d; with end-

point A have been considered since all ax4a'assigned

rays with

the two'and

ray-coordinates in this'system.
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rOblems A

and Theorem A---._--

' 5,.

bisect2 mid

3.

Problem Set 476,

-_nd 5 help students with,the p

180

180

of Theorem ALI

betweenness, r - coordinate

mLFVG _.K m f

irEVG =1; 7 0 = g

p©

Then mLEVF + m /FVG = f + (g - f) © g by the additive

property of equality.

It follows that mLEVF + mLFVG p m G by the transitive

,property of equality.

Also m EVF = nLE VG mLFVG by the additive property of

equality and the fact hat for any number a, a-a = O.
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180, between, b,

If q b 3 q

then 2q 7 b by the additive property of equality,

and q .4 by the multiplicative property of eqUality.

Hence, the .solutionisq=:ifthere lb one. It is

readily checked that ,it-ls a solution.

-.Yes. All xays that lie between- VA and VB have been

considered in the argument since all have one and only one

ray-coordinate in the system. Hence LAVB has only one
midray.

definition, q -t0 -= q,

3

(b)

(c) fi

between VP and VM

8. (a) 56

(b) 128

(c) 344,

9. (a) We expect tat the student will use the formula in

the.Text at the bottom of Page 167 to find.that the

ray-coordinate of the midray is 11'3r-
'

(Also see
2- -

comments below

(b) We'expect that the student will conclude from studying

diagrams that XV is the opposite ray to the desiPed

midray and therefore say that the ray-coordinate is

2"-Y -180 if x >'180 and :that it is 180

if
x

180. (Also see comments below.)

iformal Justification of these results can be given

as follows.. In this Justification, we consider two con-
-31

current rays VA and VB. Suppose that in a ray-coordinate

system S, the ray-coordinates of VA and V are a

and b, respectively, where a < b. We let VC be the
bray with P aay-coordinate -1r- in S and VD be the ray

opposite to VC.
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We first show that the tvi6 angles-, LAVC and LBVC,
that 1.7e forms with and have the same measure.

To see this,.we observe that

b b+
2 < 2

= b < 360

and_that since b < 360

Hence,

and

180

AVC
4 +b

a
b_

-2-

b
a+ b_ b-a

We now dhow that the two angles, AVD and LIND,
that VD forms with -VI and VD also have the same

measure. Since VD is opposite to VC, the ray - coordinate

of VD is

a + b
+.180 .

a + b
180-

observe that in case

b
2 < 180

if
b

lUV

a + b
< 180, then ,

- a + b
1800 < a < b < b + 180 by a
J.Q._,+ 360

a +an that in'case T

b
> 180, then

0 < 3 ; b 180 7- a + a 180 < a < b 36o

since b- a
- 180 is negative.

Consequently, in either instance,

AVD = 180 - b
2

and

a

b - a= 180
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To-complete the justification we need to show that if

b - a < '186, then VC is between VA and 'Tit and that

if b -a A;,180, then is.betweeh 71 and VB.' Let

SI' be the ray-coordinate System in whiVi VA is the zepot-<.

ray and VB has its ray-coordinate less than 180,

Consider first the case that b - a < 180. Then,

the ray-coordinate of g in SI is b - a since

mLAVB b - a. Let q be the ray-coordinate of 174
b - ain S'. Since mLAVC ---- , we have either

b a2
or

360 y= (q 0)

We can tee that q cannot be such that

-
360,- q =

b a
, that is q = 360

- 2H

for, if it were, then q > 180 and computing .

SI we obtain

(360 - b a) - a)

or

)36o - b a (b360 - ,

Neither of these can be -7-=, which is mLBVC,

Tin the first-instance thisWould mean b - a . 180 and

in the second would mean b - a = 0. Hence q
b

in

Thus, 0.< q < b - a. Therefore, if b a <'180,

is the midray and its ray-coordinate in S is al b.

Consider now the case that b - a > 180. Then, the

ray - coordinate of VB in SI is 360 (b a) since

AVB = 360 (b a). Let q be the ray-coordinate of

VD is SI. Since mLAVD = 180 P a we have either

that

oar

q 0 = 180 b

360 - -oJ iElo - a



We can see hat cannot -be such that

_ if it were, then computing

b - a /-e180 + 72: k 3o0 -

10.

11.

360 - [18o

in Sy we obtain

Neither of these can,be 180 - a whieh is mLBVD, since
in the first instance this would mean b a = 180 and in
the seco9,,d wouldjnean b - a 360. Hence, q must be

180
b - a 360

Thus,

0 <,q < 360 (b a 4+180.

Thereforeiv.,if b - a > 180, thin VD is the midray:

That is, the ray-coordinate of the thidray in :S, is

b a.+ b'180 if ,< 180,

a + b a 4- b' 0g- r 180 , if -2 100,

in the .case that b < a and

ke --a--
p n

k
q n

p = n + (q

DAP
- hi (0 < hDAE

p - d
e--- d

- a > 180.

by using the definition of a ray-coordinate

system and letting p, be, the ray-coordinate

of AP.

h( d) by using the multiplicative property

of equality.

P he hd by usina the additive property
or P h d equalitt and the commutative,+ he

associative and distributive
properties for numbers.
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Problem Set Li
(a) D, F, M

(b) a, H

No. No. It llee on the ale itse

3. (a)

(b

4. (a) Yes. The interior of an angle is a

b) Not nedessatily.

a convex set.

Yes.'

convex

The exterior of a angle

set.

is not

(d) No. X and P are in different halfplanes with

respect to at least one of the lines AB, BC. Hence
4-40

171 intersects at least one Of these lines, say, AB



,6

in a po

complet if not, X and Z are on opposite sides
4F-1

f BC. Therefore rz intersects in point W,

X and W are on the same siae of IL There-
fore W lies on' But W is on 77. Therefore
IT intersects LABC. (Draw a figure in:which X
is inside the angle vertical to' ZABC, and one-in
which X is outside that angle.

70 (b) 130

XOZ (b) YOg (c) YOZ

(a) Not,necessarily. i cdUld be between 6 and 51%

Z is on H, the proof is.

(b) Yes

,(c) 6

(a) No 0X

is between 5r- and_ 0E6 the midray.

Every point on r? does

not lie in he exterior

of IAVB.

(2) Yes

The intersection of the two

halfplanes is the cross-hatched

region. This is not the

exterior of LAVB. The union

of the two halfplanes includes

all the shaded region. This

is the exterior of LAVB.

CAE

mLBAC = m DAE by hypothesis.

znQAD = mLCAD since they,are the same number.

MZBAC InZCAD = mZDAE mLCAD byjhe additive property

of equality.
.mZBAC mLCAD = mLCAD by the Betweeness-Angles Theorem.

-ZDAE mLCAD = mLCAE by the Betweeness-Angles Theorem.
mZEAD mLCAE by the substitution property of equality.
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100 mLCAE mnDAB by hypothesis.

MLCAD = m AC since they are the same number.

m CAE -,m CAD mLDAB - mLDAC by the additive property

of equality.

MOAB CAD s mZDAE by the BetweennessAmgles Theorem.
mLDAB m DAC = 001,04c by the Betweenness- Antles Theorem.

BAC by the substitution property of equality.
1

X and Y be any ,ire oints either on or in the
interior of ZA0B. \the following we consider the 'five

possible positions o X and Y.

If points X and Y are both

in the interior of LAOB then

77 is in the interior of LAOB

since `the interior of an angle

is a convex set.

If points X and Y are both

in a ray of LAOB, say,
then 17 is in at since OA

is a convex set,

point X is in one ray, say

0_, of AOB'and Y is in the

other ray of'2A06, then every

point in the interior of RV is

in the interior of 4A0libpthe

Interior of an Angle Postulate.

Since- X and Y are in LAOB
by hypothesis, 77 is in ,the

union of LAOB and its interior.,
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Assume one point, ay X, to be

in the interior. of LAOS and Y

be the vertex -0 of &OB. Then
--i

YX is between OA and OS and
by,the Interior of an Angle

4
Postulate the interior of

in,the'interior of LAOS.

Since the interior of 77 is a
Subset of the interior of YX, the interior of MC
together with ,X is in the interior of LAOB. Also
Y is in LAOB by hypothesis.. Therefore every point

of 77 is in the Union of LAO? and its interior.

Assume one point, say X,

the interior of LAOS and

Y is in LAOS but is not

Suppose Y is in

is in

that

O.

Since Y

is in OA, by Theorem 4-2, the
c

interior of YX (and hence the

interior of yx and x) is

contained in one of-the half-

planes with edge 15k. Since X is in the interior of

LAOS, X (and also the interior of 77) is contained

in the halfplane with edge VI which contains B.

Since. X is in the interior, of LAMB, X is in the ,-

halfplane with edge- which contains A. Y is . t

in the halfplane with edge mg which contains A.

Hence, X and Y are in the halfplane with edge

containing A. Since a halfplane'is a convex set,

all points on 77 lie in this halfplane. It follows

from the interior of an Angle Postulate that the

interior of rz and X lie in the interior of LAOS.

Since Y lies in LAOS by hypothesis, 77 lies in
he union of LAOS and its interior.

In all Possible'potitions of X and Y all points'in

are in either 4A0B or in its interior and hence are in

the union of LAOS and its interior. Therefore the union of

LAOS and its interior is a convex set by definition'of a

convex set.
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Problem Set 4-8

_Problem 10-helps-the-students develop two-different proofs for
Theorem ii-9. The-use of this theorem shortens' proof_ 4n a

variety of problem situa4ions, especially in Chapter 5.. All
etwlehte should consider Problem 10..

1. (a) (2) (c) (1) (e) (4)

(b) (5) (d) (6)

2. (a) They have a side in common and

(b) the intersection of their interiors -is empty.

(a) 25 (c) 80 (e)' 55
(b) 25 : (d) 25 (f) 8o

4. (a) No (b) Yes

#
(a) linear, right

(b) perpendicular

acute

(d) obtuse

(e) obtuse

6. (a) 52

(b) 128

(c) 52

(a) 90 (e) 65
(b) 90 (f) '155

(c) 25 (g) 155
,0.00L(d) 65

-(b)y (c), (g)

9. (a), (c), (d), (g), (h)
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10.

Since OA is between OX and OB by hypothesiS

the Betweenness Angle Theorem tells us that

XOA + raLAQB mLXOB

Since 5r, and 0-Y are Apposite rays by hypothesis,

from the definition of linear pair we know that LXOB

and LBOY form a-Yinear -pair 'follows from
0

Theorem 4-8 that

LXOB + m BOY . 180 .

Replacing m XOB by t_eequivalent sum, we have

mLX0A + m AOB + mLBOY .-180 .

730
°thesis tells us that OX and-0Y are opposite'.

=?.
rays and that OX, OA, OB and

OY are coplanar in that order.'

Let a ray-coordinate system in

the plane reiativeto 0 consider'

OX a$:the ray - origin: Then, by'

0 the hypothesis and the definition
X

of a ray-coordinate system, 180;-

is assigned to OY. By the Protractor Postulate

numbers, a and b, each less than 180 corre-
.

--

spond'tp '.81' and OB respectively. According to
,

the

given Order of the rays and,the definition of between-

nesp for rays 0 < a < b < 180. Then by the'definition

of a ray-coordinate system.

m X0A a - 0 = a; mLA0B = b a; 4 mLBOY 180 - b

It follows, by using the addition property of equa

mZXOA + mZA0B+ m ZBOY = a + - a) + (180 - .

_plifying gives us

mLXOA + m AOB + m BOY . 180
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Problem Set 4-9

The seven starred problems in this set guide the students through

the proof of Theorems 4-13, 4-14, 4-15 and 4-17 and through

useful applications of these theorems. It is important that

students be given the experience with proof where only a few

simple relations are involved as a foundation for Chapter 5

in which proof, is considered more completely and is related to

more complex situations. Ask students to correct the statement
of *18 in the text. The correction is given below along with

the solutions to the problem.

1. supplementary; supplement

(b) complementary, complement

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

70 (c) 144

90 (d) 164.5

80 (c) 45.5

10 (d) 52,4

4 (a) Yes Yes

(b) No No

(c) (1)

01/4
3

1

180 - n (h) 90 +-'n

90

x

90

(h) 45 x

If mLA = 40 and _ 140,

A and LB are supplementary

but they are not adjacent and

do not form a linear pair.

,VD = 180 , 145

m&vB =
LCVD and LAVB are supple-

I 0 0 mentary but they are not adjacent

and do not form a linear pair.

105, 75

x + (x 30) . 180
x : 105

x - 30 - 75

6. 120

x + n1 x 180

x = 120

325
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9

144i 36

x x = 180

x = 144

=36

.60

x = go

x 60

72

180 - x'= 6(90

x = 72

(a)r X and

(b) &XS and LEO

*11. 180, suppktmentary or adjacent

12. 90

*13. congruent, sum, supplementary, 180, right

14. 45

*15. 90, 90, acute

90, acute

16. obtuse

*17. proof: Let La and Lb be congruent angles. Let Lc
be any complement of La, and let Ld be any complement
of Lb. We wish to show that Lc and Ld are congruent.
We apply the definition of complement twice and the

definition of congruent angles:

mLa 111Le = 9°

b mLd - 90

mLb

conclude that

Hence
me mZd
Lc Ld
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*18. Niq4e. Part (e) of this problem in the text should read

as follows:

(e) Therefore,

LAOB LCQD. Why?

AOB BOC

DOC BOC

By the tweenness-Angles Theorem.

right

If two rays are 1_,, they form a right angle.
(c) 90, 90. The ,measure of a right 'angle. s 90.
(d) complement

coulement

If the sum -of the measures of two ang es is 90,

each angle is the - complement of the other.

.Complement- of congruent angles are congruent.

*19. linear

linear

supplementary

supplementary

. If two angles form a linear pair, they are

supplementary angles.

Lx, Hypothesis

Lb k Ly

Supplements of congruent angles are congruent.

*20. linear, x, linear

y, r, by the Supplement Theorem

--41. This follows from the definition of congruent
angles and from the fact that mLx mLx since
every angle has a unique measure.

(d) Ly Zy since supplements of congruent angles are
congruent to each other.



Problem Set 4-10

Starred Problems 4 and 5 lead toward the generalization in

starred Problem 6. Problem 7 is similar to Problem 4 and

Problem 8 is similar to Problem 5. It seemed desirable to

include a pair of problems for_group discussion and another for

independent student work.

(a) 90' vertical

(b), 90 linear

(c) 90 vertical

LYON and LXOA /YOH and LXOR

LY0A and LXOB LXOR and LXOS

LYON and LXOR LXOS and LSOY

LXOS and YOR' LSOY and LYOR

LAOS and LEOR LOA and LAOY

LAOR and LSOB LAO? and LYOB

LXOA and LAOS

LROB and LEO?

LXOA and LROB

LAO& and /BOY

LYOE and LEOX

LEOX and LXOA

LAOS and LSop

LSOB and LR
LEOR and LROA

LROA and LAOS

Let OF be the ray opposite to OE.

AOE mLDOE - 25, from the definition of midray.

LCOF and LDOE are vertical angles and LEOF and

LADE are vertical angles. Then mLCOF m DOE - 25

and mLBOF AOE 7- 25, from the fact that vertical

angles have equal measures. Hence LCOF and BOF'

each have a measure of 25. It remains to show that) _

OF is between OE and OC. F is on the opposite

side of. CD from A, and on the opposite side ofyAB

from D. Hence F is on the same side of AB as C,
<-31.

and on the=-same side of CD as B. Therefore F is

interior to LEOC. Therefore ray OF is between OB
-710

and 01% Pence, by definition OF Is the midray of

4-7>

780c

-324



(b) Yes

(c) The proof would be the same as 1: with

replacing 25.

The ray opposite the midray of one of a pair of

vertical angles ds the midray of the other vertical

angle.

MO

240

interiors of the angles are indicated by shading

each at a different slant than the other two.

No two of the angles have interiors which intersect.

(d) mLRVS = 100, mZSVT = 140, NIZTVR . 120

The sum of the measures of the three angles = 36Q.

(a) and (b) In shading the interior

70 of LSVT, the need to

have the mLSVT < 180

is considered.

270

The interiors of LSVT and LRVS intersect and
the interiors of LSVT and LTVR intersect.

(d) m,LRVS = 70, mLSVT = 360 - (270 - 70) . 160, mL7_ = 90
(e) The sum of the measures of the three angles is

m&VS mLSVT + mLTVR = 704- 160 90 = 320.



e

and (b)
F

60

Proof: 17, 180, hypothesis,

opposite sides, greater,

hypothesis, intersect,
A coordinate system, 360-c,

(360 - c)

200

E

320

(c) No two of the angles have interiors; which intersect.

(d) mLEVF = 60, mLFVG = 140, mLGVE = 120, m&DIE = 40

The sum of the measures equals 360.

8. (a) and (b) lop 60

The interior of ZGVH intersects with the interior

of each of the, angled LE1.17, ZyVG RVE

(d) mLEVF = 60 - 0,= 60, rilFVG = 100 - 60 = 40.

GV - 360 - (320 - 100) - 140, ma-IVE = 360 - 320 #0

The sum of the measures 40 + 140 + 60 -



Problem Set 4-11

1. Union, segments, noncollinear

2. No. AT and;_ are line segments, taut the sides of
LA are rays

No. Although the union contains the points of the triangle,

it also contains the additional points on the rays which
form the sides of the angles.

4. No. A segment joining an interiOr point of one side of
the triangle to an interior point of another side does not
lie in the triangle.

No.

(a) Yes. D is such a point.

(b) Yes. E is such a point.

7 P is in the inter

8.

9.

or of GABC.

Yes

Not necessarily.

sides of tt.

P and C could be on opposite

Atimimm,
-AWAINTAIFLUNSIMIIMA,

MWW.ralftW
.A1WWWWWFAW

AIMIIMAPWW%W

.

AILEWAW
.roPAnw

-APW-...mnrAv

The union of the exteriors of

the shaded part,

327'

The exterioi

marked

The exterior of C

marked

The exterior of is

marked

Lp and -C is al



10. e, e, h

11. All points collinear

Three points Collinear

AT and SZ7 intersect at

a point which is in the

interior of the two

segments.

12. A and C are on opposite sides of line m.

B and C are on opposite sides of line m.

A and B are therefore, on the same side of m and

in the same halfplane. Since a halfplane is convex,

A77 does not intersect line m.

Problem Set 4-12

1. (b) (e) (1)

2. side, diagonal,- opposite, consecutive, consecutive,

opposite, vertex

No. If DE is the edge of a halfplane, all of the

quadrilateral except DE does not lie in the same half-

plane. The same would be true if EF is considered

the edge of a halfplane. Either of the above situations

indicates that ABCDEF does not satisfy the definition

of a convex polygon.
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(b) and (c)

Polygon Number of Sides Number of Dia gonals

Triangle 3 0

'quadrilateral 4 1

Pentagon 5 2

Octagon 8 5
Decagon 10 7

The number of diagonals in each examined case is 3

less than the number of sides. The generalization

which appears correct could be stated: If n equals

the number of.sides of a polygon, then (n - 3)

diagonals may be drawn from a single/vertex.

1 DE - P and

LQ - DE - P and
-1

ZN MP 0

- RP - M

LM- OP N

LP NO

LP 0

Problem Set 4-13

LP, - DE - Ql

DE P
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3.

Chapter

Review Problems

halfplane ) edge (e) the empty set
(b) plane (d) convex

(a) Yes

80

(b) (1) Yes

(2) Nd

(3) Yes

80 105 (d) 175 105

bisects

(b) 0, 180, measure

acute

(d) obtuse

(e)

(f)

(g)

congruent

right angle

congruent

5. Yes, any vertex of the

(h) acute

(i) union, rays

(j) triangle

(k) segment

(1) 6, 115

(m) 15, 75

(n) right angle

Not necessarily. If the sum is 180 or more, it is not

the measure of an angle since in our geometry all angles

have measures between 0 and 180.

(a) 130 (b) 65

m /DAO .ls not needed.

8. Yes, by Postulate 18

9. 0.7, 70

10. b - c if b c and (b c) < 180

c - b if c > b and b) < 180

360 if b c and (b c

360 - b) if c >-b and (c b

11. mLBAC 'AD = BAD

.180

180

(d) 130



12, Yes

13. (a) 8

(b) Yes

(c) Yes, they

(d) No

are t

14. By the Supplement Theorem,

1

set of points.

L.2 is a supplement of Lx

and Z.: is a supplement of 6r. By the hypothesis

Ly. Therefore, 'Liz 11 LS because supplements

congruent angles are congruent.

110 (b) 35

16. 90

55 90

LPON and LNOQ form a linear pair. If PON = x,

then m NOQ = 180 - x.
PON x

and

NOQ 180 - x
7 2

mLNOA

m7BON

(b) Yes.

-A = ZA0B = x 180 7x 180

17. No. In each of the halfplanes determined by the line

there is a ray XP such that ITI,Lpxy k. There could be

infinitely many such rays in space. In a given plane

containing XY there are two such rays.



18. No. Counter example: 0 between A and a, but not

between D and C.

(b)

d < 180

a
7 and p < d <90. -

and e > 270

d-p 1
3b -(e- --d-)- 7 or

d - p = 3.80 --!, d

( + e
P 180.

- d)-

From this,

d/ 90; 270 < e < p

e d360 p + d 180 - 7
d + e 0 d+ e180 +

2-
or p 0

20. P to In Interior of /PAC nless P = A) because P is

In ray AD which 12 between AC and AB. P may or may
not be In the interlt)r of &ABC, dependin upon whether
In between A and D, or D y Is between A and P, or
P = D, or F - A.
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al. The intersection of the interiors 18 empty. The vertices
are the same point. Adjacent angles are coplanar.

22. Convex polygon

23. Decag

ZP

25. rp and E

E and F
AFE

(d) Empty set
(e) 4 AEF
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1.

Chapter 5

ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Problem Set

ABC FDE

ABC* 31. FED

EDF

ABC< EFD

ABC DEF

ABC DFE

2. PQR

M NFL PRQ

NINL
_

MNL <- -'RPQ
-QF

RST t-

RST - UWIT

RST > VWU

RST wry
RST

a congruence

a congruence

a congruence

all are congruences.

ABC Z' A REF

A LYT A GZD

A MXQ. A LEW

A QPX '=1=-,' A WKE

A ABC g A QPR

A DEF s---"7' A FED

DEF = A SUT

A TUS E-? A SUT

A FED = A SU

A KPL 74-7 A 1E

A NTO A GER
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1.

3.

A ABC V

A ABC V

A ABC V

A ABC

ArC

A ABC 7

ABC

ACB

ABAC

ABCA

A CAB

CBA

Problem Set 5 -3a

Reflexive property of congruence

Reflexive property of equality

Reflexive property of congruence

Transitive property of congruence

Transitive property of equality

Addition property of equality

Multiplication property of equality

for segments

for angles

for triangles

The Betwelphess-Angles Theorem (Theorem 3-9).

The addition property of equality

Statements (a) and (b) and the substitution

property of equality

The Betweenness-Distance Theorem

The addition property of equality

Statements (a) and (b) and the substitution

property of equality

4. Definition of midpoint

(b) The multiplication property of equality

Statements (a) and (b) and the substitution

property of equality

9. Definitions of midray and angle bisector

(b) The multiplication property of equality

(c) Statements (a) and (b) and the substitution

property of equality

6. The transitive property of equality
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7. The substitution property of equality or the symmetric.

property of equality used with the transitive property

of equality

8. (a) The transitive property of congruence of-angles

(b) The transitive property of equality

(c) The transitive property of congruence of segments

(d) The substitution property of equality or the

symmetric property of equality used with the

transitive property of equality

Because D and F are the midpoints, respectively,

AC and Kff , DC = OC and FB = AB by the defi-

nition of midpoint. Then, because AC = AB ,

AC =
1
AB by the multiplication property of equality.

It therefore follows by the substitution property of

equality, that DC = FB , and by the definition of con-

gruence, that ru ru.

10. (a) Since V=11, the conclusion follows'

substitution property of equality.

(b) The conclusion does not follow from the hypothesis.

Lb7=Zomeans--mZ-b = mL c. We may, then, re-

place mL b by mL c in the hypothesis and con-

clude that a ± mL c = 90 or that L c is the

complement of L a. This would lead to L c being

the complement of L b only if mL b = mL a.

Since we do not know this to be true, we can not

state that L c is the complement of L b.

-h

11. We are asked to prove that if AABC ADEF , then

ADEF 7 AABC.

Since AABC 7 ADEF by hypothesis, it follows from

the definition of congruence that AB D , BC 7 EF

AC 7 DF A7ZD,ZB7ZE ,ZC7Z F.



But since congruehce for both Qegments and angles has

the symmetric property, we know that

DE-vAB EFVBC DFvAC ,LBv
LFvLC
From the definition of congruence for triangles, it then
follows that ADEF v AABC.

(b)

Problem Set Izalz

The Betweenness-Addition

(T4.:5-4).

The Betweenness-Addition

The Betweenness-Addition

(51%. 5-4).

The Betweenness-Addi

Theorem for poin

Theorem for rays (Th. 5-5).

theorem for points

on Theorem for rays (Th. 5-5).._

2. Theorem 5-5 : If 61. and (:1'

Ft. and L AOB V L COD , then

(2)

Case 1

AOB

are between Zr and
AOC V L BOD.

Case

COD , because if angles are congruent,

then they have equal measures.

mL BOC = mL BOC , because

of equality for numbers.

AOB mL BOC = m7 4. m

AOB - mL BOC = mL COD m

of the reflexive

-4-Case

BOC (Case 2

property

because of the addition property of equality.
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(4) AOB BOC = -L AOC 'and

COD I- mL BOC,_= mL BOD (Caii 1)-

7 AOB _BOC = mL AOC and

COD BOC = m BOD .(Case 2)

because of the Betweenness-Angles Theorem.

1-,

2.

m/ AOC = m7 DOD , because of the substitution

property of equality.

(6) 7 AOC z L BOD because of the definition of

congruence of angles.

oblem Set 5-4

If the measure of an angle is then the

angle is a right angle.

If the points of a set are coplanar, then a

plane contains all the points of the set.

If the union of two rays is an angle, then these

rays have a common end point'and do not lie on

the same line.
-10

If VP is the midray of AVB , then VP

between VA and VP and L AV? PVB.

If a point in a coordinate system has coordinate

1 , it is the unit point of that system; if a

point is the unit point of a coordinate _system,

it has coordinate 1 in that system.

If two distinct rays are'collinear and have a

common endpoint, they are opposite rays; if two

rays are opposite rays, they are distinct,.eol-

linear and have a common endpoint.

If a point is the midpoint of a segment, it be-

longs to the segment and is equally distant from

the endpoints of the segment; if a point belongs

to a segment and is equally distant from the end-

points of the segment,'it is the midpoint of the

segment.
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An angle is an obtuse angle if and only if its

measure is greater than 90

A pair of angles are vertical angles if and only
if their sides form two pairs of,opposite rays.

Two angles are a linear pair of angles if and

only if they are formed by three concurrent rays,
two of which are oppositerays.

4. (a) Yes

(b) No. die hen" part of the definition must agree
with the Statement to be justified.

(c) No. Same reason as (b)

(d) No. Same reason as. (b)

(e) Yes

If two lines are perpendicular, they form right

angles,

(b) If a point is the midpoint of a segment, it be-
longs to the segment and is equally distant from

the endpoints of the segment.

If the sum of the measures of two angles is 180 ,

they are supplementary angles.

(d) If two angles are complementary.angles, the sum of
their measures is 90.

(e) If a set containing more than one point is convex,

for every two points of the set, the segment

joining the points is contained in the set.

If two triangles are congruent, corresponding
parts are congruent.

If a point is in the interior of an angle, the
ray whose endpoint is the vertex of the angle and
which contains the given point is between the
sides of the angle.

If a ray is between the sides of an angle, any
point in the interior of the ray lies in the
interior of the angle.
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In each of. the following statements the hypotheais is

underlined with one line and the cenclUsion with two

lines.

)' If two anglea are vertical angles, then they

-are,congruent.

(b) If angles are rialt angles, then they are coagruent.v--

(c) If angles are complements of coniEuent angles, then

theme -are congruent.

(d) If we have a line and a_ point -not on that line, then

theme -are contained 14 exactly one plane.

f a_set of points is thelnteriorofan angle,

then it isle, convex set.

If two sets of pointsare each convex sets, then

their intersection is a convex set.

2. Reason 2 : The -clause refers to Statement 1

the then-clause refers to Statement 2.

3.

Reason 3 The if-clause refers to Statement 2 ;

the then-clause refers to Statement 3.

Reason 5 : The if-clause refers to Statement 4 ;

the then-claUse refers to Statement. 5.

Reason 6 : The if-clause- refers to Statement 5 and

the reflexive property of equality; the

then-clause refers to Statement 6.

Reason 7.: The if-clause refers to Statements 3 and

6 ; the then-clause refers to Statement 7.

Reason 8 : The if-clause refers to Statement 7 ;

the then-clause refers to Statement 8.

1. L A 90,

mi B = 0.

2. A

1. Definition of right angle

2. Transitive (or substitu-

tion) property of equality

Definition of congruence



a and L b
be Congruent, angles.

Let Za. be Any sup-

plement of L a and

let zp be any sup-

plement of L b.

1. mL a = mL b =-k

2 mlpC = 180 - mL a

180-- k.

mL p = 180 -

180 k.

3.:m&C = n&?

L5( ZI

AWC
4E-

angles formed when AB

Definition of congrOence

= 2. Definition of supple-

mentary angles

Statements

1. Z AWC and L CWB

form a linear pair

and Z BWD and Z CWB

form a linear pair.

2 AWC is the supple-

ment of L CWB and

L BWD is the supple-

ment of Z CWB.

3. LCWB =LCWD

4. L AWC g

Reason 3 is one way of stet

3. TraneAive (or substitu-

tion) property of equal-

ity

4. Definition of congruence

be one pair ©f vertical
4-11.
CD intersect at W.and

1.

Reasons

From the Lfinition of

linear pair

2. If two angles. form a

linear pair, they are

supplementary.

4.

By the reflexive pro-

perty of congruence of

angles.

Supplements of con-

gruent angles are con-

gruent.

ng the definition of

congruent segments.

Reason 4 is the transitive property

tution property of equality.
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1.

Reason -5 one way of stating the definition of,

congruent segments.

S.A.S.

a) LAHB
(b) LABB ABH

(c)

(d) L F Ham`

Problem Sit

(d) A.S.A.

(e) S.A.S.

S.A.S.

a) L,A

(b) AR ,

(c) U ,

(d) L R

(e) R7P-

(f) L AFB

HF

(a) S.S.S

(b) Insufficient

(c) A.S.A,

(d) S.S.S. or S.A.S.

(e) S.S.S.

6. (a) La=1Lb or 1717 E7
(b) LaLb or S. F7
(c) A.S.A

(a) L A L M or ViTi

RR-

yr or

(g) yy or

4.

(g) S.A.S.

Oh S.A.S..

BF

(b) LAIC,
Z. IMF

(d ) L HBF

7 A

(f
(g
(h

(i
(j

Insufficient

S.A.S.

A.S.A

S.A.S.



Problem Set 5-7k

In this set of problems the proofs, except for a few steps

in Problems 9 , 14 and 15 , are written to comply strictly

with the wording-of the theorem's, postulates or definitions used.

Most teachers believe that students become more alert to

phrasings and meaningsof statements if they are held to -:his
r
type of sequence in their early work with proofs. Later, whej a

61-ass displays a grasp of the significance of this procedure- it

May seem desirable (1) to permit students to combine two o-=

more statements into one, (2) to consider that a statement

given in one'form also embodies another derived forM, or (3))

even to omit statements.

Obviously if permitted to write proofs in abbreyisted- form,

students can consider more problems and have more ex Ffence with

1:11the thinking involved. Students need to be given a _ear under-

standing aA to what type of combining will be accepted and at

what time in the study it may being. Occasional returning to the

unabbreviated form keeps them aware of the demands of a complete

proof.

As example of shortening proofs consider the following

which some te-aahrs regard as acceptable after the students have

demonstrated an understanding of the more rigorous form.

1. If the hypothesis states the equality of the measures

of two parts, a student might use either-the state-

ment of the equality of measure or a statement of the

congruences of these parts and give "11 -othesis" for

the reason. Thus for example we would omit steps 1

and 3 in Problem 5. As an intermediate step, a

student might put the congruence and equality steps

together as in Problems 14 and 15 below.

2. After stating a congruence between two triangles, a

student might go directly to the statement of the

equality of measure of corresponding parts without

first stating the congruence of those parts as the

precise use of the definition of congruence of tri-

angles would necessitate. Thus in Problem 5 below,

we would omit statement 7 and use the present state-

ment 8 justifying it with the present reason 7.
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3. A more drastic cutting might permit omitting state-

ments such as steps 2 And 3 in problem 10 below
or step, 2 in Problem 13.

4. Sometihies no single theoret, definitionor postulate

includes the exact.statement needed for a proof yet

the needed meaning is implied by one or more accepted
statements. As an example if a line lat is given to
bisect lg. at R it is awkward to combine the Pre-.

else definitions of:-Midpointof d segment and bisector

of a segment to
j
justify the statem:ent XR = YR. A

more general reason "the meaning bisect" could be
considered acceptab

In connection with the proog for Problem Set 5-7b further

variation in the form of proofs will be considered.

In the solutions given for Problem Set 5-8 proofs are
shortened as indicated at the beginning of the set.

In later sets-we give only brief suggestions for the proofs

leaving the details to be filled in by each teacher according to

the needs of the class.

Problem 16 in this set is starred since it gives t)e
first experience with overlapping triangles which are considered
in the next section.

1.

2.

2, Hypothes

3. LfACB , DICE are vertical angles. J-Iypothe

4. Angles, then'they are congruent`

5. S.A.S Postulate (1 , 2 , 4)

6. Congruent (5), the corresponding part a- congruent.

2. Two angles are right angles (1), then they are congruent.

4. RAJ '14 SO. By the definition of bisedt

gruence of segments.
(3), and con-

5. vertical angles;

6. vertical; (5)

7. A.S.A. Postulate (2 , 4 , 6)

8. ATs' SQ. If two triangles are congruent

corresponding parts are congruent.
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1_ . Hypothesis

3. They form a right angle. (2)

4. Hypothesis

5. Same as 3

6. congruent 5)

7. Reflexive property for congruence

8. S.A.S. postulate (1, 6, 7)

. If two triangles are congruent (8), the corresponding

parts, are congruent.

1.' AD = BC

2. AD s' BC

3. DAR and L CDR

are right angles.

4. L DAR 4 L CDR

5. AR = RE

6.

A DUI = A CDR

RC 7- n

(b) 1. L ADR s L BCR

DRA = Z CRB

2. L RDC is the comple-

ment of Z ADR. L RCD

is the complement of

BCR.

3. Z RDC g ZRCD
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1. Hypothesis

2. Segments of the same

measure (1) are

congruent.-

3. Hypothesis

Right angles are

congruent

5. Definition of midpoint

6. Segments having the

same measure are con-

gruent,

7. S.A.S. Postulate(2,4,6)

8. Definition of congru-

ence for triangles.(7)

1. Step 7 above and de-

finition of congruence

for triangles

Definition of-comple-

mentary angles

3. Comp ments of con-

gruenb-'angles are

congruent.



1. AB FH

2. AB

rn4 x L y
4. Lx ffLy

6. A ABH a A FHM

8.

1. Hypothesis.

p. Segments having equal

measure (1) are congruent

Hypothesis

4. Angles having the same

measure (3) are congruent

Reflexive property of

congruence

6. S.A.S., Postulate (2 ,,

4 , 5)

nition of congruence

triangles (6)

8. Congruent angles have the

same measures. (7)

6. 1. RS TS , and

UR = UT

2. RS v TS , and

UR T UT

3. SU SU

4 . A RSU s A TSU

5. L 3-inJ L 91111

1. Hypothesis

2. Segments having the same

measure (1) are congruent

3. Reflexive property of

congruence

4. S.S.S, Postulate (2 , 3)

5. Definition of congruence

for triangles

1. mL ASH - mL FBH

ABH L FBH

ABH -a A FBIT

AH

AH 3 PH

1. Hypothesis

Angles having the same

measure (1) are congruent

3. Hypothesis

4. Reflexive property of

congruence

5. A.S.A., Postulate (2 ,

3 4)

6. Definition of congruence

for triangles (5)

7. Congruent segments have

the same measure. (6)
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LBFA --and ,Z: EEC

are right angles.

EFA-w DEC

3. mLx mLy
Z Y

.BP DE

ABFA DEC

9. FA = EC

-OthesiS

2. Right angles are congruent

3. Hypothesis

4, Angles of the same mea-
.

sure (3) are congruent.

5. HYpOthesis

6. SegmentiLhaving the same

measure (5) are congruent.

7. A.S.A. Postulate (2, 4, 6)

8. Definition of congruence

for triangles (7)

9. Congruent segments have

equal measure. (8).

Hypothesis: n and M"
bisect each other at F.

Prove: KR

A

7t7

iffr t'
2. L Ar L RFB

3. .0.1 AFH RFB

4. rff

__nition of bisect

2. Vertical angles are

3.

4.

congruent.

S.A.S. Postulate (1 , 2)

Definition of congruence

for triangles (3)

1. L x 7 L r

2. Lx 'and LHFA
form a linear pair.

and L BFA

form a linear pair.

4. L HFA is a supplement

of

5. L BFA is a supplement

of Zr.
6. L HFA L, BFA

Hypothesis

2. Definition of linear pair

Definition of linear pair

4. Angles which form a linear
pair are supplementary.(2)

5. Angles which form a linear

pair are supplementary.(2)

6. Supplements of congruent

angles are congruent. (4)



F 011

8. F Z BAF . (A)

AF Al

10, LiHPA W A BFA

11. FH

12.

7. Definition of angle bi-

sector

8. Angles having the-same

measure (7) are congruent.

9-. Reflexive property of

congruence

10. A:S.A.4 Postulate

(6 , 7 , (3)

11. Definition of congruence

for triangles (10)

12. Congruent segments have

the same measure.( 11)

11. 1. DF g AC

FE g CB

DE g AB

2. ADFE V ACB

3. L DFE L ACE

4. ml DFE = A B

1. Hypothesis

S.S.S. Postulate (1)

Definition of congruence

for triangles (2)

4. Congruent angles have the

same,measure': (3)

12. 1. BD = BF and ED = EF

2. BD g BF and ED 74 EF

3. BE g BE

4. BDE ' A BF E

5. DBE g FBE

6. FbE

BE is the midray of

ABC and BE bisects

ABC
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1. Hypothesis

2. SegMents having the same

measure are copgruent (1)

3. Reflexive property of

congruence.

4. S.S.S. Postulate (26, 3)

5. Definition of'congruence

for triangles (4)

5. Congruent segments have

the same measure. (5)

7. Definition of midray and

of angle bisector (6)



13. 1 ZA B 1. Hypothesis

F is between A and D 2. Hypothesis

Q- is ,between B and

AF = AD - FD

BQ = BC - QC

DF ="-4! CQ

FD QC

6. AD = BC

7. AD FD C - QC

AF = BQ

AF BQ

10. R is the midpoint o

AP

11. AR BB

12.

A FAH

14. TT 7

Betweenness-Distance

Theorem

Hypothesis

Definition of congruence

for Segments (4)

Hypothesis

Addition property of

equality (5 , 6)

Substitution property of

equality (3)

Definition of congruence

for segments (8)

10. Hypothesis

11. Definition of midpoint

(10)

12. Definition of congruence

for segmentS (11)

13. S.A.S. Postulate

(1 , 9 , 12)

14. Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (13)

14. 1. E and F are midpoin

of -AD and BC,

respectively.
1

ED 7 AD

FC BC

3. AD - BC (AD BC)

4. ET '1' FC (ED - FC)

3 49

1. Hypothesis

Definition of midpoint

3. Hypothesis

Multiplication property

of equality (2



5. L.EDIG V FCH
6. D 0 H C collinear

in that order and

CO DH

DG a' CH

8 . A EDQ V A FCH

9. EG FH

5. Hypothesis

6. Hypothesis

7. Betweenness-Addition

Theorem (6),

S.A.S. Postulate

(4 , 5 , 6)

Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles a

congruent. (8)

15. 1 E and F are midpoints

of Tr and AD

respectively

Tr v AF or AE AF

AB - 2AE , AD = 2AF

AB AD or W Wf

4, LEAC LFAC

c-). AC 7 AC

A BAC V A DAC

*16. 1. /SPE P

PH WF

3. n SPR V QRP

14. 7
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Hypothesis

Definition of midpoint (1)

Multiplication property

of equality (1 , 2)

4. Hypothesis

Reflexive property of

congruence

6. S.A.B. Postulate

3 , 5).

1. Hypothesis

Reflexive property of

congruence

3 J.A.S. Postulate (1 , 2)

Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent,



Problem Set 5s7b

This problem set offers opportunity for considerable
variation in the form of proof expected from the students. The
proof given here for Problems 1 through 9 ignores the

Betweenness-Addition Theorem for Points (Theorem 5-4) and the
Betweenness-Addition Theorem for Rays (Theorem 5-5). Many
teachers will prefer this (perhaps even for the other problems
in the set) since those theorems were introduced in Section 5 -3,

wi1 what some may consider insufficient build-up to impress
students with their significance.

The use of Theorems ;5=4

as follows:

Problem 1(a) Stops 7 , _
E

569 would modify the proo

, 10 would be omitted.

Part (a) would begin with step 6,

Step .7 would state that S

are collinear. *eason-- iothesiS.

Statement 11 would become statement

Reason 3 would be the Betweenness-

Addition Theorem' for Points.

Problem Steps 3 , 5 , 6 would be
omitted. Statement 2 would be Ro Ad

are between RX and RW with

Reason 2 as Hypothesis.

Statement 7 would become statement ).

Reason 5 would be the Betweenness=

Addition Theorem for Rays.

Problem Steps 4 , 7., 8 would be
omitted. Statement 4 would be and-* -*
RB are between HA and RY. Reason 4

would be H othesis.

Statement would become 5.

Reason would be the Betweenness-

Addition Theorem for Rays.
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ti

'Further shortening as mentioned before Problem Set 7-a

could in Problem 2 combine steps 1 and 2 into a single

step and in-Problem 3 combine present steps 10 and 11

into one step and go directly from present step 12 to step 14

with the definition of congruence for triangles as the Istifi-

caon.

The proof for Problem 5 is given in both the long form

and in one version,of a shortened form.

Beginning with Problem 6 partially shortened forms-of

proof are used, to be modified as best fits the students need.

Problem 11 is much more complicated than a hasty reading

might suggest.

1. In A TKS ant_i A TLR

1.

2. Zu

TK = TL

TK = TL

ATKS A TLR

7. SK = RL

SK + KL = EL I KL

C-.

U.

7.

the sts
-thesis

Segments of the same

measure are congruent

A.S.A. Fobtulate (1 ,

Def n t on of congruence

for triangles (5)

Congruent sements have

the same measure. (6)

Addition property of

equality (7)

9. 2K +ItiL= SL Li. The Betweenness-Distance

FJ -I- LK = RK Theorem

10. SL = RK 10. Substitution property of

equality (8 , 9)

11. SL = RK 11. Segments with the same

measure are congruent.
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12'. ST 7 RT

13. A STI, 7 A RTK

12. Definition of congruence

for triangles (5)

1. Postulate

(4 11 , 12)

2. 1. ZSEX - TRW Hypothesis
SRX m TRW 2. Congruent angles have the

same measure (1)
3. raLSRX mLSRT a 3. Additiop property of

m TRW + rIVSRT equ;3_lity (2)

4. mL RX + ET - 4. Bet enness- Angles Theorem
m,(XET

TRW + mLRT = Iness-Angles Theorem
mLlrES

IRS mL-RT 5. Substit ___ion property of

equality (3 , 4 5)

LyiRs LXRT 7. Angles of the same measure

are congruent. (6)
RS 7 HT Hypothesis

9. RW
'

EX Hypothesis
10. b WRY 7 10. S.A.S. Postulate (7 ,

1. AR 1 EX , and.

ER 1 FY

BRY is a right angle 2. Definition of perpe d
and LARX is a right lar lines (1)
angle.
LBRY 7

9)

11. Definition of congruence

for triangles

1. HY

mLBEY

BRY + 1ZBRX

LARX + mLBRX

ARX
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Right

( 2 )

4. Congruent angles have

equal measures. (3)

5. Addition propertyof

equality

igles are congi



6.

7

8.

mLBRY + mLBRX = mLXRY

mLARX + mLBRX mLARk

rnLXRY = mLARB

b.

7.

8.

9.

Betweenness-Angles

Theorem

Betweenness-Angles

Theorem

Substitution property of

equality

Angles of the same

measure are congruent.

10. AR = RX , and 10. Hypothesis

BR = RY

11. AR and TIT7= RR 11. Segments of the same

measure are congruent.

12. ARB XRY 12. R.A.R.

13. AB 13. Definition of congruence

for triangles

14. AB = XY 11. Congruent segments have

the same measure.

Assume P collinear and Q S R collinear.

'7== 100

OPQ = Q.B0

Lx Ly

m/x

- mZ = LC -0

rILQPR = mLpPQ e mLx

mPRP mZQB0- MLY
7. mZUR ORP

8. LR ZORP

9. 8T bisects FT at K.

10. MT RIB
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1. Hypothesis

2. Congruent angles have

equal measures.

Hypothesis

4. Congruent angles have

equal measures.

Addition property of

equality (3 , 4)

Betweenness-Angles

Theorem

7. Substitution property

equality (5 , 6)

8. Angles of the same

measure are congruent.(7)

9. Hypothesis

10. Meaning of bisect for

angles (9)



11. LSKR LTKP

12. A SKR S' TKP

13. RS PT

14. RS = PT

11. Vertical angles are

congruent.

12. A.S.A. Postulate

(8 , 10 , 11)

13. Definition of congruence

14. Congruent segments have

equal measures.

5. Long Form

1. LA S' LB

2. Lx

3. AG -7-L' FB

4. AG FB

AG + GF = FE ±4,GF

I/

AG OF AF

FR GF = BG

AF = BG

8. AF G

9. A ADF = A BEG

1p. DF EG

5. Shortened Form

In A AFD and A BGE

1. LA -

L?c Ly
2. AG 7 BF

A ,G,F,B are
Collinear.
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1. Hypothesis

2. Hypothesis

3. Hypothesis

4. ,Defipion oti congruence

for segments'(3)

5. Addition property of

equality (4).

6. Betweenness Distance

Theorem

7 Substitution property of

equality (5 , 6)

Definition of congruence

for segments (7)

9. A.S.A. Postulate

(1 , 2 , 8)

10. Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (9)

1. Hypothe

. Hypothesis



5.

4 .

9.

AF -G Betweenness-Addition

Theorem for Points (1 , 2)
6 An) A BGE 4. A.S.A. Postulate (1 , 3)
DF EG 9. dbrreSPOnding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (II)

1. AH BF

XH YF

2. AH -H YF

3. X i. between A and.

H y is between B

and F.

4. AHXHAX=

RF - YF - BY

= BY5.

AX = BY

7. LA
8. 77 v

Y. A AXB 6 BYA

JO. AYBX

1. Hypothesis

2. Additive property of

equality (1)

3 Hypothesis

-4. Betweenness-Distance

Theorem (3)

5. Substitution property of

quality (4)

5. L.1.-finition of congruence

for segments (5)

7. Hypothests

8. Reflexiv property of

congruenc

9. S.A.S. Pot.] ulate

(6 , 7 , pe

10. 0orresporing parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (9)

7. 1.

5T and SU are

between 9 and ST

2. LTSV

3. RS = TS or RS TS

A
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'1. Hypothesis

2. Betweenness-Addition

Theorem for Rays (1)

3. Definitions of midpoint

and congruence of segments



4 . SU - . i v 0_

5. A R3IJ A TSV

6.

4. Hypothesis and definition

of congruence of segments

5. S.A.S. Postulate (2 , 3 ,

4)

6. Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (5)

8. In 6 BOA and A CFA

1. BG CF or BG = CV

BA - CA or A = CA

2. A is the midpoint of

3. AG - AF or TU =1=- TT

4, A BOA A CFA

5. LGA ZOFA

InL BGF and A CFG

6. GF 7= FG

7. BGF = A CFG

8. BF CO

1. Hypothesis and definition

of congruence for segments

2. Hypothesis

3. Definitions of midpoint

and congruence of segments

(2)

4. S.S.S. Postulate (1 ,

3)

5. Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles as

congruent. (4)

6. Reflexive property of

congruence

7. S.A.S. Postulate (1

5)

8. Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (7)

9. In AED and A ADD

1. AD , AB or AD AB

ED , ED or 7T ED

2. AE AE

3. A ADD ARE

357.

1. Hypothesis and definition

of congruence of segments

2. Reflexive prculty of

congruence

3. S.S.S. Postulate (1 ,



4. LADE

5. -- 90

h mZADE - 90

7. LADE is a right angle.

E 1 LEAF

g. AE bisect_

AE bisects ZA

or

Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (3)

5. Hypothesis and definition

of right angle

6. Congruent angles have the

same measure. (4 5)

7. Definition of right angle

(6)

Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (3)

Definition of angle

bisector (8)

10. in A KLJ and AMU'

1. LK - LM or 1T LM

LJ - LP or ITT TT

KLJ andLP are
vertical angles.

ZKLF .LMLP

6 KLJ = 6 MLP

77 tM

h

7. A JKQ A PMR

8. I<G n';' TIT
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1. hypothesis, definition of

bis t and definition of

congnce of segments
P. Definition of vertical

angles

3. Vertical angles are

congruent. (2)

4. S.A.S. Postulate (1

5. Corresponding parts

congruent triangles

congruent. (4)

6. Hypothesis

7. A.S.A. Postulate (5 , 6)

8. Corresponding parts of

ruent triangles are

ongruent. (7)



11.

1. Prove A ADE IA BCA

Then 7F CA

2. Prove A ADC ABCD
Then ZADC I 0cD

3. Prove A APR A BCH

Then 77 1 CR

and ZADR .LpCR

4. ZRDE ZRCF

5,

F}E ACFR

y. RE FUT

A proof is suggest-2-- but

not completed.

4. Properties of -equality and

the petweenness-Angle

Theorem

5. Betweenness-Addi,tion

Theorem for Points

6. S.A.S.

7. Definition of congruence

for triangles

Problem Set

In Problem 5 (a) , (step 1), Problem 7, (step 3) and
Problem 8 (step 1) combining has been done. Note that the
reason for step 5 in Problem 6 is appropriate for the
changed form.

1. In A ADO,

Prove: 2C

Statements

1. AB -= BC

2= .ZP

Reasons

1. Hypothesis

2. If two sides of a triangle

are cowruent, then the

angles opposite these ie
congruent.
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3.

3. BCAC
4. LZ B
5. ZC Z9

3.

4.

5.

Hypothesis

Same as Reason number

Transitive property for

congruence

1. B is the midpoint of 1. Hypothesis

E7

= CD 2. Definition of midpoint

of a segment (1)

3. BD= CD 3. Definition of congruence

of segments (2)

4. LABC isosceles, with 4. Hypothesis

AD 71 AC

5. AD AD 5. Refle:Alve property of

congruenCe

1. A ADB 7 LADC a. S.S.S. Postulate (3 , 4 ,

5

7. LADE /ADC 7. Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (6)

R. LADE and /ADC are

right angles

8. if the angles of a linear

pair are congruent each is

a right angle. (7)
r). BC is level. 9. By definition of level

1. AC CB = BA 1. The measures of the sides

of an equilateral triangle

are equal.

- CB , BA 2. Mull plioation property of

equality (1)

and (3 are

midpoints of sides T7
3. Hy=thesis

CB , BA respectively.

CP PA = AC 4. Definition of midpoint (3)

CR = RB = CB

BQ =DA DA
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5. cp = PA = -R RB = BQ

QA or, arranging to

better advantage,

6. CP R and

'7== AP f(7,

7. 2C '1 Zs

8. A CRP = AAPQ = A BQR

(7) RP P Q QP,

10: A PQR is equilateral

5. Transitive property of

equality (1 , 4)

7.

9.

Segments with equal

measures are congruent.(5)

An equilateral triangle is

equiangular. (1)

SC. Postulate (6 , 7)

responding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (8)

10. Definition of an equilateral

triangle (9)

1. XY

77 1 77

2. 4YXZ 4 cX

ZRXZ ZR4_a

3. 11-1.ZXXZ

mLRXZ

4.

m.ZYZX

inYXZ

1112ZZX

5.

= tri.ZYZX

m2EX
m21X7

m2EX
mL'RXZ mYXR

+ m12,7( mz:YZR

frAXZR.

7. _LYXR 4 LYZR

1. Hypothes7s

If two sides of a tri/Angle

are congruent, the angles

opposite these sides are

-congruent. (1)

3. Definition of congruence

of angles

Addition property of

equality (3)

Betweenness-Angles TheoreM

U. Substitution property of

equality (4 5)

7. Angles with the same

measure are congruent. (6)

(a) Pouble-Celumn Form

1. AC

2. 1 c

BC or AC BC

1 BC
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1. Hypothesis

2. Multiplication property of

equality. (1)



Ac = 4 AC

YC 1 BC_

XC YC

5. -2cxy zCYX

Paragruh Form.

3. Definition of midpoint

4. Substitution property of

equality. (2 , 3)

5. If two sides of a triangle

are congruent, the angles

opposite those sides are

congruer

Since X and Y arc given the midpoin and 7U

ACrespectively, it rnilows'that XC AC arid LC = BC.

Bet AC . BC by hypothesis so, by the multiplicative

property of equality,

AC - BC or XC C.2

Then, in XCY, CI = 111.10Q

if two sides of a triangle are congruent, the angles

opposite those sides are congruent.

Hypothesis:

in isosceles triangle ABC

A S BC, CD bisects

.ZU-2By P is a point on
+.
CD,

Prove

PA PP,

In AFC and BPC

1. Au = be

2. CP I CP

3. ZACP 7= .LBCP

-3o2

1. LfOthej s

2. Reflexive property of

congruence.

O. Hypothesis and definition

of the bisector of an angle



AAPC ABPC

5. : PA = PB

7. Hypothesis=

AABC is isosceles with

trr 14 M.
TIE bisects 2pAB

Er bisects 2pBA

Prove,: rE

5.

7.

AD BA

CA.
CB

LCAB jCBA

or m2PAB CBA

17 rrtZCAB mZCBA
2

mJAB - nIZCAB_ and

m _EA . n1CBA

A4AB - BA or

ffAB SBA
ADB Li BEA

-4

S.A.S. Postulate

3)

5 Definition of congruence

for triangles

C

1 Heflexiye property

congruence

2. Hypothesis

3. if two-sides of a triangle

are congruent, the angles

opposite those sides are

Congruent. (2)

Multiplication property

of equality (3).

DefinitiOn of angle

bisector

6 Substitution property of

equality (4 , 5)

A.S.A. Postulate (1 , 2

6)

. Corresponding Parts of

congruent, triangles are

congruent. (7)-



°thesis:

t1 ABC is isosceles with

AB 1 CB,

ADEF is isosceles with

DE = FE.

.AC BF

A --

Prove: A BAC .,,,AEDF:

1. .61 = zc or rnA 1. Hypothesis and the Theorem:

If two sides of a triangle

are congruent the angles

opposite those sides are

congruent.

.Z'k

ti
f2, Hypothesis

.La 3. Transitive property of

congruence (1 , 2)

AC 7==. BF or AC - DF Hypothesis

5. BAC A EDF 5, A.S.A. Postulate (2 ,

4)

Proble

*

Again romirld students that the validity of a statement must

be supported by logical argument whereas a single counter example

is sufficient to show that a sta ent is not valid.

In problem 4; cpnsider

coplanar or noncoplanar..

the parts of the diag a either



Statement

If a number is positive,

then it has one positive

Square root.

Valid.

In elementary algebra

there is a theorem to

the effect that every

positive number has two

square roots, one

tive and one negative.

If a set of points is

the interier.of a tri-.

angle, then it is a

c _vex set.

Valid.

The interior of a tri-

angle is the inter-

section of three half-

planes, and each half-

plane isAppnvex. The

sent joining an wo

points in the interi

of a triangle lies i

ea-Ch of the three hal

planes, and hence, in

their intersection.

(c) lif two numbers are odd,

their sum is odd.

Not valid.

Counter- example: 3

and 5 are each odd

but their sumis even.

365;3

Converse

If a n has one positiv

square root, then it is a

positive number.

Valid.

This follows from the fact

that the square of a posi-

tive number is positive.

If a set of points is a

convex set, then it is the

interior of a triangle.

Not valid. One (of many)

counter example is: The set

of all points in the plane

is a convex set which is not

the interior of a priangle.

If the sum .of two numbers is

odd then each of the numbers

is odd.

Not valid.

Counter-example: 5 and

Another counter example:

2 4- 7 and 5 - 7.



each'angle in a set

of angles is a right

angle, then the angles

in every pair of these

angles are congruent,.

More simply: If two.

angles are right

angles, then they are

congruent.

Hypothesis:

In A ABC,

A 1

Prove: L1ABC is equilateral.

If the angles n every pair

of angles in a set of angles

are congruent, then each of

the angles is a right angle.

Not valid.

Counter-example: The angles

In every pair of vertical

angles are congruent, but

they are not necessarily

right angles.

1. LA I
2.

3- .zC 2B
k. BA

1
AC

5. BC 1 BA AC

6. AABC is equilateral.

1. Hypothesis

2. If two angles of a triangle

are congruent, the Sider`

opposite those angles are

congruent. (1)

3. Sagie as 1.

Same as 2. (3)

Transitivity property of

congruence (2 , 4)

6. Definition of equilateral

(5)

1.
.ZT11

2. Zm and ZCBA foul'

a linear pair.

and ACA ,are

supplementary.
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1. Hypothesis

2. Hypothesis (since the

diagram is part of the

hypothesis) and the

definition of a linear

pair.



m and 2pEA are

supplementary.

2:11 and 2PCA are

supplementary.

2:CBA 2pcA,

5 re AB

AABC is isosceles.

3. If two angles form a linear

pair, then they are

supplementary. (2)

4. Supplements of congruent

angles are congruent.

(1 , 3)

If two-angles of a

are congruent, the sides

opposite those angles are

congruent. (4)

6. Definition of isosceles

triangle (5)

4. Consider A HPF and A KPF.

1. HF KF and

2.

3. FP FP

and

A HPF 7= A KPF

HP -HP
HP AP

1. Hypothesis

2. Definition of congruence

for segments (1)

Reflexive property of

congruence

4 S.S.S. Postulate (2 ,

5. Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (4)

5. Consider A-ACE and ABCD.

1.

2. 7f DC

x

AD - BE or AD 1 UE

and A,D,E, B
collinear.

71"E" 1 BD

5. DACE '=" A BCD

are

367

1. Hypothesis

2. If two angles of a triangle

are congruent, the sides

opposite those angles are

congruent. (1)

3. Hypothesis

Betweenness-Addition

Theorem for Points

S.A.S. Postulate (1 , 2 ,

4)



6.

AC 1 BC

ABC isosce

Definition of congruence

for triangles (5)

Definition of isosceles

triangle (6)

Reasons

1. /?
PQ l AC and

RS J. DF

3. PQC is a right

ZRSF is a right

4 T0P

5. CQ =RS
6. PQC 4TSF

CP

7. Hypothesis:

ngle.

gle.

Isosceles AABC, with

CA 1-=' CB, CD .bisecVs

and intersects AD in

point D.

Prove:

F61 AB
(b) AD = DD

Statements

1. Hypothesis

2. Hypothesis

Definition` ©f perpendicular

(2)

Right angles are congruent.

(3)

Hypothesis

6. A.S.A. Postulate (1 ,

5)

7. Definition of congruence

for triangles (6)

Reasons

1. ZACD CD

CA '1' CD

4 . A ACD BCD
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1. Hypothesis and definition

of angle bisector.

R. Hypothesis

Base angles an isosceles

triangle are co -uent. (2)

4. A.S.A. Postulate (1 , 2 ,

3)



5. LAM 11. _DC

6 m2ADC . ADC

ADC and jeoc form

a linear pair.

8. 2LDC and 2pDC are

right angles.

9. CD 1AB

(b )10. AD . DD

I

Corresponding parts of

congruent triangles are

congruent. (4)

Congruent angles ave equal

measures. (5)

7. Definition of linear pair

Each of the angles of a

linear pair which have the

same measure is call a

right angle. (6 , 7)

9. Definition of perpendicular

(8)

10. Definition of congruence

for triangles (4)

Problem Set LL=12

The solutions for the problems in this set, except or

Problem 7, are merely ou lined or suggested.
mr

1. Prove A ABC 2= AABD by S . A . S

The Act I AD and, in A ACID, ZACD 2A DC

since they are opposite the congruent sides.

2. AABC a AABC' by A.S.A.

3. ADXA AEXA by S.A.S.

Then DX EX.

4. (a) A model is to be constructed.

(b) Four faces, 12 face angles

(c) All faces are congruent by S.S.S.

All faces are equilaterallangles.
(a) Distances AB , AC and BC need not be equal since

ZAVB , 2pvc and ZCVA need not have the same measure.

AAVB , ABVC and ACVA arereach isosceles triangles
4

but not necessarily congruent to each other.
zvAB znA znc zycEl ffcA zVAC

(b) Then AE . AC . BC

congruent.

and all six of the angles will. be
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Prove ANPB ANMC by S.A.S., first Showing PB . MC

by the addition and substitution properties of equality

and the Betweenness-Distance Theorem.

Then NB
Prove: A ANB I' RANG by S.A.S.

Then AB AC

7. From the definition of biiedt for segments

ATZ nir7.347.

From the definition of vertical angles and, since vertical*

angles are congruent,

ZAVB ZCVA zpvE LFAID

Then by S.A.S.

AAVB KEVF ACVA AWE ABVC Ate.

It follows that the corresponding parts are congruent and

thus:
AB

Then A ABC A EFD by S.S.S.

715

8. Prove tiABD AABC ADBC y .A.S.

_It _follows that 76 Z AC.ZI577.

Then, since AADC is equilateral, it is also equiangular.

Problem Set =11

The following are merely the main ideas in the proof of

the problems. The problems present no complication in proving

congruence of triangles.

1. AABC ACBD by S.S.S., thus

ZABD ZCBD and, by definition of

midray, is a midray and BD

bisects the vertex angle.

(ii) ZADB ZCDB, ,thus they are right

angles, and then BD I AC.



Then NB
Prove : Li A CL ANC by S . A S

Then AB AC

7 From the definition of biieot for segments

AVM V 77.

From the definition of vertical angles and, since vertical*

angles are congruent,

ZAVB ZCVA zpvE VC 'VD.

Then by S.A.S.

A AVB z KEIT ; A CVA DVE ; A BVC AFTD,

It follows that the corresponding parts are congruent and

thus:

AB

Then A ABC 74 AEFD by 5.5.5 .

8. Prove A ABE) = LI ABC DBC y ft. 9 .
It follows that :Ar 7= AC .11 C

Then, since ADC is equilateral, it is also equiangular.

Problem Set =1.1

The following are merely the main ideas in the proof of

the problems. The problems present no complication in proving

congruence of triangles.

1. AABC ACBD by S.S.S., thus

ZABD 1 ZCBD and, by definition of

midray, is a midray and BD

bisects the vertex angle.

(11) ZADB ZCDB, ,thus they are right

angles, and then BD AC.



Problem Set 512a

Consider point H, any

point on the ray opposite

Let M be.the mid-

point of M.X and let F

be the point on'theray

opposite a suck that
FM E CM.

Then 11FMB .;1,ACMA by StA.S. and /

Theorem 4-7 tells us that F

HBA.

Therefore by the Betweenness-Angles Theorem

_BA -= mLHBF mZFBA.

Since m HBF > 0, mLHBA > m FBA and therefore

s an interior point of

mLHBA > mnA.

To prove BA > mLACB start with the midpoint

rather thAn with the midpoint of 1211X.

2. mLABC < 50; mLBAC < 50; mLACB 130

3 By applying the Supplement Theorem (Th. 4-12) and

the theorem on supplements of congruent angles

(Th. 4-15) the congruence of the six exterior angles

can be demonstrated. It is important that the student

be able to identify and name these angles in his proof.

4. (a) mLa < mLc

mLc < mLe

(d) mLa < m

5. (a) The median must be perpendicular to the base.

The median to tht,base of an isosceles triangle

is perpendicular to the base by Theorem 5-11.

From Theorem 5-11 weknow that given a line and a

point not on t1 line, there is one and only one line

which contains the given point and which is perpen-

dicular to the given line.

2



6.

Since VD is I to 0 by hypothesis and since
the median from B is 1 to 1U, and since there

is only one line from BITC, BD and the median

are the Same line.

If a segment from the vertex opposite the base of an

isosceles triangle is perpendicular to the base, then

that segment is the median of the triangle.

I

Yes. yhere'is one and only one line
4

which contains P and is perpen-

dicular to m since if P is not

in R, P is not in m and the

relation is an example of Theorem 5-5

There Is one and only

to 0

There is one

to 5/

There i one

to (51

one line through P, perpendicular

and only one line

and only one line

through P, perpendiCUlar

through P, perpendicular

)

P lies in plane OXY.

8. One an F only one

One d only one

One and only one line contains P and is I

Yes-.

IP
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11. Let C of A ABC be aright
angle. We want to show that

neither LB nor LA can be

a right angle.

Assume -LB is a right angle* Then by definition of a

perpendicular line tr and Iar are both perpendicular
to But this contradicts Theorem 5-11 which assures

us there can be one _aid only one line containing A and

to. Therefore LB cannot be a right angle.
a,

Likewise if LA were,wright angle and le would
both be 1. to AC .Which again contradicts Theorem 5-11.

Therefore LA cannot be a right angle.

Let LACB of AACB be a ri
angle, We want to show that

LA and LB are each acute
angles.

-Consider CD as opposite g. ,'Then LACB and LACE
form a linear pair and are supplementary and, since

mLACB 90, mLACD also s 90! By Theorem 3-10,

sILACD > mLB and mLACD > mLA. Therefore mLB < 90
and mLA < 90 and hence, by the definition of an

acute angle,, 'LB and LA are both acute angles.
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13. Let LCAB of ACAB be an
obtuse angle. We want to

show that LB and LC aTe

each acute anglest

Consider as opposite Then' LEAC and AC

form a linear pair and are, therefore, supplementary

angles. By the definition of supplementary angles,

mLEAC mLCAB = 180 or mLCAB = 180 - mLEAC. But,

by the hypothesis and the definition of-an obtON angle,

mLCAB > 90. It follows that 180 - mLEAC > 90 or,

from the addition postulate of order, that 90 > mLEAC.

But Theorem 5=10, mLEAC > mLB and

Since 90 > mLEAC > mLC and 90 > mLEAC > m

LEAC >

we get,

by using the transitivity property of order, that

90 > mLC and 90 > m B. It follows from the definition

of acute angle that and LC are both acute angles.

Problem Set 5-12b

You may wish to have students give only an outline of the

proofs of these problems, as is given for most of the problems

below.

The two triangles in which the diagonals are the

corresponding parts are congruent by S.A.S.

No. The angles may be unequal even though the sides

are equal and the polygon would not'then satisfy the

definition of.a regular polygon.

Example: a rhombus,

3. ABAD ADAC '7= ACAB from the hypothesis and S.A.S.

BD = DC = CB by definition of congruence for triangles.

ABDC is equilateral by definition of equilateral triangle.

ABDC is equiangular since every equilateral triangle

is equiangular.



4. Since In the figure segments, with a on endpoint are,

collinear, the figure does not satisf condition (2) in
the definition of a polygon. To be a member of a subset

of polygons, a figure must first be A member of the set
pf polygons.

Outline of proof.

IFAB A BCD A DEF by definition of regular polygon
'and S.A.S.

FB BIC= DP by definition of congruence for triangles.

is equilateral by definition of equilateral triangle.

6. Outline of proof.

1. AFBD is an equilateral angle as proved in Problem 5
above.

APAD 3 SAD from hypothesis, Step 1an
3. LFDA s LBDA by'definition of congruence

. ZITS because a line whilch bisects the

S.S.S.=

for triangles.

vertex angle
of anisOsceles triangle is' perpendicular to the base.

7. OUtline of Proof.

ABAD 9 ACAD from hypothesis and S.S.S.
2. LBAD 9 ZpAD by definition of congruence for triangles.
3. iiEAG AFAG from hypothesis, multiplication property

of order, )Step 2, S.A.S.

EG = PG by definition of congruence for triangles.

AEFG is an isosceles triangle by definition of

isosceles triangle.
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6

:Chapter 5

Review Problems

Sketches or brief outlines,of the proofs are given.

Prove AGCE 2z- E by' A.S.A.

it follows that E 'and thus, by definition

bisects-for'segments,- GF bisects CB.

Gam, MT, BUZ! KIT by' definition of equilla eral

triangle. Then A ABC A CAB - by S. S. S.

rff

G
FGI = AHGK by 'A.S.A.

.-17W- by definition of

congruence for triangles.

Therefore AFGH is isosceles

by definition of isosceles

triangle.

A APQ ABPQ by S.S.S.

Then LAPQ LBFQ from the definition of congruence for

triangles.

The proof holds if A

B.

in the plane of F, Q and

m LHAB = m LHBA since if two sides of a triangle are

congruent, the angles opposite those sides are congruent
1 1

or have equal measures., in = 7 m LHAB = 7 m A

m LFBA from the definition of bisect for angles,

the multiplication property of equality.

Then m LRAB = m LFBA from the transitive property

equality.

Then AF = BF since if two angleS of a triangle have the

sable measure, the sides oppOsite thoge angles have the

same measure.

Prove A Agin 3 A BCD by S.A.S.

It follows that AD BD and thus that JBAB = IBBA.
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A ARF BFR S. S . S. Therefore

The figure need not lie in a plane.

ZAX.F LBXII by the Betw&enness-Addition Theorem

for Rays.
A AXF 1" A BXR by A. S. A. Therefore Xr

Yes. Since the betweennes concept for rays is

needed, the figure 'must lie in a plane.

-A SRA SRC by
A. S_. Thus SA .-SB SC.

10. TP QX ;

Use the Vertical Angle Theorem and then ttie A.S.A.
postulate.

11. ZQBF ZWIF , Complements of congruent angles are con=
A BFQ 1! A HFW by S. A. S. gruent.

12., ZBAH sBAF and LRAH. /RAF since F, H, A are

collinear.
Then ZBAF LEAF and A BAF ABAF RAF by S.A.S.

It folloWs that FM = FR.

13. A SRQ -1 A SX0 by S.A.S. Therefore ZR Z.SXQ.
B

14. A ABE A CBE by S. A. S.

Therefore AB C

A CAD Z; A BAD by S.A.S.
Therefore 0

ti
m AB e CB by the transi-

tivity property of equality.

It follows that A ABC is an equilateral triangle from
the definition of equilateral triangle.

E
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BF M by the multiplication property of equality.

A ABF A HRQ by S.S.S.

Therefore = .LR a.nd thus A ABC Z. A HRW by S.A.S.

16. IMF since in ATEIFF' the opposite sides are coil-

ruent. BH = FA by the Betweennese-Addition Theorem for

Points since A, 13, F, H, are collinear.

BRIO Anil' by therefore

A student might prove AABR 11 A HFR by S.A.S. fter
=prov-into' /ABR -74 LHFR by noting that they-are supple-

ment44 of congruent angles. Then ARB 74 and c

it wouldsince RB and RF are between RA and

follow that zp

Theorem for Rays.

= RA by the Betweenness-Addition

17. A FWA kBA by, A.S.A%, therefore FW =

18. ZOKR IRI since they are supplementsof congruent.

angles, La and Lb. rTfL_ theref6re AGKR 4 AHRK
by A.S.A. Thus GR 1Z'

19. AF = I "wince each is AH.

A RFA:-= AQBH by S.A.n,

7RFA LOH, thus BW = FW by the converse of the

IsOsceies Triangle Theorem.

20. AAQP Z A BQP by S.S.S.

Then LAQR ,Z. LBQR

and a AQR = A BQR by S.A.S.

Thus RA = RB.

(b The five points need not be cqplanar. The proof

will hold whether or not i is in the same plane
as points 13, 174 P, Q.
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since they are supplements

A BRA by A.S.A.

of cm

HA BA and A HAB is isosceles.

_Then lir; the bisector of the vertex angle, is

base 115.

22. A RBA 1. A FBH by A. S. A . Thus

To prove AM Z

( ) Consider A BAH.

Triangle Theprem.

Then, since,

is between

the

is,between AR

and HF, H

mess-Angles Theorem and properties

by the Teosc eles,

and AK, and'

A by "the Between--

or equality. It

follows that Xff

(2) Otherw4ai Z:MFA by supplements of

; RR ,---- -FA - bythe addition property of equality.

Then A AMF , A HMR by A.S.A. and tM. Z RR:

23. _QR, from the hypothesis and _ multiplication

property Of equality.

A BQF Z. A HQF by A.S.A.

Thus g HQ.

A. XR = by the Betweenness-Addition. Theorem for Points.

A iCAR A QMW by A. S. A .

Thus,

since

= QM and,

Lx ZQ, XK = QK.

Then.by the addition property of equality, KA KM.

25. 4 BRQ -Z A THS IDSr

-Thus BR TR and, since ZBRX ZTRY (vertical Ls

A BRX Z A TRY and thus RX, -=- RY.

,(Note: -A RXQ and

26. -A ARQ Z.. A ASQ by S. A. S.

Thus- ATTf

A RCA SCA by S. S. S

A RYS could have been used.)

Thus /RCA LSCA.



7, No. We have two triangles imlwhich.two sides and an

angle opposite one of them in one-trilhgle are 'congruent

to the corresponding parts of the' 'other triangle. Our

triangle postulates, S.S.S., A.S.A., S.A.S., do not

apply.

Two sides and an angle opposite one of them do not _es-

sarily give a unique triangle.

29.

X TX by the BetWeenness-Angles Theor

properties of equality.

A TJX % liBax', by S.A.S.

Then Zlpj A.ZPXj and

A WI by A

Therefore Lit
ti

(Note: Student may prove LTi-ZB totget

A TJF.1' A BJQ. Then -Z.TeT and

Lx would be I" since they are pupple-

ments h-f Congruent angles.)

B

(a)

381

D
AS = RC by the Between-

ness7Addition Theorem for

Polpts. A BSA Z' Mid

by S.S.S. Thus, SA

ZPRC.

No. -B need not be in the
4-,

same plane as AC, and D.



(1) Prove A- AB

.(2) Prove A AQR

ATBR by
APQM by

Use the Betweenness

AR = MF.

Use Supplement

to show LAR

Refer to Prop

help prove

Then

A.S.A.

tanoe TheoreM to show.

ruent angles a:congruent

or sUggestiOn-WhiCh will

by S.A.S. (

Show A ADC = GDP' by A. S.

Then A GF.

Show A CDB If A ME by S.A.S.

Then Uff = FE

Show A ADB = A CUDE by S.A.S.

411, Then' CT%
Show A BCA = A EFG, by S. S. S.

Yes. No part of the proof depends upon thesegments beihg

coplanar.

For a three dimensional picture of the same problem refe'r

to Problem 7 of Problem, Set 5-10.

33. (1) Prove 41,AFB 1' A MFH by S.A.S.

Then LA = :al and IS Mn.

Prove AABT A MHR by ,S.A.S.

a. Use the multiplication property of equality to

shoW AT = MR.,

34. (1) Prove X = APAX by S.A.S.

Then QX PX and A PQX is isosceles.

35. (1) Prove A ACF A ABH by S.A.S.

Then UP Ti.B

Prove A BCF A CBH by S. S. S.

Then /PBC LHCB.

Prove LABC 11 LACB by showing them supplements

of congruent angles.
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Chanter 6 t

ANSWERS ANWSOLUTIONS

Problem Set 6-2

The first nine problems this. set are deSigned for

-oral ble-ss-disatrasion7toThleip-re-inforte-the-Meaging-61-the7

dellrations In this section. Problem 16 should be done by
all students in the class. However, a teacher may wish to

assign Problem 17 to half the'students in the class and

Problem 18 t the other half of the students. Students in
these two groups should share their findings.

Problem Set 6-2

a) Alternate interior.

(b) vConsecutive interior.

(c) QPE (or, EPQ)

(d) pB (or, DU) .

(a) Vertical:,

(b) Alternate interior.
4

(c) CorreSponding,

(d) Corresponding.

(e) c

1g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(a)

Vertical.

Adjacent supplementary (or, supplementary).

Two.

Two.

Four.

LIFDE and ZDBC

ZABD and ZEDB
LEM and LCBD

ZXYR and ZR
4ZYW and LW

(b) ZR and LEYL

and LxYw

ZR nd.LW
ZRYW and ZR

ZRYW and

There are none.



a) Corresponding angles.
.

(p) , Consecutive interior ai

Alternate interior angles.

Corresponding angles.

6. (a) Lam and BD
CDB and /DBA:.

) LSD and LctB ,
B and LCBD

LkBD and Z9De
ZPCB and LCBE

(e ) ZBCD and ABD

LBCD and LABE

7. (a ). L4 ,

Lb Z;
Le Lg Lk ,

L.c1 Lpi

La Le
Lb Li

Le , Lk Zig

(b) Le Lf Lk,
Ld , Le , LP

Lh / LF1 Lel

LL -, Lq Lb

Ld
= Li , Ln

Zb- Lc Le

Lq Lm , LID

8 Corresponding angles:

LlaP and LQPZ
Leg and LIM .

Alternate interior angles=

Leg
LUX
Lz
LQPZ

and

and

and

and

LRPx

ZYXP

LYZx

LYZP

5



9-

Consecutive interior angles:

LWXP and LCIPX ,

L72 and Zjipx

LRPZ and LRZP ,

and

Corresponding_ lest_

P and )CPQ ,

Lp1) and 7ZZPQ,

Alternate interior angles:

Lplp and LXPR
LOP and LM

Consecutive interior angles:

LZPR and LZRP

LXPR and LYRP .

Corresponding angles:

AZYX and LZXW

Alternate interior angles:

None.

Consecutive interior angles:

LZXY ana LZYX

Lines

and CD
41-41.

.

(b All and BC- .

AT and 4Viis%

(d) 110'w and -me-.

*10. aj. 50 .

(b) 130

*11. If.4VTIV, then m = m Lb _d

*12. If -477117:P.- and '11151Pftr', then

(al, m7 = 90 = m .

(b) " Lx = 90 = m

If m La = 100 = L> , then m e = 80 = m

Transversal
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*14. 70r1 then

If rLa 70

*15. If m La 110 , then m Lb = 70 110 ,

Ld a 70 . If m Ld 0 = m Le , then in Lg .= 7

m Er r 110 , and m Lti a 110

=70.
than m L 70

id

and transversal

Ld is a sr pplement of Lc and Le is a

supplement of Lf by the Supplement Theorem

(Theorem 4-,13). Since Lc , then

Ld Le because supplements of congruent angles

are congruent.

Le is a suppliment of Lif and

therefore Le is a supplement of Lc

Similarly, Zy icis a supplement of

b vertical angles are congruent.. Since

then it follows that Lb

Z'!a =, ,
Ld Lh

*
Similarly,

HypOthesis

Transversal t to

2
La is supplementary

to Lc

By hypothsis, Za. is supplementary to

and La are suppl4mentary since they are a

linear pair. Therefore, we haVe

387
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2

and (c)

Prsb1em )6.

1

BY1WPothesis and

,11 and transversal

t are such that

"XLP=,71110 can

as a result of

be done by using

congruent vertical

angles to prove that

the alternate interitit

angles, are congruent.

(b) and (c) follow from

Problem 16.

as a result of

15r1aert Set 6-3

Converse of Theorem 6-1. Let two distinct

coplanar lines be given. - If the lines are

parallel,-thn there is a transversal of the

lines which is perpendicular to each of them.

Contrapositive of Theorem Let two distinct

coplanar lines be given. If the lines are not

parallel, then a transversal of the lines cannot

be perpendicular- to both ofhem.

The Contrapositive can be accepted as true

because it is logically equivalent to the

totem.

Converse. If :e-angles of a triangle are

congruent, the sides opposite these angles are

congruent.

Contrapositive. If two angles of a triangle are

not congruent, then the'sides opposite these

tangles are not congruent.

Both can be accepted as true. The converse was

proved in Chapter 5; and the contrapositive is

logically equivalent to -the statement, which was

so proved in Chapter 5.

50_



{,

If two distinct coplanar lines and a transversal
(

them determine a pair of- alternate interior angles

which are not congruent, then the two lines are not
parallel.

FrobleM 6-4

iThis is a lengthy problem set, and teachers should

consider the problems very carefully before making an

assignment. Problems 4 through 7 and Problems q9 and 20

might be conveniently used as oral exercises. The

problems from 8 through 18.increase in difficulty. Only

the better students in the class should be expected to do

Problems -1 5 through 18. T

1. Corollary 6-2-1:.

Proof: Two coplanar lines are given. By hypothesis

a pair of corresponding angles-determined by a
,

transversal are congruent. Hence [see Remark blow]

a pair of altern4te interior angles determined by

the same transversal are congruent. By Theorem 6 -2,

the given lines are parallel.

[Remark: The proof of this corollary illustrates

the importance of Problem 18 in Problem Set 6-2.

If a class needs further stress on details, then the

word "Hence" above may be replaced by a proof of

Part (a) of Probrem 18.]

2. , Corollary 6-2-2.

Proof: Two coplanar lines are given. By hypothesis,

a pair of consecutive interior- angles determined by

a transversal are' supplementary. HenCea pair of

alternate interior angles determined by the. same

transversal are congruent. By Theorem 6-2, the given

lines are parallel.

[Remark: Corollary 6-2-2 utilizes Problem 17 in .

Problem Set 6-2 in the same manner as Corollary 6-2-1

exploits Problem 18. Compare the Remark in, Problem 1

of this set-J.



Theorem 6-1.

PrOOC: Given op1anar lines

that p l 6 and q I t We

p` i1 4

P

are

q , a t Suqh

requVied to eve

Statemen

1. p t

ql

easons ,

Hypothesis

La is a right 0 If the' sides of an angle

angle, are perpendicular, the

Lb is a right angle is a right angle.

angle.

3. La LID

P Hq.

(d)

Corollary

'Theorem

Corollary 6-2-1.

Corolfary 6-2-2.

Right angles are congruent.

Theorem 6-2.

5. Theorem 6 -2.

(b) -CD 11711-1e. Theorem 6-2.

(c) Corollary

(d) 4IT511' I I Corollary 6-2-2.

6. -41a711 DE Theorem 6-1.

xlly Theorem 6-1.

a ii c Theorem 6-2.



8. x 12 + 5x + 30 180

x = 18

4x - 12 .60

5x + 30 - 120

3x + - GO

m II n

9. 3x +

10.

Corollary 6 -2 -1 or Corollary 6£2 -2.

20 = 180.

x= 32
2x + 20.=7. 84

3x= 96
4x - 10 4 118

m is parallel to n A pair of alternate

interi -_gles are not congruent-.

- LADE .

B LADE

I I

di-4w
DE BC . =Corollary 6-2-1.

11. AACD ACAB by S.S.S.

ZDAC LBCA thus AD I l'41114C_

ZBAC ZDCA thus 1P74171,551".

12. AA0B ACOD by and LBAO -7='= ZDCO

thus B II D by Theorem

AAOD ACOB by 3.A.S and /DAC Ts= /BCC

thus D 114/Vw by Theorem

LYXA and LZYC are right angles. -LAM LC
by hypothesis. Therefore ZYXS LZYT , since

complements of congruent angles are congruent.

X iritye by Corollary 6-2-1.

14. AXAZ is isosceles and LX LAZX

AWBY is isos%eles and LW 2PYW
LAZE LX -="= LW ' LBYW .Therefore AZ- irww
by Theorem 6-2.

(b) No. -.1.1711' and *B` must lie in the same plane

to be parallel.
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19. ,AABD ABAC by S.A.S. and DB =ACA . Then

LND0B 110DA by S.S S. and L D ;I/ADC .

It is rift possible to prove that ZBCD and

LADCi are right angles. (Attempts to do this

suggest a need for some furter postulate.)

16. ProofC.N.ApR = LIPBQ 2, ARQ0 LNQRP by ,S. S.

corresponding parts n Lai z m LA ,,m Lb m L3

and m Lc a M LC , Since the sum of the measures

of La , Lb and Le la 180 by Theorem 4-9, 'the

sum of the measures of, LA B and LC is 180 .

Proof: .A PAR 2 A QAR by S.A.S. Then LARP ZARQ

and ? -a simile proof using AABD and

LNACD ,41W11Balt. Then Will' PC Theorem 8-1. 4

Statement

ADAT LA,CBT 1. S.A.S.

==: CT Definition of congruence

of triangles.

A = -Definition of congruence

of triangles.

4. to LDTs m LCTS Theorem 5-8.

m 4STA Betweenness-Addition

Theorem;

6.

7. 41ET.1

8.

392

Theorem 4-11.

7. Theorem 5-8.

8. Theorem 6-1.



An alternate plan, which does not take advantage

of Theorem 5-8, .is the-following. From Step 1,

deduce that DTA CTB and that DT
.

CT . Prove
that ADST 14 _CST by S.S. Deduce that
LIDTS CTS . Then /ATS LJ3TS',-, and Theorer:L4-11

establishes Stap 6. The fact that. ADST a Al0ST

yields LDST CST , and Step 7-becomes a second

application of Theorem 4-11 'Step 8, as before,

-completes the-proof-
-,

Contrapositive of Corollary 6-2-1: If-two coplanar,
I,

lines Are not parallel, then any two corresponding

angles determined by a transversal of the lines are
not congruent.

Contrapositive of Corollary 672-2: Iftwo,- coplanar

lines are not parallel, then any two consecutive

'interior angles determined by a transversal of the
lines are not supplementary.

These statements can be accepted. as true at tiffs

time because the contrapositive of a statement is

logically equivalent to the Statement'.

*20. Converse of :theorem 6-2. If two distinct lines are

'parallel, then any two alternate interior angles

determined by a transversal of ttle'lines are congruent.

Converse of Corollary 6=2-1. It two distinct lines

-are parallel, then any two cOrrespoilhding angles

determined by a transversal.-of the lines are congruent.

Converse of Corollary 6-2-2. If two distinct lines

are parallel, then any two consecutive interior

angles determined by a transversal of the lines are
supplementary.

No, the converse cif a theorem needs to be

proved before It can be accepted as true.



1. Corollary6-4L1.

Proof:

Problem Set 6-6a

and aBy hypothesis, two parallel lines

transversal of them are given. By Theorem 6-4,'any

two alternate interior angles are congruent. Hence

[see. Remark below] any two corresponding angles are

Congruent.

[Remark: Compare the Remark on the solution of

Problem -1 in Problem Set 6-4. The proof of

Corollary 6-4-l'illustratps the importance of

Problem 16 (c) in Problem Set 6-21

Corollary.6-4-2.

Proof: By hypothesis, two parallel lines and a

transversalef the0 are given. By Theorem 6-4, any

two alternate interior angles are congruent. Hence

any two consecutive Anterior angles are Supplementary.

[Remark: Compare Problem 1 above and Problem 16 (b)

in Problem -Set 6-2.]

Corollary

Proof:

to prove

Given p II q and p l t . We

q I

are required

t.

p

x

q

Statement

1. P II q

2. /y = Zx

3. p j t

4. m 4.

5. 90 . 5.

6. q t .

Reason

Hypothe

Theorem 6-4.

Hypothesis.

IT two lines are perpen-
dicular, they de ermine
a right angle

Transitive property-of
equality.
Definition of erpen-
dicular lines.



100

m Lc 80

m Ld - 100 .

55 .

b 125

= 125 .

= 55

Theorem 6-4.

Corollary 6-4-2,

Corolfary

Theorem 4-13.

Corollary 6-4-1,

Theorem 4-713.

Theorem 4-19 (or Theorem 4-13,

or Corollary 6-4-1).

55 . Theorem 6-4 (or Corollary 6-4-2

or any of several other

satisfactory reasons).

LA and LE) LB and /C'.

LC and LI) ; Z13 and LA .

and Lx and /t

Proof..

Reasons

1. AXYZ is isosceles. 1 Hypothesis.

2. LY L. Base angles of an

isosceles triangle are

congruent.

3. AD 11 YZ Hypothesis.

4. LX-AB LY 4. Corollary 6-4-1.
Lx9A = LZ

B /XBA 5. Transitive property of

is isosceles.

congruence for angles.

If a triangle has two

congruent angles, it

is` isosceles.



Proof:

Stateme

1. PQ bisects /SPR

2. LSPQ r7=, 7RPQ .

RQ II FS .

I
LAU ZSPQ

RQP fRPQ

10. Proc

PHQ

Statemen

1. RT

ZS

isosceles.

Reasons

Hypothesis.

0 Definition of bised

Hypothesis.

Theorem 6-4.

Transitive property o

congruence ftr angles

If a triangle has two

congruent angles, it

isosceles.

Reasons

Hypothesis.

If two sides of a

triangle are congruent,

theangles opposite

those sides are congruent.

-T 11 Hypothesis.

ZS /NY Corollary 6 -4-_

T. ZNI . 5. Property of transitivity

for congruence of angles.

PQ PT or 6. If two angles of a

PQ = PT . triangle are congruent,

the 'sides opposite the

congruent angles are

congruent.

since 3x + 14 = 5x

m ZBAC = 5x 2 = 38 .

(0) m /DCA = 3x + 14 = 38

(c ) m /ACB = 10x + 12 = 2

(d) DCE = 50 .

(e) m ZCBA = m LDCE = 50
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12. Proof:

Statemen

RS is the midray

of ZZRW .

ZRS

3. '141-,En1 YZ .

4.

5.

Reasons

Hypothesis.

Definition of midray.

Hypothesis.

Theorem 6-4.

/WRS . Corollary 6-4-1.

YZR . 6 Property of transitivity

for congruence of angles

ZVRTZ is isosceles. If two angles of a

13. Proof:

1.

Statements

triangle are congruent,

the sides oppbsite the

congruent angles are

congruent.

Reasons

the midpoint

of RX

is the midpoint

of YR .

is the midpoint

of WZ

Hypothesis.

RS = YS Defini tion of a- midpoint.

RSW

4. AWRS Azys

5. RW and

ZZYS

397

Any two vertical angles

are congruent.

S.A.S.

Definition of congruence

of triangles.

heorem 6-2.

7. Transitive property of

congruence for segments.



14. 6 ABD A EDB ; A BCE = AEDB by . S . S and

LABD ZEDB ; /CBE ZDEB by the definition of

Therefore, W I 'Be' bly

and A, B, and C are collinear point8

congruence.

Theorem 6-2,

by the Parallel Postulate.

3.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Problem vet 6-bb

Corollary 5 -2-1.

Corollary 6-2-1.

Corollary 6-2-1

Statements

or, Theorem 6 -5) -.

Reasons

1. Hypothesis.II RS

There is ray.PF Theorem 6--3.

such that 4wirw'
--AW

and PF is between
4Fw

Pa and PY-

RF

LPSR ,PF

LXYP LFPY

m LDPY === m L5PF

m LFPY

Y = m LP SR

xYP

Let e1 and 21

and let a line m

intersect Ae
1

at

does not intersect in a single point; then

e2m 11 , by de'inition. But this contradicts

the Parallel Postulate. Hence m must intersect

Theorem 6 -5

Theorem 6-4.

The Betweenness-Angles

Theorem (Theorem 4-4).

Substitution property

of equality.

be distinct parallel lines,

in the plane of and /2
a point P . Suppose that m

398



(b) Corollary -6 -5 -1 is essentially a contrapositive

of the coplanar case of Theorem 6-5; for the

superior student who recognizes this logical

relationship, no further proof may be necessary.

Many students may prefer the following pr6of.
AP

Let
1

and 2 be distinct parallel lines,

and let a line m- in the plane of =e,
1

and )e.

intersect Ae
I

point. Suppose that m does

not intersect
2

in a single point; then

m , by definition. Consequently, by

Theorem 6-5, m
I I 1 .

This is impossible.

Hence m intersects

If r intersects only one of the lines Ae_ and
1

,12 that are coplanar with it, then r is

parallel to the other of them. The one that

intersects cannot be parallel to the other

without contradicting the Parallel Postulate.

Consequently the two lines' and 12 inter-
sect.

Let p, q, r be three distinct coplanar lines such

that p 11 r and q 11 r . Let A be any point on

r 3 There is a line u containing A and perpen,

dicular to p . Since u is a transversal of p

and r , Corollary 6-4- tells us that u 1 r

Similarly, there is a line v containing A and

perpendicular to q ; by Corollary 6-4-3; v

By Theorem 4-21, u and v are the same line.

Since each of p and is perpendicular to

we apply Theorem 6-1 to onClude that p 11 q

5. Case (a): s = s' . If also t = t' the result

follows from the hypothesis. If t / t' , then

(where s s') is a transversal of t and t' ,

and it is perpendicular to t' , and hence perpen-

dicular to t by Corollary 6-4-3=



Case (b): t t4 . If also the result

follows from the hypothesis. If s / s' , then

(where t t') is a transversal of s and s'

and it is perpendicular to s' andt'lenee to

Problem Set 6-7

Problems 9, 10, 11 of this-section lead to the

important summay with respect to parallelism and anti -

paralleLism for the corresponding sifts of twoydis'tinct

angles in a plane.. The proofs of these prOblems are time-

consuming, and the teacher should exercise caution when

making the assignment. P rhaps a desirable 'solution would

be to ask students to prove 9(a), 10(a), 11(a), and 11(b).

The proofs to 9(b), 10(b), and 11(c) could be handled

more conveniently by blackboard demonstration and class

discussion. This is especially true since it is necessary

to use a general ease for these problems rather than rely

on a,picture of a specific case for proof. For example,

Probl 9(b) would require four different pictures if this

approach is used.

7 The missing reasons areCk

2. Reflexive property of congruence for segments.

4. A.S.A.

5.. Definition 1f congruence for triangles.
_

If ABCD iz a allelogram, we are to prove that

A /C and that /El p
. _

Since the pa a lel lines AD

and 41TiUw:and ter transversal
1kw

AB deteritine /A and /B.

as a pair of consecutive

Interior angles, /A and A

LB are supplementary, by Corollary 6-4-2. Likewise,

/B and /O are supplementary, because CD 11411TEw.

Therefore LA and LC are congruent, since each is

a supplement of ZB Thp goof that /B /D is

similar.
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Hypothesis: ABCD is

a parallelogram with

diagonals -AC and BD

interisecting at 0

c;rovl DO CB and

OA - CC

Statemen

1 LE.0 I

x =7' Ly and

Reasons

Definition of a p&rallelogram.

,Theorem 6 -;

In any parallelograft,each side

is congruent to the side

opposite.

ADOC ABOA 4. A.S.A.

OB and 5. Definition of congruence for
CO CA . triangles.

AB CD and CAB II CD

by hypothesis.

LSO ; L.DC1 by
Theorem 6-4, and

AC CA by the

reflexive property of

congruence for segments.

Therefore, ABACa' ADCA

by A,S., and by the definition of congruence,

LBCA ZDAC . Therefore, BC II DA by Theorem

and ABCD is a parallelogram by definition of a

parallelogram.

_0

Use the same diagram as in Problem 4. AB '14' CD and:-

AD 1" CB by hypothesis. By the reflexive property

of congruence for segments AC:_Z CA . Ther efore,

AACD ACAB by S.S.S. Hence, LDAC ZFLBCA by

definition of congruence. By Theorem 6-2, BC II DA

Therefore ABCD is a parallelogram by Theorem 6-7.

AC , ZX , and BC

4ci



7. Proof: Given:

at A and B

P I I q t

respectively

A. pair of alternate interior

LZBA and P bisects LXAB

prove that AP land BQ are

V
;ntersects p and q

LZBA and LXAB are

angles; BQ bisects

e are required to

antiparallel.

atements

1. p II q

_ZBA

Reasons

Hypothesis.

Theore 64.

esls.bisect

BQ- bisects

4. m LPAB

m LQBA
1

=

PAB = m LQ

-11`I -.11E

BZ
=10,-

6.
4
AP I

B

ZBA

AP and BQ- are

antiparallel.

4024

Definition- o bisect.

Multiplication proper

of equality.

Theorem 5 -2.

-Definition of

antiparallel rays.



A ,

.bisects- LCAH

4. AD I

ARB ZARC

Reasons

Hypothesis.

2. Definition ofl)iSeet.

3. Reflexive property:for

congruence of se nts.'

Hypothesis.

Two perpendicular

segmenta determine rig=ht

angles which are consruert

LEER LA

EER = LACR .

11. p IF q .

A.S.A.

Definition of congruence

for triangles.

8. Hypothesis.

9. Definition of bisect.

10. Transitive

congruence

property for

of angles.

11. Theorem 6-2.

(a) LABC Z._ by Corollary 674-1.

(b),,Wnsider the lines aneire'. These lines

intersect at exactly one point; call it P

The point P is the endpoint of a unique ray

which is parallel to call it Fr. Also,

P is the endpoint of a unique ray which is

parallel to Ee', call it Fr. , Since VP and
PQ- are collinear'parallel rays d BC _and Fe=

are noncollinear parallel rays, LABC ;!.LRET

by Part (a). Since PR and YZ are collinear

parallel rays and PQ rand noncollinear

parallel _rays, LOUR = ZXY2 for the same

reason. By the transitive property of congruence

for angles, LABC



*10. Let be the ray opposite.to

BA and YX are antiparallel

rays, BA and Ili{ aref
parallel rays. Let--Yrp

be the ray opposite.

YZ . Then, since

and YX are antiparallel

rays and are not collinear,

BC-and L are parallel
rays and are not collinear.

Furthermore LKYL LXYZ

beruse the angles are a pail

=4Pal If BA and.-' are collinear, then Er and

1K are collinear.

Then, since

of ver teal angles.

In this case, _:LABC ;If Lim
by Problem.9(a). By the transitive property of

congruence for angles, LAW

If BA and YX are not collinear, then BA

and TK are not collinear. In this case,

LABC LKYL 'by Problem 9(b). By the

transitive property of congrUenCe for angles,

LABC XYZ

*11. Let n be the ray oppos

Vt' are parallel rays.

Furthermore, LXYL and

LXYZ are supplmentary

angles.

rw.
to to YZ . Then

--11.
BA and are collinear and

YZ are noncollinear. Then BC

noncollinear. By Problem*9(a),

Hence LABC and LXYZ are

Suppose that

that Eall. and

and crt' are n

LAW ZxFYL

supplementary.

Suppose that

that EZand
BA and IX- are noncollinear and

YYZ are collinear. Then BC and

are collinear. Again we have the case treated

in PrahleM 9(a), and LAB" LXYL

LA BC and LXYZ are supplementary.

404
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As before,



BpSuppose that BA and X are noneollinear and

that ir,and,''YT. ,amfioneefunear., Then

--AV:11,-, are nons011inear. :BrkProbleM 9(h

Therefore, LABC and Lx YZ are

supplementary.

Congruent; parallel (or, antipa-allel

Congruent; antiparalleljor, par 1101).

Supplementary; parallel (or, antiparaliel);

antiparallel (or, parallel

Problem Set 6 -8a

1. (a)

(b) 4
(C) 180-2n .

2. 36

3. 54 .

4. 36, 54; 90

5. 32, 96, 52; x + 3_ +

6. 4.2 .

(

e) 9a .

90 - .

2) =180

7. The Parallel postulate is used to p ove Theollet0

which is applied to obtain equation. and .3,
,

the proof of Theorem 6-9.
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9. Let LDAC be an exterior angle of AABC We

required to prove-, DAC = m LB + m zp

Since LCAB are a linear pair, they

are supplementary and the sum of their measures is

180 . By,Theoem 6-9, m LCAB + m LB + m LC = 180

Therefore, m LDAC = m LB + m LC by the addition:

property of equality.

10. (a) 120

(b) 50 .

11. 108 .

12. 360

) 155
(d) 110

13. Given AABG and -AXYZ with m LA = m Lx and

M LB = m Y Then by the addition property of

equality, m LA 4-,m LB . m LAC + m LY .- Since

mLA +mLB +mLC g 180r. m + Y

then m LC = m LZ by the addition property of

equality.

14. Since PD 1 A and ! "1 , then ZBDP and LCEP

are right angles and congruent. LB Z' 1.0 since they

are base angles of an isosceles triangle. Therefore,

by Theorem 6-11, Lx Zy

15. LA0 and LDOC are .congruent because any two

Vertical angles are congruent. LB and 19 are

right angles and therefore congruent since rff
and DC I . _Therefore, by Theorem 6-11, LA

16. (a) is correct by Theorem 6-11; (b) is not a valid

conclusion because,no information is given concerning

any lengths, and therefore we cannot say that two

lengths are the same.

`17. Let the given triangles be .A ADC and AA,B,C, ,

with 'AC XTUT , LA i;1' LA' , and LB *-14%B' . By

Theorem 6-11, Lc LC, . Therefore,

AABC AA,B,C1 by A.S.A.
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18. LB and LC are right angles and
'LBW% and LCMD are vertical

congruent.- 10Z tU. Hence,

By the definition ofkcong en%

4".ER a . Therefore 1
by the definition of bisec

19. LA and LB are right angl

by ,the definitlon'of bisect

.715 a Ff by the reflexive pr

segments. ,Therefore, APDA

by the definition of congrue

Problem Set 6-8b

60 .

therefore .congruent.

es and therefore

DCM by S.A.A.,

and

each' other

z;OR
bisect

and therefore congruent;

APD LBPD

perty of congruence for

A1:TB by S.A.A. and

2 90.; not necessarily. Although tree sum of the

measures of three angles of the quadrilateral is

270., we do not know that the measure of each of the

three angles is 90 .

*5.

The measure of each angle of the parallelogram

90 . Use Corollary 6-4-3.

m = 2 ; m Lp lo8 ; m Lp 108 ,

Let m LC =mLA= 72 Let mLBmmLD =x .
Therefore, 2x + 144 . 360 , and x = 108

By hypotheses ABCD is a quadrilateral with LA ro LC ,

and LB LD We are required to prove ABCD is a

parallelogram. Theorem 6-13 tells us that

m LA +m&+m LC +m LD .360 .
B + m m ZB 360 or

B7='360 by the substitution property

of equality. Therefore mLA + m LB =, 180 , and

LA and LB are supplementary angles. By the sub- .

stitutlon property of equality, m LC + m LB = 180 ;

and LC and LB are supplementary angles. By

Corollary 6-2-2,- A II MU and 1M , and

ABCD is a parallelogram.
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Z5

18

3 Let AABC be the given triangle with m LA = 90
By orem M LA Ur.LB. M LC = 180 . By the

addition property of equality, m LB m LC = 90 .

-Therefore, LB and LC are complementary angles.

4. Since LDAP and LDBP are right angles, ADAP &rid

ADBP are right triangles. By hypothesis, AT
By the reflexive; property of congruence for segments,

Therefore, ADAP ADBP 'dry Theorem 6-16

(the H otenuse-Leg Theorem). By the definition of

PD . Thus PD

Problem Set 6-9

congruence for triangles,

is the midray of LAPB

5. By the Hypotenuse-Leg Theorem, ACITH ASVP
Hepce QT SV By the Betweenness-Addition Theorem,

Q.V7 ST . We can now apply S.A.S. to prove

APQV ARST

6. (a) By hypothesis, AD.= BC . By Theorem 6-8,.

AE -BF . Since AAre andAIFF are right

triangles,AADE:Z ABCF by the Hypotenuse-Leg
-em. Therefore, Lp zc. By

'Corollary 6-4-2, ZDAB and LCBA are supplements

of LD and LC ,respectively. Hence,

LDAB Z LCBA , because .supplements of congruent

angled' are congruent.

By hypothesis, Lp LC . Also, LDEA LCFB ,

since each of these angles ids a right angle.

By Theorem 6-8,. AR = BF . Hence ADEA ACFB
by S.A.A.; thus, AD

a) Since

D is

point

AID is an altitude

contained in"%e".

D is contained in

D = C , because the lines

sect in exactly one point

08
4 f

of A ABC , the point

Since Ar% Kr, the
AC . Therefore

BC and AC inter-

. Hence Z AC'.
r



Wi_h the Aid Df- the

al itude OftAXABC

similarly that

theses that BE is an

te, We find
d hence that W.

By hypothesia BE X35. Therefore

transitive property of congruence fo

W AC bus AABC is isosceles.

alternate approach for part of the proof:

each of the points D and E is the same

C , the hypothesis AD =, BE becomes AC

by the substitution property for equality;

by,the

segments,

An

A ABC is isosceles.]

Apply S.A.A., to prove

AACD AWE . There-

fore 17 W , and
AAPC is isosceles by

definition.

[Alternate proof: By the

Hypotenuse-Leg Theorem,

AABE ABAD , since n is the hypotenuse for

each of the right triangles. By tne definition :r

of Congruence for triangles, LEAS :ZDBA .

Hence ABC is isosceles-by'Theorem-5-7.

Although the diagram for Part '(c) is different

from the diagram for Part (b), the proof fOr (b)

is applicable here verbatim, excepting the

reason for the statement that LACD LECE .

e

as

BC

hence

41!
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Problem 'Set 6-10

(a) True.

(b) Faise.±i

(a) True.

(b) False.

(c) True.

(d)

(a) False.

(b) True.

(a) False.

(d)- False.

6.

False.

True.

False.

True.

False,

True.

Z yt

sinc. 6 > 5), 4 'acid 75_ > 60 > 45

Problem set_6-11

CorollarY:6-18-1%.

We are given that LC is a right angle of A

We are required to prove c > a and c > b .

In tight 41ABC ,

LA and LB are acute

angles ty Theorem 6-14.

Therefore,

and m LC

by Theorem

and c > b

mLC > m
LB
18, c > a

Then

2. LB A Lc LA.



(a)

(b)

) .(m LC 3 70) .

(a) No.

(b) No.

(c) Yes.

4 ; .-

3 13 .

than.

J- k < x <

By Theorem 6-21, x must satisfy:

x < j k

. j < x k

k < X 4-

Since j,> k , these three conditions simplify to

the statement that x is between j - k and j .

9. AH < AF AH < AT .

BT < TF BT <-AT

Theorem 6-19 (or, Corollary 6-18-1)

10. HB < HC < HF

Theorem 6-19 (or, Theorem 6-18); Theorem 6-18.

11. (a) AD > AB ; Theorem 6-19 (or, Corollary 6-18-1).

m Ls ?rim Li) ; Theorem 6-17 (or, Theorem 6 -14)._

(c) m LY > m Ls ; Theorem 5-10.

(d) m Ly > n LB ; Transitive property of order;

(e) AD > AE ; Theorem 6-18.

(f) AE = AC ;rDefinition of congruence

(AABE AABC by S.A.S.).

(g) AD > AC'; Substitution properly of equality.



12. tements 4 Reasons

1. DB < CD + CB , 1. The sum of the lengths

DB AD 4- AB of two sides of a

CA < CD + AD , triangle is greater than

CA < CB + AB . the length of the third

side of the triangle.

2. 2DB + 2CA < 2CD 2, Additive'property of

+ 2AD + 2CB + 2AB . order.

DB + CA < CD + AD

+ CB + AB

Review Problems

Contrapositive of

Multiplicative property

of order.

Theorem 6 -4: If any two alternate interior angles

determined by a transversal of two distinct

lines are not congruent, then the lines are not

parallel.

Corollary 6-.4-1: if any two corresponding angles

determined by a transversal of two distinct

lines are not congruent, then the lines are not

parallel.

Corollary 6-21-21 If any two consecUtive interior

anklesdetermined by a transversal of two

distinct'lines are not supplementary, then the

lines are not parallel.

Corollary 6-43: If a transversal is not perpen--

dicular to one of two distinct parallel lines,

then it is not perpendicular to the other.

Yes. By the Prope'rty of the ContrapositivC.

(3a + 15) + (2a 35) = 180 .

Thus a= 4th

p II q s
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a) False. f) False.

(b) True. (g) True.

I False. (h) True.

(.d) True. (1) True.

(e) .True. (.0 False.

4. m La . 105 .

80
m LC . 8o .

or (2)

m Ld = 100

m Le = 25

because

AD and M7 are parallel and
I ZD

are alternate interior angleg.

Considering vertical angles-, if two angles

of one triangle_ are congruent to two angles

of another triangle, the third pair of

angles are congruent.

6. m La = 50 .

m Lb 40 .

mLc = ko .

BG II rig and

7. 180 .

(b) 90 .

90 .

8.- CD + AD = AC

BE + EC = BC

d . 4o .

mLe = 50

Lx 40 .

AB
I I IT

(d)

(e) b or

50 .

Tiws BE + EC + CD + AD = AC +

Since AABC is isosceles, LA

Since ,PE II AT: and n 11
are congruent; that is, LA

Hence LA LDPA and

AD = DP and PE = EE

Substituting we see that

o .

'a

Bo .

-

, corresponding angles

PB ,LB ZDPA

Therefore,

PE + E0 + CD + DP = AC + BC .
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Proof: rGIVen...pS1 q ; t intersects p and
at A and B , respectively, LZBA and LXAB are

--10a pair of consecutive interior angles. AP biSects

ZXAB and fir-bieeete .104 We are required to
prove 1 Ag- at R

Statements

1. p II q

2. mLXAB +mLZ i= 180

3. Kr bisects LXAB ,

Er bisects LZBA .

4 m LBAR = l LB ,

ABR = Z.ZBA

BAR + m LABR = 90

6. /BAR + m LABR

ZARB - 180 .

7 m ZARB - 90 .

API

Reasons

Hypothesis.

Corollary 6-4-2.

Hypothesis.

Definition of bisect

Addition and multi-

plication prope ies

of equality.

Theorem 6-9.

Addition property

of equality.

Definition of

perpendicular lines.,



10. Hypothesis:

QM bisects /PQR
SN bisects T

I I 12

ST , since 1 H -12

m LPQR and

= 7 m LOT , by definition of bisect.

Hence m La = m Lb by the multiplication property
of equality. Therefore 4FiellW%

Finally, R and T lie on the same side of Q
because LPQR and LQST are a pair of corresponding
angles. Since M lies on the same side of Q as
R does and N lies on the same side as T does,
M and N are on the same side Of Q; in other
\words, (firand grare parallel rays.

ABED &SEC by S.A.S.

Thub ED = EC

Since AC = AE EC ,

AC= AE A- ED .

Now, AE ED > AD , by Theorem 6-,21, since A, D, E
are noncollinear and determine a triangle. There-

fore, by the substitution property of equality,

AC > AD .

..
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12. Considering all-- possible cases:

Case (i) A, B, C are not three distinct points.

if (1) A =B C , then AB = 0 and AB + BC = AC .

(2) A F C B ,-_theh AC F 0 and AB + BC .> AC

(3) A / B = C , then- F 0 and AB --VBC F AC .

AO A B = C , then AB = BC = AC = 0 atilt'

AB BC = AC

(b

CIEs (ii) A, B, C are three distinct collinear

points.

(5) B is between A and ,C then

AB = AC ,

(6) A is between B and C , then

AB AC = UC and- BC > AC , thus

AB -I- BC > AC .

C is between A and B , then

AC 4- BC = AB an_ AB > AC , thus

AB + BC > AC

Case ,A B, C

Then-they dete

three noncollinear points.

a triangle ABC in

which the sum of the measures-of any two-

sides must be greater than the measure of

the third, by Theorem 6-21. Thus

AB BC > AC .

Prove: If B is in AC , then AB'+ BC = AC

Refer to-Cases'1, 3, and 5 above in this

problem, Part (a).

Conversely,

Prove: If A and ,C are distinct points and

AB BC =-1B , then B must be in 0 .
-

Using the contrapositive of Theorem 6=21,

we know that A, B, C cannot be non-

collinear; therefore B is in V.

We must.yet prove that B is in 0 .



We know that either

(1) C is between A and B ,

(2) A is between B and C , or

(3) B is in AC .

Case (1) is impossible since then

AB BC > AC (see Case 7 in Part (a)).

Case is impossible since then

AB BC > AC (see Case 6 in Part (a)).

Thus Case (3) is the only remaining pos

bility and therefore B Is in AC .

13. The point G as described exists by the Point

Plotting Theorem. AABG ;1° ADGF by S.A.S.
Thus LDGF /ABC . It is given that 7ABC ;"' /DES'

therefore LDGF LDEF . Now if G / E , then
41-fe-1144Pr because corresponding formed by the
two lines and the transversal GE E are congruent.

But parallel lines cannot intersect in a single point.
Therefore G and E cannot be distinct points;
G = E . Thus A ABC 401EF

14. Line m and P determine a plane. P is on

2 Since
1 I m

and 12 I I m and

are coplanar with

m and P. If 4 11 m

then m Za. m Le . If

I I m , then m LO0= m Lc

Thus, m Za m Lb . Now both

La and /b have PQ as the
zero-ray and the other sides

of La and /b- extend into

the same halfplane. (This is

implied by the definition of

alternate interior angles.)

Therefore, by the Protractor Postulate

Thus, there is at most one line through

and

is parallel to m

7



contains P There is a line

t through P such that t j m Thus ,

and t are coplanar. Since 'through P

paralle to m coplanar with m
2

and
1

Now, since t I m, then t 1 and

t by Statement III. This tells us that in
2 1 4

the same plane, ..61 and '2 are perpendicular

to a given line at a given point on the line.

Theorem 4 -21 tells us that there can be only one

line in any one plane'perpendicular to a given line

in that plane at a given point on the line. Thus

*16. A quadrilateral is a parallelogram -f:

a) each side is parallel to the side opposite it.

(b) each side is congruent to the side opposite it.

(c) each angle is congruent to the angle opposite it.

(d) two sides are parallel and congruent.

(e) the consecutive angles are supplementary.

(f) the diagonals bisect each other. (This will be.

proved in Chapter 8).
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Chapter 7

ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

1. (b)' True k

d) True

e) True.

False-

(g) True k

True

k 2

k s 4

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

(n)

(0)

2. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)-

False

True

TrUe

True

True

False

False k canna De- 0 .

True k 1 .

48, 9, 15 k 3

3,

k

k

k 1

36, 72, 0, -18

1

9

) 10, 24, 26

3. A11 are correct conclusions.

*4. Yes. Yes.

-. . 2 0 One is the multiplicative inverse,

(or reciprocal) of the other. Their product

one. This is an instance of the Symmetric property

of proportionality which is stated in the'next

section.

k 3

Pi 1 r



6. Yes. 5) 9 15)

19) (18, 30)

9) f (18, 30) k

1
=

This is an instance of the transitive property of

proportionality whiqh is stated in tie: next section.

(a) Yes. By definition of proportionality.

(b) Yes. The quotient is 3

(e) If 6 = 3x , then by = 3xy and

if 12 = 3y , then 12x = 3xy , by the

multiplication property of equality.

Thus by = 12x by the transitive prope

of equality.

y

Yes. d k b Thus, d° k, 0, and by a
basic arithmetic property, if

0 is a fkctor, the product

No. If a 0 , c 0 because c k a and

k cannot be 0 since e is not zero.

Yes. Yes. By hypothesis, there is k / 0 such

1
that c ka and 3 - 6k Hence, k r and

Therefore !' - 2 = and

*10. Yes. Yes. By hypothesis, there

that a 2k , b = 3k . Hence, a

also know that 2
3

Also, since_ 3
3

7

420
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*11. The correspondence indicated in (a,

13.

c, d)

is the same as that indicated In (b, a) (d, c)

Hence, by definition, if one holds then the

other does also.

There is q / 0 such that a . qb , since

a and b are not both zero. From. the

11 thesis (a, b) d) , there is k / 0

such that a = kc d 'b = kd Substituting

these expressions for a and b in a - qb

we obtain kc = qkd . Since k / 0 , we have

c = qd . Since a = qb c = qd , and q

we have (b, d

Since (a, b) (c, d) , there is such

that a = kc land b = kd . Hence

ad = (kc)d = (kd)c = be

Since a and c are not zero, there is k

such that a = kc Substituting in ad = be

we obtain (kc )d = be , that is, b = kd.

Hence (a, b) (c, d)

With regard to the note, if c = 0 , then a - 0

d (0, 0) i3= (D') d) only if both b and d are

zero. Thus, if c = 0 and d 0 , the conclusion

in Part b would be false. Similarly, the

conclusion In Part d would be false unless both

a= b= 0 and c= d= 0 hold.

Yes, sineeif ,a = kc and b kd , then

5a = k(5c) and b = kd . The proportionality

constants are the same.

8

(b) 6

(d) ;'

(e) 477; 21/7, 4

(f) a, .3b, .124c
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(k)

(1) (3 7, 8, 6,

Problem Set 7 -.2b

True. Reflexive property.

True. Since (x, y)

are positive, (y

inversion.

Hence (s,

property.

Further, since x

False.

(d) False.

(y,

and 5, x, y

by

by the symmetric

r

a the proportionality constant

(x, y) (2,

(b,

3)

c) with k = 3 .

(e) True. Symmetric property and inversion.

1
Since 2 = 3a , a 7 . Hence, k

(g)

(h)

for the proportion in the conclusion.

True. By the addition_ property,

(5, 2, 3) (a b, a, t) Hence,

(2, 3, b, a b) since this is

the same correspondence.

True. Inversion

False. 3x = 2y
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2. (7, (y, x)

(8, 2)

(1Q7) (x + z, y)

(d) (6,7) (z x,

We have given only one proportion for each part.
Students may use various acceptable proportions.

S. (5, 2) (Y0 x) (50 Y) p (2, , (9,7)fl (Y0 Y

The last of these is obtained from the first by

addition which gives (7, 5 2) ; (y + x, y, x)

Hence

(5, 7

(a) 4

(b)

(d)

,1
5. CE = L,,T since by hypothesis (AD, DB) (CE, EB)

and so 4) F1 (CE, 6) ; that is, _ = 4 CE

6. 1. (Ap, DE) F; (CE, ES) 1. Hypothesis

2. (AD, DB, AD + DB) =-1!, ((CE, EB, CE + ED)

y,

x, y) So, by inversion,

(e)

(h)

AD + DB - AB and

CE + EB = CB

x).

2. Addition
property of
proportionality

Betweenness-
Distance
Theorem

EB, CB) 4. Substitution
property of
equality for
real numbers.



7. X = a b

ZW = c d

a + b

That is,

and a = 2 , hence b = 6

Since (a, b) d) , we have

d, c d)

8
J

d = 6

1. 41, ,

3" x 5"

2.)

3.

4.

5.

d

d, 8) with

Problem Set 7-3

(a)

(b)

k

k = 2

k

DF

MN

-n

FE = 18

Mr - 8

AE

(d ) k = 8 XZ

(e) k = 3 RT 12 ST = 15

k= 4/7_ AC BC 2

k - 3 MN

AC

3 , NP

I/7

(b) (1)

1
7

(5) 1

1
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6. or

2 2
7. k = 2 I 2

8. 272 36, 33 . Corresponding angles are congruent.

9. 33 . They are congruent.

10. Hypothesis: ABC ilDEF , A DEF AXYZ

Therefore (AB, BC, AC) DE, EF, DF)

(DE, EF, DF) (XY, YZ, XZ) by the

definition of similarity.

Thus (AB, BC, AC YZ, XZ) by the

transitive property of proportionality.

Also LA LD and ZD
LB LE and LE '; LY 2

LC LF and P LZ

Thus LA = LX LBY and LC = LZ by

the transitive property of congruence

for angles.

Therefore AABC AXYZ since this correspondence

has corresponding angles congruent and

corresponding sides proportional.

11. ABC ADOP .

12. Yes. We know (AB, BC, AC) YZ, XZ) and

KY, YZ, XZ) (ZY, YX, ZX) In the second

proportionality, k = 1 , since XZ = ZX . Hence,

XY

AB=
Therefore, from the first proportionall

Since AB = 8 , this yields BC = 8

13. Yes, since the constant of proportionality is 1

li+. (a) ABC EDC

(b) a ACD A CBD

( c ) A RST A RWV

( d ) XZW XYH

it 29

( e ) LRSQ,

(f ) QABC QEDF
( g ) A ADC AFBE

Y,-



Troble p Set 7-4

11.2 . By Postulate 21,

(AD, AD, DB) B AC, AE, EC) Hence

(10,7, DB) (16, AE, EC) . Thus

(10, 7) 17) (16, AE) , so 10AE = (7)(66)

(AD, DB, AB) (AE, EC, AC)

(1) (3, 3,

(2) (4, 2,

(3) (3, 4,

(4) 3,

(5)

No Since

) (4, 4, ,8)

6) -17) 4,

7) S)

2, 6)

7)

(AD, AB) AE, AC) , thei by

alternation, (AD, AE) (AD, AC

b

(b) x y

(c)

(d) y, y

(e) a

(f)

3. (a) AD

) BF = 5

) BF = 134--

In AACF , (AD, BC, AC AX, XF,

In AAFD (AX, XF, AF) (DE, EF, DF)

By the transitive property of proportionality,

(AD, BC, AC) (DE, EF, DF)



5. Consider "sliFelribr' and intersecting AC- at F

Then, by Postulate 21, (AB, AD) AF, AE)

Thus, AC . AF F is on A781' since it is in the

halfplane determined by 'sail' and B . Thus, C

and F must be the same point by the Point-Plotting

Theorem. Therefore49rand BBC are/the same line

since only one line can contain two points.

Consequently M if

Converse: If a line intersects two sides of a

triangle in interior points so that thelleasures

of one or those sides and the two segments into

which it is cut are proportional to the measures

of the three corresponding segments in the other

side,. then the line is parallel to the third side

of the triangle.

6. PQ 7 , CD .

7 DF 84

CD= OY=

9 Since Fa II AC ZBFG LA

Since DE BC , LADE ZB

BF . Therefore LADE AFTG by A.S.A.

10. d AD

AE = AC . Postulate 21. AE - 8 .

Yes.

Postulate 21. BG = 10

Yes. This was proved in Problem 9 by A.S.A.

Yes. DE = 10

Yes, with

(h) Corresponding angles must be proved congruent.

,ZEAC ZpAE . Reflexive property of congruence.

LABC = LADE and LACB = LAED since Ip I BC- .

LADE AAEC

427
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11. Let Pt and CO denote the points on AB that are

also on the lines parallel to AB through P
and

PQ

=

Q respectively.

QH, P'Q' Q'B

PQ AP' = P'Q'

By Theorem 7-2, since

By Postulate 21, since

Hence API = P'Q' = Q'B ,
that is, the parallel lines trisect AB .

Problem Set 7-5

1. (a) S.S. Th. 7-4 A ABC A DFE

(b) S.A.S. Th. 7-5 , A GHJ A Din
(c) S.A.S! Th. 7-5 , A QRN

(d) A.A. Th. 7-6 , A ABC FDE

(e) A.A. Th. 7-6 , A ABE DCE

(r) S.A.S. Th. 7-5 MKN A LIU

(g) S.S.S. Th. 7-4 A ABC A DFE

(h) A.A. Th. 7-6 , AACD

ACD

A CBD

A ABC

(Also
and

A CBD ti A ABC)

(i) S.A.S. Th. 7-5 A RST A WSV
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1.

2.

AB = kAIBI

LB LB'

AA"B"C" AA'B'C'

with proportionality

constant k

1

2.

Hypothesis

Hypothesis and

Theorem 7-3

A"B" kAIB'

LB" LB'

Definition of

polygon similarity

B"C" kB'CI

AB A"B"

BC - B"C"

LB ' LB"

4,, Transitivity for

congruence and

equality

5. AABC AA"B"C" 5. S.A.S. Postulate

6. AABC AAIB'C' 6. TT,ansitivity for

similarity

3. Use figure for solution of Problem 2 and the hint in

the text following the statement of the theorem.

1.

2.

LA LA' , LB LB'

AB - kA'B'

AA"B"C"

with k as the

proportionality

constant

1.

2.

4. LA"

LB ""

A"B"

LA,

LB'

kA' B'

4.

5.
LA LA"

LEI LBft

6. AT A"B" 6.

7. ABC AA"B"C" 7.

8. LIAEC

429

Hypothesi

If a , b are

positive, then there

is a positive number

k such that a = kb.

Theorem 7-3 asserts

the existence of

such a triangle.

Definition

similarity

Transitivity for

congruence

Segments with equal
measures are
congruent.

A.S.A. Postulate

Transitivity for
similarity



4. 14

(b)

(c) 16

(d) Insufficient infoiTation

6

) 6

If two lines are parallel and cut by a

sversal, the corresponding angles are

congruent, LCBD LA , ZCDB 7=2` LE .

&ACE LIBCD by A.A. Similarity Theorem.

ZCBD = LA by definition of polygon similarity.

Thus BD 11 AZ since, if two lines are cut by

a transversal so-that a pair of corresponding

angles are congruent, the lines are parallel.

BC = ,l AC

Lc LC
.

CBs E by definition of midpoint.

Reflexive property for congruence.
LACE ABCD by S.A.S. Similarity Theorem

and the constant of proportionality is 2 .

Since the triangles ABC

and A'B'C' are isosceles,

LA =1' Lc LA' ;' LC'
. If

LA ;' LA, , then LC Let
by the transitive property

for congruence. Thus

ABC AA1B,C' by A.A.

Similarity Theorem.

7. Given AABC and AA,BICI are isosceles with

LB LB" the vertex angles. We know that

160 = m 160 m ZB'and A. - since

base, angles of isosceles 'langles are congruent

and the sum of the angle of a triangle is 180 .

Also, m LB m LB' sine congruent angles have

equal measures. Thus m LA = m LAr and LA = LA'

Therefore ABC 11413IC, by A.A. Similarity Theore

30



8. ZRTP Z' LOS since they are right angles. LQ
by reflexive property for congruence. Therefore,

!ATP ti AQBS by A.A. Similarity Theorem and

NY! PT, TO (QS SR, HQ)

LBDE LCFE since they are right angles.

LB LC: since they are opposite congruent

Sides of-AABC . ABDE Zan by A.A.

Similarity Theorem.

(b) Since ABDE ACFE the corresponding sides

are proportional by the definition of polygon

10. (a)

similarity. Hence

From (BD, DE, EB)

(DE, EB)
P

FE, EC

property of proportions, we

(DE, FE) F (EB, EC)

LB= LAYC since they are right angles.

LC :1" LC by the reflexive property for

congruence. Thus AMC 41AW by A.A.

SimilarAy Theorem. Therefore

(BC, BZ) F (AC, AY) by the definition of

polygonsimilarity and thus by alternation,

(BC, AC) (BZ, -AY) .

By the product property, (BC)(AY

(BD, DE, EB)
D

(CF, FE, EC)

(CF, FE, EC) we get

Applying the alternation

get

by

= LDFE

by A.A. Similar

C)(13Z)

e initioff of parallelogram. Thus

d LABE LFDE . AFDE A ABE

4- Theorem, with (DE, VD ) F (BE,

DE e DEB 7,AB by the definition of

proportionality. Since opposite sides of a

parallelogram are congruent, AB = DC and thus

FD 4DC

12. 39, is the height of the tree.
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13. (a) The triangles are similar by S.S.S. Similarity

Theorem, thus corresponding angles are congruent.

If one has a right angle so does the other.

14.

3k , 4k 5k

V1141W% thus LBAC LDCA and LAEG LCFG

Therefore AAEG AUG by A.A. Similarity Theorem.

Thus (AG, dt) CO, FG) . By the product property,

of proportion, (AG)(GF) (GB)(C0) and since

multiplication is commutative, (AG)(GF) = (CG)(GE)

15. (a) Approximately 2100 miles.

(b) Approximately 830,000 miles.

Problem Set 7-6a

2. A,P, = 3 FIB, . 6 .

3. (a) (1) No

(2) Yee

(3) Yes

(b) No. Not if the segment is perpendicular to the

line or in a plane perpendicular to the line.

(0) PQ > P'Q'

4. AD DB . AB

5. ACD = 50

B = 40

LCBD = 50

(b) LA DCB . zp

Yes

(d) 3

(e) .AACD ACBD AABC

ACD



Problem Set 7-6b

The teacher may want to ask students to prove

Theorem 7-7 in a two-column proof as an additional
problem.

1. AACB ACDB AADC

c a b
a x h
b h

2. 7-7-1 h2 = xy

27-7-2 a- = xc , b = ye

(a) Since ACDB A ADC , (x, h)
P (h, Y)

.By,he product property of proportions,.

h-
2
= xy

(b) Since AACB ti ACDB ,

thus a
2
- xc

Since ilACB !Inc ,

thus

5.

b = ye

4. Since ACB ti A ADC (

and thus ch = ab

Multiplying by -- h
ab

(a) 4

(b) 3

(c) 7

(d) 8.5

(e) 2

(0 6

(g) 6

(h) 2

(i) 4

(J) 5

433
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Problem Set .7 7

are-not right triangles because the

square of any one side is not the sum "of the--squares-:'

of the other two sides

a, b, d4 e, h, J, 1, m, n, o are right triangles

because the square of one side is the sum of the

squares of the other two sides.

(a) 16

(b)

(c) 1©1/7'

3. 341T
4. 75

5. 7

6. 2

7. 1 or

8. 20

9. 12

10. 10

11. 13

12. 2

13. 6

14.

15. There is a right triangle whose legs have lengths u

(d) 2 41

(e) 2.

and v (see proof preceding the problem set) by

the Ruler Postulate, Protractor Postulate, and Point-

Plotting Theorem. Then, by the Fythagorea&Theorem,

the hypotenuse x is such that x
2

= u
2
+ v

2

Therefore x
2

w
2

and since both x and w are

positive, x = w



16. 1)2 = 2x
2
+ 1 + 2

(x2 4:1)2

since the Sum of the Squares of, two sided, is the,

square of the third, the triangle-is a right

triangle.

If x = 2 , the sides are

If x = 4 , the sides'are

x = 6 the sides are

5

15, 8, 17

35, 12, 37

2
+ v

2
)
2
=,4u2v2 + v

2
+ v

4

= u + 2u
2
v-
2
+ v

(_2 v2N2

Since the sum of the!squares of two sides is the

square of the third, it is a right triangle.

If u = 5 and v = 2 these numbers are

20, 21, 29 .

Either use the formulas in 16 and 17 or
_ _ _

multiply the, integers '?9, 20, 21 by 1000 to

obtdin the triple 29,000 , 20,000 , 21,000

19. Yes. S.A.S. Similarity Theorem.

20. Yes

_ given that

a = ka' , c ke'

+ 1

Therefore b = kb'

Thus 11ACB 2NA1C,B, by S.S.S. Similarity Theorem.
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Hypothesis: AAIB'CI have

a = ka' c key .

4,k'ove: 4ABC iSA'B'C'

t angles at. C,

Proof: There is a triangle A"B"C" A'B'C' with

proportionality constant k . Therefore,

Le" kal c ko' Thus L Le"
are right angles'; a = a" ; c c" and

A: 21,1"B"C" byHypotenuse -Leg Congruence

Theorem. Thus ZXABC AA'B'C'

'5_

AB

5

Problem Set 7-8

BC

5 4/7

3 a/11

14

2

6
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First part of proo

AMC
Prove: (AC, BC AB

C= 90, AC =

1, 07)

Proof: Let AC = BC = x When by the Pythagorean

Theorem, (AB)2 = -x- -i- x2'. Thus AB = xi(ff .

Since x, x, x are proportional to (1, 10/77)

with proportionality factor x , a positive quantity,

(AC, BC, AB)

Second part of proof:

F
(1, 1, 447)

kypotheSis: AABC with (AC, BC, AB

PrOve: AAPC has m LC = 90 , AC . BC

Proof: AC = k 1 , 1 . Therefore
AC = BC . Since AB = k and

(k 1 (k . 1)2 = 2
2

, AABC must be a

,right triangle by the converse of the Pythagorean

'Theorem. Therefore, the angle opposite the longest
side, , that is, is the right angle.

(a) 104/7

54/'

(d) 34,/

(e) 3

) 10

4 s. b c

) 10 10 0 20:

(b) 5 _21 lo

(c) qAV7 9 6 A/7

(d) 9 9 4/7 18

(e) 6 t- 12

(r) 6V7 18 12 173-
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5. 3

6. A

7,- 6i(7

8.

9. feet

10. 150 feet-

11.

12.

g, h, k belong to a triangle similar to the

3, A, 5 right triangle.

d, i, J bdlong to one similar to the

5, 12, 13- triangle.

e, belong to one similar to the

1,4,7, 2 triangle.

belongs to one similar to the

1, 1, triangle.

does not belong to one similar to

those given.

(g) 6

(h) 2

(1) 2.5

0 10

(k) 4 4/7

(1) 4/7

o

(a)

7

(a) 36

347
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Ors tOReview Problems

1. a kc and b= kd

2., (a) 5

(b)

_(
(3, x, 9 65, 104)

f0 . Symmetric- And transitive properties, for

instance, would no longer hold asjgeneral propertie

as stated in text.

4. 1. If ,(a, b, (p, o, then

(a, b, c, a b p, q3 _r p

Thus a+b+c=kpl-q+ r) , but the sum of the

angles must be 180 Therefore, 180 - k . 180..

and k =-1

5. Positive

6. If the corresponding angles are congruent and

corresponding sides proportional.

7. x = /AC = 8 . BC = 9

12

9. Yes.

10.

(a, e

a = kb , h =

(g

(h) 24/7

(1) 54/T

-(j) 4

(k) 6

(1) 4
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12. :LPL = 60 , m LB = 30 , m LC . 90 .

m LA = 45 , m L'13 - 5 m LC = 90 .
14. (a) AY = AZ - , AB

(b) AC

Continue the pattern once more.to get 6

Continuing the pattern, the points

X, Y, Z, B, C, , are contained in a.

spiral, sometimes referred to as the

"Square Root Spiral."

15. 13

16. AC - 7

(b) No. 41ABC 40pBD ; however, BD, BA are not

proportional to BE, BC .

17. 15, 18, 24 .

18. ACLet m- = k then AC = k CE and likewise,

BC = k CD . We know that k is a positive number

because it represents the quotient of two positive
numbers. Therefore, (AC, BC) (CE, CD) . Also,
LACB LECD since they are vertical angles. Thus
AACB AECD by S.A.S. Similarity Theorem. Since

corresponding angles of similar triangles are

congruent, .LA LE . Therefore, since these

alternate interior angles are congruent, AE I] 15r .

19. LACB 12 LEDB since they are both right angles

formed by perpendicular lines. LEBD LABC by the

reflexive property of congruence. Therefore,
AEBD AABC by the A.A. Similarity Theorem.

20. 12
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